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Abstract

A central task of natural language processing is to find a way of answering the

question Who did what to whom, how, when and where? with automatic means.

This requires insights on how a language realizes events and the participants that

partake in them and how this information can be encoded in a human- as well

as machine-readable way. In this thesis, I investigate the ways that the spatial

notions of figure, ground, path and manner of motion are realized in Urdu/Hindi

and I implement these insights in a computationally-usable lexical resource, namely

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. I show that in particular the encoding of complex predicates

can serve as a guiding principle for the encoding of similar constructions in other

VerbNets.

This enterprise involves a detailed investigation of the syntax-semantics interface

of motion verb constructions in Urdu/Hindi, in particular the different syntactic al-

ternation patterns that realize motion events. As it turns out, Urdu/Hindi employs

complex predicates of motion that denote the manner of motion along a path with

two verbal heads. This construction exhibits similar syntactic properties as aspec-

tual complex predicates in the language (Butt 1995). The thesis shows that the

combinatorial possibilities between main verb and light verb are driven by the man-

ner/result complementarity established by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013),

according to which verbs either lexicalize non-scalar manner of motion or denote a

scalar result event. An analysis of the construction in Lexical-Functional Grammar

(Bresnan and Kaplan 1982, Dalrymple 2001) shows that the two predicates merge

their arguments at the level of argument structure, which in turn can be mapped onto

the functional representation along the lines of Bresnan and Zaenen (1990). From a

typological point of view, the combination of two verbal heads denoting manner of

motion along a path in a monoclausal construction shows that Urdu/Hindi belongs

to the group of equipollently-framed languages (Slobin 2004, 2005).
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A key component of the syntax-semantics interface, in particular with respect to

the combination of syntactic and semantic information in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, is

the notion of event structure. Here, I differ with respect to other VerbNets in follow-

ing an approach which assumes that syntax has predictable meaning correlates. In

particular, I analyze Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in the event-decompositional frame-

work of the first phase (Ramchand 2008) and show that the approach provides the

right level of abstraction for encoding event-structural information on Urdu/Hindi

verbs in a computational lexical resource. It makes the right design decisions as to

the event structure of the different syntactic alternations that Urdu/Hindi motion

verbs can appear in. In particular, it accounts for complex predicates of motion

and allows for a consistent theoretical-linguistic treatment of the phenomena, which

provides an optimal basis for encoding the construction in the lexical resource.

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet follows the general assumption of other VerbNets, e.g.

English VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kipper et al. 2008) and Arabic VerbNet

(Mousser 2011), in that semantically similar events are identified by a common syn-

tactic structure. However, due to the multitude of syntactic patterns available in

the class of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi, this principle cannot be ported straight-

forwardly to Urdu/Hindi. In order to overcome this issue, I combine the theoretical

linguistic insights gained in this thesis with those of a computational clustering ap-

proach: In particular, the subclasses arising out of the manner/result complementar-

ity are further subclassified by employing an algorithmic visualization system that

automatically clusters verbs according to their syntactic and semantic properties.

The system offers an interactive way of investigating the resulting clusters and their

coherency. This grouping of verbs is the basis for the implementation of the class of

motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.

In conclusion, the factors that determine the syntax-semantics interface of Urdu/

Hindi motion verbs allow for a multitude of theoretical insights on motion verb ex-

pressions in the language. These insights are used in encoding the concept of mo-

tion in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, a resource that explicitly encodes the relation between

syntactic and semantic information and complements other computational lexical re-

sources for the language. The theoretical as well as computational linguistic analyses

of the syntax-semantics interface of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs yield insights into the

concrete realization of spatial notions in the language, namely the ways of encoding

the figure, the ground, the path and the manner of motion; concepts that are present

in motion verb expressions across languages.



Zusammenfassung

Eine zentrale Aufgabe der maschinellen Sprachverarbeitung ist die Beantwortung

der Frage Wer macht was mit wem, wie, wann und wo? mit automatischen Mit-

teln. Um dieses Problem zu lösen, wird Wissen darüber benötigt, wie Sprachen

Ereignisse und deren Mitwirkende realisieren und wie diese Information in eine vom

Menschen als auch vom Computer lesbare Repräsentation transferiert werden kann.

In dieser Dissertation werden die verschiedenen Arten des sprachlichen Ausdrucks

von Bewegung in Urdu/Hindi analysiert und die auf theoretisch-linguistischer Basis

erworbenen Einsichten werden in eine computationelle lexikalische Ressource für die

Sprache, Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, implementiert. Die Einbettung zeigt insbesondere,

dass die Art der Einbettung von komplexen Prädikaten in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet als

ein Anhaltspunkt für deren Analyse in anderen VerbNets dienen kann.

Dieses Vorhaben beinhaltet eine detaillierte Untersuchung der Syntax-Semantik-

Schnittstelle von Ausdrücken der Bewegung, insbesondere der verschiedenen syntak-

tischen Alternationen von konzeptuell ähnlichen Ereignissen. Wie sich herausstellt,

macht Urdu/Hindi Gebrauch von komplexen Prädikaten der Bewegung, die mithilfe

zweier Verben die Art der Bewegung entlang eines Pfades ausdrücken. Diese Kon-

struktion hat aus syntaktischer Sicht Ähnlichkeit mit aspektuellen komplexen Prädi-

katen in der Sprache (Butt 1995). Die Dissertation zeigt, dass die Kombinations-

möglichkeiten zwischen Vollverb und schwachem Verb unterliegen der “manner/result”

Komplementarität (Levin and Rapport Hovav 2008, 2013), gemäß derer Verben ent-

weder die Art oder das Ergebnis eines Ereignisses lexikalisieren. Eine Analyse der

Konstruktion im Formalismus der Lexikalisch-Funktionalen Grammatik (Bresnan

and Kaplan 1982, Dalrymple 2001) zeigt, dass die zwei Prädikate ihre Argumente

auf der Ebene der A-Struktur verschmelzen, die dann mit der Ebene der funk-

tionalen Repräsentation im Stil von Bresnan and Zaenen (1990) verknüpft werden

kann. Aus typologischer Sicht zeigt diese Kombination, dass Urdu/Hindi zur Gruppe
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der “equipollently-framed languages” (Slobin 2004, 2005) gehört.

Eine Schlüsselkomponente der Syntax-Semantik-Schnittstelle, insbesondere im

Bezug auf die Verbindung von syntaktischer und semantischer Information in Urdu/

Hindi VerbNet, stellt die Analyse der Ereignisstruktur eines Verbes dar. Hierbei

unterscheide ich mich von anderen VerbNets, indem ich einen Ansatz verfolge der

annimmt, dass Syntax vorhersagbare Interpretationskorrelate hat. Genauer gesagt

werden Bewegungsverben auf der Basis des “first phase”-Ansatzes von Ramchand

(2008) untersucht. Dabei zeigt sich, dass diese Art der Eventstrukturanalyse eine

Ebene der Abstraktion liefert, die bei der Kodierung von ereignisstruktureller Infor-

mation in der computationellen lexikalischen Ressource bestens geeignet ist. Darüber

hinaus trifft der Ansatz die richtigen Annahmen zur Analyse der verschiedenen gram-

matischen Alternationen, in denen Bewegungsverben in Urdu/Hindi realisiert wer-

den können. Dies trifft insbesondere auf die komplexen Prädikate der Bewegung zu

und erlaubt eine konsistente, theoretisch-linguistische Behandlung der Konstruktion,

die gleichzeitig eine optimale Basis für deren Einbettung in der computationellen

lexikalischen Ressource liefert.

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet folgt den grundlegenden Annahmen anderer VerbNets, so

zum Beispiel English VerbNet (Kipper et al. 2008) und Arabic VerbNet (Mousser

2011), indem semantisch ähnliche Events durch gemeinsame syntaktische Alterna-

tionen identifiziert werden. Jedoch zeigt die Vielzahl der Alternationsmuster in de-

nen Bewegungsverben in Urdu/Hindi vorkommen können, dass dieses Prinzip nicht

ohne Probleme für Urdu/Hindi angewendet werden kann. Um dieses zu überwinden,

kombiniere ich die theoretisch-linguistischen Einsichten mit denen eines computa-

tionellen Clusteringansatzes: Die Subklassen auf der Basis der “manner/result com-

plementarity” werden mithilfe eines algorithmischen Visualisierungssystems weiter

unterteilt. Dadurch werden automatisch Cluster von Verben identifiziert, die sich

aufgrund ihrer syntaktischen und semantischen Eigenschaften ähnlich sind. Zudem

erlaubt das System einen interaktiven Einblick in die generierten Cluster und deren

Zusammensetzung. Die daraus resultierende Verbgruppierung dient als Basis für die

Klassifizierung der Bewegungsverben in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.

Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass die Faktoren, die die Syntax-Se-

mantik-Schnittstelle bestimmen, eine Vielzahl an thereotisch-linguistischen Ein-

sichten in die Arten des Ausdrucks von Bewegung in Urdu/Hindi geben. Diese Ein-

sichten fließen in die Entwicklung von Urdu/Hindi VerbNet mit ein, eine Ressource,

die explizit die Relation von syntaktischer und semantischer Information kodiert.
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Die theoretischen wie auch computerlinguistischen Analysen der Syntax-Semantik-

Schnittstelle von Bewegungsverben in Urdu/Hindi zeigen, wie Räumlichkeit in der

Sprache realisiert wird, insbesondere in Bezug auf das sich bewegende Wesen, den

Ort, seinen Pfad und die Art der Bewegung; Konzepte, die sprachübergreifend real-

isiert werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A central task of natural language processing is to find a way of answering the

question Who did what to whom, how, when and where? with automatic means.

This step towards an automatic representation of sentential knowledge has been

facilitated by the state of the art in wide-coverage deep syntactic parsing, which

has made semantic processing come into the reach of applications in computational

linguistics (Bos et al. 2004). However, a number of key issues remain to be addressed:

Firstly, how can sentential knowledge be represented in a human- as well as machine-

readable way? Secondly, how should meaning, which is associated with a lexical item

independently of its specific syntactic realization, be encoded and what should be

encoded at all?

In this thesis, I investigate the ways that the spatial notions of figure, ground,

path and manner of motion are realized in Urdu/Hindi and I implement these in-

sights in a computational lexical resource, namely Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. For English,

lexical resources like VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kipper et al. 2008), FrameNet

(Baker et al. 1998), WordNet (Fellbaum 1998b, Vossen 1998) and a combination of

these (Shi and Mihalcea 2005) have paved the way for large-scale computational se-

mantic analyses. For languages where these resources are not available and where

theoretical linguistic work on the concept of motion is still in the early stages, re-

search needs to focus on the basic questions of what kind of information should be

encoded and based on which theoretical justifications. This is also the scenario for

the Indo-Aryan languages of Urdu and Hindi, where lexical resources are sparse and

where work on the theoretical and computational semantic analysis of the language

is still comparatively limited.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

One of the central tasks in the process of developing a lexical resource like Verb-

Net is an investigation of the syntactic properties of motion events in the language.

On the basis of a manual investigation of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and the syntactic

alternations they occur in, I show that motion verbs in the language exhibit a mul-

titude of patterns. The variety is particularly striking for the causative alternation

and the formation of aspectual complex predicates, but the cognate object alterna-

tion and the telic path alternation are also not regular across the class of motion

verbs. A phenomenon that is very closely investigated in this thesis are complex

predicates of motion, sequences of motion verbs that share properties with aspectual

complex predicates in Urdu/Hindi (Butt 1995). These complex predicates realize

the notion of spatiality, in particular the path and the manner of motion, in a way

that has previously gone unnoticed in typological work on Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

(Narasimhan 2003). The insights gained in this thesis show that Urdu/Hindi does

not fall into the class of verb-framed languages, where the path is realized by the

main verb with the manner of motion contributed by a subordinate clause. Rather,

Urdu/Hindi belongs to the group of equipollently-framed languages (Slobin 2004,

2005), where these notions are realized by two verbal heads.

From a lexical semantic point of view, one of the key elements of Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs is the manner/result complementarity proposed by Levin and Rap-

paport Hovav (2008, 2013), according to which verbs either belong to the class of

non-scalar manner verbs or denote a scalar result meaning. This division serves as

the theoretical basis for an initial classification of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs. The

further subdivision of the verb class follows the assumption of VerbNet in general

in that a commonality in meaning is mirrored in a similarity of syntactic structure.

In order to deal with the large variety of syntactic patterns elicited from the the-

oretical investigation and with the aim of arriving at a meaningful classification of

motion verbs for Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, I employ a technique from information vi-

sualization (Lamprecht et al. 2013) that algorithmically visualizes clusters of verbs

according to their syntactic and semantic patterns. This allows for an interactive

exploration of the constituency and the coherency of the verb class. The results from

the computationally-aided investigation serve as the basis for encoding the verb class

in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.

One difference between Urdu/Hindi VerbNet and VerbNets for other languages,

for instance English (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kipper et al. 2008), Arabic (Mousser

2011) and Chinese (Liu and Chiang 2008), is the way of encoding the event struc-
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ture. In this thesis, I follow the assumption that meaning is systematically con-

structed as part of the syntax (Hale and Keyser 1993, inter alia), employing the

event-decompositional framework of the first phase (Ramchand 2008). Using this

approach, I arrive at a theoretically well-motivated analysis of the event structure

that can be used for encoding conceptual information in the computational lexi-

cal resource. Based on a set of syntactic diagnostics, motion events are maximally

decomposed into an initiation state, a process subevent and a result state, with

each subevent licensing its own semantic role. This way of analyzing the subevental

structure renders the kind of event structure as well as semantic role information

that allows for a meaningful and expressive way of encoding event structure in a

computational lexical resource, in particular for the verbs of motion.

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet also accounts for language-specific characteristics: One of

the core properties of the verbal system of Urdu/Hindi is complex predicate forma-

tion in the form of v+v, n+v, a+v and p+v combinations. While a large amount

of work analyzes the construction from a theoretical point of view (Hook (1974),

Masica (1976), Butt (1995), inter alia), implementations in lexical resources are rare

so far, with the only exception being a PropBank-style encoding of Hindi light verbs

(Hwang et al. 2010, Vaidya et al. 2013). In this thesis, I show that v+v complex

predicates, in particular aspectual, permissive and motion complex predicates can

be implemented in a class-based resource like VerbNet by assuming separate classes

of light verbs in addition to the main verb classes. This is justified by the syntactic

and semantic differences of light verbs compared to their main verb counterparts.

Encoding complex predicates in VerbNet this way can serve as a guiding principle

for the encoding of similar constructions in other VerbNets.

The dissertation proceeds as follows: Chapter 2 provides the relevant linguis-

tic background of the thesis, in particular I demarcate the motion verbs investi-

gated here from other events entailing motion and present the method of data col-

lection. I then show how linguistic theories represent motion and the concept of

spatiality, in particular how these notions are represented in computational lexical

resources. After laying out the theoretical basis for encoding the relation of syntax

and semantics in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, briefly sketching Lexical-Functional Gram-

mar (Bresnan and Kaplan 1982, Dalrymple 2001) and Ramchand’s (2008) First-

Phase Syntax, I provide the background to Urdu/Hindi and the assumptions that I

make as to its structure. I close with an introduction of the visualization system of

Lamprecht et al. (2013), which supports verb classification in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.
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Chapter 3 presents the results of the manual investigation of syntactic alter-

nations that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs can appear in. In particular, I discuss the

problem of distinguishing arguments from adjuncts and propose a general set of

criteria for Urdu/Hindi. This is followed by a verb-class-specific investigation of a

number of diathesis alternations, namely causativization, the telic path alternation

and the cognate object alternation. I also examine the behavior of motion verbs in

aspectual complex predicates. Moreover, I investigate the phenomenon of motion

verb sequences, a construction first noted by Hook (1974) who discusses it in the

context of complex predication, but is puzzled by several of its properties. In ad-

dition to a qualitative investigation of the construction and its surprising syntactic

properties, I present a corpus-based quantitative investigation.

These motion verb sequences are investigated more closely in Chapter 4. An

in-depth analysis shows that they should be treated as complex predicates in the

language and do not adhere to the criteria of serial verbhood assumed for simi-

lar constructions in other languages (Baker and Stewart (1999), Wechsler (2003),

Aikhenvald (2006), Zubizarreta and Oh (2007), inter alia). Despite a seeming id-

iosyncrasy between the combinations of main and light verbs, I show that the com-

binatorial possibilities are determined by the manner-result complementarity pro-

posed by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013). Light verbs of motion can be

classified as either contributing the manner or path of motion, with two of these

light verbs exhibiting an ambivalent behavior depending on the main verb they com-

bine with. Moreover, I present an analysis of cps of motion in Lexical-Functional

Grammar (lfg) (Bresnan and Kaplan 1982, Dalrymple 2001), where the syntactic

level of the f-structure is mapped to an argument-structure representation, following

the principles of Bresnan and Zaenen (1990). At the level of f-structure, the lexical

semantic contribution of the light verbs of motion are recorded, information that is

also captured in the conceptual representation of the computational lexical resource.

The argument-structure analysis shows that complex predicates of motion exhibit

properties similar to aspectual complex predicates in the language (Butt 1995) and

unify their arguments to form a joint predicational domain.

One of the core modules of encoding semantic and conceptual information in

a lexical resource such as VerbNet is the underlying approach to event structure,

discussed in Chapter 5. For Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, I employ the first-phase syn-

tax approach by Ramchand (2008), which is attractive in the light of developing a

computational lexical resource, because a set of syntactic diagnostics identifies the
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subevents that a verb comprises. In this chapter I show that Urdu/Hindi motion

verbs exhibit different event structures, information that is crucial in conceptually

representing motion events in a meaningful way in the lexical resource in Chapter 6.

The framework makes the correct assumptions for an analysis of paths and locations

in Urdu/Hindi and shows that complex predicates of motion in the language are

spatial resultatives and exhibit the same patterns as the verb-particle construction

in English. The consistent analysis of event structure in Ramchand’s approach al-

lows for an efficient and theoretically sound encoding of verbal event structure in

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.

Tying the different strands of investigation of this thesis together, Chapter 6

introduces the lexical resource, namely Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. Due to the different

syntactic and semantic patterns established in the thesis, the manifestation of co-

herent subclasses of motion verbs is a task of its own. In order to solve the issue,

I employ a method from information visualization (Lamprecht et al. 2013), which

provides a way of visually representing the coherency of clusters of motion verbs

in order to determine meaningful subclasses, where verbs are grouped according to

their syntactic and semantic properties. The resulting subclasses and the informa-

tion contained in them are implemented in xml and Urdu/Hindi VerbNet is made

available through a web interface. Syntactic alternations like the causative alterna-

tion are encoded by employing the concept of the sibling class (Mousser 2011), which

accounts for morphologically and phonologically formed causatives, a phenomenon

not present in languages like English.

A specific focus of this chapter lies on the appropriate encoding of complex

predicates, a construction that a lexical resource for Urdu/Hindi need to capture in

order to allow for a meaningful syntactic and semantic representation of the language.

In a cross-linguistic encoding of complex predicates in PropBank (Hwang et al. 2010,

Vaidya et al. 2013), light verbs are implemented by way of assuming joint frames for

main verb and light verb. Based on the underlying assumption of Levin (1993) in

that verb classes in VerbNet are characterized by a common syntactic pattern of the

member verbs, I encode main verbs and light verbs as belonging to separate classes,

due to their syntactic and semantic differences. Using the resulting classification in a

computational semantic analyzer combines the information from the main verb and

the light verb and provides a joint representation for the complex predicate.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation. The way I propose to encode

language-specific constructions like complex predicates in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, in
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particular complex predicates of motion, can serve as a guiding principle to encode

similar constructions in VerbNets for other languages. Moreover, I conclude that

the theoretical foundations that the resource is built on, in particular Ramchand’s

(2008) decompositional approach to event structure, is optimal for encoding concep-

tual information on verbs in a computational lexical resource. This results in some

differences with other VerbNets, but renders the resource more consistent on the

levels of the syntactic as well as the conceptual representation, in particular with

respect to encoding event structure and spatial notions such as path and location.

The theoretical assumptions that this consistency is based on do not only hold for

a specific verb class, but can also be applied in a further extension of the resource.

With the kind of information that Hindi/Urdu VerbNet encodes, it represents an

insightful lexical resource for an under-resourced language.

The methods for corpus study and visualization used in this thesis cannot only

be employed in further extensions of Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, they can also be applied

in the development of similar resources for other under-resourced languages and

similar tasks in other areas of (computational) linguistics. In particular, they allow

for theoretical linguistic insights based on large amounts of data, enabling linguists

to see patterns at a glance without losing track of the underlying data.

Overall, this thesis shows that the combination of theoretical linguistic insights

based on a careful investigation of the data and a computational linguistic viewpoint

on the resulting patterns leads to a better understanding of the determinants of the

syntax-semantics interface of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs. The relation between syntax

and semantics is optimally encoded in a resource like VerbNet, which explicitly

represents the ways that the notions of the figure, the ground, the path and the

manner of motion are realized in the language.



Chapter 2

Relevant background issues

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter I lay out the general linguistic background of the dissertation, start-

ing with a demarcation of the concept of motion that is assumed throughout the

thesis (Section 2.2) and the details of the data collection in Section 2.3. I proceed

with a discussion of the ways that motion has so far been formalized in theoretical

and computational linguistics (Section 2.4). This is followed by an introduction to

the theories of the syntax-semantics interface that I assume as the theoretical basis

for Urdu/Hindi VerbNet (Section 2.5) and a general presentation of the structure

of Urdu/Hindi (Section 2.6). Finally, I introduce the concept of information visual-

ization in linguistics and present a novel visualization technique that supports the

classification of verbs in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet (Section 2.7).

2.2 Constituting the class of motion verbs

The ways of expressing motion across languages are manifold: From rather simple

expressions like ‘to run’ and ‘to enter’ in English, to languages like Murrinh-Patha

which feature verbs like dem-wintjimnum-warda-gathu=wurran-ya meaning ‘to drop

on one knee with one arm raised, the other lowered and momentarily bowing the

head’.1 Despite this abundance of motion concepts, they share common semantic

elements, established by Talmy (1985, 2000), with the core concepts of motion shown

in (1).

1Thanks to Melanie Seiss for this example.
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(1) a. The event or situation involved in the change of location

b. The object that is undergoing movement (the figure)

c. The region (or path) traversed through the motion

d. A distinguished point or region of the path (the ground)

e. The manner in which the change of location is carried out

f. The medium through which the motion takes place

This thesis contributes to understanding the ways that these parameters are

expressed in Urdu/Hindi: I present the ways that motion is syntactically and se-

mantically realized and I also show how the language allows for the expression of the

path and manner of motion. These insights are encoded in a computational lexical

resource.

With respect to a finer-grained definition of the kind of motion that underlies an

event, Talmy’s conceptualization does not further describe the manner of motion,

i.e. whether the change of location is due to running or due to throwing something.

This dimension is for instance accounted for in Mani and Pustejovsky (p. 34, 2012),

who offer a four-way distinction of movement based on the understanding of motion

in physics, shown in (2).

(2) a. Translation: motion along a path

b. Rotation: movement of a body around an axis

c. Oscillation: periodic motion back and forth

d. Deformation: bending, stretching, and twisting of an object

In a complementary fashion, but also aiming at characterizing motion events

further, Levelt et al. (p. 143, 1978) propose the classification in Figure 2.1, assuming

a basic distinction of motion events into those that are transpositional and those

that are non-transpositional. These are further characterized by the role that the

participants play in the event.

The demarcation of motion events taken in this thesis corresponds to how motion

verbs are defined in English VerbNet (discussed in §2.4). Based on the verb classes

of Levin (1993), its members coincide with the class of motion verbs as assumed by

Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1992) and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995). Here,
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Verbs of motion

Transposition Non-Transposition
(‘to tremble’)

Non-Agent
Agent (‘to rise’, ‘to fall’)

Agent ≡ Theme Agent ≡ Source Agent ≡ Target Other
(‘to walk’, ‘to run’) (‘to throw’, ‘to toss’) (‘to collect’) (‘to push’)

Figure 2.1: Classification of motion verbs according to Levelt et al. (1978)

the three features of inherent direction, manner of motion and direct external cause

separate the class into three subclasses, namely arrive verbs, roll verbs and run verbs

(Table 2.1). This set of verbs serves as the basis for the data collection discussed in

§2.3, which results in the list of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs shown in Appendix 8.A.

direction manner direct external cause

arrive verbs + – –
roll verbs – + +
run verbs – + –

Table 2.1: Classes of English motion verbs according to Levin and Rappaport Hovav
(1992), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995)

In relation to the classifications of Mani and Pustejovsky (2012) and Levelt et al.

(1978), the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs discussed in this thesis can be described

as subsuming verbs of translational motion in the sense of Mani and Pustejovsky

(2012) (“motion along a path”), which corresponds to what Levelt et al. (1978) con-

sider the class of transpositional motion verbs whose moving entity is either a Non-

Agent (‘to rise’, ‘to fall’) or an Agent equal to the Theme (‘to walk’, ‘to run’).

As a consequence of the above proposals for demarcating motion verbs, I do

not consider verbs of putting (e.g., rAkh-na ‘to put’) or verbs of physical contact

(e.g., mar-na ‘to kick’) as belonging to the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs inves-

tigated here, despite the fact that these events inherently include motion. Based on

the assumptions made for demarcating the concept of motion, I briefly present the

methodology for data collection in the following, showing how the relevant informa-

tion on Urdu/Hindi motion verbs was collected.
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2.3 Data collection

Due to the sparsity of literature on Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, the data was gathered

on the basis of translations from entries of the class of English verbs of motion

as proposed by Levin (1993) (classes 51.1 - 51.7). Other verbs related to motion,

e.g. verbs of sending and carrying (Levin 1993, class 11), verbs of pushing and

pulling (Levin 1993, class 12) and verbs of throwing (Levin 1993, class 17) were not

considered here, in accordance with the criteria established in §2.2. First, the English

verbs were translated into Urdu and later matched against the list of Hindi motion

verbs in Narasimhan (2003). In order to end up with a valid sample of simple

Urdu/Hindi motion verbs without a bias originating from expressing concepts in

English, the following adjustments were made:

• Due to the difference in expressing concepts in English and Urdu and the setup

of Levin’s (1993) English verb classes, many Urdu verbs did not capture the

motion sense expressed in English and were eliminated. This was the case for

the Urdu translation of English ‘to graze’ (jAr-na), where the class membership

of the English verb was based on syntactic evidence that did not hold for Urdu.

Also, the class of English motion verbs using a vehicle (51.4.1) such as ‘to canoe’

or ‘to kayak’ and verbs such as ‘to backpack‘ has no corresponding simple verb

in Urdu.

• Concepts of motion in Urdu without an adequate translation in English but

represented by a simple verb in Urdu were added to the list. The majority of

examples was related to dancing as in mAtAk-na, a form of dancing often found

in Bollywood movies.

• Many English verbs of motion could only be translated into Urdu using a

paraphrase or adverbial phrase, hence the Urdu equivalent was not included

in the class of Urdu motion verbs considered for the thesis. Examples are the

Urdu translation jehel kAdmi kar-na (lit. 40 step do) for ‘to jog’ and aista

cal-na (lit. slow walk) for ‘to lumber’.

• The common usage of complex predicates, e.g. dubki mar-na for ‘to plunge’ or

vapIs a-na for ‘to return’ greatly reduces the number of simple verbs available in

the language. Similarly, complex predicates with an English motion verb, e.g.

swimming kAr-na ‘to swim’ or jogging kAr-na ‘to jog’, are also not considered.
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The resulting list of Urdu motion verbs collected by this method was matched

against the list of Hindi motion verbs found in Narasimhan (2003) in order to ensure

completeness. In total, the class of Urdu/Hindi verbs of motion comprises of 51 verb

roots (for an alphabetical overview see Appendix 8.A), which are, in a subsequent

step, tested with respect to their (un)grammaticality in various syntactic alterna-

tions.2 These tests were done manually by consulting two native speakers of Urdu

and checking the resulting patterns with one native speaker of Hindi.

In the following, I show how motion and spatial concepts like the location and

the path have been formalized in linguistic theory, both from a theoretical as well

as from a computational linguistic point of view.

2.4 Formalizing spatiality

Approaches to formalizing motion combine insights from fields such as artificial in-

telligence, cognitive science and linguistics. In the following, I present different

approaches that aim at an analysis of spatiality, in particular the ways of encoding

motion and paths versus locations, and I shed light on how these notions have been

formalized.

2.4.1 Theoretical approaches

An early strand of work in theoretical linguistics considers motion events as a series

of “snapshots” (Miller and Johnson-Laird 1976, Langacker 1986, Pustejovsky 1991,

Verkuyl 1993), where each shot captures the moving entity in a different location

than the shot before. In a more reduced version of this conceptualization, Jackendoff

(1972) treats motion as a change between two points, namely the starting point and

the endpoint. This snapshot view on motion is later rejected by Jackendoff (1996)

on the following grounds: On the one hand, how is one to choose the number of

subevents that constitute a motion event? Even with an infinite set of subevents,

motion is not treated as having a continuing nature. On the other hand, how should

unbounded motion be represented in terms of starting and end points of motion?

2The dialects spoken by the two Urdu consultants are different: Whereas one is mostly influ-
enced by the Urdu spoken in and around Islamabad, despite being a native speaker of Saraiki, the
second speaker is a native speaker of Urdu and influenced by the Karachi dialect of the language.
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Jackendoff (1990) With an attempt of formalizing motion as a continuous change

over time, Jackendoff (1990) employs his theory of the Lexical Conceptual Structure

(lcs) that links motion and spatiality to event structure: In this approach, the

conceptual structure is formed by conceptual constituents, which are considered

the “semantic parts of speech” (Jackendoff 1990, p. 43) and consist of the notions

of Thing, Event, State, Action, Place, Path. In an lcs, the meaning of a verb

is represented by a conceptual function, which in the case of motion verbs is the

function gospatial (or simply go). The spatial notions of path and place are analyzed

by turning the conceptual constituents Path and Place into functions: For instance,

Path can be specified by the arguments to, from, toward, away-from or via,

notions that are generally language-independent. These will become important in

the account of complex predicates of motion in Chapter 4.

Overall, Jackendoff’s system is compositional: Words encode conceptual infor-

mation in their lexical entry and are combined via argument fusion to form the

conceptual structure of the clause. For verbs, a lexical entry consists of the part of

speech, a version of argument structure and the conceptual information on the event.

An example of the lcs of the verb ‘to run’ in the syntactic frame ‘John ran home’

is shown in (3), with the composed structure (after argument fusion) shown in (4)

(Jackendoff 1990, p. 57, (19) and (20)): In (4), the bounded path to the destination

is represented by the function to, which has a location (Place) as its argument.

(3)














run

V

___ PPj

[Event go ([Thing ]i, [Path ]j)]















(4) [Event go ([Thing john], [Path to ([Place home])])]

In contrast, if ‘to run’ is used in a locative context like ‘John ran in(side) the

house’, the conceptual information changes from the function go to the function

move and adds a Place concept, as shown in (6) and (7).

(5)














run

V

___

[Event move ([Thing ] [Place ])]
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(6) [Event move ([Thing john], [Place house])]

In principle, the way the lexicon is built, i.e. the combination of syntactic and

conceptual information in one entry, bears resemblance to the way that lexical entries

are structured in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet in Chapter 6. However, the lcss in (4) and

(6) show that two different semantic functions, go and move, represent one and the

same concept of motion and vary depending on whether the verb is used in a path or

locative construction, respectively. Using different terminology for one and the same

manner of motion — in both cases John runs — is something that I refrain from

doing in the verb resource in Chapter 6, because it implies that the kind of motion

performed in the event is different. However, the difference in terminology is solely

due to a difference in syntax. These lcss therefore merge the notions of motion and

path/location in a way that I do not consider as appropriate for a (computational)

lexical resource like VerbNet.

The different functors of the path, for instance to, towards, via, are general

enough to allow for a cross-linguistic analysis of paths of motion (shown in Chapter 4

for complex predicates of motion), however they are not defined from a formal, truth-

conditional semantic point of view and are therefore not clearly distinguishable. In

particular, they are not suitable for a more computational approach with the aim of

inferencing over paths.

Vector Space Semantics An entirely different approach to the analysis of paths,

but one that is also compositional in nature, is the model of Vector Space Semantics

by Zwarts and Winter (2000) and Zwarts (2003): In this approach, a path is treated

as a number of locations that can be defined as a sequence of vectors which have their

starting point in a common origin. The vectors are traversed through the motion

event in a homomorphic fashion, i.e. the progress of the event can be mapped onto

the progress of the path (for more on the homomorphism of paths, see Ramchand

(2008) in §2.5.3). Therefore, a phrase like ‘John went home’ implies a set of paths

whose end-points are at the position of ‘home’. Although this approach provides a

more formal analysis of paths and locations than pursued by Jackendoff (1990), it is

not immediately clear how the information could be encoded in a lexical resource.

Dynamic Interval Temporal Logic A very recent approach of encoding motion

and paths/locations is proposed in Dynamic Interval Temporal Logic (ditl) (Mani
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and Pustejovsky 2012). This model is based on the region connection calculus (rcc)

(Cohn et al. 1997) that describes regions by their possible relations to each other.

The eight relations assumed in rcc-8 are shown in Figure 2.2 and allow for an

expression of the relation between the figure (a) and the ground (b): Figure and

ground can be apart from each other (DC(a, b)), next to each other (EC(a, b)),

partly overlapping each other (PO(a, b)), or the figure can be a tangential proper

part of the ground (TPP(a, b)) (top row, from left to right). In addition, the

ground can be a tangential proper part of the figure (TPPi(a, b)), the figure can be

surrounded by the ground (NTPP(a, b)) (or vice versa (NTPPi(a, b))) and ground

and figure can be equal (EQ(a, b)) (bottom row, from left to right). These notions

help define the motion of a moving entity: In each transition, the figure and the

ground assume one of the rcc-8 relations in Figure 2.2, putting these relations in

sequence models the motion of the figure in relation to the ground over time.

Figure 2.2: rcc-8 relations (Li and Ying 2003)

rcc-8 is paired with the first-order temporal logic of Galton (2000), which defines

transitions in terms of two states: a start state and an end state. Bringing these two

notions together, Mani and Pustejovsky (2012) model “the property of an object’s

relative location as it changes over time” (p. 80) and arrive at a precise and expressive

formal logic that describes the meaning of motion.

Despite the fact that this approach seems to be able to account for motion events

in an elegant way and also inherently encodes the notions of paths and locations, it is

not immediately clear how the assumptions made in the model should be encoded in a

lexical resource that can be used as an external component for various computational

linguistic applications. Moreover, the model does not make an explicit connection
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between the syntactic and semantic realization of motion verbs, a relation that I

consider as crucial in developing a basic lexical resource for Urdu/Hindi.

2.4.2 Computational lexical resources

In computational linguistics, the representation of concepts of motion is mostly done

by means of employing external lexical resources. The most widely used resources

are discussed in the following.

VerbNet English VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler (2005), Kipper et al. (2008)) as one of

the most central resources for English verbs is based on the work of Levin (1993),

who assumes that the syntactic behavior of a verb is largely determined by its mean-

ing. Therefore, verbs are grouped into classes according to their semantic coher-

ence (e.g., Verbs of Motion), with their members constituting a set of syntactically

synonymous words. This common syntactic behavior is manifested through the

(un)grammaticality of a set of diathesis alternations, e.g. alternations like the pas-

sive, the causative or the dative shift. Based on this methodology, Levin (1993)

classifies English motion verbs as either falling into the class of verbs of inherently

directed motion (class 51.1), leave verbs (class 51.2), manner of motion verbs (class

51.3), verbs of motion using a vehicle (51.4), waltz verbs (51.5), chase verbs (51.6)

and accompany verbs (51.7). Each subclass has its own set of syntactic properties. In

VerbNet, the members of these classes are grouped into further subclasses (e.g. roll

verbs (51.3.1) vs. run verbs (51.3.2)). Those share a number of syntactic properties,

with each exhibiting additional syntactic characteristics.

A sample verb entry in English VerbNet (version 3.2) is given in Figure 2.3 for

the verb class escape-51.1, which subsumes verbs of directed motion and is a subclass

of the verbs of motion (51.1 — 51.7).

Each verb class is characterized by the set of member verbs and the set of frames

that the member verbs appear in. In turn, each frame is characterized by its syntac-

tic structure and the meaning that it incorporates, as shown in Figure 2.3: Whereas

the syntactic information is encoded in terms of the parts of speech (NP, V, PP) that

are connected to thematic roles (theme, destination), the conceptual information

is recorded with the help of semantic predicates. For the verbs in class 51.1 the pred-

icates of motion and path describe the underlying event and connect the participants

to the event structure, here during(E). Chapter 6 shows that these two predicates are

not entirely sufficient for encoding motion events in Urdu/Hindi, in particular with
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escape-51.1

Members: ‘to advance’, ‘to arrive’, ‘to come’, ...
Frame: 0.1
Description: NP V PP
Syntax: NP = theme

V
PP = destination

Semantics: motion(during(E), theme)
path(during(E), ?initial_location, ?trajectory, destination)

Example: ‘John arrived in the room.’
‘John came into the room.’
‘John got into the room.’

Figure 2.3: Frame for ‘to enter’ in English VerbNet (version 3.2)

respect to encoding relevant information on complex predicates of motion. How-

ever, they are largely language-independent and can encode cross-linguistic motion

information in VerbNet-style resources.

Starting with version 3.2 of VerbNet, paths are characterized by three deter-

minants (Hwang et al. 2013), namely initial_location, trajectory and des-

tination, shown above in Figure 2.3. If one of these concepts is not represented

overtly in the syntax, the conceptual representation marks the determinant with ‘?’

as with initial_location and trajectory for the construction ‘John arrived in

the room’ in (7).

(7) path(during(E), theme, ?initial_location, ?trajectory, destination)

In contrast, locations in VerbNet are represented with the help of prepositions

that specify the relation between the participant of the event (the ‘figure’) and the

location of the motion (‘the ground’). The structure in (8) represents the location

in the construction ‘John ran in the house’.

(8) in(during(E), theme, location)

FrameNet A different approach to encoding motion and paths/locations is pur-

sued in FrameNet (Baker et al. 1998), based on the cognitive approach of frame

semantics put forth by Fillmore (1976). In this conceptually-driven verb classifi-

cation, concepts are allocated to prototypical events (‘frames’), where each frame
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describes the basic conceptual structure of the event and the participants that are

involved in it (‘frame elements’). The frames shown in Table 2.2 give an overview

of the encoding of motion in FrameNet:3 For instance, the motion verb ‘to run’

in (9a) is classified as a Self_Motion verb, where “the Self_Mover, a living being,

moves under its own direction along a Path”. In (9b), the girl “causes a Theme to

undergo translational motion”, the construction is therefore covered by the frame

Cause_Motion. Verbs like ‘to arrive’ and ‘to reach’ in (9c) are subsumed under the

Arriving frame, where “an object moves in the direction of a Goal”. This goal is

either overtly expressed or understood from the context. Verbs like ‘to roll’ belong

to the Motion frame, where “some entity starts out in one place and ends up in some

other place”.

Frame name Definition Examples

Arrive An object Theme moves in the direc-
tion of a Goal.

‘come’, ‘arrive’

Self_Motion The Self_Mover, a living being, moves
under its own direction along a Path.

‘run’, ‘walk’

Cause_Motion An Agent causes a Theme to undergo
translational motion.

‘throw’, ‘fling’

Motion_Directional A Theme moves in a certain Direction
which is often determined by gravity
or other natural, physical forces.

‘fall’, ‘rise’

Placing Generally without overall (transla-
tional) motion, an Agent places a
Theme at a location.

‘put’, ‘arrange’

Sending A Sender plans the Path (along with
Source and Goal) of a Theme and
places it in circumstances such that
it travels along this Path under the
power of some entity other than the
Sender.

‘send’, ‘dis-
patch’

Table 2.2: Frames of motion in FrameNet (Baker et al. 1998)

(9) a. The girl ran.

b. The car ran Pat off the street.

c. We arrived in Paris before midnight.

3The frame definitions are taken from www.framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data.
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d. The ball rolled across the yard.

In FrameNet, the encoding of locations is based on the assignment of the frame

elements Area and Place to locative phrases. Area describes a location “in which

motion takes place when the motion is understood to be irregular” (Baker et al.

1998) an element that is used for ‘around’ in the construction ‘John ran around’

shown in (10). In all other cases, locations are encoded as Places.

(10) John ran [Area around].

Paths are also characterized by frame elements, employing the notions of Di-

rection, Source, Goal and Path. Similarly to the encoding of locations, the frame

elements characterize individual syntactic constituents. This is in contrast to Verb-

Net, where the path always consists of a start and an end point and a trajectory.

This uniform representation of paths is, as I claim, important in comparing the en-

tailments of different verbs, not only within a verb class but also across verb classes.

In Chapter 6 I illustrate the benefits of this when encoding the spatial information

entailed in complex predicates of motion.

A great benefit of FrameNet is that it does not restrict a frame to a particular

part of speech. Instead, a frame unites similar semantic concepts, independent of

whether these concepts are expressed by nouns, verbs or adjectives. For instance, the

Self_Motion frame includes nouns like ‘dash’ and ‘step’, adjectives like ‘en route’

and all verbs of self-motion. This is a step towards a more general representation of

semantic concepts in language and accounts for the success of FrameNet in machine

learning experiments of semantic role labeling (Gildea and Jurafsky 2002). How-

ever, due to the focus on verbs in this thesis, I refrain from pursing this cognitive

approach to semantics, which does not provide a conceptual representation of the

event structure. This, I claim, is crucial in building a basic knowledge resource for

an under-resourced language like Urdu/Hindi.

WordNet Yet another approach to verb classification is pursued in WordNet

(Fellbaum 1998b): Here, semantic fields group verbs according to their conceptual

similarity (Fellbaum 1998a). On the most general level, verbs are classified as either

actions or states, with action verbs being subdivided into 14 more detailed semantic

domains, among them the domain of motion with the top synset move. Within a
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semantic domain, verbs are connected via a number of relations, for instance via the

troponymy relation, a type of entailment where “every troponym V1 of a more gen-

eral verb V2 also entails V2” (Fellbaum 1998a, p. 80). In the case of the motion verb

‘to march’, the troponym is ‘to troop’, i.e. trooping defines the concept of marching

further in that a troop performs the marching. A different relation is the hyponymy

relation between V1 and V2 where “to V1 is to V2 in some particular manner”. For ‘to

march’, the hypernym in WordNet is the synset walk, i.e. marching means walking

in a particular manner. The hypernym of the synset walk is the synset move.

WordNet is one of the few lexical resources which already has an equivalent in an

Indo-Aryan language, namely Hindi WordNet (hwn) (Narayan et al. 2002). How-

ever, an investigation shows that the Hindi resource is not consistent: For instance,

the verb dor. -na ‘to run’ is grouped in the semantic field of bodily action with the

hypernym structure verb of action → verb, whereas the verb chor-na ‘to leave’ is

both a verb in the synset of bodily action and the synset of motion. In contrast, the

verb t.EhIl-na ‘to lollop’ is only recorded in the motion synset. Due to these inconsis-

tencies, hwn does not support the present undertaking of establishing linguistically

well-motivated classes of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs. In fact, the insights gained in

this thesis can serve as input to a more consistent encoding of motion in the re-

source and complement the WordNet-type information with syntactic information

on motion verbs and the conceptual information they entail.

Hindi-Urdu TreeBank and Hindi-Urdu PropBank The Hindi-Urdu Tree-

bank (Palmer et al. 2007, Bhatt et al. 2009) is a recent attempt to create a multi-

layered treebank for Indo-Aryan languages; it features different annotation levels,

namely a phrase structure annotation inspired by the Chomskyan approach to syntax

(Chomsky 1981, 1995) and a level of dependency annotation following the Computa-

tional Pān. inian Grammar (Bharati et al. 1995, Begum et al. 2008). The dependency

annotation mainly expresses verb-centric relations as developed by Pān. ini, i.e. the

relation of arguments with respect to a given verb. These relations can be divided

into kar.aka-labels (e.g., agent, theme, etc.), non-kar.aka-labels and modifier-labels.

The semantic layer of the treebank is contributed by Hindi-Urdu PropBank

(Vaidya et al. 2011, 2012), a verb resource that encodes the argument structure of

verbs in the style of English PropBank (Palmer et al. 2005). Here, the kar.aka roles

of Pān. ini are paired with PropBank thematic roles, for instance Arg0 for prototypi-

cal agents and Arg1 for prototypical patients. Investigating the Urdu/Hindi motion
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verbs in Hindi-Urdu PropBank4, the semantic role of the moving entity varies; it is

either Arg0 (e.g. for ghum-na ‘to roll’, ghUs-na ‘to enter’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’, gIr-na

‘to fall’, ja-na ‘to go’) or Arg1 (e.g. for a-na ‘to come’, dAgmAga-na ‘to stumble’,

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’). Both PropBank roles map onto the k1 kar.aka role, Pān. ini’s

role for the argument that is most central to the action described by the verb. As in

Hindi WordNet, the investigations made in this thesis regarding the event structure

of motion verbs and the way the participants partake in the event might lead to a

more consistent annotation of the PropBank roles and could eventually increase the

multi-layeredness of the Hindi-Urdu Treebank.

After setting the stage of how motion has previously been formalized in theo-

retical as well as computational linguistic approaches, I continue with a brief in-

troduction of the theoretical frameworks that are used in this thesis to analyze the

syntax-semantics interface of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi. These serve as the un-

derlying theoretical basis for the lexical resource to be developed.

2.5 Theories of the syntax-semantics interface

2.5.1 In general

A majority of approaches that deal with the syntax-semantics interface are based on

some kind of syntactic representation from which the semantic representation is gen-

erated. One of the early ways of syntactic structure building is by way of transforma-

tions (Chomsky 1965, 1981, 1995), with Heim and Kratzer (1998) proposing a com-

positional formal interpretation of the Logical Form (lf) derived from syntactic rules.

Computationally tractable approaches like Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar

(ltag) (Joshi and Schabes 1997) with its ltag semantics (Kallmeyer and Romero

2004) and the framework of Combinatorial Categorial Grammar (cgg) (Steedman

1987, 1996) also work off a tree structure, with the formal semantic representations

computed on the basis of derived trees. These approaches encode meaning in formal

semantic terms, instead of the kind of lexical semantic and conceptual knowledge

that is required in a lexical resource like VerbNet.

This is partly dealt with in a different approach to the syntax-semantics inter-

face, namely the framework of Role and Reference Grammar (rrg), proposed by

Van Valin (2005). rgg offers its own theory of the phrase structure, built up of

4http://verbs.colorado.edu/propbank/framesets-hindi/
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multiple layers of clause structure, among them an encoding of predicate-argument

structure and information structure. The linking between syntactic and semantic

information is based on Vendler’s Aktionsart classes (Vendler 1967) and decomposes

events into states and activities that can be modified with an ingressive and a be-

come operator. This allows for the construction of more complex event structures.

From the viewpoint of lexical resource construction, a drawback of the framework

concerns the three-level distinction of semantic roles, from verb-specific semantic

roles (e.g. Dancer) to thematic roles (Agent) and eventually to macroroles (Actor).

This mapping, I argue, is difficult for a consistent role assignment as required in a

lexical resource and lacks a clear mapping from one level to another (in particular

from verb-specific roles to thematic roles). This, together with a unique and com-

plex syntactic phrase structure that has not been very widely used in computational

linguistics (for an exception see Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez and Mairal (2008)), is the

reason for not pursuing this approach in the current undertaking.

A different but also conceptually-driven theory of the syntax-semantics inter-

face is postulated by the Conceptual Semantics framework of Jackendoff (1990),

discussed in §2.4, which he claims to be compatible with any kind of syntactic repre-

sentation (Butt (1995) shows that the framework is compatible with lfg). Despite

the fact that Jackendoff explicitly deals with the formalization of motion, the lack

of a concrete assignment of semantic roles and only a restricted way of subevent

decomposition make the approach not entirely suitable for encoding information in

a lexical resource.

This issue also pertains to the Generative Lexicon (gl) approach by Pustejovsky

(1995), who proposes four different levels of representation for each lexical entry,

namely argument structure, event structure, qualia structure and lexical inheritance

structure. In principle, the information encoded in the lexical resource in Chapter

6 could be mapped onto the information contained in the gl. However, using the

gl in a computational environment has a major drawback: In gl’s qualia structure,

Pustejovsky employs a sense enumeration technique that distinguishes word senses

on the basis of a finite feature set and tries to restrict the context of words that

can co-occur with the verb. For instance, the word ‘burgundy’ refers to the color

and the beverage, but in the context of ‘Mary drank burgundy’ only the latter sense

is available, because ‘drink’ restricts its object by a +liquid feature. Although

Pustejovsky’s approach seems attractive, especially to computational linguists, the

problem is that as soon as the context becomes too rich or words are used idiomat-
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ically, the features cannot be set correctly anymore. For that reason I refrain from

encoding conceptual information purely along the lines of the Generative Lexicon.

The frameworks of the syntax-semantics interface that are employed in this the-

sis, namely Lexical-Functional Grammar (lfg) (Bresnan and Kaplan (1982) and

Dalrymple (2001)) (§2.5.2) and First-Phase Syntax (Ramchand 2008) (§2.5.3), are

chosen based on their ability to encode linguistic information in a way that is ade-

quate for a lexical resource. Overall, lfg and the first phase shed light on different

levels that characterize the interplay between syntax and semantics and complement

each other in the kind of information that is later encoded in the computational

resource: On the one hand, lfg encodes sentential hierarchy and constituency, the

level that is used in the resource in Chapter 6, but it also represents dependencies

between sentential elements and allows for the mapping to a more abstract argument

structure (Chapter 4). On the other hand, the event-decompositional approach of

Ramchand (2008) establishes the subevents that individual verbs entail and corre-

lates them with a small set of roles that participants play in the event (Chapter 5).

In the following, I introduce both approaches.

2.5.2 Lexical Functional Grammar

C-structure and f-structure At its most basic, lfg assigns two levels of repre-

sentation, namely the constituent structure (‘c-structure’) and the functional struc-

ture (‘f-structure’) (Bresnan and Kaplan (1982) and Dalrymple (2001)). The con-

stituent structure is a conventional phrase structure tree which indicates the surface

arrangement and hierarchy of words and phrases in the sentence. This level of syn-

tactic representation is taken to vary between languages, with a flat phrase structure

assumed for Urdu/Hindi (Mohanan 1994), accounting for the fact that the language

has a fairly free word order in that the constituents under the top sentence node can

scramble. In contrast to generative approaches (e.g. Chomsky (1981) and Chomsky

(1995)), the relative position of a constituent in the tree does not necessarily have

implications as to the function of the constituent in the clause.

The functional information is explicitly recorded at the other basic level of rep-

resentation in lfg, the functional structure, which encodes universal principles of

constructions in the form of an attribute-value matrix, based on the functional anno-

tations on the c-structure nodes and the information coming from the lexicon. This

way of encoding linguistic information allows for a potentially language-independent

representation of the dependencies in a sentence, because the f-structure abstracts
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away from surface linearity and marks relationships between constituents. Figure

2.4 shows a sample c- and f-structure for Urdu/Hindi for the example in (11), with a

schematic lexical entry for the Urdu/Hindi verb phand-i ‘leap over-Perf.F.Sg’ shown

in (12). The English equivalent of the construction is shown in Figure 2.5. De-

spite the different syntactic realization of the construction between Urdu/Hindi and

English, the f-structures in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 are structurally parallel.

(11) øY	KAêK� P@ñK
X ÿ 	� @Y 	K
nIda=ne devar phand-i

Nida.F.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg.Nom leap over.Perf.F.Sg

‘Nida leapt over a wall.’

(12) phand-i (↑pred) = ‘phand 〈subj, obj〉’
(↑aspect) = perf

(↑num) = sg

(↑gend) = fem.

S

KP KP Vmain
(↑subj)=↓ (↑obj)=↓ ↑=↓

nIda=ne devar phand-i
‘Nida’ ‘wall’ ‘leap over’

























































pred ‘leap over < subj, obj >’

subj











pred ‘Nida’

num sg

gend fem

case erg











obj

















pred ‘wall’

def –

num sg

gend fem

case nom

















aspect perf

pers 2

gend fem

























































Figure 2.4: Sample c- and f-structure in Urdu/Hindi

As shown in the lexical entry for phand-i ‘leap over-Perf.F.Sg’, the verb is in

the feminine, singular form and has perfective aspect. This information is stored
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S

NP VP
(↑subj)=↓

V NP
‘Nida’ ↑=↓ (↑obj)=↓

‘leap over’ ‘a wall’















pred ‘leap over < subj, obj >’

subj
[

pred ‘Nida’
]

obj

[

pred ‘wall’

def –

]















Figure 2.5: Sample c- and f-structure in English

individually for each verb in the lexicon, inserted at the terminal nodes and per-

colated up the tree, together with the subcategorization information. In computa-

tional lfg grammars, the morphological information of gender, number and aspect

is stored in so-called finite-state morphologies (Beesley and Karttunen 2003), which

relate the surface form of a word to its stem and a set of morphological tags and

are connected to the syntactic parser (Kaplan et al. 2004). For the lexical item

in (12), the Urdu morphology (Bögel et al. 2007) outputs the morphological string

pHAnd+Verb+Perf+Fem+Sg.

The f-structure is a powerful means of representing syntactic patterns in a par-

allel fashion across languages, a benefit that has been exploited in the ParGram

project (Butt et al. 1999, 2002), an effort to develop parallel lfg grammars for lan-

guages from a wide typological range, among them English, German, French, Polish,

Indonesian, Turkish and Urdu (Butt et al. 1999, Butt and King 2007, Bögel et al.

2009). The variation at the level of c-structure, paired with the parallelism at the

level of f-structure, is captured in a parallel treebank for lfg, the ParGram Par-

allel Treebank (Sulger et al. 2013), with the aim of aligning sentences of a set of

typologically varied languages on different levels of deep linguistic knowledge.

With respect to the syntax-semantics interface, lfg allows for the encoding of

argument structure, a level of representation that complements the syntactic repre-

sentations of c- and f-structure according to the principles presented in the following.

Argument structure For the mapping between the syntactic representations of c-

and f-structure and argument structure, a number of proposals have been put forth:

For one, Bresnan and Kanerva (1989) and Bresnan and Zaenen (1990) (inter alia)
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propose Lexical Mapping Theory (lmt), where thematic roles are placed in relation

to the grammatical functions of lfg. The argument structure of a verb, illustrated

in (13) for the verb ‘to break’, consists of its predicator and its thematic roles ordered

in relative prominence according to the Thematic Hierarchy (Kiparsky (1987) inter

alia) shown in (14). The syntactic difference between arguments is captured via the

syntactic features [± o] and [± r] on the arguments.

(13) break 〈 ag pt 〉
[–o] [–r]

(14) Thematic Hierarchy (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, p. 23)

ag 〉 ben 〉 recip/exp 〉 inst 〉 th/pt 〉 loc

These syntactic features, namely [± o] (objective or not) and [± r] (thematically

restricted or not), constrain the syntactic functions that the thematic roles can be

mapped onto, as summarized in (15). Whereas [–r] refers to unrestricted syntactic

functions that are not restricted as to their semantic role (subjects and objects),

obliques and thematic objects are [+r]. The feature [–o] is used for non-objective

functions like subject and oblique, whereas objects are characterized as [+o].

(15) [–r, –o] [–r, +o] [+r, +o] [+r, –o]

| | | |

subj obj objθ oblθ

When mapping the a-structure in (13) onto the grammatical functions, as in (16),

the argument with [–o] maps onto the subject of the clause (subj), whereas the non-

restricted argument with [–r] maps on the object role of the sentence (obj). This

mapping is performed based on the linking principles set out in Bresnan and Kanerva

(1989).

(16) a-structure: break 〈 ag pt 〉
[–o] [–r]

| |

f-structure: 〈 subj obj 〉

This way of relating syntax and semantics gives an appropriate account of syntac-

tic alternations like the causative, which in Urdu/Hindi is one of the most pervasive
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syntactic alternations in the language.5 In the mapping between a- and f-structure

shown in (18) for the causative in (17) with the verb bAn-a-na ‘to make’, the causative

suffix -a- introduces the causing subevent with the predicate a-cause and licenses

the caused subevent headed by the predicate bAn ‘make’ (cf. Butt (1998, 2003)).

The theme of the causing event, i.e. the entity that is being acted upon by the causer

(the agent), is identified with the theme licensed by the verb itself, i.e. the entity

that is being built.

(17) AK
A 	JK. 	àA¾Ó ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne mAkan bAn-a-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg house.M.Sg.Nom make-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum built a house.’

(18) a-cause 〈 ag, th bAn 〈 th 〉 〉
[–o] [–r]

| |

〈 subj obj 〉

Although this way of formalizing the syntax-semantics interface allows for an

intuitive treatment of syntactic alternations that involve the addition/deletion of

arguments, it is problematic for a more intricate merging of information that comes

from two or more predicates, as in the case of complex predicate formation. In

order to overcome this issue, complex predicates have often analyzed using a more

elaborate argument-structure account, employing Jackendoff’s lcs (Jackendoff 1990)

(for more details on lcs see Section 2.4): The approach accounts for aspectual

and permissive cps in Urdu/Hindi (Butt 1995), cps of associated motion in the

Australian language Wambaya (Nordlinger 2010) and for a variety of cps across

Australian languages (Baker and Harvey 2010). However, Seiss (2012) shows that

the approach is problematic for a restriction of ungrammatical complex predicates

in Murrinh-Patha.

For the purpose of developing a lexical resource which encodes complex pred-

icates of motion, the focus of the lfg analysis in Chapter 4 is to elucidate how

the arguments are merged at the level of syntax. Therefore I restrict myself to a

schematic view on the argument structure along the lines of (18). The lexical se-

mantic information shared between main and light verb and the factors that govern

5Causativization is also found for complex predicates of motion, discussed in Chapter 4, the
analysis of which makes the same assumptions that are made for causatives of simple verbs.
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the combinatorial possibilities between the two verbs is recorded at the level of f-

structure, in a way that the information can be implemented in the lexical resource

in Chapter 6.

A more formal account of the syntax-semantics interface of cps of motion is

pursued at the level of event structure, a crucial level in the conceptual represen-

tation of motion events in the computational resource. This formalization is done

in the decompositional framework of Ramchand (2008), discussed in Chapter 5 and

introduced in the following.

2.5.3 First-Phase Syntax

The first-phase syntax approach by Ramchand (2008) is the basis of the theoretical

lexical semantic analysis in this thesis and serves as a way of formalizing the event

structure that is used for encoding semantic information in the lexical resource in

Chapter 6. In this section, I summarize the central aspects and principles of the

approach, in particular with respect to event decomposition, semantic roles, the

encoding of locations and paths and the role of the lexicon.

Event decomposition In the tradition of Hale and Keyser (1993, 2002) and Borer

(2005), the first-phase approach by Ramchand (2008) assumes a radical ‘generative-

constructivist’ view, in that meaning is systematically constructed as part of the syn-

tax, which has predictable meaning correlates. According to the view of Ramchand

(2008), an event can be maximally decomposed into three subevents, namely an ini-

tiation subevent, a process subevent and a subevent denoting a result state. Each

subevent has its own projection, as shown in Figure 2.6 (Ramchand 2008, p. 39):

The init projection is responsible for introducing the external argument, i.e. the

causer of the event (‘subject’ of cause = initiator), the complement of the process

subevent undergoes the action denoted by the verb (‘subject’ of process = under-

goer) and the result state of the event is licensed by resP (‘subject’ of result =

resultee).6

6The constituent structure of lfg, discussed in §2.5.2, is independent of the assumptions un-
derlying the phrase configurations in first-phase syntax discussed in the following: Whereas lfg

c-structures encode linear order and hierarchy, Ramchand phrases represent subevental constitu-
tion.
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initP (cause)

DP3

subj of ‘cause’
init procP (process)

DP2

subj of ‘process’
proc resP (result)

DP1

subj of ‘result’
res (XP)

Figure 2.6: Event decomposition and projection by Ramchand (2008)

The argument of Ramchand (2008) for this decomposition is that across lan-

guages the system allows for the identification of the general parts of verb meaning

and therefore provides a set of principles that languages adhere to. The aspect of

what determines the subevental information that individual verbs encode is regu-

lated by language-dependent syntactic diagnostics that identify each subevent. In

turn, each subevent licenses its own semantic role, yielding a set of roles that is ab-

stract enough to consistently encode the role of participants across different events.

The explicit way of relating syntax and semantics and the resulting way of encod-

ing event structure greatly benefits the encoding of event structure in the resource

to be developed in this thesis: Due to the set of language-specific diagnostics for

subevental information, verb meaning is encoded consistently in the lexical resource

and allows for the theoretical linguistic assumptions of the first phase to be used in

a computational linguistic setting.

In English, the verb ‘to push’, illustrated in the construction in (19), licenses

an initiation and a process subevent, with the subject DP Katherine initiating the

motion and the object DP ‘cart’ undergoing the change of location. Figure 2.7

illustrates the first phase representation for the sentence: The lexical item ‘push’

carries the information that it is an [init, proc] event. As the event is composed

linearly in the first phase, starting with the lowest position projection procP and

ending in the highest projection initP, the verb ‘break’ Merges at the lowest position

in the tree as the head of procP, and then Moves to the higher position serving as

the head of initP. The specifiers of the projections also Merge into the structure,

rendering a representation that is parallel for all events in English where an entity
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instigates a process undergone by another participant.

(19) Katherine pushed the cart.

initP

Katherine

init procP

push
cart

proc (XP)
〈 push 〉

Figure 2.7: First-phase representation of Katherine pushed the cart.

The “glue” between subevents is one of causation: the init subevent causes the

proc subevent to happen which brings about a change of state (or a change of location

in the case of motion verbs), which in turn leads to a result state under res. Therefore,

the basic rule of event composition is the ‘leads-to’ (→) relation shown in (20): Given

an overall event e and the two subevents e1 and e2, the existence of e1 causes the

existence of e2.

(20) Event Composition Rule

e = e1 → e2: e consists of two subevents e1 and e2, such that e1
causally implicates e2.

(cf. Hale and Keyser (1993))

Concerning the internal structure of each subevent, Ramchand assumes two dif-

ferent eventive types, namely states and processes, formalized by the two predicates

in (21) (Ramchand 2008, p. 44): In contrast to the dynamic process subevent in

(21a), which denotes change in at least one of the event participants, the state in

(21b) implies the existence of one or more properties that the participant in the

subevent has. Ramchand (2008) claims that both the initiating as well as the resul-

tative event are stative, whereas the process subevent has a dynamic interpretation.

(21) a. Process(e): e is an eventuality that contains internal change

b. State(e): e is a state
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As a consequence of the distribution of dynamic and stative subevents in the first

phase, the predicates of initiation and result as shown in (22) and (23) are derived:

In (22), if and only if two subevents e1 and e2 exist where the first subevent e1 is a

state (State(e1)) and the second subevent e2 is a process (Process(e2)), and where

e1 is in a leads-to relationship with e2, then e1 is defined as the initiation subevent

(Initiation(e1)). If and only if, on the other hand, e2 causally implies (‘leads to’)

e1, as shown in (23), then e1 is a resultative subevent (Result(e1)). Therefore, the

interpretation of the overall event is crucially dependent on the strict hierarchy and

compositionality of the first phase and the two types of event structure that are

involved (states vs. processes).

(22) Iff ∃ e1,e2[State(e1) & Process(e2) & e1 → e2], then by definition Initiation(e1)

(23) Iff ∃ e1,e2[State(e1) & Process(e2) & e2 → e1], then by definition Result(e1)

From the viewpoint of derivation, the event interpretation is composed linearly,

starting from the lowest projection resP and ending in the highest projection initP.

This yields the subevent denotations in lambda notation shown in (24) to (26) for

resP, procP and initP, respectively, with res’, proc’ and init’ serving as placeholders

for the concept that is introduced by the verbal item (Ramchand 2008, p. 45).

The result projection resP is the lowest projection in the hierarchy and hence

does not select for a subevent of which it is the causer. In the formal interpretation of

the result head in (24), the denotation [[res]] is therefore composed of the conceptual

content of the event introduced by the verb (res’(e)), the mapping of the event e to a

state (State(e)) and the function Subject(x,e) for the specifier of the res projection,

where x is the holder (or “subject”) of event e.

(24) [[res]]

= λPλxλe[P(e) & res’(e) & State(e) & Subject(x,e)]

The proc head shown in (25) is similarly interpreted, the only difference being

the fact that the process-introducing head potentially selects for a resP. As a con-

sequence, the main event e is split into two subevents, e1 and e2, which are in a

causal relation to one another. In the denotation of procP in (25), the interpretation

of the result event that the process subevent can combine with is introduced by the

function P(e2). The conceptual content of subevent e1 is introduced by proc’(e1),
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which is a dynamic subevent (Process(e1)) in a ‘leads-to’ relationship with e2 (e =

(e1 → e2)). The specifier of the subevent is introduced as x in the Subject function.

(25) [[proc]]

= λPλxλe∃e1e2[P(e2) & proc’(e1) & Process(e1) & e = (e1 → e2)

& Subject(x, e1)]

Finally, in (26), the init head combines with the semantic material lower in the

structure. The two subevents e1 and e2 are again in a causal relationship, with

e1 being the init subevent and e2 the proc subevent (including potential material

coming from resP). As in (25), semantic material from lower in the tree is inserted

in P(e2), conceptual material from the verb is added in init’(e1), the stative nature

of initP is introduced by State(e1) and the specifier of the projection is interpreted

as the subject x of e1.

(26) [[init]]

= λPλxλe∃e1e2[P(e2) & init’(e1) & State(e1) & e = (e1 → e2)

& Subject(x, e1)]

This structurally-motivated interpretation of events also makes stipulations as to

the semantic roles that the participants play in an event, the implications of which

are presented below.

Semantic roles The three subevental projections shown in Figure 2.6 each have

a specifier that denotes the semantic role of a participant in the overall event. In a

more formal way, the relationship between subevent and semantic role is interpreted

according to the primitive role types defined by Ramchand (2008) and shown in (27):

(27) a. Subject(x,e) and Initiation(e) entails that x is the initiator of e.

b. Subject(x,e) and Process(e) entails that x is the undergoer of e.

c. Subject(x,e) and Result(e) entails that x is the resultee of e.

The specifier of init, the initiator, is responsible for introducing the external

argument of the event and is therefore the instigating force (‘subject’ of cause) of

the overall event (27a). The specifier of the process subevent undergoes the action
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denoted by the verb (‘subject’ of process), the so-called undergoer (27b). When

the process subevent causes a result, the specifier of res, the ‘subject’ of the result

is interpreted as the resultee (27c).

Another semantic role and one that is structurally different from the roles defined

in (27) is the notion of the rheme, a role which is always found in the complement

position of a projection and builds up a predicational property which the subject

has. The rhematic position is insofar important for the analysis of motion events, as

it differentiates between paths and locations. If found in the complement position

of proc, a rheme has a path-like interpretation in that the undergoer of the

event traverses a path during the progress of the event. This entailment is not

only valid for events of motion, but makes general predictions in that “the rhematic

projection [of procP] unifies with the topological structure of the verb: if the event

head is dynamic proc, the complement must also provide a topologically extended

structure” (Ramchand 2008, p. 47). In the following, I present a formal account of

path rhemes in the first phase on the basis of sentence (28), which receives the first

phase representation shown in Figure 2.8.

(28) Ravi ate the cake.

initP

DP3

Ravi
init procP

eat
DP2

< Ravi >
proc DP1

< eat > the cake
(rheme)

Figure 2.8: The representation of rhemes in the first phase

The quantized object ‘the cake’ in (28) imposes a bounded event structure and

lays out the path of eating, i.e. once the last piece of cake has gone from the plate,

the event is completed. During the process of Ravi eating the cake, the amount of

cake consumed by him can be monotonically mapped onto the overall consumption

event, i.e. the amount of cake on the plate is directly correlated with the duration of
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the event. Initially proposed by Krifka (1987), this correlation is characteristic for

the class of consumption verbs, where objects receive a path-like interpretation, but

it can also be used for the interpretation of paths of motion.

Instead of mapping the mereological structure of the object onto the mereological

structure of the event, i.e. the part-whole structure of the event in a monotonous

relation with the part-whole structure of the object, Ramchand (2008) employs the

notion put forth by Schwarzschild (2002), who relates the path and the event via a

set of properties, which characterize the part-whole structure of the object. This is

formalized in the definition in (29) (Ramchand 2008, p. 50): In the case of example

(28), the denotation x is something like the cake being a sweet joy, usually eaten on

birthdays, preferably with lots of chocolate. In this case, I assume that the property
∏

c(x) is the amount of cake in Ravi’s stomach, which is determined by the fact

that Ravi eats the cake in context C. This property is monotonic in the sense that

there is a partial order on the amount of cake in Ravi’s stomach and the part-whole

structure of the cake.

(29)
∏

c(x) is the property determined by x and the selectional context C, which is

monotonic on x.

In order to arrive at a path-like interpretation of the object, the property ‘amount-

of-cake-in-Ravi’s-stomach’ is operationalized with an appropriate measure in (30)

(Ramchand 2008, p. 50). For the purpose of an intuitive derivation, I propose to

use pounds as the measure of the path-structure D of the object: The first pound

d1 determines property x1 (“one pound of cake in Ravi’s stomach”), whereas x2 is

described by the second pound d2 of cake that is in Ravi’s stomach. If and only if

the amount of cake after the first pound d1 is part of the amount of cake that is in

Ravi’s stomach after the second pound d2 (formally expressed by x1 ⊆ x2), then the

object receives a path-like interpretation.

(30) Let µ be a function which gives a measure of
∏

.

Let D = { d ǫ µ(
∏

(x)): ∀ x’ ⊆ x µ(
∏

(x’)) = d }

Let ≤ be a relation that determines a linear order on D, such that if

µ(
∏

(x1)) = d1 and µ(
∏

(x2)) = d2, d1 ≤ d2, iff x1 ⊆ x2.

In the next step, the path-like interpretation of the object is mapped onto the

progress of the event, the formal definition of which is shown in (31) (Ramchand
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2008, p. 51). Informally speaking, every subpart of the eating event corresponds to

a subpart of a pound of cake (mapping from events to measures). Similarly, every

subpart of a pound of cake that is eaten can be mapped on a subpart of the eating

event (mapping from measures to events). Therefore, the part-whole-structure of

the object is not directly mapped onto the part-whole structure of the event, but

the measure operationalizes the change of the property of the object throughout the

event and then maps those properties onto the temporal scale of the event.

(31) path(x,e) =def

∃R∃Dx[ ∀e,d,d’[R(e,d) & d’ ≤ d → ∃e’[ e’ ⊆ e & R(e’, d’)]

(mapping of events to measures)

& ∀e,e’,d[R(e,d) & e’ ⊆ e → ∃d’[ d’ ≤ d & R(e’, d’)]

(mapping from measures to events)

Therefore, coming back to the first phase, rhemes in the complement position

of proc are, independently of the meaning of the verb, treated as having a path-

like structure. This interpretation also applies to paths of motion, discussed in the

analysis of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in Chapter 5.

In contrast, rhemes that are situated in the complement position of init and

resP do not denote gradable paths but nongradable properties, as illustrated with

the example in (32) and its first phase representation in Figure 2.9. The phrase ‘in(to)

pieces’ in the complement position of res denotes the property that the resultee

‘the stick’ has in the result subevent, namely that it is in pieces. This property does

not exhibit path-like features as the complement position of proc does. In the case

of motion events, the complement position of res identifies the final location of the

resultee, caused by the motion in the event.

(32) Katherine broke the stick in(to) pieces.

In sum, the differentiation into specifier and complement position and the con-

sequences this has on the interpretation in the event structure in the first phase can

be described as follows: Arguments in the specifier position are predicated by the

event structure and their properties do not have to be monotonic with respect to the

part-whole structure of the event. In contrast, rhematic DPs in procP need to have

a path-like structure, whereas rhemes in the complement position of init and res

denote static properties of the subject. Therefore, the interpretation of the roles and
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initP

Katherine

init procP

break
stick

proc resP

〈 break 〉
〈 stick 〉

res XP
〈 break 〉 in(to) pieces

Figure 2.9: First-phase representation of (32)

positions in the first phase are cross-linguistically valid, but the syntactic evidence

for whether they are licensed are language-specific.

From the viewpoint of other theories of the syntax-semantics interface, the set of

semantic roles with initiator, undergoer, resultee, locational rheme and path

rheme is small and comprises of different concepts compared to the sets proposed

by Jackendoff (1976), Kiparsky (1987), Dowty (1991) and Grimshaw (1990) and

used in the argument structure approach in lfg in §2.5.2 and other lexical resources

discussed in §2.4. The roles proposed by Ramchand (2008) have the benefit that they

are abstract enough to allow for a consistent semantic analysis of the participants in

the event, as shown in the analysis of path rhemes. Moreover, each semantic role is

tied to a syntactic diagnostic that identifies it, which preempts the general problem

of semantic roles in that they are hard to delimit and difficult to define. This problem

has been shown to be notoriously difficult in the case of motion verbs: For Dutch,

Zaenen (1993) uses the proto-agent versus proto-patient properties as defined by

Dowty (1991) and compares them to the properties of the clausal subject in order to

establish the unergative/unaccusative contrast for the language. The investigation

shows that some verbs still posit problems, for instance the verb aankomen ‘to arrive’

has the same number of agent and patient properties as defined by Dowty (1991),

i.e. the verbs cannot easily be classified as either unaccusative or unergative. In

the context of lexical resource development, using clear-cut syntactic criteria for

semantic role assignment as in Ramchand (2008) prevents the establishment of roles
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that are governed by more or less vague semantic criteria.

The role of the lexicon Theories of the lexicon particularly disagree with respect

to the way that argument structure is encoded. In contrast to theories like lfg, dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 for complex predicates of motion, where argument structure is

defined using the primitives of grammatical functions like subj and obj, Ramchand

(2008) uses features in the lexical entry of the root to encode event structure and,

consequently, argument structure. So instead of placing an argument in correspon-

dence with a grammatical function as in lfg, she ties it directly to its respective

semantic role in the event structure through the conceptual structure of the verb.

This way of assigning a semantic role does not require an explicit theory of linking, as

shown in §2.5.2 for lfg. Instead, the assigned features are used in the apparatus of

a combinatorial semantics, which interprets the syntactic structure in a regular and

predictable way. The lexical entry itself does not contain information on the inter-

pretation of the participants in the event, their role is resolved during the systematic

interpretation of the syntactic structure.

In general, constructivists consider the lexical root to contain only cognitive and

encyclopedic information (Marantz 1997), a view which Ramchand (2008) terms

the “naked roots view”, because the lexicon does not contain syntactically relevant

features like word category or argument structure. In contrast, lexicalist theories

like Lexical Functional Grammar (lfg) (Bresnan and Kaplan 1982) or Head-Driven

Phrase Structure Grammar (hpsg) (Pollard and Sag 1994) encode a range of syn-

tactic and semantic “regularities across classes of lexical items” (Dalrymple (2001, p.

3)), for instance the predicate-argument structure of verbs and the count/mass dis-

tinction among nouns. Ramchand (2008) situates her first-phase syntax in the realm

of generative-constructivist approaches to syntax and proposes a moderate view of

the lexicon which she terms the “well-dressed roots view” (p. 11). Under this view,

the lexicon provides phonological information about the root, limited information on

the syntactic label such as the part of speech of the lexical item, plus some abstract

conceptual information. Hence, the lexical entry for a verb like ‘to hop’ contains the

phonological label / h 6 p /, the syntactic label v, some lexical-encyclopedic infor-

mation on the concept of hopping, for example continuous motion performed by an

animate entity, horizontally directed motion, repeated contact with source location.

The syntactic label and in particular the category features constrain the insertion of

the lexical item into the syntactic representation via Merge and avoid having elab-
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orate functional projections in the syntax. Under this view, particular nodes in the

first phase syntax tree encode relations between event properties and properties of

individuals, without spelling out the mapping in the lexicon. Therefore, meaning

is constructed on the basis of a generative syntactic system which has predictable

meaning correlates and allows for a systematic meaning assembly.

The theory of the lexicon pursued in the lexical resource in Chapter 6 follows the

approach of lexicalist theories in that a range of syntactic and semantic information

characterizes the lexical entry. Therefore, the well-dressed roots view of Ramchand

(2008), which only encodes event structure in the lexical entry, is complemented by

a range of other information, for instance information on the alternation frame, the

correlation of syntactic constituents and semantic roles and an overall conceptualiza-

tion of the event, in particular of the process subevent. This information is required

in a lexical resource such as Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, because it makes the resource

expressive enough so that it can be used in computational linguistic applications.

After setting the more theoretical stage of the dissertation, I proceed with a

discussion of the language-specific properties of Urdu/Hindi.

2.6 Urdu/Hindi

Urdu and Hindi are central Indo-Aryan languages spoken by around 800 million

speakers around the world. Urdu is mostly spoken in Pakistan, parts of India and

the United Kingdom, whereas Hindi is mostly spoken in India and surrounding

countries. In terms of the lexicon, Urdu draws on many loanwords from Persian and

Arabic, while Hindi uses more loanwords from Sanskrit. Moreover, Urdu is written

from right to left in a version of the Arabic script while Hindi is written from left

to right in Devanagari. Due to political and religious differences between Pakistan

and India, the two languages are often considered separate, however from a linguistic

viewpoint, they have structural commonalities and share large parts of the lexical

inventory. At the level of syntax and semantics, very few differences can be observed,

although there are some differences in the phoneme and morpheme inventory. Taken

together, Urdu/Hindi constitutes the second most spoken language in the world.

In the following, I discuss the basic linguistic patterns of Urdu/Hindi that are

relevant for the present undertaking of creating a lexical resource for motion verbs in

the language. This includes a presentation of the general architecture of the verbal

phrase (§2.6.1), a brief review of the case assignment properties (§2.6.2) and an
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introduction to the general argument alternation patterns available in the language

(§2.6.3).

2.6.1 The verbal phrase

Urdu/Hindi is a sov language in which major constituents can be reordered freely

in the sentence, with different word orders signaling different information structures

(Butt and King 1996). However, there is a strong preference for the verb to be

clause-final. The canonical word order for a transitive clause is shown in (33a) with

the scrambled versions in (33b)–(33f).

(33) a. AK
Aê» A 	KAê» ÿ 	� ú» �QË
[np lAr.ki=ne] [np khana] [v kha-ya]

girl.F.Sg=Erg food.M.Sg.Nom eat-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ate the food.’

b. [np khana] [np lAr.ki=ne] [v kha-ya]

c. [np lAr.ki=ne] [v kha-ya] [np khana]

d. [np khana] [v kha-ya] [np lAr.ki=ne]

e. [v kha-ya] [np lAr.ki=ne] [np khana]

f. [v kha-ya] [np khana] [np lAr.ki=ne]

Agreement observes the following rule: the verb always agrees with a nominative

(unmarked) argument (Mohanan 1994). If the subject is non-nominative, the verb

agrees with a nominative object ((34a) and (34b)). If no argument is nominative, the

verb receives default masculine singular agreement -a as in (34c). If both arguments

are nominative, the verb agrees with the highest argument (the subject in (34d) and

(34e)).

(34) a. AK
Aê» A 	KAê» ÿ 	� ú» �QË
lAr.ki=ne khana kha-ya

girl.F.Sg=Erg food.M.Sg.Nom eat-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ate food.’
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b. úG
Aê» ú�GðP ÿ 	� ú» �QË
lAr.ki=ne rot.i kha-yi

girl.F.Sg=Erg bread.F.Sg.Nom eat-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ate bread.’

c. AK
Aê» ñ» ú�GðP ÿ 	� ú» �QË
lAr.ki=ne rot.i=ko kha-ya

girl.F.Sg=Erg bread.F.Sg=Acc eat-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ate the bread.’

d. AÆK
Aê» ú�GðP A¿�QË
lAr.ka rot.i kha-e-ga

boy.M.Sg.Nom bread.F.Sg.Nom eat-Fut-M.Sg

‘The boy will eat bread.’

e. úÆK
Aê» ú�GðP ú» �QË
lAr.ki rot.i kha-e-gi

girl.F.Sg.Nom bread.F.Sg.Nom eat-Fut-F.Sg

‘The girl will eat bread.’

One characteristic of the verbal system of Urdu/Hindi is the heavy usage of com-

plex predicates (cps) that can appear in v+v, n+v, a+v and p+v combinations

(Hook (1974), Masica (1976), Butt (1995), Raza (2011), inter alia). The formation

of cps is a very productive process with about 15 light verbs participating, comple-

mented by the eight light verbs of motion that are established in Chapter 4 of this

thesis. As a consequence of the expressive power of cps, the number of simple verbs

in Urdu/Hindi with around 700 verb roots (Raza 2011) is comparatively less than

in other languages.

One type of cp is the class of aspectual complex predicates where the light

verbs contribute a sense of “completion, suddenness, directionality, benefaction, etc.”

(Masica 1976, p. 143): The example in (35) (Butt 1995, p. 91) shows a construction

with lIkh-na ‘to write’ as the main verb of the clause and the light verb le-na ‘to

take’ denoting completeness. The above agreement pattern is mirrored in the cp in

that the finite verb, the light verb, agrees with a nominative argument, cIt.t.
hi ‘note’.

The same holds for (36) with the main verb hAns-na ‘to laugh’ and the light verb

pAr.-na ‘to fall’ denoting inception (without conscious control).
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(35) úÍ ìºË úæê
��Jk� ÿ 	� Ñm.�

	' @
AnjUm=ne cIt.t.

hi lIkh l-i

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg note.F.Sg.Nom write take-Perf.F.Sg

‘Anjum wrote a note (completely).’

(36) ø �QK� �	�ïf @Y 	K
nIda hAns pAr.-i

Nida.F.Sg.Nom laugh fall-Perf.F.Sg

‘Nida burst out laughing.’

In aspectual cps, semantic restrictions seem to hold between main verbs and

aspectual light verbs. For instance, d. al-na ‘to put’ and mar-na ‘to hit’ attribute

a conscious choice of the actor, whereas with pAr. -na ‘to fall’ and beth-na ‘to sit’,

the subject is considered as not having control over the action (Butt 1995). Section

3.4 investigates the availability of motion verbs with aspectual light verbs (for an

overview, see Appendix 8.C).

Another type of complex predicate and one which exhibits a regular pattern in

Urdu/Hindi is the permissive cp with the light verb de-na ‘to give’ (Butt 1995). In

contrast to the aspectual cps shown above, permissive cps comprise of a main verb

in the infinitive oblique form plus the finite light verb de-na ‘to give’ which adds an

external permission-giving entity to the event. This is exemplified in (37) with the

main verb lIkh-na ‘to write’, with the action of writing undertaken by Saddaf with

permission from Anjum. Example (38) shows a permissive cp with the main verb

ja-na ‘to go’.

(37) AK
X ÿ 	�êºË �I 	k ñ» 	¬ �Y� ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne sAddAf=ko xAt

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg Saddaf.F.Sg=Acc letter.M.Sg.Nom

lIkh-ne dI-ya

write-Inf.Obl give-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum let Saddaf write a letter.’

(38) AK
X ÿ 	�Ag. ñ» øðP ÿ 	� @QÓ@
Amra=ne rAvi=ko ja-ne di-ya

Amra.F.Sg= Erg Ravi.M.Sg=Acc go-Inf.Obl give-Perf.M.Sg

‘Amra let Ravi go.’
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In general, all light verbs in Urdu/Hindi have form-identical main verbs (Butt

and Lahiri 2003), as shown in Table 2.3.

Based on (di)transitives Based on intransitives
(ergative subject) (nominative subject)

le-na ‘to take’ a-na ‘to come’
de-na ‘to give’ ja-na ‘to go’
d. al-na ‘to put’ pAr. -na ‘to fall’
mar-na ‘to hit’ mAr-na ‘to die’
nIkAl-na ‘to exit’ nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’

cUk-na ‘to finish’
beth-na ‘to sit’
Uth-na ‘to rise’

Table 2.3: Core set of light verbs in Urdu/Hindi

From a syntactic point of view, case marking is an important determinant in

the grammaticality of complex predicates in Urdu/Hind: In the perfective tense,

some light verbs require the subject to be in nominative case (e.g. pAr.-na ‘to fall’

and mAr-na ‘to die’), whereas others are only grammatical with an ergative-marked

subject (e.g. de-na ‘to give’ and d. al-na ‘to put’) (Butt 1995, p. 89). This pattern

adheres to the more general case marking principles in Urdu/Hindi discussed in the

following section.

2.6.2 Case alternations

One of the crucial determinants of the syntax-semantic interface in Urdu/Hindi is

case marking, as it has repercussions on the entailments of the marked elements

and is therefore important in the interpretation of the participants in an event.

In the following, I present two case alternations found in Urdu/Hindi, namely the

nominative-ergative alternation and the nominative-accusative alternation, and dis-

cuss their patterns in the class of motion verbs.

The ergative-nominative alternation

Languages with a split ergative system have, in addition to other language-specific

patterns of subject case marking, two distinct ways of marking the subject of a

clause: Either it is marked with the nominative or with ergative case. Whereas
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nominative case is considered the unmarked case, the ergative marker carries ex-

tra semantic content and its distribution underlies language-dependent restrictions.

For Urdu/Hindi, the ergative case has been analyzed as being triggered by different

factors (Mahajan (1990), Kachru (1980), Butt and King (1991), Mohanan (1994),

inter alia), with Davison (1999) formulating the criteria that license ergative case

on the subject as follows: Firstly, only finite verbs can license ergative case marking

(tense condition). Secondly, the ergative case is sensitive to the perfective morphol-

ogy of the verb, i.e. the subject is used in the unmarked nominative case if the verb

is in a tense other than the perfective (aspect condition). Thirdly, a verb’s lexical

entry determines whether a verb allows for an ergative-marked subject (verb con-

dition). Based on the semantic influence of the ergative marker, Mohanan (1994),

Butt and King (1991) and Butt and King (2002) propose the notions of conscious

choice and volitionality, respectively, as properties of the subject which seem to

matter in the assignment of ergative case.

The ergative in Urdu/Hindi is expressed by the case clitic =ne which attaches

to the oblique morphological form of the subject np, with an example illustrated

in (39). In (39a), phand-na ‘to leap over’ is in the perfective tense and licenses

the ergative marker on the subject. The verb agrees with the highest nominative

argument in the sentence, here, the object dIvar ‘wall’. In (39b), the main verb is

in the future, with the non-perfectivity of the verb phrase requiring Ali to be in the

nominative (unmarked) case, with the ergative case in (39c) being ungrammatical.

(39) a. øY	KAêK� P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar phand-i

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg.Nom leap-over-Perf.F.Sg

‘Ali leapt over the wall.’

b. AÆK
Y 	KAêK� P@ñK
X úÎ«
Ali devar phand-e-ga

Ali.M.Sg.Nom wall.F.Sg.Nom leap over-3.Sg-Fut.M.Sg

‘Ali will leap over the wall.’

c. úÆK
Y 	KAêK� P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ« *
* Ali=ne devar phand-e-gi

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg.Nom leap over-3.Sg-Fut.F.Sg

‘Ali will leap over the wall.’
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From a crosslinguistic perspective, intransitive verbs of motion are possible can-

didates for allowing their subjects to alternate between ergative and nominative

case. Holisky (1987) shows for Batsbi that verbs related to the concept of running

license either a nominative or an ergative subject, depending on whether the act is

deliberate or not. DeLancey (1985) reports on data gathered by Chang and Chang

(1980) on Lhasa Tibetan, where the subject of several intransitive motion verbs can

be marked with the ergative, denoting an increased sense of control that the subject

has over the action. In Urdu/Hindi, the alternation of ergative and nominative case

on subjects of intransitive motion verbs is not possible and it seems that the set of

“irregular” intransitives listed by Davison (1999) exclusively belongs to the class of

bodily function verbs (e.g. khans-na ‘to cough’, mUskAra-na ‘to smile’ and ga-na ‘to

sing’); they should therefore be treated as exceptions in an otherwise fairly regular

system.

For Hindi, Mohanan (1994, p. 71) claims that the subject of nac-na ‘to dance’

can be alternatively marked with ergative or nominative case. However, an inves-

tigation of the phenomenon reveals that the ergative on the subject of nac-na ‘to

dance’ is only grammatical when the verb is used transitively with a cognate object,

for example a specific dance like xAtAk nac ‘xatak dance’ (a traditional dance in

Punjab). In (40a), the subject is in the unmarked nominative case as the verb is

used intransitively, whereas in (40b), the ergative on the subject is present due to

the cognate object xAtAk nac ‘xAtAk dance’. Due to the fact that cognate objects

can be dropped, not only in pro-drop languages like Urdu/Hindi, the construction in

(40b) without xAkAk nac ‘xatak dance’ and the ergative subject is grammatical, but

the verb is still underlyingly transitive (see §3.3.2 for the availability of the cognate

object construction in the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs).7

7This pattern should not be confused with constructions like (i) or (ii). In (i), the infinitival
form of dor. -na ‘to run’ plus the auxiliary hE ‘be-Perf.Sg’ and the ergativity of the subject results in
a modality construction with a case assignment pattern that is independent of syntactic or semantic
requirements put up by the infinitival verb (Butt and King 2005, Bhatt et al. 2011).

(i) Amra=ne cIr.ya ghAr dor.-na hE

Amra.F.Sg=Erg zoo.M.Sg.Nom run-M.Sg.Inf be.Pres.3.Sg

‘Amra wants to run to the zoo.’

Example (ii) illustrates an example gathered from Urdu television dramas (Bashir 1999, (16)),
where in specific situations the subject is interpreted as being exceptionally volitional and forceful
and gets marked with the ergative. However, in these constructions, the main verb is always in the
infinitival form.
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(40) a. Ag� A 	K A¿�QË
lAr.ka nac-a

boy.M.Sg.Nom dance-Perf.M.Sg

‘The boy danced.’

b. Ag� A 	K (h� A 	K ¹�J 	k) ÿ 	� ÿ» �QË
lAr.ke=ne (xAtAk nac) nac-a

boy.M.Sg.Obl=Erg (xAtAk.M.Sg.Nom dance.M.Sg.Nom) dance-Perf.M.Sg

‘The boy danced (the xAtAk dance).’

Overall, the data show that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs correspond to the criteria

set out for subject case marking in the language. These can be summarized as

follows:

The ergative–nominative alternation among motion verbs

Verbs of motion behave according to the following principles:

• Intransitive verbs of motion always have a nominative subject.

• Transitive verbs (also causatives) require an ergative-marked sub-

ject when the verb is finite and used in the perfective tense, other-

wise the subject is in the nominative, unmarked case.

The nominative-accusative alternation

The dative/accusative case marker =ko in Urdu/Hindi is on the one hand structurally

motivated and optionally assigned to direct objects, on the other hand it carries

interpretational content with a sense of specificity and animacy (Mohanan 1994,

Butt and King 2002, inter alia) as well as affectedness (Saksena 1980). The functions

of =ko and its semantic implications have been extensively discussed in the literature

and have been subject to some confusion, also due to the fact that it is form-identical

to the dative marker and can be used as a locative/temporal case marker (Ahmed

2006). In this section, I investigate =ko solely in its role as accusative case marker,

the spatial usage denoting path is discussed in Section 3.2.

(ii) mẽ=ne nAh̃i ja-na
Pron.1.Sg=Erg not go-Inf
‘I’m (definitely) not going.’
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The constructions in (41) exemplify the alternation pattern of unmarked (nom-

inative) and accusative (marked) case on the direct object of the base transitive

motion verb lApet.-na ‘to roll’. The accusative case on the object gend ‘ball’ in (41a)

is correlated with the specificity of the object, i.e. the accusative case denotes a

particular ball that Ali rolls, whereas the nominative case in (41b) conveys the in-

terpretation of a random ball. The same alternation holds for the transitive verb

phand-na ‘to leap over’ in (42) and its accusative-marked object devar ‘wall’.

(41) a. A�J�
J�Ë ñ» Y	JJ
Ã ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne gend=ko lApet.-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg ball.M.Sg=Acc roll-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali rolled the ball.’

b. A�J�
J�Ë Y 	JJ
Ã ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne gend lApet.-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg ball.M.Sg.Nom roll-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali rolled a ball.’

(42) a. @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar=ko phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg=Acc leap-over-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt over the (particular) wall.’

b. øY	KAêK� P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar phand-i

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg.Nom leap-over-Perf.F.Sg

‘Ali leapt over a wall.’

The alternation of nominative/accusative case on objects has caused some confu-

sion with respect to its realization in causative constructions: Motivated by histori-

cal evidence on causatives from Sanskrit and Vedic, Saksena (1980) and Butt (2003)

claim that causative case marking and its interpretation in modern Urdu/Hindi

depends on the lexical semantics of the verb. In particular, verbs of motion are

considered to be among those verbs that restrict their causees to be marked with

accusative =ko. Their assumption is based on the examples shown in (43) and (44).
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(43) AK
AÆêK. ñ»
	¬ �Y� ÿ 	� Ñm.�

	' @
AnjUm=ne sAddAf=ko bhAg-a-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg Saddaf.F.Sg=Acc run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum made Saddaf run (away).’ (Butt 2003, (16b))

(44) AK
Aê�K @ ñ» Ð@P ÿ 	� á�
Ó
mẽ=ne ram=ko Ut.

h-a-ya

Pron.1.Sg=Erg Ram.M.Sg=Acc lift-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘I picked Ram up.’ (Saksena 1980, (30))

However, this is not the complete picture: As shown for simple transitive verbs

like phand-na ‘to leap over’ above, accusative case alternates with nominative case on

objects when specificity effects come into play. In addition to specificity, accusative

case is assumed to mark animacy (Butt 1995) and/or affectedness (Saksena 1982).

As I show below, these effects carry over to the case marking of causees: The con-

structions in (45) repeat the example in (43) with the verb bhAg-a-na ‘to run-Caus’,

however using a different object. Here, the accusative marker on the causee cuha

‘mouse’ in (45a) entails a sense of affectedness, animacy and specificity, i.e. one spe-

cific, affected (and animate) mouse is chased by Anjum. In contrast, the unmarked

object in (45b) entails that some random (nevertheless animate) mouse is chased,

rendering a more generic reading that Dayal (1992, 2011) claims to be common for

bare singular arguments in the language.

(45) a. AK
AÆêK. ñ» ÿïfñk� ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne cuhe=ko bhAg-a-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg mouse.M.Sg.Obl=Acc run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum chased the (particular) mouse (made the mouse run).’

b. AK
AÆêK. Aïfñk� ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne cuha bhAg-a-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg mouse.M.Sg.Nom run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum chased a (random) mouse (made a mouse run).’

The pattern discussed by way of the constructions in (45) is common to all

motion verbs examined in the present investigation and therefore goes against the

assumption in Saksena (1982) and Butt (2003) that causees of verbs of motion be-

have differently than other objects in the language. Instead, these causees can be
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alternatively marked with nominative case, based on the general principles of object

case marking in the language. The facts on the nominative-accusative alternation

can therefore be summarized as follows:

The nominative–accusative alternation on objects of motion

verbs

Verbs of motion exhibit the following pattern with respect to the accusative-

nominative alternation on objects:

• Transitive motion verbs (also causatives) exhibit the regular pattern

of object marking in that the accusative marker on the object entails

specificity and animacy. The unmarked (nominative) case results in

an unspecific (generic) interpretation and is therefore not available

with proper noun objects.

In the following, I discuss general syntactic alternations in Urdu/Hindi, in par-

ticular the causative and the passive alternation.

2.6.3 General syntactic alternations

Causativization

Alternation patterns Causativization is one of the prevailing syntactic alter-

nations in Urdu/Hindi (Kachru 1980, Saksena 1982, Butt 2003, Bhatt 2003) and

has been characterized as featuring two levels of causativization, namely a direct

causative and an indirect causative. Example (46) (taken from Butt (2003)) illus-

trates the phenomenon: The intransitive form of the verb bAn-na ‘to be made’ in

(46a) is causativized in (46b) with the suffix -a- that attaches to the root, rendering

a direct causative interpretation where the causer Anjum causes the house to be

made. In the indirect causative in (46c), triggered by the suffix -va-, an intermediate

agent is added to the event, here mazdurõ ‘laborers’, which Anjum acts upon to get

the house built.

(46) a. A 	JK. 	àA¾Ó
mAkan bAn-a

house.M.Sg.Nom make-Perf.M.Sg

‘The house was built.’
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b. AK
A 	JK. 	àA¾Ó ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne mAkan bAn-a-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg house.M.Sg.Nom make-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum built a house.’

c. AK
 @ñ 	JK. 	àA¾Ó ÿ�� àðPð 	QÓ ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne (mAzdurõ=se) mAkan

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg (laborer.M.Pl=Instr) house.M.Sg.Nom

bAn-va-ya

make-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum had a house built (by the laborers).’

Other verbs employ a different way of causative formation, namely by lengthening

a vowel in the verb root, illustrated in (47) with the verb kAt.-na ‘to cut’: In (47a),

the verb kAt.-na ‘to cut’ is used intransitively with the short vowel -A- in the root.

With a lengthening of this vowel to a long -a-, as shown in (47b), the verb is in the

causative and licenses an external causer, AnjUm ‘Anjum’. For the indirect causative

in (47c), the suffix -va- attaches to the base form of the verb, yielding the form

kAt.-va-na ‘to make cut’.

(47) a. A�J» �I 	kPX
dArAxt kAt.-a

tree.M.Sg.Nom be.cut-Perf.M.Sg

‘The tree was cut.’

b. A�KA¿ �I 	kPX ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne dArAxt kat.-a

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg tree.M.Sg.Nom cut.Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum cut a tree.’

c. AK
 @ñ�J» �I 	kPX ÿ�� àðPð 	QÓ ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne (mAzdurõ=se) dArAxt

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg (laborer.M.Pl=Instr) tree.M.Sg.Nom

kAt.-va-ya

cut-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum had a tree cut (by the laborers).’
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In general, the causees of direct causatives, such as mAkan ‘house’ in (46b) and

dArAxt ‘tree’ in (47b), are treated as direct objects and are marked with either

accusative or nominative case, based on the principles of the alternation discussed

above. The intermediate agent in the indirect causative, mazdurõ ‘laborers’ in (46c)

and (47c), is considered to be an adjunct of the clause, marked with the instrumental

marker =se (Butt and King 2005).

The direction of causation While the alternation pattern shown in (46) and

(47) suggests that the alternation is regular across the Urdu/Hindi verb inventory,

patterns of causativization are hard to establish in the language (Saksena 1982).

This is confirmed when investigating the class of motion verbs in §3.3.1: Not only

do verbs differ with respect to the availability of the causative alternation, i.e. verbs

can have the direct and the indirect causative, only one form or neither, a few verbs

also exhibit a different case assignment pattern than expected.

Another important topic in the investigation of causativization in Urdu/Hindi

and one which has been discussed controversially in the literature, is the determi-

nation of the direction of causation, i.e. whether the alternation goes from the non-

causativized to the causativized verb form (Butt 2003) or whether the causativized

verb is the base form and undergoes anti-causativization (Bhatt 2003). Table 2.10

schematizes the view of Bhatt (2003): Under his view, verbs where the causative

is formed by vowel lengthening, as in the case of kAt.-na ‘to cut’ (kat.-na, kAt.-va-

na), are considered to have a transitive base form which undergoes a process of

“decausativization” to the intransitive form, as shown in Type 1. This also holds

for verbs like sErAk-na ‘to slither’ (sErk-a-na, sErAk-va-na) in Type 2, where the last

short vowel A of the root is consumed when the causative suffix -a- is attached. Verbs

such as bAn-na ‘to make’ (bAn-a-na, bAn-va-na), where solely the causative suffixes

-a- and -va- and no phonological adjustments render the causative, have the intran-

sitive as their base form and the transitive as the causativized version, as shown in

Type 3.

With respect to phonologically adjusted verbs of Type 1 and 2, the proposal of

Butt (2003) goes against this approach. For these two types, Butt (2003) draws on

historical evidence and shows that the direction of causation in Indo-Aryan languages

has been pertinacious over time and can be traced back as far as Old Indo-Aryan

(1200 — 200 bc). With respect to Type 1, Pān. ini notes the process of strengthening

the root in order to causativize a verb, which means that in the case of kAt.-na → kat.-
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intrans trans trans + se

Type 1: kAt.-na kat.-na kAt.-va-na ‘to cut’

Type 2: sErAk-na sErk-a-na sErAk-va-na ‘to slither’

Type 3: bAn-na bAn-a-na bAn-va-na ‘to make’

Figure 2.10: Direction of causation according to Bhatt (2003)

na, as well as for all verbs which causativize in a similar fashion, the verb form with

the lowest valency in the paradigm serves as the base form.

intrans trans trans + se

Type 1: kAt.-na kat.-na kAt.-va-na ‘to cut’

Type 2: sErAk-na sErk-a-na sErAk-va-na ‘to slither’

Type 3: bAn-na bAn-a-na bAn-va-na ‘to make’

Figure 2.11: Direction of causation according to Butt (2003)

For the causativization direction of Type 2, Butt (2003) assumes the same

causativization direction as for Type 1, contrasting with the assumption of Bhatt

(2003). Here, Butt (2003) is backed up by a phonological process common to Indo-

Aryan languages, namely schwa deletion. Ohala (1977) proposes the phonological

rule in (48) according to which a schwa is deleted between two consonants if a long

vowel follows the second consonant. This is exactly the phonological environment

that is present in the causativization process from sErAk-na to sErk-a-na ‘to slither’

(Type 2): The causative suffix with the long vowel -a- is attached to the root of the

verb, the root therefore ends in a consonant which is preceded by a short -a- (or

schwa), which is consequently deleted.

(48) @ → / V C __ C V[+long]

§3.3.1 shows that, on the basis of the class of motion verbs, causativization in

Urdu/Hindi follows the paradigm proposed by Butt (2003), going from lower to

higher valency.
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Passivization

The passive is a syntactic alternation found in languages across the world (Keenan

and Dryer 2007) and is a prototypical example of different syntactic realizations for

the same event. In Urdu/Hindi, the passive is formed by using the passive auxiliary

ja-na ‘to go’, which follows the inflected main verb. Due to the multiple uses of ja-na

‘to go’ as an aspectual marker and a frequent light verb, the passive is often confused

with other syntactic constructions, however Butt (1995) shows that auxiliaries differ

crucially from light verbs in their syntactic properties.

Example (49) shows the passive alternation based on the motion verb phand-na

‘to leap over’ in the active voice in (49a) and in the passive voice with the auxiliary

ja-na ‘to go’ in (49b). In (49a), the subject Ali ‘Ali’ is marked with ergative case,

the object devar ‘wall’ is in the accusative. In the passive voice in (49b), the object

becomes the nominative, unmarked subject and the subject of the active becomes an

instrumental-marked adjunct, similar to the English by-phrase. Both the main verb

and the auxiliary show gender and number inflection, according to the agreement

patterns illustrated in §2.6.1. The alternation is grammatical for all transitive motion

verbs in Urdu/Hindi.

(49) a. @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar=ko phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg leap-over.Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt over the wall.’

b. ùJ
Ã øY	KAêK� (ÿ�� úÎ«) P@ñK
X
devar (Ali=se) phand-i gA-yi

wall.F.Sg.Nom (Ali.M.Sg=Instr) leap-over-Perf.F.Sg go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The wall was leapt over (by Ali).’

Another form of the passive is the impersonal passive, a construction which is

frequently found in languages like German (50), where the subject of a passivized

unergative verb like tanzen ‘to dance’ as in (50a) is an expletive. An unaccusative

verb like fallen ‘to fall’ in (50b), however, is ungrammatical in this construction.

(50) a. Es wurde getanzt.

Pron.3.Sg be-Past.3.Sg dance-PastPart

‘(People) danced.’
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b. * Es wurde gefallen.

Pron.3.Sg be-Past.3.Sg fall-PastPart

‘(People) fell.’

For Hindi, Bhatt (2003) also notes the availability of the impersonal passive

construction, where the passive auxiliary ja-na ‘to go’ is used in the subjunctive

form with the main verb in the perfective masculine form. Bhatt (2003) claims that

the alternation is only grammatical with unergative verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’, as

shown in (51). However, the Urdu/Hindi data shows that the alternation is also

possible with motion verbs that are generally considered unaccusative, for instance

pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’, shown in (52).

(51) þAg. @ �PðX ,ñÊg�
cAl-o, dor.-a ja-e

come-Imp.Pl, run-Perf.M.Sg go.Subjv-3.Sg

‘Come, let it be run (let us run).’

(52) þAg. Aj� 	JêK� , ñÊg�
cAl-o, pAhUnc-a ja-e

come-Imp.Pl, arrive-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv.3.Sg

‘Come, let it be arrived (let us arrive).’

In general, Ahmed (2010) shows that the division of verbs into those that allow

the impersonal passive and those that do not is not straightforward. The example in

(53) shows that depending on the animacy of the subject and the verb, the impersonal

passive is either grammatical or not. In (53b) with the animate subject cIr.ya ‘bird’,

the construction is acceptable, in contrast to (53c) with the inanimate subject pAtAng

‘kite’, which renders the construction ungrammatical.

(53) a. ø �P@ Á	J��K�/ AK
 �Qk�
cIr.ya / pAtAng Ur.i

bird.F.Sg.Nom / kite.F.Sg.Nom fly-Perf.F.Sg

‘The bird/kite flew.’

b. þAg. @ �P @ ,ñÊg�
cAl-o, ur.-a ja-e

come on, fly-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv-3.Sg

‘Come, let it be flown.’ (for birds)
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c. þAg. @ �P @ , ñÊg� #
# cAl-o, ur.-a ja-e

come on, fly-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv-3.Sg

‘Come, let it be flown.’ (for kites)

The impersonal passive is also grammatical with transitive verbs, both base

transitives like phand-na ‘to leap over’ and causative transitives like bhAg-a-na ‘to

run.Caus’. Examples are given in (54) and (55), respectively.

(54) þAg. @Y 	JêK� P@ñK
X , ñÊg�
cAl-o, devar phand-a ja-e

come-Imp.Pl wall.F.Sg.Nom leap-over-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv.3.Sg

‘Come on, let us jump over the wall.’

(55) þAg. AK
AÆêK. Aïfñk� , ñÊg�
cAlo, cuha bhAg-a-ya ja-e

come-Imp.Pl mouse.M.Sg.Nom run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv.3.Sg

‘Come on, let us make the mouse run.’

In sum, the investigation of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and the grammaticality

of the impersonal passive shows that the alternation is in principle available to all

verbs. The patterns are briefly recapitulated below:

Passivization patterns of motion verbs

Whereas the personal passive applies to transitive verbs of motion, the

impersonal passive alternation is available for all motion verbs, irrespec-

tive of their valency.

In the following, I introduce the concept of information visualization as a way of

shedding light onto the multitude of syntactic and semantic patterns that are found

in the language. This paves the way for a meaningful verb classification in the lexical

resource in Chapter 6.

2.7 Information visualization

Only recently, methods from the fields of Visual Data Analysis (Thomas and Cook

2005, Ward et al. 2010) and Information Visualization (Card et al. 1999) have started
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to be used for the investigation of linguistic phenomena (Collins 2010). Although lin-

guistics has a long tradition of visually representing language patterns, for instance

by tree representations in syntax and spectograms in phonetics, new innovative ways

of visually representing and analyzing large and complex data sets allow for new in-

sights. Areas of investigation range from the cross-linguistic comparison of language

features (Mayer et al. 2010a,b, Rohrdantz et al. 2012a) to the investigation of lex-

ical semantic change (Rohrdantz et al. 2011, Heylen et al. 2012, Rohrdantz et al.

2012b), enabling users to see overarching patterns at a glance while still maintaining

a detailed view on the underlying data.

For that reason, visualization has found its way into the field of computational

linguistics, providing insights into methods of machine translation (Collins et al.

2007, Albrecht et al. 2009), discourse parsing (Zhao et al. 2012), discourse struc-

ture (Angus et al. 2012) and patterns in large corpora (Culy et al. 2011). Bringing

together computational linguistics and visualization can overcome difficulties in in-

terpreting results from machine learning algorithms. This drawback often prevents

theoretical linguists who work with computational models and need to see patterns

in large data sets from drawing detailed conclusions. The visualization employed in

Chapter 6 (Lamprecht et al. 2013) shows that Visual Analytics facilitates “analytical

reasoning [...] by an interactive visual interface” (Thomas and Cook 2006) and helps

resolving the issue of the “black box of machine learning” by offering a customizable,

in-depth view on the statistically generated result of a machine learning technique.

In particular, the system offers a method of visually encoding clusters and their

internal coherence through an interactive user interface that allows users to adjust

underlying parameters and their views on the data, depending on the particular

research question. In the case at hand, the system is used to visualize clusters of

motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi, based on the syntactic and semantic patterns elicited

in Chapters 3 to 5. In itself, cluster visualization is not a novel idea, as it has been

applied in other fields like finance, biology or geography (Schreck et al. 2009). How-

ever, as far as the literature is concerned, interactive systems are still less common,

particularly for the methods employed in computational linguistics.

Figure 2.12 provides an overview of the interface of the cluster visualization,

with the configuration area on the left, the visualization area with the clustering

result in the middle and the description area on the right. The visualization area is

mainly built with the piccolo2d library4 and initially shows data objects as colored

4http://www.piccolo2d.org/
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circles, with color indicating cluster membership (Figure 2.12: three clusters). The

position of the cluster centroids, i.e. the location of the prototypical cluster members,

is visualized by the larger colored circle. Hovering over a dot displays information

on the particular data point in the description area to the right, together with its

cluster membership and the feature structure that characterizes it. By scrolling, the

user can zoom in and out of the visualization canvas.

Figure 2.12: Interface of the cluster visualization system (Lamprecht et al. 2013)

Input The input to the visualization consists of a number of data objects that

are characterized by a feature vector, for instance verb a has the features x, y and

z. This data structure means that the data points that are clustered can be high-

dimensional, i.e. the object vector can have n dimensions. This property has to

be dealt with specifically in the visualization system, because the position of the

data object and its relative distance to other objects is measured by n dimensions.

However, these multiple dimensions need to be projected onto the 2-dimensional

space of the computer screen. This process is performed by a Principal Component
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Analysis (pca)1: It ensures that in the 2D projection, the distances between data

objects in the high-dimensional space, i.e. the dissimilarities between the vectors, are

preserved as accurately as possible. When projecting a high-dimensional data space

onto a lower dimension, however, some distinctions necessarily level out, because

two data objects may be far apart in the high-dimensional space, but end up closely

together in the 2D projection. Therefore, it is important to bear in mind that the

2D visualization is insightful, but interpretations need to be verified by interactively

investigating the data.

Interactivity Due to the nature of the data, some data objects are on top of each

other, i.e. a number of data objects have the same feature vector. This means that

these data objects are assigned the same position on the canvas, with the consequence

that only the topmost data object is visible. In order to improve visual access to

overplotted data objects, the system offers two interactive possibilities: On the one

hand, the user can increase the transparency of the data points, making underlying

data objects visible. On the other hand, the system allows for a randomization of

data objects, i.e. data objects can be repositioned with a small fixed deviation from

their initial position. The degree of deviation can be determined interactively by

using a slider in the configuration area.

Another aspect concerns the ways of exploring the data structure that underlies

the clusters. For that, the user can choose between several ways to visualize the

individual data objects. The standard visualization type is the circle shown in Figure

2.12, which encodes cluster membership via color. Alternatively, data objects can

be represented as glyphs and star glyphs, shown on the left and right of Figure 2.13,

respectively, here for the motion verb phand-na ‘to leap over’. In this view, the

feature structure of the data object is mapped onto the length of a line. The lines

start in the north and are positioned clockwise (here: from 1 to 9) around the center

according to their structure in the input (a non-existent line, here for features 2, 7

and 8 means that the verb does not have a specific feature). In the star glyph, the

line endings are connected. Both representations make similar data objects more

easily recognizable and comparable to each other than representing the data object

as a circle.

Another important feature of the system is the possibility of selecting multiple

data objects for further processing or filtering, with a list of selected data objects

1http://workshop.mkobos.com/2011/java-pca-transformation-library/
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Figure 2.13: Possibilities for the visualization of the data objects

shown in the description area on the right. By right-clicking on a data object, the

user can assign a unique class (and class color) to the item. Moreover, the user can

fade in the cluster centroids (illustrated by the larger dots in the respective cluster

color in Figure 2.12), where the overall feature distribution of the cluster can be

examined in a tooltip by hovering over the respective centroid.

Filtering options The system also offers options for filtering the visualized data:

For instance, the user can select a certain subset of features that the displayed data

points are required to have, with the result that only data points that have this

feature subset are displayed. Another opportunity is to select a number of items on

the canvas in order to display them separately. Moreover, the user can choose to

have only a specific cluster of interest visualized. In all cases, the pca is recalculated

for the remaining data objects and the visualization is stretched to the whole area.

In addition, it is possible to manually fine-tune and clean the visualized clusters, for

instance by deleting wrongly assigned items. Overall, these methods allow for an

interactive data and error analysis, a property which I show in §6.3.2 to be of crucial

importance for clustering Urdu/Hindi motion verbs.

Portability In principle, the Visual Analytics system presented above can be used

for any kind of cluster visualization, but the built-in options and add-ons are partic-

ularly designed for the type of work that linguists tend to be interested in: On the

one hand, the linguist wants to get a quick overview of the overall patterns in the

phenomenon, but at the same time, the system needs to allow for an in-depth data

inspection. Both is given in the system.

In sum, the system provides functionalities that support data inspection across

different data types and sources and allows for an integration and investigation of
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complex data sets. As shown in Chapter 6, this methodology allows for an insightful

classification of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in the lexical resource.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, I have provided the background for the investigation of Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs and their encoding in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. I have shown how the class

of motion verbs investigated in this thesis is demarcated from other verb classes

entailing motion. Moreover, I have presented various ways of formalizing spatial

notions in theoretical as well as computational linguistic approaches and have situ-

ated the approaches taken in this thesis with respect to them. Moreover, I have set

the stage for the theoretical investigation of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs by providing

the language-specific background on Urdu/Hindi, in particular with respect to the

verbal phrase, case marking alternations and general syntactic alternations. This

discussion is complemented by an introduction of the visualization system employed

in this thesis, which allows for a well-defined subclassification of the class of motion

verbs.

In the remainder of the thesis, I investigate how motion is syntactically and se-

mantically realized in Urdu/Hindi. In particular, I analyze the connection between

syntax and semantics for these verbs and show that the theoretical linguistic assump-

tions and analyses pave the way for a linguistically motivated and computationally

expressive encoding of this information in a lexical resource.



Chapter 3

Syntactic alternations of

Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

3.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the syntactic alternations that specifically characterize the

class of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi and thereby complement the set of alternations

discussed in Chapter 2, which are regularly found across the whole verbal inventory.

The investigation lays the groundwork for an event-structural analysis of motion

verb constructions in Chapter 5, as well as the encoding of the linguistic informa-

tion in a lexical resource for Urdu/Hindi verbs discussed in Chapter 6. The data

elicited here does not allow for an immediate and intuitive identification of sub-

classes of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs based on the behavior of the respective verbs in

syntactic alternations. In contrast to the English class of motion verbs established

by Levin (1993), each syntactic alternation creates its own set of subclasses, which

does not coincide with subclasses of other alternations. This shows that the class of

Urdu/Hindi motion verbs is very heterogeneous and I propose to use a visualization

method in Chapter 6 to allow for an appropriate verb classification.

The investigation presented here is based on a manual study of data on Urdu/

Hindi motion verbs and starts out with a distinction of arguments and adjuncts in

Section 3.2, a notion that is relevant throughout the thesis. The chapter further

covers the syntactic behavior of motion verbs in diathesis alternations (Section 3.3),

complex predicate constructions (Section 3.4), the realization of path (Section 3.5)

and motion verb sequences (Section 3.6). This is followed by a discussion of the re-

59
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sults of the investigation and a conclusion in section 3.7. An overview of all syntactic

properties of each verb is provided in Appendices 8.A to 8.D.

3.2 Arguments vs. adjuncts

A problem that repeatedly crops up in the theoretical as well as the computational

linguistic literature is the demarcation of arguments and adjuncts, exemplified by

Grimshaw (1990) and more recently by Zaenen and Crouch (2009) when parsing

English. A body of research has come up with different diagnostics as to the ar-

gumenthood of participants in an event, taking into account both lexical semantic

constraints required by the verb as well as syntactic evidence that hints at the special

syntactic status of arguments. For Urdu/Hindi, and in particular for the distinction

of objects, obliques and adjuncts, a set of criteria is lacking in the literature so far.

In the following, I refrain from using semantic tests like lexical entailment (Dowty

1991), because its categorization of proto-agent and proto-patient roles is difficult

to apply to the spatial concepts under investigation here. Moreover, testing the

content of the preposition as proposed by Pollard and Sag (1987) is problematic due

to the fact that spatial case clitics in Urdu/Hindi attach to both arguments and

adjuncts. Language-specific syntactic tests for the argument-adjunct distinction, for

instance evidence from passivization in English, do not provide useful results for

the distinction of obliques and adjuncts in Urdu/Hindi. The set of syntactic tests

compiled by Christie (2013) is targeted towards languages like English, for instance

by referring to the ability of arguments to appear in VP preposing constructions,

however due to the free word order in Urdu/Hindi, these diagnostics do not provide

meaningful insights.

The tests applied in the following show that Urdu/Hindi exhibits a rather gradi-

ent notion of argumenthood, similar to Austronesian languages like Balinese (Arka

2005, 2013), where a clear-cut distinction between locative arguments and adjuncts

is highly problematic. The focus of this section lies on the general distinction of

arguments and adjuncts and also on the differentiation between object and oblique

arguments. For Urdu/Hindi, I mainly build on the implications from case marking

(§3.2.1), making use of language-specific properties. The investigation is comple-

mented by a recourse to syntactic obligatoriness in order to make a final distinction

(§3.2.2 for more details).
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3.2.1 Case marking

Prototypical objects in Urdu/Hindi are marked with accusative or nominative case,

as shown in (56) for the verb phand-na ‘to leap over’, (57) for kUcAl-na ‘to trample’

and (58) for chor-na ‘to leave’, depending on the specificity and animacy of the

object (see §2.6.2). For transitive clauses in the perfective tense, the subject is

always marked with the ergative case =ne.

(56) @Y 	KAêK� ñ»/ ∅ P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar ∅/=ko phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg.Nom/=Acc leap-over-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt over a/the wall.’

(57) Cm�» ñ»/ ∅ 	àQïf ÿ 	� úæê�KAïf
hathi=ne hIrAn ∅/=ko kUcl-a

elephant.M.Sg=Erg deer.M.Sg.Nom/=Acc trample-Perf.M.Sg

‘The elephant trampled the deer.’

(58) @ �Pñêk� ñ»/ ∅ QîfD
�� ÿ 	� úÎ«

Ali=ne SEhEr ∅/=ko chor.-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg city.M.Sg.Nom/=Acc leave-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali left the city.’

With respect to other case clitics, Mohanan (1994) provides a synchronic survey

of the locational markers in Urdu/Hindi, which attach to noun phrases that are

required to be morphologically marked with the oblique. These markers can be

added to either oblique arguments or adjuncts (Butt and King 2005), an important

syntactic difference in the present investigation of transitivity. In the following, I

show that in the class of motion verbs, the set of locative case clitics shown in

Table 3.1 differentiates verbs as either taking oblique locative arguments or locative

adjuncts.

Motion concepts like ‘enter’, ‘cross’ and ‘exit’, which are transitive in languages

like German and English, are not realized with prototypical objects in Urdu/Hindi.

In examples (59) to (62), the locations are shown to be marked with a set of locative

case clitics. For instance, ghUs-na ‘to enter’ in (59) requires the goal location to be

marked with the postposition =mẽ ‘in’, whereas gUzAr-na ‘to cross’ and nIkAl-na ‘to

emerge’ in (60) and (61) require the path and the source location, respectively, to be
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Clitic Interpretation

ø bounded ‘to’ path
mẽ locational ‘in’

bounded ‘into’ path
se ‘from’ path
pAr locational ‘on’
ko locational ‘at’

bounded ‘to’ path
ki tArAf unbounded ‘towards’ path
tAk bounded ‘to’ path

Table 3.1: Locative case clitics in Urdu/Hindi and their interpretation

marked with the instrumental =se.1 The verb jhApAt.-na meaning ‘to pounce/spring

upon’ requires the victim or the goal of the pounce to be marked with the clitic

=pAr, as shown in (62) (Hook 1974, p. 66).

(59) úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» ÿ 	� ú» �QË
lAr.ki kAmre=mẽ ghUs-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl entered the room.’

(60) øP 	QÃ ÿ�� ÉK� @Y 	K
nIda pUl=se gUzr-i

Nida.F.Sg.Nom bridge.M.Sg=Instr cross-Perf.F.Sg

‘Nida crossed the bridge.’

(61) C¾	K ÿ�� QêÃ úÎ«
Ali ghAr=se nIkl-a

Ali.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Instr exit-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali exited the house.’

(62) A�JJ�êk. QK� AJ
K. 	PAK.
baz bAya=pAr jhApAt.-a

hawk.M.Sg.Nom weaver bird.M.Sg=Loc pounce-Perf.M.Sg

‘The hawk pounced on the weaver bird.’

1I follow Mohanan (1994) in calling =se the instrumental marker, despite its additional path
and source interpretation which is exemplified in (60) and (61).
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The property of licensing a restricted set of case clitics relates to a test for argu-

menthood employed by Wechsler (1991) with his fixed preposition test for English:

According to this test, a PP is an argument if the verb requires it to be marked

with a specific preposition. In general, Urdu/Hindi case clitics are used for both

adjuncts and obliques and they have the same function as English prepositions in

that they relate an event participant to the event itself. Assuming the case clitic test

to be a parameter for argumenthood for Urdu/Hindi, the fixedness of the locative

clitics licensed by the verbs in examples (59) to (62) indicates that these locations

should be treated as arguments instead of adjuncts, more specifically they should be

considered locational obliques.

This differentiates verbs licensing locative arguments from the constructions

shown in (63) to (64): Here, the event of going/running to a location can be con-

veyed using a number of different case clitics, including no marker at all.2 Following

the case clitic test, these locations are therefore syntactically realized as adjuncts,

supported by their behavior in the passivization test in §3.2.2.

(63) AJ
Ã ñº/º�K/ ∅ Èñº� íf
�k� AK.

bAcca skul ∅/=tAk/=ko gA-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom school.M.Sg.Nom/=Loc/=Loc go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child went to school.’

(64) úÃ AêK. ñ»/ ∅ QêÃ ú» �QË
lAr.ki ghAr ∅/=ko bhag-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom home.M.Sg.Nom/=Loc run-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran home.’

A borderline case is the verb pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’, exemplified in (65), which

allows for two case clitics, the “empty” case and locative =ko, to mark its final loca-

tion. The non-fixedness of the case clitic suggests that the destination is syntactically

realized as an adjunct.

(65) új�
	JîfE� ñ»/ ∅ QêÃ ú» �QË

lAr.ki ghAr ∅/=ko pohonc-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom home.M.Sg.Nom/=Loc arrive-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl arrived at home.’
2According to Mohanan (1994), sentence (63b) without a case marker on the location can also

have an incorporated reading meaning “The child did school-going”. In this case, the verb ja-na ‘to
go’ does not have a motion reading, but receives a rather stative-like interpretation.
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Raza (2011, p. 66) argues that in some cases, the location is syntactically am-

biguous between an oblique argument and an adjunct, illustrated by the example

in (66) with the verb ja-na ‘to go’ and the case clitic =pAr: Here, Raza (2011)

shows that the construction has two interpretations, namely that Ali is going over

the bridge and that he is going to the bridge. For the latter case, he claims that the

location pUl ‘bridge’ should be treated as an oblique, whereas in the former reading

with ‘over the bridge’, the location behaves as an adjunct. However, based on the

case clitic test proposed here, the location should in both cases be treated as an

adjunct, in particular for the reading ‘to the bridge’, as it can be conveyed using a

number of case clitics, for instance =ko, =tak and the unmarked nominative case.

(66) ÿïf AïfP Ag. QK� ÉK� ÿ» AK
PX úÎ«
Ali dArya=ke pUl=pAr

Ali.M.Sg.Nom river.M.Sg=Gen.Obl bridge.F.Sg=Loc

ja rAh-a he

go stay-Perf.M.Sg be.Pres.Sg

‘Ali is going on/to the river’s bridge.’

Therefore, the test of case clitic fixedness along the lines of Wechsler (1991)

provides a useful test to distinguish obliques from adjuncts: The data above has

shown that some motion verbs realize locations with only a single case clitic, as is

the case for ghUs-na ‘to enter’, where the target location has to be marked with =mẽ

‘in’. Other verbs realize locations with a variety of locative markers, for instance

the target location of ja-na ‘to go’ can be marked with either =ko, =tAk ‘to’ or

can be left unmarked. Following the assumptions of the test, the latter group of

verbs therefore license arguments, here locational obliques, whereas the other verbs

combine with locational adjuncts. Verbs like phand-na ‘to leap over’, where the

location exhibits the general object property of nominative/accusative alternation

depending on specificity and animacy, are treated as objects. The following test of

syntactic obligatoriness confirms this classification.

3.2.2 Syntactic obligatoriness

The previous section on the restrictedness of the case clitic has shown that mo-

tion verbs fall into different categories regarding the syntactic status of their loca-

tions: One group licenses locational objects, another group licenses locative obliques,
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whereas a third group uses locational adjuncts. By employing the syntactic obli-

gatoriness test, I show that this classification makes the right stipulations as to

the argument/adjunct distinction proposed on the basis of the preposition fixedness

test.3

One class of verbs, its members being phand-na ‘to leap over’, kUcAl-na ‘to tram-

ple’ and chor. -na ‘to leave’, among others, licenses a locational object. The syntactic

obligatoriness test anticipates the ungrammaticality of the construction in (67) with

phand-na ‘to leap’, because the object argument is required to be syntactically real-

ized, in contrast to adjuncts. However, the test is complicated insofar as Urdu/Hindi

is a pro-drop language and allows arguments to be dropped in cases where they are

contextually established. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of the construction in

(67) is only observed when the sentence is uttered out of context, i.e. when the wall

has not yet been established in the common ground of the speaker and the hearer.

In all other cases, the object can be dropped.

(67) @Y 	KAêK� ÿ 	� úÎ« *
* Ali=ne phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg leap-over-Perf.M.Sg

* ‘Ali leapt.’

The same pattern is observed for the group of verbs which have been classified

as licensing locational obliques. For these verbs, for instance ghUs-na ‘to enter’ and

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, the test on the syntactic obligatoriness confirms the argument

status of the location: Again, the construction without the locational argument

is ungrammatical, but only in cases where the construction is not embedded in

context; in all other cases the intransitive version without the locational oblique is

grammatical.

(68) úæ�êÃ ú» �QË *
* lAr.ki ghUs-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl entered.’

3A recurring problem of this test is that verbs can appear in different syntactic alternation
frames, which means that arguments may be added or deleted, with the grammaticality of the
construction retained. However, as the test yields consistent results with the preposition fixedness
test, I consider it as making the right predictions in the present investigation.
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(69) úÎ¾	K ú» �QË *
* lAr.ki nIkl-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom emerge-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl emerged.’

An interesting case is presented by the verb gUzAr-na ‘to cross’, exemplified in

(70): Here, the intransitive version of the verb is only grammatical in the idiomatic

usage with vaqt ‘time’, shown in (70a). In all constructions that denote actual motion

of the subject, the verb requires a locative oblique marked by =se, shown in (70).

(70) a. @P 	QÃ �I�®�̄

vAqt gUzr-a

time.M.Sg.Nom pass-Perf.M.Sg

‘Time passed by.’

b. øP 	QÃ ÿ�� ÉK� @Y 	K
nIda pUl=se gUzr-i

Nida.F.Sg.Nom bridge.M.Sg=Instr cross-Perf.F.Sg

‘Nida crossed the bridge.’

For all other verbs, in particular for a-na ‘to come’, pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’, ja-

na ‘to go’ and jhApAt.-na ‘to pounce’, locations are treated as adjuncts as they are

syntactically optional and moreover allow for a number of different case clitics. The

purportedly ambiguous example with ja-na ‘to go’ in (67) put forth by Raza (2011)

therefore receives a uniform treatment in that in both readings, the location is an

adjunct.

In sum, the syntactic obligatoriness test shows that together with the case clitic

test, verbs are consistently separated into those that take a locational oblique and

those that realize their locations as adjuncts. The patterns are briefly summarized

below.

3.2.3 Summary

Urdu/Hindi motion verb behave differently with respect to the syntactic realization

of locations, as summarized below.
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Arguments vs. adjuncts in motion verbs

The tests for distinguishing arguments from adjuncts, namely fixedness

of the case clitic and syntactic obligatoriness, have yielded the following

group of motion verbs:

• Prototypical transitive verbs which realize their locations as objects,

e.g. phand-na ‘to leap over’ and kUcAl-na ‘to trample’.

• Transitive verbs with the location realized as the oblique, e.g. ghUs-

na ‘to enter’ or gUzAr-na ‘to cross’.

• Intransitive motion verbs which realize locations using adjuncts, e.g.

bhag-na ‘to run’ and pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’.

In the following, I present the results of the manual investigation of different

diathesis alternations that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs can undergo, further shaping

the basis for encoding Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in the lexical resource in Chapter

6.

3.3 Diathesis alternations

The term diathesis alternation refers to the concept of verbs having a largely con-

sistent semantic interpretation while the expression of their arguments alternates.

This section elaborates on some of the most important valency alternations available

among Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, starting with causativization in §3.3.1, followed by

a section on intransitive-transitive alternations in §3.3.2.

3.3.1 Causativization

Causativization is the prevailing diathesis alternation in Urdu/Hindi and is very

common across the whole verbal inventory. As shown in §2.6.3, the alternation

involves a change in the valency of the verb due to the addition of an agent to its

event structure. Despite the large amount of literature on the causative alternation

in Urdu/Hindi (Kachru (1980), Saksena (1982), Butt (2003), Bhatt (2003), inter

alia), a concise investigation of the particular causativization patterns in one class of

conceptually related verbs is still lacking. The questions related to the investigation

of causativization patterns in Urdu/Hindi motion verbs are the following:

1. What alternation patterns are found among Urdu/Hindi motion verbs?
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2. What generalizations regarding the direction of causation, i.e. whether the

causative or the non-causative verb is the base form, can be drawn from this?

Alternation patterns

In many languages, the behavior of motion verbs in causative alternations is more or

less transparent: In English, unergative motion verbs can only be causativized when

a paraphrase is used, as shown in (71) for ‘run’, whereas all other intransitives of

motion have a causative variant, as shown in (72) for ‘roll’ (Levin 1993). The same

holds for German.

(71) a. Amra ran.

b. *Amra ran Ravi.

c. Amra let/made Ravi run.

(72) a. The ball rolled.

b. Amra rolled the ball.

In Urdu/Hindi, the class of motion verbs exhibits a far more heterogeneous pat-

tern: The largest group of motion verbs is intransitive in its base form and has the

direct as well as the indirect causative, as shown for bhag-na ‘to run’ in (73) (taken

from Butt (2003), slightly modified). Whereas the base form of the verb in (73a)

is intransitive, the direct causative in (73b) licenses an accusative-marked causee,

cuha ‘mouse’, which the agentive causer, Anjum, acts upon. With the indirect -va-

causative in (73c), the optional instrumental-marked causer Amra is licensed by the

verb. This causer is also called the intermediate agent (Saksena 1980) (for more

details see §2.6.2), because it acts upon the causee, but does so by the order of the

subject causer. The intermediate agent is not affected by the action denoted by the

verb, but by the causing action performed by the subject. This manifests itself in

the instrumental case, which generally marks non-affected causees (Butt 1998).

(73) a. AÇ AêK. Aïfñk�
cuha bhag-a

mouse.M.Sg.Nom run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The mouse ran.’
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b. AK
AÆêK. ñ» ÿïfñk� ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne cuhe=ko bhAg-a-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg mouse.M.Sg=Acc run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum chased the mouse (made the mouse run).’

c. AK
 @ñÂêK. ñ» ÿïfñk� ÿ�� @QÓ@ ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne Amra=se cuhe=ko

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg Amra.F.Sg=Instr mouse.M.Sg=Acc

bhAg-va-ya

run-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum made Amra chase the mouse.’

Another group of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi causativizes exclusively with either

the direct or the indirect causative. For instance, the verbs lIpAt-na ‘to roll’, thArAk-

na ‘to stomp’ and t.
hUmAk-na ‘to strut’ are base intransitives, which only allow for

the direct causative. (74) shows the causative paradigm for the verb lIpAt-na ‘to

roll’: As shown above, the direct causative in (74b) licenses an accusative-marked

causee, gend ‘ball’, whereas the indirect causative in (74c) is ungrammatical.

(74) a. A�JJ�Ë Y 	JJ
Ã
gend lIpt-a

ball.M.Sg.Nom roll-Perf.M.Sg

‘The ball rolled.’

b. A�J�
J�Ë ñ» Y	JJ
Ã ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne gend=ko lApet-a

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg ball.M.Sg=Acc roll.Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum rolled the ball.’

c. AK
 @ñ�JJ�Ë ñ» Y	JJ
Ã ÿ�� úÎ« ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @ *

* AnjUm=ne Ali=se gend=ko lIpAt-va-ya

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg Ali.M.Sg=Instr ball.M.Sg=Acc roll-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum made Ali roll the ball.’

In contrast, the transitive verb phand-na ‘to leap over’ in (75) only allows for an

indirect causative with an accusative-marked causee, here Amra. This case assign-

ment is exceptional, not only in the class of motion verbs but also across verb classes,
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because the intermediate agent in indirect causatives is generally marked with instru-

mental =se. The exceptionality might be due to the fact that the causative suffixes

-a- and -va are considered “continuations of a transparent allomorphy” (Butt 2003,

p. 14) that was present earlier on in the language. Therefore, some verbs still ex-

hibit an irregular case marking in the direct and indirect causative, as in the case of

phand-na ‘to leap over’ shown in (75).

(75) a. @Y 	KAêK� P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.M.Sg.Nom leap-over.Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt over the wall.’

b. AK
 @ðY 	JêK� P@ñK
X ñ» @QÓ@ ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne Amra=ko devar

Ali.M.Sg=Erg Amra.F.Sg=Acc wall.M.Sg.Nom

phAnd-va-ya

leap-over-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali made Amra leap over the wall.’

Finally, one class of motion verbs subsumes verbs that do not causativize at all.

Among them are verbs that are already considered irregular and are syntactically

very heterogenous, for instance a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’. However, there

are other, more prototypical, intransitives of motion that reject causativization, for

instance It.
hla-na ‘to swagger’, phUdAk-na ‘to hop’, phAlang-na ‘to leap’, cAkAra-na ‘to

stagger’, d. AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’ and rApAt.-na ‘to slip’. (76) exemplifies the pattern

with the verb It.
hla-na ‘to swagger’, which is only grammatical in its base intransitive

form in (76a). The direct and indirect causative forms shown in (76b) and (76c),

respectively, are not available.

(76) a. úG
Cê
�K@ ú» �QË

lAr.ki Ithla-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom swagger-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl swaggered.’

b. *Ammi=ne lAr.ke=ko ithl-a-ya

c. *Ammi=ne bet.e=se lAr.ke=ko ithlA-va-ya
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To sum up, despite the lexical semantic similarity of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi,

the availability of the causative alternation is not uniform. Verbs either have the

direct plus the indirect causative (e.g. bhag-na ‘to run’), only the direct causative

(e.g. thArAk-na ‘to stomp’), or only the indirect causative (e.g. phand-na ‘to leap

over’). Some verbs have no causative form at all, e.g. It.
hla-na ‘to swagger’ and mAror-

na ‘to twist’. The exceptional behavior of phand-na ‘to leap over’ can be explained

with historical facts and does not imply a special correlation between valency and

causation pattern.

The present investigation cannot answer the question as to what factors drive the

differences in the availability of the causative. From the variety of patterns found

for motion verbs, I suspect that only a language-wide examination of the alternation

patterns, together with a detailed investigation of the entailments of the verb root

and its etymology and phonological structure, can uncover larger principles that

the language adheres to. The summarizing tables below (Tables 3.2 to 3.5) list the

different patterns in the class of motion verbs in alphabetical order.4

Verbs without causatives

intrans trans
a-na ‘to come’
It.

hla-na ‘to swagger’
phUdAk-na ‘to hop’
ja-na ‘to go’
jhApAt.-na ‘to scram’
cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’

chor. -na ‘to leave’
d. AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’
rApAt.-na ‘to slip’

rond-na ‘to trample’
rIng-na ‘to crawl’

kUcAl-na ‘to trample’
kud-na ‘to jump’
lApAk-na ‘to dash’
lAr.k

hAra-na ‘to stumble’
lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’
mAndǫla-na ‘to hover’

Table 3.2: Motion verbs without causatives

4Again, the overview of the whole class can be found in Appendix 8.A.
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Verbs with direct and indirect causatives

intrans trans caus icaus
UtAr-na Utar-na UtAr-va-na ‘to descend’
Ur. -na Ur. -a-na Ur.-va-na ‘to fly’
bAr.

h-na bAr.
h-a-na bAr.

h-va-na ‘to advance’
bhag-na bhag-a-na bhag-va-na ‘to run’
pAlAt.-na pAlt.a-na pAlAt.-va-na ‘to turn’
pAhUnc-na pAhUnc-a-na pAhUnc-va-na ‘to arrive’
phIr-na phIr-a-na phIr-va-na ‘to wander’
phIsAl-na phIsl-a-na phIsAl-va-na ‘to slip’
ter-na ter-a-na ter-va-na ‘to swim/float’
t.ApAk-na t.Apk-a-na t.ApAk-va-na ‘to drop’
t.ǫhIl-na t.ǫhIl-a-na t.ǫhIl-va-na ‘to lollop’
jhul-na jhUl-a-na jhUl-va-na ‘to swing’
cAr.

h-na cAr.
h-a-na cAr.

h-va-na ‘to climb’
cAl-na cAl-a-na cAl-va-na ‘to walk’
dor. -na dor. -a-na dor. -va-na ‘to run’
sǫrAk-na sǫrk-a-na sǫrAk-va-na ‘to slither’
khIsAk-na khIsk-a-na khIsAk-va-na ‘to slide’
gIr-na gIr-a-na gIr-va-na ‘to fall’

ghUs-na ghUs-a-na ghUs-va-na ‘to enter’
ghum-na ghUm-a-na ghUm-va-na ‘to roll’

gUzAr-na gUzar-na gUzAr-va-na ‘to cross’
lUr.

hAk-na lUr.
hk-a-na lUr.

hAk–va-na ‘to roll’
mAt.Ak-na mAt.k-a-na mAt.Ak-va-na ‘to sashay’
mUr.-na mor. -na mUr.-va-na ‘to turn’
nac-na nAc-a-na nAc-va-na ‘to dance’

nIkAl-na nIkal-na nIkAl-va-na ‘to emerge’

Table 3.3: Motion verbs with the direct and indirect causative

Verbs with the direct causative

intrans caus
UbhAr-na Ubhar-na ‘to rise’
bhAt.Ak-na bhAt.ka-na ‘to rove’
bǫhǫ-na bǫh-a-na ‘to run (water)’
thArAk-na thArk-a-na ‘to stomp’
t.
hUmAk-na t.

hUmk-a-na ‘to strut’
lIpAt.-na lApet.-na ‘to roll’

Table 3.4: Motion verbs with only the direct causative
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Verbs with the indirect causative

trans icaus
phand-na phAnd-va-na ‘to leap over’
phAlang-na phAlAng-va-na ‘to leap over’

Table 3.5: Motion verbs with only the indirect causative

The direction of causation

The discussion in §2.6.3 on the direction of causativization in Urdu/Hindi has shown

that the topic is discussed controversially in the literature, with Butt (2003) claim-

ing that the alternation goes from the non-causativized to the causativized verb

and Bhatt (2003) arguing that in the case of phonologically adjusted causatives the

causativized verb is the base form and undergoes anti-causativization (see Figure

3.1). The manifestation is important to the effect that it directly influences the en-

coding of the verb in the lexical resource, where the verb is stored in its base form,

with the alternants recorded in sibling classes of the base class (Chapter 6). In what

follows, I show that the motion verb data confirms the view of Butt (2003) in that

the verb with the lowest valency is in fact the base form.

Bhatt (2003):
intrans trans trans + se

Type 1: mUr.-na mor. -na mUr.-va-na ‘to turn’

Type 2: sErAk-na sErk-a-na sErAk-va-na ‘to slither’

Type 3: gIr-na gIr-a-na gIr-va-na ‘to fall’

Butt (2003):
intrans trans trans + se

Type 1: mUr. -na mor. -na mUr. -va-na ‘to turn’

Type 2: sErAk-na sErk-a-na sErAk-va-na ‘to slither’

Type 3: gIr-na gIr-a-na gIr-va-na ‘to fall’

Figure 3.1: Direction of causation: Bhatt (2003) versus Butt (2003)
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Concerning causativization of Type 3 with the two morphological suffixes -a- and

-va- without any phonological adjustment, Bhatt (2003) and Butt (2003) agree that

the direction of causation goes from the form without the suffix to the forms with

the morphological marking.

Verbs of Type 1 strengthen parts of the root in order to causativize, a process

already noted by Pān. ini and adduced by Butt (2003) to illustrate that the verb

with the lowest valency is the base form: In the case of mUr.-na → mor.-na shown

in Figure 3.1 as well as for all other verbs which causativize similarly, the vowel

in the root is lengthened in order to form the causative. For verbs of Type 2, the

analysis of Butt (2003) is backed up by the phonological process of schwa deletion,

schematized in (77), which is common for Indo-Aryan languages. The example with

sErAk-na ‘to slither’ illustrates that a schwa is deleted between two consonants if a

long vowel follows the second consonant: Here, the causative suffix with the long

vowel -a- is attached to the root of the verb, the root therefore ends in a consonant

which is preceded by a short -a- (or schwa), which is consequently consumed. This

environment is not found in the indirect causative with -va, therefore the short vowel

in the root is retained (sErAk-va-na). Table 3.6 provides an exhaustive list of motion

verbs that causativize according to this rule.

(77) @ → / V C __ C V[+long] (Ohala 1977)

intrans trans trans + se
t.ApAk-na t.Apk-a-na t.ApAk-va-na ‘to drop’
thArAk-na thArk-a-na — ‘to stomp’
sǫrAk-na sǫrk-a-na sǫrAk-va-na ‘to slither’
phIsAl-na phIsl-a-na phIsAl-va-na ‘to slip’
lUr.

hAk-na lUr.
hk-a-na lUr.

hAk–va-na ‘to roll’
pAlAt-na pAlt-a-na pAlAt-va-na ‘to turn’
khIsAk-na khIsk-a-na khIsAk-va-na ‘to slide’
kUcAl-na kUcl-a-na kUcAl-va-na ‘to trample’
jhApAt.-na jhApt.-a-na jhApAt.-va-na ‘to scram’
mAt.Ak-na mAt.k-a-na mAt.Ak-va-na ‘to sashay’

Table 3.6: Causatives with schwa deletion

If following the proposal of Bhatt (2003) regarding the transitive form of Type

2 as the base form, one would have to account for a phonological process of schwa

insertion or vowel epenthesis from the transitive to the intransitive. However, this
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process is not known to exist in the language. As a result of the theoretical linguistic

investigation, the lexical resource in Chapter 6 records the verb form with the lowest

valency as the base form of the paradigm, implementing the assumptions made by

Butt (2003) in her analysis of the direction of the causative.

Another topic that I want to address here is the claim by Bhatt (2003) concerning

the correlation of morphophonological patterns in the causative alternation and the

unaccusativity and unergativity of a verb. In particular, Bhatt claims that while a

majority of verbs which causativize with the -a- suffix are unergative in their intran-

sitive form, intransitive verbs formed by a phonological shift from their transitive

base forms are generally unaccusative as they lack agentivity (Bhatt 2003, p. 11).

This implies correlations between the manner of causative formation and the lexical

semantic entailments of the verb and its subject. However, these correlations are not

confirmed in the class of motion verbs: Many verbs that are considered prototypical

unaccusatives across languages causativize with the -a- suffix, e.g. ter-na ‘to float’

(ter-a-na), pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ (pAhUnc-a-na), gIr-na ‘to fall’ (gIr-a-na), provid-

ing counterexamples to Bhatt’s claim that intransitives which causativize with -a-

are unergative. When including the verbs that employ vowel shortening or schwa

deletion, the number of counterexamples grows even larger (bEhE-na ‘to run (for liq-

uids)’ (bEh-a-na), phIsAl-na ‘to slip’ (phIsl-a-na) and t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’ (t.Apk-a-na)).

In contrast, a number of intransitives that causativize with -a- are generally consid-

ered to belong to the group of unergative verbs, as is the case with t.ehIl-na ‘to lollop’

(t.ehIl-a-na), jhApAt.-na ‘to scramble’ (jhApAt.-a-na) and dor. -na ‘to race’ (dor. -a-na).

From a quantitative point of view, both groups balance each other: 14 verbs are

more unergative, 14 are rather unaccusative.

However, Bhatt’s other claim that intransitive verbs formed by a phonological

shift from their transitive base forms are unaccusative is supported as far as the class

of motion verbs is considered. Bhatt (2003) correctly notes that explanations in this

direction are more of a tendency, but based on the data gathered so far, the group of

verbs with phonologically-formed causatives seem to be generally lacking agentivity,

as shown by the examples UbhAr-na‘to rise’ → Ubhar-na ‘to make rise’, UtAr-na ‘to

descend’ → Utar-na ‘to make descend’, among others. However, despite a seeming

correlation, I explicitly refrain from trying to motivate syntactic behavior on the

basis of unaccusativity and unergativity (more on the issues of this distinction in

Chapter 5) and solely state that different patterns exist, but not necessarily on the

basis of those criteria.
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To sum up, the data above shows that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs do not pattern

uniformly, in particular with respect to the availability of the causative alternation.

A preliminary investigation into causativization patterns and their correlation with

the etymology of verbs or their lexical semantics has not yielded any consistent

results. As it is not of immediate concern for the purpose of this dissertation, I leave

this line of work to further research.

3.3.2 Transitivity alternations

This section presents a different kind of diathesis alternation in Urdu, the intransitive-

transitive alternation. In contrast to the causative alternation above, the event struc-

ture in the transitive alternant does not involve an additional actor in the event, but

the added argument further specifies the motion event denoted by the verb. The

constructions in (78) exemplify the alternation for English.

(78) a. John wandered (the streets).

b. She danced (the mambo).

As will be shown for the bounded path alternation and the cognate object alter-

nation, this way of transitivization is also found in Urdu/Hindi.

The bounded path alternation

In languages like English, manner of motion verbs are systematically ambiguous

between, in terms of Vendler (1967), an activity-denoting intransitive use and an

accomplishment-denoting transitive use, as shown in (79) for English (Levin 2007).

In both examples, the generally unbounded event of running or walking is con-

strained by the bounded nature of the object, i.e. by having run a mile, the action

is completed.

(79) a. John ran (a mile).

b. Mary walked (the trail).

The same phenomenon exists in Urdu/Hindi, as shown in (80), however it is by

far not as pervasive as in English. The dimensions of ek mil ‘one mile’ constrain

the event structure of dor. -na ‘to run’ and turn the unbounded, atelic running event
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into a telic event with an inherent endpoint (when the mile has been run). The

same alternation is possible for the verbs bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’ (see

Appendix 8.B).

(80) ø �PðX ÉJ
Ó ¹K
@ @QÓ@
Amra ek mil dor.-i

Amra.F.Sg.Nom one mile.M.Sg.Nom run-Perf.F.Sg

‘Amra ran one mile.’

The syntactic status of the bounded path is one of a true object, because the

case marking on the object can alternate between nominative and accusative case,

which has been shown in Section 3.2 to be a clear indicator of objecthood. However,

the subjects in these constructions do not underlie the principles of split-ergativity

as they cannot be marked with ergative case. Overall, I do not assume that these

paths are adjuncts, because that would imply that they can be flexibly attached to

more motion verbs than is in fact possible. Instead, I consider them as path objects.

In the following, I present another alternation that applies to intransitives of

motion, the cognate object alternation.

The cognate object alternation

Cognate objects are nouns that are derivationally related to the verb of the sentence.

They are generally treated as “second class” objects due to the fact that their usage is

most acceptable if they are modified in a way that the noun phrase contributes a new

aspect to the event that is not already incorporated in the verb meaning. Therefore,

the noun modifier almost functions as an adverb to the verb, as can be seen in (81)

with the adjectives tough in (81a) and 500m in (81b), which rather modify the verb

meaning instead of the noun.

(81) a. Sarah ran (the tough run).

b. Michael jumped (the 500m jump).

In Urdu/Hindi, there are a number of different ways to derive a noun, illustrated

in the overview in Table 3.7: A noun can either be derived by retaining/strengthening

the root (Type I) or by adding the suffixes -ao (Type II), -ai (Type III), -i (Type IV)

or -vayi (Type V). While Types I to IV are translated as simple nouns, e.g. ‘flight’
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from ‘to fly’, nominals of Type V are generally interpreted as ‘cost of Xing’, for

instance ‘cost of flying’. Type II nominals with the suffix -ao are always masculine,

nouns of Types III, IV and V are consistently feminine. In Type I, the nouns vary

in gender, although the majority is feminine.

Verbs Types of derived nouns
I II III IV V

Ur.-na ‘to fly’ Ur.an Ur.-ao – – Ur. -vayi
It.

hla-na ‘to walk proudly’ It.
hAl It.

hl-ao – – –
bAr.

h-na ‘to advance’ – bAr.
hao – – bAr.

h-vayi
bhAt.Ak-na ‘to rove’ – bhAt.k-ao – – –
pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ pAhUnc – – – pAhUnc-vayi
cAr.

h-na ‘to climb’ – cAr.
h-ao cAr.

h-ai – cAr.
h-vayi

cAl-na ‘to walk’ – cAl-ao – cAl-i cAl-vayi
nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ – – – – –

Table 3.7: Overview of nouns derived from motion verbs

Similar as in other languages, cognate objects in Urdu/Hindi turn an activity-

denoting intransitive verb into an accomplishment-denoting transitive verb by way

of adding a path object: In (82a), the manner of motion verb dor. -na ‘to run’ is used

intransitively and has an atelic activity reading, whereas in combination with the

cognate object lAmbi dor. ‘marathon’ (lit. long run) that denotes the path of running

in (82b), the construction results in an atelic event. Example (83) illustrates the

cognate object alternation with the verb ur. -na ‘to fly’ and the path object Uran

‘flight’.

(82) a. ø �PðX ú» �QË
lAr.ki dor.-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom run-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran.’

b. @ �PðX ñ» �PðX úæ. ÖÏ ÿ
	� ú» �QË

lAr.ki=ne lAmbi dor.=ko dor.-a

girl.F.Sg=Erg long.F.Sg run.F.Sg=Acc run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ran the marathon.’
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(83) a. þ �P@ Am��'ð@ þY	KQK�
pArInde ũca Ur.-e

bird.Pl.Nom high.M fly-Perf.Pl

‘The birds flew high.’

b. ø �P@ 	à@ �P@ úm�
�'ð@ ÿ 	� àðY	KQK�

pArIndõ=ne ũci Ur.an Ur.-i

bird.Pl=Erg high.F.Sg flight.F.Sg.Nom fly-Perf.Pl

‘The birds flew high (lit. flew the high flight.)’ (Raza 2011, (29))

The cognate object can be dropped in cases where the context has already been

established, however, the verb is still underlyingly transitive in these cases. This

can potentially lead to some confusion with respect to case marking: In (84a), the

subject is in the unmarked nominative case as the verb is used intransitively, whereas

in (84b), the ergative marker on the subject is solely present due to the (understood)

cognate object xAtAk nac ‘xAtAk dance (a traditional dance in Punjab)’ (more details

in the discussion on the ergative-nominative alternation in §2.6.2).

(84) a. úk� A
	K ú» �QË

lAr.ki nac-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom dance-Perf.F.Sg

‘She danced.’

b. Ag� A 	K (h� A 	K ¹�J 	k) ÿ 	� �@
Us=ne (xAtAk nac) nac-a

Pron.3.Sg.Obl=Erg (xAtAk.M.Sg dance.M.Sg.Nom) dance-Perf.M.Sg

‘She danced (the xAtAk dance).’

Although the majority of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi has deverbal nouns (only

nine verbs do not allow for one) and despite the common usage of these nouns, only

four verbs allow for cognate object constructions, namely ur. -na ‘to fly’, cAl-na ‘to

walk’, dor. -na ‘to run’ and nac-na ‘to dance’ (Appendix 8.B provides an overview).

The cognate objects employed by these verbs are all of Type I (Table 3.7).

In the following, I investigate the behavior of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in a

different syntactic construction, namely complex predicates.
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3.4 Complex predicate formation

Although complex predicates are highly productive in Urdu/Hindi, not every main

verb can form a cp with all of the 15 light verbs. The factors that govern the

combinatorial possibilities are of syntactic as well as lexical semantic nature, with

the latter still only roughly understood. In this section, I discuss the availability of

cps with Urdu/Hindi motion verbs by investigating the combinatorial possibilities

with the most frequent light verbs, shedding some more light on the underlying

distribution, although the combinatorial possibilities need to be accounted for in a

more formal way. §3.4.1, §3.4.2, §3.4.3 and §3.4.4 deal with the aspectual light verbs

pAr. -na ‘to fall’, d. al-na ‘to put’, Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ and ja-na ‘to go’, respectively. §3.4.5

briefly summarizes the patterns.

3.4.1 The light verb pAr. -na ‘to fall’

The light verb pAr. -na ‘to fall’ cannot be used as a main verb denoting motion (its

main verb equivalent is gIr-na ‘to fall’), instead pAr. -na ‘to fall’ “contributes a mean-

ing of suddenness and surprise (lack of control)” on the part of the subject (Butt

1995, p. 106). Its syntactic restriction is that it only combines with verbs that have

nominative case on the subject. The examples in (85) and (86) illustrate cp con-

structions with the main verbs t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’ and bhag-na ‘to run’, respectively.

As is common for aspectual cps, the main verb is in the root form, followed by the

finite light verb.

(85) a. A¾J��K ñÊêK.
bhAlu t.Apk-a

bear.M.Sg.Nom drop-Perf.M.Sg

‘The bear dropped.’

b. @ �QK� ¹J��K ñÊêK.
bhAlu t.ApAk pAr.-a

bear.M.Sg.Nom drop fall-Perf.M.Sg

‘The bear suddenly dropped.’

(86) a. AÇ AêK. øYJ

�̄

qedi bhag-a

prisoner-M.Sg.Nom run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The prisoner ran.’
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b. @ �QK� ÀAêK. øYJ

�̄

qedi bhag pAr.-a

prisoner-M.Sg.Nom run fall-Perf.M.Sg

‘The prisoner (suddenly) ran.’

There are numerous intransitives of motion which do not allow pAr.-na ‘to fall’ as

an aspectual light verb, one example being pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ as shown in (87).

Others are bAr.
h-na ‘to advance, phUdAk-na ‘to hop’, phIr-na ‘to wander’, thArAk-na

‘to stomp’ and t.
hUmAk-na ‘to strut’. For an overview of the whole verb class, see

Appendix 8.C.

(87) a. új�
	JîfE� ú» �QË

lAr.ki pAhUnc-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom arrive-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl arrived.’

b. ø �QK� i� 	JîfE� ú» �QË *
* lAr.ki pAhUnc pAr.-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom arrive fall-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl suddenly arrived.’

The light verb pAr.-na ‘to fall’ can also combine with transitive verbs, as shown

in (88) for phand-na ‘to leap over’. Despite the perfective tense of the clause, which

usually requires the subject to be marked with ergative case, the case restriction of

the light verb prevails and renders nominative case on the subject.

(88) @ �QK� Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X úÎ«
Ali devar=ko phand pAr.-a

Ali.M.Sg.Nom wall.F.Sg=Acc leap-over fall-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali (suddenly) leapt over the wall.’

The reasons for the incompatibilities between main verbs and light verbs as

in (87) are opaque: On the one hand, the grammaticality of the cp with verbs

like t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’ can be explained with the entailments of dropping as an

accidental event with a lack of control on the part of the subject. However, pAr. -na ‘to

fall’ is grammatical with verbs of motion that are generally understood as involving

control and conscious choice of the subject, for instance bhag-na ‘to run’, kud-na ‘to
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jump’ or dor. -na ‘to run’. The grammaticality patterns seem to be independent of

notions like change of state, with (87) showing the ungrammaticality of the light

verb with the change-of-state verb pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’, but verbs with a similar

event structure, for instance nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, allow for a cp with pAr.-na ‘to fall’

(an overview of the list is found in Appendix 8.C). Therefore, the patterns elicited

from the motion verb data do not provide conclusive hints as to the parameters that

constrain the combinatorial possibilities and I leave a closer investigation to further

research. Overall, the light verb has the following properties:

Motion verbs in cps with pAr. -na ‘to fall’:

The light verb pAr.-na ‘to go’ contributes suddenness (without conscious

control) to the event denoted by the main verb.

• cps with pAr.-na ‘to fall’ have a nominative subject.

• A number of motion verbs cannot form a cp with pAr.-na ‘to fall’,

e.g. pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ and bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’.

3.4.2 The light verb d. al-na ‘to put’

Apart from its usage as a ditransitive main verb, d. al-na ‘to put’ is also used as a

light verb, contributing a sense of ‘conscious choice’ and ‘forcefulness’ of the actor.

In the perfective tense, it requires its subject to be marked with the ergative case

(Butt 1995). Out of the Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, a number of verbs form a cp

with d. al-na ‘to put’, among them the two near-synonyms kUcAl-na and rond-na,

both meaning ‘to trample’. (89a) exemplifies kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ in its simple verb

form, while in (89b) the verb is part of a cp with the light verb d. al-na ‘to put’. The

increased sense of forcefulness of the actor in (89b) is triggered by the light verb.

(89) a. Cm�» ñ» 	àQïf ÿ 	� úæê�KAïf
hathi=ne hIrAn=ko kUcl-a

elephant.M.Sg=Erg deer.M.Sg=Acc trample-Perf.M.Sg

‘The elephant trampled the deer.’

b. B@ �X Ém�» 	àQïf ÿ 	� úæê�KAïf
hathi=ne hIrAn kUcAl d. al-a

elephant.M.Sg=Erg deer.M.Sg trample put-Perf.M.Sg

‘The elephant trampled the deer (forcefully).’
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Not all motion verbs combine with the light verb d. al-na ‘to put’ in a cp, as shown

in (90) for the verb phand-na ‘to leap over’. Other examples include phAlang-na ‘to

leap over’ and ghUs-na ‘to enter’.

(90) úÍ@ �X Y 	KAêK� P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ« *
* Ali=ne devar phand d. al-i

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg.Nom leap-over put-Perf.F.Sg

‘Ali (forcefully) leapt over the wall.’

The aspect of forcefulness that is contributed by d. al-na ‘to put’ might explain

why the light verb is ungrammatical with verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’ or kud-na ‘to

jump’. However, again, I leave a more detailed investigation of this issue to further

research. The general pattern of the light verb is as follows:

Motion verbs in cps with d. al-na ‘to put’:

The light verb d. al-na ‘to put’ contributes conscious choice and forceful-

ness to the event denoted by the main verb.

• cps with d. al-na ‘to put’ have an ergative subject.

• Only two motion verbs can form a cp with d. al-na ‘to put’, namely

rond-na ‘to trample’ and kUcAl-na ‘to trample’.

3.4.3 The light verb Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’

The verb Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’, itself a motion verb, also serves as a light verb in Urdu/Hindi

and contributes a lack of conscious choice to the event denoted by the main verb.

Butt (1995) observes that all subjects of cps with Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ are in nomina-

tive case, an observation that is verified for cps with motion verbs. See (91) for an

example with the verb lAr.k
hAra-na ‘to stumble’.

(91) úæê�K@ @Qê»�QË 	àñ�J 	k 	��
QÓ
mArez xAton lAr.k

hAra Ut.
h-i

old lady.F.Sg.Nom stumble rise-Perf.F.Sg

‘The old lady suddenly stumbled.’

A majority of motion verbs does not allow for a cp with the light verb Ut.
h-na

‘to rise’, among them bhag-na ‘to run, rApAt.-na ‘to slip’ and lUr.
hAk-na ‘to tumble’.
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For ghum-na ‘to roll/rotate’, exemplified in (92), the grammaticality depends on the

nature of the subject: Whereas in (92), the subject gend ‘ball’ lacks conscious choice

and is therefore compatible with Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ as a light verb, the subject mUlaqati

‘visitor’ in (92b) controls the action of wandering around in New York and therefore

rejects a cp with Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’. However, as with the light verbs discussed above,

the exact semantic correlations between subject and light verb still need to be worked

out, in particular by investigating verbs beyond the class of motion verbs.

(92) a. Aê�K @ ÐñêÃ Y	JJ
Ã
gend ghum Ut.

h-a

ball.M.Sg.Nom roll/rotate rise-Perf.M.Sg

‘The ball (suddenly) rolled.’

b. úæê�K@ ÐñêÃ P̧AK
 ñJ
 	K ú�GA�̄CÓ *
* mUlaqati new yark ghum Ut.

h-i

visitor.F.Sg.Nom New York roll rise-Perf.F.Sg

‘The visitor (suddenly) wandered around in New York.’

Overall, the light verb behaves as follows:

Motion verbs in cps with Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’:

The light verb Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ contributes suddenness (without conscious

control) to the event denoted by the main verb.

• cps with Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ have a nominative subject.

• Only a small number of motion verbs can form a cp with Ut.
h-na ‘to

rise’, e.g. lAr.k
hAra-na ‘to stumble’ and ghum-na ‘to roll’.

3.4.4 The light verb ja-na ‘to go’

In addition to its main verb usage, ja-na ‘to go’ is a common light verb in Urdu/Hindi

and also serves as an auxiliary in the language, for instance in the passive construc-

tion discussed in §2.6.3. The multiple functions of ja-na ‘to go’ sometimes lead to

confusions with respect to the syntactic nature of the construction it appears in. The

examples in (93) briefly illustrate the different usages: In (93a), ja-na ‘to go’ is used

as a main verb in the perfective masculine form gA-ya ‘go-Perf.M.Sg’ and denotes

a directional motion event. In (93b), ja-na ‘to go’ serves as a passive auxiliary in

combination with the finite main verb phand-na ‘to leap over’. Only in (93c), ja-na
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‘to go’ functions as a light verb in an aspectual cp, with the main verb pAhUnc-na

‘to arrive’ in the root form. For a formal distinction of auxiliaries and light verbs,

the reader is referred to Butt (1995) and Butt and Lahiri (2013).

(93) a. AJ
Ã Èñº� íf
�k� AK.

bAcca skul gA-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom school.M.Sg.Obl go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child went to school.’

b. ùJ
Ã øY	KAêK� P@ñK
X
devar phand-i gA-yi

wall.F.Sg.Nom leap-over-Perf.F.Sg go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The wall was leapt over.’

c. ùJ
Ã i� 	JîfE� ú» �QË
lAr.ki pAhUnc gA-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom arrive go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl arrived (completely).’

The contribution of ja-na ‘to go’ as a light verb is telicity, i.e. it adds boundedness

to an otherwise unbounded event. Examples (94) and (95) illustrate this for the

intransitives bar.
h-na ‘to advance’ and UbhAr-na ‘to rise’: Informally speaking, in

(94), the army advances on a path to a destination; using ja-na ‘to go’ as the light

verb delimits this path and implies that the army has reached a final destination.

Similarly in (95), the sun has fully undergone the path of rising.

(94) ùJ
Ã ë�QK. ÿÃ @ h. ñ
	̄

foj age bar.
h gA-yi

army.F.Sg.Nom forward advance go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The army advanced (completely).’

(95) AJ
Ã QêK. @ h. Pñ�
surAj UbhAr gA-ya

sun.M.Sg.Nom rise go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The sun rose (completely).’

In constructions like (96) and (97), the motion event is bounded due to the

presence of a locational adjunct or oblique, respectively. Using ja-na ‘to go’ as a
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light verb in these constructions intensifies the sense of completion already entailed

by the location: Whereas in (96a), the boat may be touching the surface on its path

into the water, in (96b), the boat is fully submerged in the water. Similarly, in (97a),

the person entering the room might be just about to cross the doorstep, while in

(97b), the person has fully entered the room. This ties in with what Singh (1991)

terms the perfective paradox in Hindi and Japanese: Despite the accomplishment

nature of an event, which already implies a natural endpoint of the action, the

simple verb usage entails that a random endpoint, but not the final endpoint, has

been reached. This final endpoint can only be rendered by using a complex predicate

construction like (96b) and (97b).

(96) a. øQ�K@ á�
Ó ú 	G AK� ú �æ ��»
kASti pani=mẽ Utr-i

boat.F.Sg.Nom water.M=Loc descend-Perf.F.Sg

‘The boat descended into the water.’

b. ùJ
Ã Q�K @ á�
Ó ú 	GAK� ú �æ ��»
kASti pani=mẽ UtAr gA-yi

boat.F.Sg.Nom water.M=Loc descend go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The boat descended (completely) into the water.’

(97) a. úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» á�
Ó
mẽ kAmre=mẽ ghUs-i

Pron.1.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg=Loc enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘I entered the room.’

b. ùJ
Ã �êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» á�
Ó
mẽ kAmre=mẽ ghUs gA-yi

Pron.1.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg=Loc enter go-Perf.F.Sg

‘I entered the room (completely).’

From a syntactic point of view, Butt (1995) states that the intransitive nature

of the light verb ja-na ‘to go’ constrains it to occur with nominative subjects. This

generalization also holds for transitive motion verbs like phand-na ‘to leap over’ in

(98). Although the subject has to be ergative when the verb is used in the perfective

tense, shown in (98a), the syntactic restrictions of ja-na ‘to go’ prevail and require

the subject to be nominative (98b), similar to pAr. -na ‘to fall’ discussed above.
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(98) a. @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar=ko phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg leap-over-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt (over) the wall.’

b. AJ
Ã Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X úÎ«
Ali devar=ko phand gA-ya

Ali.M.Sg.Nom wall.F.Sg leap-over go-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt (over) the wall (completely).’

Another function of ja-na ‘to go’ is found in the constructions in (99) and (100),

where it contributes telicity in the sense of having moved away from a reference point.

This behavior is characteristic for some Urdu/Hindi manner of motion verbs: The

cps with dor. -na ‘to run’ in (99) and Ur. -na ‘to fly’ in (100) and the light verb ja-na

‘to go’ denote a specific manner of motion which is performed on a path away from

a reference location. The path is bounded in so far as once the moving entity is out

of sight from the reference point, the motion event is perceived as being completed.

When ja-na ‘to go’ is used in these cases, I claim that it is in fact a light verb of

motion instead of an aspectual light verb. This construction is discussed in more

detail in Chapter 4 on complex predicates of motion. In order to record this behavior,

Appendix 8.C marks those verbs as having an away interpretation with the light

verb ja-na ‘to go’.

(99) AJ
Ã �PðX íf
�m��'.

bAcca dor. gA-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom run go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child ran away.’

(100) ùJ
Ã �P@ AK
 �Qk�
cIr.ya Ur. gA-yi

bird.F.Sg.Nom fly go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The bird flew away.’

The light verb ja-na ‘to go’ can further adjust its meaning when it combines

with motion verbs like rApAt.-na ‘to slip’, sErAk-na ‘to slither’ and khIsAk-na ‘to slide’.
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Here, the light verb contributes a sense of suddenness.5 The pattern is exemplified in

(101) with the verb rApAt.-na ‘to slip’, the interpretation is recorded as suddenness

in Appendix 8.C.

(101) AJ
Ã �IK�P èfð
vuh rApAt. gA-ya

Pron.3.Sg slip go-Perf.M.Sg

‘He suddenly slipped.’

Another interesting case is that some cps with ja-na ‘to go’ trigger a sequential

interpretation of main verb and light verb. For this, consider example (102): The

main verb nac-na ‘to dance’ combines with the light verb ja-na ‘to go’, however,

the light verb does not contribute a sense of completeness or motion away from a

reference point, but describes an event that happens after the event of the main

verb. In (102), the girl first dances and then goes away.

(102) ùJ
Ã h� A 	K ú» �QË
lAr.ki nac gA-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom dance go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl danced and then went away. (*The girl danced out of the room.)’

Based on a preliminary investigation across the verbal inventory, only a restricted

set of verbs trigger this interpretation when used with the light verb ja-na ‘to go’,

namely lIkh-na ‘to write’, par.
h-na ’to read’ and ga-na ‘to sing’, with nac-na ‘to dance’

being the only motion verb. In Appendix 8.C on the light verb behavior of motion

verbs, the verb is marked with sequential.

In addition to the large variety of patterns that the light verb occurs in, 12

intransitive motion verbs are ungrammatical with the light verb ja-na ‘to go’. These

verbs are all atelic manner of motion verbs, examples include ithla-na ‘to strut’,

phUdAk-na ‘to hop’, thArAk-na ‘to stomp’, lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’ and mAtAk-na ‘to

sashay’.

To conclude, the behavior of motion verbs in complex predicates with the light

verb ja-na ‘to go’ shows again that motion verbs do not perform uniformly with

5The contribution of ja-na ‘to go’ with these verbs might arise from the lexical semantics of
those verbs in that all verbs entail a sudden change of state or location. However, again, I leave a
more detailed investigation for further research.
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respect to their syntactic properties. In the following, the patterns are briefly sum-

marized.

Motion verbs in cps with ja-na ‘to go’:

The light verb ja-na ‘to go’ contributes telicity to the event denoted by

the main verb.

• cps with ja-na ‘to go’ always have a nominative subject.

• A number of motion verbs cannot form a cp with ja-na ‘to go’, for

example ithla-na ‘to strut’ and phUdAk-na ‘to jump (low height)’.

• Depending on the main verb of the cp, ja-na ‘to go’ has different

interpretations:

– a completeness reading, for example with ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ and

ghUs-na ‘to enter’.

– an away reading, for example with Ur. -na ‘to fly’ and dor. -na ‘to

run’.

– a suddenness reading, for example with rApAt.-na ‘to slip’ and

sErAk-na ‘to slither’.

– a sequential reading, for example with nac-na ‘to dance’.

3.4.5 Summary

This section has investigated the behavior of motion verbs in aspectual complex

predicate constructions and has shown that similar as in other syntactic construc-

tions, motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi do not exhibit a uniform behavior. The only

constant is Butt’s (1995) observation that certain light verbs impose constraints on

the case marking of their subjects, a syntactic restriction that also holds for the

class of motion verbs. The interpretation of the light verbs in the respective cps

partly extends the interpretations manifested by Butt (1995): The largest deviation

is found in complex predicates with ja-na ‘to go’, where the contribution of the light

verb comes in four different flavors, depending on the main verb in the cp. So far,

an Urdu/Hindi-wide examination of the combinatorial possibilities between main

verbs and aspectual light verbs has not been performed; the results from the present

investigation suggest that the distribution of light verbs may vary depending on the

verb class, together with the lexical semantic entailments expected from the main

verb and/or the subject of the cp.
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In the following, I investigate a syntactic construction that is specifically targeted

at establishing different groups of languages depending on how the spatial notions

of path and manner are realized syntactically, namely the telic path construction.

3.5 The telic path construction

From a typological perspective, languages differ in the way they syntactically re-

alize manner of motion in combination with the path of motion. For Urdu/Hindi,

Narasimhan (2003) argues that the concept of an entity moving along a bounded path

in a specific manner is realized with a construction that is typical of verb-framed lan-

guages (Talmy 1985, 1991). These languages (among them Spanish, French, Korean,

Japanese (Son 2007)) predominantly express the two notions using a construction

parallel to the Spanish example in (103): Here, the direction of motion is expressed

with the main verb subir ‘to rise’, whereas the manner of motion is a clausal ad-

junct to the matrix clause, here flotando ‘floating’. In contrast to satellite-framed

languages like English, illustrated in (104), it is impossible to make flotar ‘to float’

the main verb of the clause, with the direction expressed by a preposition like ‘up’.

(103) El globo subió por la chimenea (flotando)

the balloon moved-up through the chimney (floating)

‘The balloon rose up the chimney, floating.’ (Talmy 1985, (15e))

(104) The balloon floated up the chimney.

Narasimhan (2003) argues that Urdu/Hindi exhibits a similar pattern like Span-

ish in that manner of motion along a path is realized with a biclausal construction

with the direction of motion denoted by the main verb and the manner of motion

contributed by a subordinate clause. This is illustrated in (105) (example (7) in

Narasimhan (2003)), where the path of motion is realized by the finite verb a-na

‘to come’, whereas the manner of motion is expressed using the subordinate clause

lAngAr.a-te hu-e ‘limping’.
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(105) AK

�
@ á�
Ó þQÒ» þñïf ÿ ��@ �QÂ	JË A¿�QË

lAr.ka lAngAr.a-te hu-e

boy.M.Sg.Nom limp.Impf.M.Sg.Obl be.Perf.M.Sg.Obl

kAmre=mẽ a-ya

room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc come-Perf.M.Sg

‘The boy limped into the room (came into the room, limping).’

If a manner of motion verb like lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’ combines with a loca-

tive/path adjunct as shown in example (106) with =mẽ ‘in’, the construction only

has a locative reading in that the motion is performed in a specific location, here

kAmre=mẽ ‘in(side) the room’. In contrast to (105) with a-na ‘to come’, the con-

struction with lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’ and the case clitic =mẽ ‘in’ does not render a

directional reading, i.e. the boy does not limp into the room, but he limps inside

the room. This means that the path of motion in (106) is atelic, i.e. the path of

limping inside the room is not bounded. The bounded interpretation with =mẽ is

only achieved using the subordinate construction shown in (105).6

(106) AK
 @ �QÂ	JË á�
Ó þQÒ» A¿�QË
lAr.ka kAmre=mẽ lAngAr.a-ya

boy.M.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc limp-Perf.M.Sg

‘The boy limped in(side) the room.’

Although Narasimhan (2003) is correct in observing a strong correlation between

the expression of manner and path of motion and biclausality in Urdu/Hindi, the

language also features a number of exceptions which allow for the expression of both

concepts in a monoclausal construction. This is illustrated by the constructions in

(107) and (108) as well as by the data in Section 3.6 on motion verb sequences.

Example (107) illustrates a construction with the case clitic =tAk which denotes a

bounded ‘to’ path: If used with a manner of motion verb like lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’ in

one clause, the interpretation is one of limping along a path to the pharmacy, without

the need for the biclausal construction shown in (105). Similarly, the location ghAr

‘house’ in (108) without an overt locative case clitic entails a bounded path reading

and does not involve the biclausal construction typical for verb-framed languages.

6The patterns concerning the locative versus the directional interpretation of =mẽ are recorded
in Appendix 8.B, based on the data elicited in Narasimhan (2003).
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(107) AK
 @QÂ	JË ¹�K ø 	Qå� @ðX 	àA�	�@
Ansan dAva sAzi=tAk lAngAr.a-ya

man.M.Sg.Nom pharmacy.F.Sg=Dir limp-Perf.M.Sg

‘The man limped to the pharmacy.’

(108) úÃ AêK. QêÃ ú» �QË
lAr.ki ghAr bhag-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom home.M.Sg.Obl run-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran home.’

Therefore, the constructions in (107) and (108) do not adhere to the principles

of verb-framed languages, because here the expression of a manner of motion along

a path is syntactically realized in a monoclausal construction. This contradicts the

assumptions in Narasimhan (2003). In the following I show that the language allows

for yet another way of expressing manner of motion along a path in a monoclausal

construction, namely by employing sequences of motion verbs.

3.6 Motion verb sequences

3.6.1 Across languages

The expression of complex motion like the manner of motion in combination with

the direction of motion is a phenomenon which, from a syntactic point of view,

is realized very differently across languages (Talmy 1991). One possibility is the

usage of a sequence of motion verbs, where each verb contributes its share in the

overall interpretation. Li (1993) shows that this strategy is employed in a wide

range of languages, in particular in many West African and South-East Asian lan-

guages, but also in languages of Papua New Guinea and East Asia. A crosslinguis-

tic overview of the patterns is shown in examples (109) to (112), with (109) for

Korean (Zubizarreta and Oh 2007), (110) for Edo (Baker and Stewart 1999, Ogie

2003), (111) for Thai (Wechsler 2003) and (112) for Dagaare (Adams Bodomo, p.c.),

a West-African language spoken in North-Western Ghana.

(109) John-i kongwen-ey kel-e ka-ss-ta

John-Nom park-Loc walk-L go-Past-Decl

‘John walked to the park.’ Korean (Zubizarreta and Oh 2007, (7))
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(110) Òzó rhùlé-rè làá òwá

zo run-Past enter house

‘Ozo ran into the house.’ Edo (Ogie 2003, (19))

(111) Piti den khâw rooïrian

Piti walk enter school

‘Piti entered the school walking.’ Thai (Wechsler 2003, (2))

(112) ó varef kpéf waf lef

Pron.3.Sg jump.Perf enter.Perf come.Perf fall.Perf

la a die poó

particle Def room inside

‘S/he jumped (and) fell into the room.’ Dagaare

These constructions have in common that two (or more) consecutive motion verbs

are put in sequence and contribute to a complex event denoting manner of motion

in a specific direction. The exact concept that is conveyed by the construction can

only be approximated by the English translation.

3.6.2 Urdu/Hindi

Urdu/Hindi also employs this strategy of expressing complex motion events, with the

construction having been first noted by Hook (1974) who discusses it in the context

of complex predication, but is puzzled by several of its properties. The first motion

verb in the sequence is always in the root form, whereas the second verb is finite

and inflects according to the common agreement and tense/aspect patterns in the

language. From a surface point of view, this pattern is similar to aspectual complex

predicates in the language, discussed in Section 3.4. Constructions with more than

two consecutive motion verbs are not allowed.

The following examples illustrate the phenomenon: In (113), the verb kud ‘jump’

in the root form combines with the finite verb nIkl-a ‘emerge-Perf.M.Sg’ which inflects

for tense and number and agrees with the masculine subject cor ‘thief’. Combining

the two motion verbs results in an interpretation similar to ‘to jump out of’. Example

(114) shows a construction with the two motion verbs bArh-na ‘to advance’ (root

verb) and dor. -na ‘to run’ (finite verb), which together denote the event of ‘to charge

into’.
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(113) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

(114) @ �PðX �QêK. �PñK
 �P ú» àñK
AÇ
�Y 	K A�

sand. gayõ=ki r.evAr. bAr.
h dor.-a

buffalo.M.Sg.Nom cow.F.Pl.Obl=Gen herd.M.Sg advance run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The buffalo charged into a herd of cows.’

As with the crosslinguistic examples in (109) to (112), the Urdu/Hindi construc-

tions are used to convey the manner of the motion which is executed along a path

denoted by the other verb. In similar constructions in Yoruba (Ekundayo and Akin-

naso 1983) and Sranan (Sebba 1987), manner of motion verbs always come before

the directional motion verb, a pattern that is not found in Urdu/Hindi. Instead,

the order is flexible: Whereas in (113), the manner of motion verb kud-na ‘to jump’

precedes the directional verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, the order in (114) is reversed

with the directional verb bhAr-na ‘to advance’ preceding the manner of motion verb

dor. -na ‘to run’.

Nevertheless, the combinations are not restricted to cases where manner of mo-

tion combines with directional motion. Example (115) shows a construction where

two directional motion verbs, a-na ‘to come’ and bhAr-na ‘to advance’, combine to

form a motion verb sequence that denotes an increased directional reading towards

a location. In (116), the finite verb ghUs-a ‘enter-Perf.M.Sg’ contributes the core

action of the event with the root verb ja ‘go’ adding an increased sense of movement.

(115) ÿë �QK.
�
@ ñ�	�

�
@ á�
Ó àñêº	K@ ú» �@

Us=ki ankhõ=mẽ ansu a bAr.
h-e

Pron.3.Sg=Gen eye.F.Pl=Loc tear.M.Pl come advance-Perf.M.Pl

‘Tears welled up in her eyes.’

(116) úæ�êÃ Ag. á�
Ó �I�
K� ÿ» �@ øPñêk�
chUri Us=ke pet.=mẽ ja ghUs-i

knife.F.Sg Pron.3.Sg=Gen stomach.M.Sg=Loc go enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The knife sank into his stomach.’
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The combinatorial possibilities go further, as exemplified in construction (117):

Here, the sequence comprises two nearly synonymous verbs, dor. -na ‘to run’ and

bhag-na ‘to run’, with the interpretation of ‘running away’.7

(117) AÇ AêK. �PðX @ �PñêÃ
ghor.a dor. bhag-a

horse.M.Sg.Nom run run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The horse ran away.’

In the sequence in (117), both verbs have a deverbal noun that shares its root with

the verb root, namely dor. and bhag, both meaning ‘run’. As a nominal compound,

dor. bhag (and its reversed version bhag dor.) means ‘much running around’ and is

commonly used in the language. Therefore, the verbal sequence in (117) could be

interpreted as a deverbal noun of the compound as a whole. However, as this pattern

is exceptional in the motion verb sequences in Urdu/Hindi, I refrain from drawing

any generalizations and merely note that the construction in (117) is uncommon in

that sense.

The origin of these constructions lies in the process of kAr-deletion established by

Bahl (1964), where a construction with a subordinate clause turns into a putatively

monoclausal construction. The alternation is shown in (118): In (118a), the partici-

ple construction with kud ‘jump’ and kAr ‘having’ (originating from the verb kAr-na

‘to do’) is grammatical when the finite verb of the sentence, in this case nIkAl-na

‘to emerge’, is in the perfective tense. The sentence in (118b) is a derived version

of the sentence and the participle kAr ‘having’ after the first motion verb is deleted,

retaining the overall interpretation of the clause and rendering an mvs.

(118) a. C¾	K Q» Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside

kud kAr nIkl-a

jump having emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house (emerged rom the house, jumping).’

7bhag-na ‘to run’ has a slightly more directional reading than dor. -na ‘to run’ as it is used in
contexts where an entity runs away from a location, nevertheless it is a clear manner of motion
verb.
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b. C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

Apart from the variation in the available combinations of motion verbs, Urdu/

Hindi mvss exhibit a number of interesting characteristics which are discussed in the

following.

Characteristic #1: Swappability An interesting property of mvss is that some

combinations allow for the swapping of motion verbs, while at the same time retain-

ing the overall interpretation of the sentence. The nature of the inversion is not one

where root and finite verb change their order in the mvs, but instead, the verb that

is finite at first changes to become the root verb, whereas the root verb turns into

the finite verb. In (119), the verbs cAl-na ‘to walk’ and ur. -na ‘to fly’ change their

function in the verbal phrase. Whereas in (119a), the main verb ur. ‘fly’ in the root

form precedes the finite verb cAl-a ‘walk-Perf.M.Sg’; in the alternant in (119b), cAl

‘walk’ serves as the root verb and ur. -a ‘fly-Perf.M.Sg’ is the finite verb. According

to native speaker judgement, the construction in (119a) is preferred.

(119) a. úÎg� �P@ Á	J��K� ì�KA� ÿ» ÿº	Kñêk. ÿ» @ñïf
hAva=ke jhonke=ke sath pAtAng ur. cAl-i

wind.M.Sg=Gen gust.M.Obl=Gen with kite.F.Sg fly move-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away with a gust of wind.’ (Hook 1974, p. 57)

b. ø �P@ Ég� Á	J��K� ì�KA� ÿ» ÿº	Kñêk. ÿ» @ñïf
hAva=ke jhonke=ke sath pAtAng cAl ur.-i

wind.M.Sg=Gen gust.M.Obl=Gen with kite.F.Sg move fly-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away with a gust of wind.’

Example (120) shows that the ability of swapping verbs in mvss is not dependent

on the particular lexical semantics of the verbs combined in the mvs, i.e. it is not

only mvss with two manner of motion verbs that allow for the alternation. Here,

the verbs bhag-na ‘to flee’ and nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, a manner of motion verb and a

directional motion verb, alternate and the interpretation remains constant, with the

(a) variant being the preferred alternant.
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(120) a. C¾	K ÀAêK. ÿ�� ÿÍA 	K H� A�
sap nale=se bhag nIkl-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom pipe.F.Sg.Obl=Instr flee emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the pipe.’

b. AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÿÍA 	K H� A�
sap nale=se nIkAl bhag-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom pipe.F.Sg.Obl=Instr emerge flee-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the pipe.’

Overall, this alternation is not very common in Urdu/Hindi mvss, so it should

not be considered a regular alternation pattern.

Characteristic #2: Causativization Some constructions allow for the causa-

tivization of (at least one of) their motion verbs. The examples from (121) to (123)

show the causativized versions of the constructions in (117), (119a) and (120a), re-

spectively. While in (121), the finite verb dor. -a-na ‘to run-Caus’ is in the causative,8

(122) shows that in other cases, the verb in the root form, Ur.-a-na ‘to fly-Caus’,

causativizes. In (123), both verbs, bhAg-a-na ‘to run-Caus’ and nIkal-na ‘to emerge.

Caus’ are in the causative.

V1.base + V2-Caus

(121) AK
 @ �PðX ÀAêK. ñ» þQêÃ ÿ 	� ¹ËAÓ
malIk=ne ghore=ko bhag dor.-a-ya

owner.M.Sg=Erg horse.M.Sg.Obl=Acc run run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The owner made the horse run away.’

V1-Caus + V2.base

(122) úÎg� @ �P@ ñ» Á	J��K� @ñïf
hAva pAtAng=ko Ur.-a cAl-i

air.F.Sg.Nom kite.M.Sg=Acc fly-Caus move-Perf.F.Sg

‘The gust made the kite fly up.’

8In fact, bhag dor. -a-na (and its inverse dor. bhAg-a-na) ‘to run away’ are the sole instances of
Urdu/Hindi mvss where causativization only applies to the finite verb.
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V1-Caus + V2-Caus

(123) BA¾ 	K AÆêK. ÿ�� ÉK. ñ» H� A� ÿ 	� ¹ËAÓ
malIk=ne sap=ko bAl=se

owner.M.Sg=Erg snake.M.Sg=Acc snake-pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr

bhAg-a nIkal-a

run-Caus emerge.Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The owner made the snake shoot out of the snake pit.’

In all cases, an external argument, the causer, is added to the overall event

structure. If, as in (123), both verbs are in the causative form, the external argument

is shared between the two verbs. Verbs that do not causativize as simple verbs also

do not allow for causativization in mvss. In turn, verbs that can causativize as simple

verbs do not necessarily allow for causativization in mvss, where certain constraints

seem to hold between the two verbs. Again, the nature of the finite verb is different

from aspectual light verbs in Urdu/Hindi (Section 3.4), as those cannot causativize,

illustrated in (124) for the light verb pAr. -na ‘to fall’.

(124) a. @ �QK� ðP øðP
rAvi ro pAr.-a

Ravi.M.Sg.Nom cry fall-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ravi fell to weeping (burst into tears).’ (adjusted from Butt (1995))

b. AK
 @ �QK� ðP ñ» @QÓ@ ÿ 	� øðP *
* rAvi=ne Amra=ko ro pAr.-a-ya

Ravi.M.Sg=Erg Amra.F.Sg=Acc cry fall-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ravi made Amra burst into tears.’

Challenge Despite the combinatorial freedom between motion verbs, native speak-

ers have a clear intuition with respect to the grammaticality or ungrammaticality

of certain constructions. For instance, the verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ appears with

the manner of motion verb kud-na ‘to jump’ as in (119), but the mvs with d. AgmAga

‘stagger’ as in (125) is ungrammatical, despite ‘jump’ and ‘stagger’ both being man-

ner of motion verbs. Similarly, reng-na ‘to crawl’ can appear in an mvs with nIkAl-na

‘to emerge’, but is ungrammatical with ghUs-na ‘to enter’ as shown in (126).
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(125) C¾	K AÆÒÃ�X Qïf AK. ÿ�� þQÒ» úG. @Qå
�� *

* SArabi kAmre=se bahAr d.AgmAga nIkl-a

drunkard.M.Sg room.M.Sg=Instr outside stagger emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The drunkard staggered out of the room.’

(126) A�êÃ Á	JK
P á�
Ó þQÒ» íf
�m��'. *

* bAcca kAmre=mẽ reng ghUs-a

child.M.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg=Loc crawl enter-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child crawled into the room.’

What complicates the matter is that some mvss exhibit a varying degree of

speaker acceptance, as is the case for example (127), which is grammatical for the

Urdu informants, but unacceptable for the Hindi speakers.

(127) C¾	K Á	JK
P ÿ�� þQÒ» íf
�m��'. * / √

√
/* bAcca kAmre=se reng nIkl-a

child.M.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Instr crawl emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child crawled out of the room.’

Based on the data in Hook (1974) and my own fieldwork for Urdu/Hindi, mvss

in the language exhibit a number of interesting properties that have so far not been

attested for other verbal complexes in the language. In order to obtain a better

grasp of the phenomenon, the following quantitative investigation sheds some light

on the construction in present-day usage.

3.6.3 A quantitative investigation

The preceding section shows that there are considerable idiosyncrasies in Urdu/Hindi

mvss and the aim of the quantitative investigation is to provide insights into the

pervasiveness of the phenomenon as well as the combinatorial patterns. Moreover,

investigating large amounts of data might show tendencies for some motion verbs

to appear in specific slots in the sequence. In particular, the investigation aims at

answering the following questions:

1. How often do mvss occur in comparison to simple motion verbs in the corpora?

2. Which verbs prevail in these constructions?
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3. Do some verbs exhibit a tendency towards occurring in a preferred position in

the mvss?

4. Do mvss differ across corpora or do we find combinations that occur in more

than one corpus?

The investigation makes use of three different Urdu corpora, namely a corpus

crawled from the bbc Urdu website (bbc), the cle corpus (Urooj et al. 2012) and

the Urdu section of the Hindi-Urdu Treebank (Bhatt et al. 2009) (hutb). In total,

the corpora contain around 16.1 million tokens. The collection of corpora is not

balanced, i.e. there is no equilibrium in the different genres that the corpora feature.

Whereas the bbc corpus solely consists of newspaper text, the cle corpus has 20%

of “imaginative” content with short stories and novels. The Urdu section of hutb is

again only taken from newspaper sources. Therefore, the underlying data exhibits a

strong bias towards sources where generally not many motion verbs are expected to

occur.

Due to the adjacency of the motion verbs in mvss and the fact that only two

verbs can combine, an automatic bigram analysis suffices to extract all mvs instances.

These are then aggregated over the whole corpus. Moreover the number of times the

motion verbs appear as simple verbs is recorded. This serves as an approximation

as to how common the verb is overall and how preferred it is in combination with

other motion verbs. Despite the straightforwardness of the approach, a number of

issues had to be dealt with. For one, the bbc and the cle corpus are raw corpora

without syntactic annotation or lemmatization. However, Urdu/Hindi has a rich

verbal morphology and also employs phonological adjustment of the root in some

cases, which means that the paradigm of a verb can have dozens of surface forms.

In order to avoid having different bigram instances due to different morphological

suffixes that are added to the verb, the extraction algorithm only looks for two

consecutive motion verb roots, where the second root can be followed by any number

of characters before the next whitespace. This correctly extracts instances like bhag

nIkl-a/i/e ‘run out-Perf.M./F.Sg./Pl’ (lit. run emerge) without having to specify

the exact morphological behavior of the verb. All those instances are treated as one

bigram. However, this method also records cases like bhag dor. (lit. run run). Here,

the missing inflection on the second verb can have two reasons: the phrase is either

an mvs which is followed by an auxiliary, or it is a nominal compound with the

interpretation of ‘much running around’. In order not to loose the verbal instances
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of the bigram, the instances without inflection on the second motion item are also

included in the calculation.9 Table 3.8 gives an overview of the results, with the

number of simple motion verbs found in the corpus, the number of mvss and the

number of unique mvss.

bbc cle hutb

# of tokens 8,018,600 7,984,827 96,388
# of simple motion verbs 13,035 11,709 181
# of mvs 146 677 6
# of unique mvss 33 81 3
% of mvss 1.1% 5.8% 3.3%

Table 3.8: Statistics on motion verbs in the three corpora

The investigation shows that the percentage of mvss compared to the overall

usage of motion verbs is comparatively low and ranges from 1.1% in the bbc corpus

to 5.8% in the cle corpus. This might be due to the fact that mvss preferably occur

in literary text and the only corpus which accounts for this text genre is the cle

corpus, which in turn has the highest percentage of mvss.

Moreover, the number of unique mvss in comparison to the overall number of

mvss shows that some combinations are clearly preferred and used across corpora,

for instance bhag nIkAl-na ‘to run out of (lit. to run emerge)’, bAr.
h cAr.

h-na ‘to climb

up (lit. to advance climb)’ and Utar cAr.
h-na ‘to climb down (lit. to descend climb)’.

In addition, the verbs bhag-na ‘to flee/run’, dor. -na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to move/walk’

are often used as the finite verb in mvss, with a range of different root verbs. The

most flexible motion verb is nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ which can be used both as a root

and a finite verb in a range of combinations. However, a comparatively large number

of verbs does not appear at all: Among them are very special motion concepts such

as lAngAra-na ‘to swagger’ or concepts like mAtAk-na ‘to dance (style often found

in Bollywood movies)’ which are not expected in a mainly newspaper-based text

collection. The data also shows that causative mvss are less frequent than their base

counterparts, whereas mvss with indirect causatives do not occur at all.

9One further complication resides in the inconsistent usage of white-space characters, in par-
ticular with respect to the difference between the white space and the zero-width non-joiner, a
character used in the Urdu script to cope with non-joining characters. As they are represented by
two different Unicode characters, the extraction algorithm treats them as two distinct items. The
bigram instances in question were manually corrected after the extraction.
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3.7 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed a set of syntactic alternations that specifically char-

acterize the set of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and complements the set of alternations

discussed in Chapter 2, which are available across all verbs in the verbal inventory.

The results show that the class of motion verbs in the language is not homogenous:

Different alternations imply different subclasses of verbs based on their syntactic

behavior, making it difficult to discern classes of verbs with a common syntactic pat-

tern. In particular, the concepts of location and path are realized differently across

motion verbs, sometimes these concepts are obligatorily contained in the syntactic

frame and for other verbs they are expressed using other means, for instance with

optional modifiers. Sections 3.2 and 3.6 on the argument-adjunct distinction and the

phenomenon of motion verb sequences, respectively, have shown that Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs differ in how these concepts are syntactically realized. The investiga-

tion makes clear that neither are those notions represented parallel to languages like

English and German, nor are there class-wide generalizations in Urdu/Hindi.

In particular, the availability of causativization is extremely varied, intransitive

as well as transitive motion verbs can undergo causativization, some verbs allow for

direct and indirect causation, whereas others only allow for one alternation or none

at all. This parallels the idiosyncrasies with respect to complex predicate formation:

Some motion verbs combine with light verbs which are unavailable to conceptually

similar verbs, without a clear syntactic or semantic indication as to what triggers

these differences. Moreover, a single light verb can have multiple interpretations

that depend on the main verb used in the cp, as is the case with the light verb ja-na

‘to go’. These meaning differences are important for the knowledge encoded in the

lexical resource.

The aim of this thesis is to develop a lexical resource for verbs based on the com-

mon syntactic properties of verbs, following the example of VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler

2005, Kipper et al. 2008) on the theoretical basis of Levin (1993). The challenge for

a similar resource in Urdu/Hindi, and in particular for the motion verbs under in-

vestigation, is to account for the large variety of syntactic characteristics, finding a

balance between subclasses of motion verbs that are too fine-grained versus classes

that are too general and do not capture differences between verbs. In order to over-

come this issue, Chapter 6 presents an algorithmic method from visualization that

sheds light on the constituency of the class of motion verbs and helps designing
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consistent and meaningful subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, based on their

syntactic properties.

The investigation of the syntactic properties of motion verbs in this chapter has

yielded many interesting further research questions, among them questions that go

beyond the scope of this thesis, however some of them are crucial for the enterprise

of this thesis. In particular, the ways of expressing motion and path in Urdu/Hindi

constitute an area which has far not been very well studied from a theoretical linguis-

tic viewpoint, let alone from a computational point of view. The following chapter

shows that the motion verb sequences introduced in §3.6.2 of this chapter should be

treated as complex predicate of motion, which allow for an expression of location and

path in a way that has received little attention.





Chapter 4

Motion verb sequences in

Urdu/Hindi

4.1 Introduction

Urdu/Hindi has been shown to exhibit various types of complex verbal constructions,

including n+v, adj+v and v+v complex predicates (e.g., Mohanan (1994), Butt

(1995), inter alia). A lesser known construction, but one that occurs fairly frequently

is that of motion verb sequences (mvss), discussed in Section 3.6. Here, two motion

verbs combine to express motion and direction in one complex event, as shown in

(128).

(128) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

Hook (1974) discusses the construction in the context of complex predication,

however, several properties are puzzling: From a surface point of view, mvss are

similar to aspectual complex predicates (Butt 1995) in that a verb in the root form is

followed by a finite verb. However, it is not aspectual information that is contributed

by the finite verb, but rather motional information. Taking the events denoted by

both verbs together renders a complex motion event, i.e. the event of manner of

motion along a path. The data investigation in Chapter 3, based on Hook (1974),

105
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my own fieldwork and the results from an empirical corpus study of the phenomena,

has yielded the following patterns of mvss:

• At most two motion verbs combine into an mvs.

• Some verb combinations allow their verbs to swap, e.g. Ur. cAl-na

and cAl Ur. -na have the interpretation of ‘to fly away’.

• Some mvss allow their verbs to causativize: Depending on the com-

bination, it is either the root verb, the finite verb or both verbs that

are in the causative.

– V1.base + V2-Caus: bhag dor. -a-na ‘to make run away’

– V1-Caus + V2.base: Ur. -a cAl-na ‘to make fly away’

– V1-Caus + V2-Caus: bhag-a nIkal-na ‘to shoot out of’

• Some combinations are ungrammatical, e.g. d.AgmAga-na nIkAl-na

‘to stagger out of’.

• The corpus data shows that

– nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ is the most flexible verb and can occur as

the root or the finite verb in mvss.

– The verbs bhag-na ‘to flee/run’, dor. -na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to

walk’ are often used as the finite verb in mvss.

In this chapter I show that motion verb constructions like (128) are spatial re-

sultative constructions, which should be treated as complex predicates of motion and

complement the ways of atelic and telic path formation described in Narasimhan

(2003) for Urdu/Hindi (see Section 3.5). Based on Hautli-Janisz (2013), I propose

an analysis that accounts for the types of combinations, word orders and argument

structures that are possible in Urdu/Hindi, providing a first formal analysis of the

construction. In order to do so, I proceed as follows: Section 4.2 discusses the syn-

tactic status of mvss, situating the construction with respect to similar constructions

and their analyses in other languages, in particular with respect to serial verbs and

complex predicates. In Section 4.3, I defend the claim that motion verb sequences

in Urdu/Hindi are resultative constructions and adhere to the principles of manner-

result complementarity generally assumed for motion verbs across languages (Section

4.4). Based on these insights, Section 4.5 provides an analysis of mvss in Lexical-

Functional Grammar, followed by a discussion on the typological situation of the

construction in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
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4.2 The status of the finite verb in mvss

4.2.1 Mono- versus biclausality

An important question is whether the finite verb in mvss functions as a light verb

similar to aspectual and permissive light verbs or whether mvss are modifying con-

structions where the root verb modifies the finite verb. A prerequisite for complex

predicatehood is monoclausality, established by Butt (1995) for aspectual and per-

missive cps in Urdu/Hindi with a number of tests, for instance the behavior of the

cps in anaphora and control constructions. However, the mvss considered here are

mostly intransitive and therefore Butt’s tests for monoclausality cannot be applied

reliably across constructions. Instead, tests with the ability passive and with nega-

tive polarity items are independent of verb valency and show that mvss behave like

simple verbs in the language.

The ability passive Passivization in Urdu/Hindi is done via the passive auxiliary

ja-na ‘to go’ which attaches to the verbal phrase (see §2.6.3 for more details). If the

passive auxiliary ja-na ‘to go’ combines with intransitive verbs, the interpretation of

the passive construction is one of ability: The subject is able to perform the action

denoted by the main verb (Butt and King 2001). As an example, see (129): (129a)

illustrates the active construction with the verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’ where the subject

of the clause is nominative. In the ability passive alternant in (129), the subject

receives the instrumental marker =se and is interpreted as having the ability to

enter.

(129) a. úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» ú» �QË
lAr.ki kAmre=mẽ ghUs-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl entered the room.’

b. AJ
Ã A�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» ÿ�� ú» �QË
lAr.ki=se kAmre=mẽ ghUs-a gA-ya

girl.F.Sg.Obl=Instr room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-Perf.M.Sg go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl was able to enter the room.’

The same pattern can be observed in mvss, with the example in (130a) illustrat-

ing a construction with the mvs ghUs cAl-na ‘to enter walking’, where the finite verb
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cAl-na ‘to walk’ licenses the subject sand. ‘ox’. The verb in the root form, ghUs-na ‘to

enter’ contributes the locative oblique mAkan ‘house’, which is not licensed by cAl-na

‘to walk’. If the root verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’ was embedded under the finite verb

cAl-na ‘to walk’, passivization should not be possible. However, the grammaticality

of the passive alternant in (130b) shows that both motion verbs are in the same

clause: The nominative subject in (130a) becomes the instrumental-marked subject

sand.=se ‘the ox’ when the passive auxiliary ja-na ‘to go’ is attached to the verbal

phrase in (130b). mvss thus behave parallel to simple verbs.

(130) a. Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó �Y	K A�
sand. mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a

ox.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Loc enter move-Perf.M.Sg

‘An ox got into the house.’

b. AJ
Ã Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó ÿ�� �Y	K A�
sand.=se mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a gA-ya

ox.M.Sg=Instr house.M.Sg=Loc enter move-Perf.M.Sg go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The ox was able to get into the house.’

This pattern is not available for biclausal constructions, as shown for the super-

ficially very similar instructive construction in (131): In (131a), the verb dor. -na ‘to

run’ in the infinite oblique form with accusative case is in a subordinate construction,

with the verb kAh-na ‘to say’ being the head of the matrix clause. Here, the passive

construction with ja-na ‘to go’ is ungrammatical, as shown in (131b).

(131) a. Aîf» ñ» ÿ 	� �PðX ñ» 	¬ �Y� ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne sAddAf=ko dor.-ne=ko kAh-a

Anjum.F.Sg=Erg Saddaf.F.Sg=Dat run-Inf.Obl=Acc say-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum told Saddaf to run.’

b. AJ
Ã Aîf» ñ» ÿ 	� �PðX ñ» 	¬ �Y� ÿ�� Ñm.�
	' @ *

* AnjUm=se sAddAf=ko dor.-ne=ko

Anjum.F.Sg=Instr Saddaf.F.Sg=Dat run-Inf.Obl=Acc

kAh-a gA-ya

say-Perf.M.Sg go-Perf.M.Sg

‘Anjum was able to tell Saddaf to run.’
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The availability of the ability reading with ja-na ‘to go’ therefore only holds for

monocausal constructions and applies to all Urdu/Hindi mvss. This first evidence

for the monoclausality of mvss will be further confirmed by their behavior with

respect to negative polarity items.

Negative polarity items A negative polarity item (npi) is a lexical item that

is only licensed in a negative contexts. For instance, ‘at all’ can only be used in a

negative environment, as shown in (132a), whereas an affirmative context like (132b)

renders the construction ungrammatical.

(132) a. I don’t like porridge at all.

b. *I like porridge at all.

Using evidence from npis put forth by Bhatt (2005), Butt (2013) shows that

permissive complex predicates in Urdu/Hindi behave like other monoclausal con-

structions in the language, in that the npi reading is obtained because the negation

particle and the polarity item are in the same clause. Therefore, the npi test reliably

distinguishes between monoclausal constructions like permissive cps and biclausal

constructions like the instructive.

The construction in (133) shows that according to Bhatt (2005), motion verb

sequences in Urdu/Hindi are indeed monoclausal: The polarity item ek bhi ‘only

one’ is attached to bAl=se ‘from the snake pit’, an argument which is licensed by

the finite verb in the clause, nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, which is transitive with a source

oblique. If the verb in the root form, bhag ‘run’, were in an embedded clause, the

negation particle nAhĩ ‘not’ could not be placed in front of it and yield the npi

reading of the whole clause.

(133) C¾	K ÀAêK. á�
îf
	E ÿ�� ÉK. úæêK. ¹K
@ H� A�

[sap] ek bhi [bAl=se]

snake.M.Sg.Nom one Emph snake-pit.M.Sg=Instr

nAh̃i bhag nIkl-a

not run emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The snake did not shoot out of even one snake pit.’

Similarly, this holds for intransitive motion verb sequences, as shown in (134).
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(134) úÎg� �P@ á�
îf
	E Á	J��K� úæêK. ¹K
 @

ek bhi pAtAng nAh̃i ur. cAl-i

one Emph kite.F.Sg not fly move-Perf.F.Sg

‘Not even one kite flew up.’

For the biclausal instructive construction shown in (132a), the negation particle

nAhĩ ‘not’ has to be in front of the matrix verb, as shown in (135a), and cannot be

placed in front of the verb in the subordinate clause (135b).

(135) a. Aîf»
á�
îf

	E ñ» ÿ 	� �PðX ñ» 	¬ �Y� ÿ 	� ú» �QË úæêK. ¹K
@
ek bhi lAr.ki=ne sAddAf=ko

one Emph girl.F.Sg=Erg Saddaf.F.Sg=Dat

dor.-ne=ko nAh̃i kAh-a

run-Inf.Obl=Acc not say-Perf.M.Sg

‘Not even one girl told Saddaf to run.’

b. Aîf» ñ» ÿ 	� �PðX á�
îf
	E ñ» 	¬ �Y� ÿ 	� ú» �QË úæêK. ¹K
@ *

* ek bhi lAr.ki=ne sAddAf=ko

one Emph girl.F.Sg=Erg Saddaf.F.Sg=Dat

nAh̃i dor.-ne=ko kAh-a

not run-Inf.Obl=Acc say-Perf.M.Sg

‘Not even one girl told Saddaf to run.’

In sum, the evidence from both passivization and npis shows that mvss in

Urdu/Hindi are monoclausal constructions and therefore parallel the behavior of

aspectual and permissive complex predicates in the language. This leads to the

question as to how these constructions should be treated syntactically, in particu-

lar whether they belong to the class of serial verbs or complex predicates. This is

discussed in the following.

4.2.2 mvss: Serial verbs or complex predicates?

With respect to the syntactic treatment of motion verb sequences, similar construc-

tions in languages like Korean, Edo, Thai and Dagaare (see §3.6.1) are mostly ana-

lyzed as serial verbs, a syntactic class which has not yet been attested for Urdu/Hindi.

Instead, two kinds of v+v complex predicates (aspectual and permissive cps) have
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been established for the language (Butt 1995). What unites serial verbs and complex

predicates are three criteria: First, the construction is characterized as a succession

of verbs and their complements (of any) in a single clause, moreover, the clause only

has one tense or aspect value and one subject (e.g. Déchaine (1993), Collins (1997)).

Thirdly, the verbs in the sequence share arguments. I briefly illustrate that these

criteria match the properties of Urdu/Hindi mvss on the basis of example (136):

(136) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

The sequence of two motion verbs, kud-na ‘to jump’ and nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ is

monoclausal, as shown in §4.2.1 based on evidence from the ability passive and the

behavior with negative polarity items. This entails that the construction has one

subject, cor ‘thief’ in (136), satisfying the first of the three criteria. Moreover, only

one verb in the verbal phrase, nIkl-a ‘emerge-Perf.M.Sg’, is finite and responsible for

agreement and tense.

With respect to argument sharing, Urdu/Hindi mvss exhibit different types of

argument structure combinations. For a schematic view of the two possibilities,

consider the constructions in (137) and (138): In (137), the finite verb nIkl-a ‘emerge-

Perf.M.Sg’ licenses the subject cor ‘thief’ and the source oblique mAkan ‘house’. The

root verb kud ‘jump’ subcategorizes for a subject, which it shares with the subject

of the finite verb, nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’. In an mvs like (138) with the intransitives

cAl-na ‘to walk’ and Ur. -na ‘to fly’, both verbs subcategorize for the same argument,

here pAtAng ‘kite’.

(137) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Qk�

[cor] [mAkan=se] bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg.Obl=Instr outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’
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(138) ø �P@ Ég� Á	J��K�
pAtAng cAl Ur.-i

kite.F.Sg walk fly-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away.’

Therefore, based on the features of having a single subject, a single tensed verb

and allowing for argument sharing, Urdu/Hindi mvss cannot be clearly attributed

to either serial verbs or complex predicates. However, based on other syntactic

indications, I argue in the following that Urdu/Hindi mvss are best analyzed as

complex predicates, preempting the introduction of a construction type that is not

found anywhere else in the language. Overall, I do not attempt to provide an in-

depth analysis of where exactly to draw the line between serial verbs and complex

predicates across languages. The distinction I make is based on the Urdu/Hindi data

and the language-specific properties.

mvss and serial verbs

Work on Asian languages like Korean and Thai (Zubizarreta and Oh 2007, Wechsler

2003, inter alia) and African languages like Edo and Dagaare (Baker and Stewart

1999) shows that constructions like Urdu/Hindi mvss also exist in other languages,

whereby the phenomenon in those languages has mostly been categorized as a serial

verb construction. The concept of the serial verb is problematic in the sense that

the breadth of literature has come up with a variety of definitions, with the issue

that language-independent criteria are hard to determine (cf. Seiss (2009) and the

literature cited therein). The parameters for serial verb hood are mostly expressed

in a continuum-type of fashion which implies a variation from language to language.

In addition to the criteria already discussed above, Bowern (2008) offers a set of

characteristics which can be considered the lowest common denominator for serial

verbs across languages. In the following, I compare these properties to those found

for Urdu/Hindi mvss.

Causation in serial verbs Aikhenvald (2006) in her typological survey of serial

verb constructions shows that in causative serial verb constructions across languages,

the causative verb is generally the first verb in the sequence. Moreover, the causative

verb “always comes from a closed set of transitive verbs” (p. 16). The example in
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(139) (example (30) in Aikhenvald (2006)) shows a construction from Tetun Dili, an

Indonesian language: Here, the causative verb fó ‘give’ precedes the verb say ‘exit’

which denotes the result. This iconicity, i.e. the verb that licenses the causing event

precedes the verb that contributes the main action, is found in nearly all causative

serial verbs, according to Aikhenvald (2006).

(139) labele fó sai lia ne’ e!

Neg.can give exit voice this!

‘You can’t reveal this matter!’

The Urdu/Hindi data from Hook (1974) and the results from the corpus investi-

gation in §3.6.3 show that the two criteria for causativization set up by Aikhenvald

(2006) do not hold for the Urdu/Hindi data. On the one hand, the set of causative

verbs available in Urdu/Hindi mvss is not drawn from a closed set of verbs, instead

the data suggests that causation in mvss is in principle possible with any motion

verb. On the other hand, the position of the causative verb in causative mvss in

Urdu/Hindi is not as restricted as assumed for serial verbs. Whereas (140) is an

exception with the mvs bhag dor. -a-na ‘to run away (lit. run run-Caus)’ because it

is only the second verb that is in the causative, the construction in (141) exemplifies

the more regular pattern in that both motion verbs are found in the causative.

(140) AK
 @ �PðX ÀAêK. ñ» þPñêÃ ÿ 	� ¹ËAÓ
malIk=ne ghore=ko bhag dor.-a-ya

owner.M.Sg=Erg horse.M.Sg=Acc run run-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The owner made the horse run away.’

(141) BA¾ 	K AÆêK. ÿ�� ÿÍA 	K ñ» H� A� ÿ 	� ¹ËAÓ
malIk=ne sap=ko nale=se

owner.M.Sg=Erg snake.M.Sg=Acc pipe.M.Sg.Obl=Instr

bhAg-a nIkal-a

run-Caus emerge.Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The owner made the snake shoot out of the pipe.’

In both examples, the iconicity effect shown by Aikhenvald (2006) to hold for

causative serial verbs across languages cannot be confirmed: Neither can the combi-

nation of bhag-na ‘to run’ and dor. -na ‘to run’ in (140) be split into a causal and a
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result subevent, nor do the two causative verbs in (141), bhAg-a-na ‘to run.Caus’ and

nIkal-na ‘to emerge.Caus’ entail a temporal ordering. Therefore, based on a compar-

ison between the evidence adduced by Aikhenvald (2006) and the data elicited for

mvss in Urdu/Hindi, I conclude that Urdu/Hindi mvss do not behave as prototypical

serial verbs. The following data underpin this conclusion.

Internal argument sharing With the aim of syntactically pinning down the class

of serial verbs across languages, a number of approaches (Baker (1989), inter alia)

assume that serial verbs require an internal argument to be shared between two

verbs, in particular in cases where an intransitive verb follows a transitive one. The

examples for the Kwa language Yoruba in (142) and the Caribbean Creole Sranan in

(143) illustrate this: In (142), the second verb s.ubú ‘fall’ takes as its only argument

náà ‘child’, which is the object of the first verb ti ‘push’. The same dependency is

found in (143), where the second verb gwe ‘go-away’ takes the subject Amba, which

is object of the verb tyari ‘carry’. This means that the internal argument of the first

verb is identified with the external argument of the second verb.

(142) Olú ti o.mo. náà s.ubú

Olu push child the fall

‘Olu pushed the child down.’ Yoruba (Bamgbos.e 1974)

(143) Kofi tyari Amba gwe

Kofi carry Amba go-away

’Kofi carried Amba away.’ Sranan (Sebba 1987)

In Urdu/Hindi mvss, internal argument sharing is not found. This is illustrated

by the examples in (144) and (145): In (144), the transitive verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’

licenses the subject sand. ‘ox’ and the locational oblique mAkan ‘house’, however the

intransitive verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ does not have the location as its argument, instead

it shares the subject, sand. ‘ox’. The exact same pattern is present in the mvs with

nIkAl bhag-na ‘to shoot out of (lit. to emerge run)’ in (145), where the finite verb

bhag-na ‘to run’ shares its subject with the subject of the verb in the root form, nIkAl

‘emerge’.
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(144) Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó �Y	KA�
sand. mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a

ox.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Loc enter move-Perf.M.Sg

‘An ox got into the house.’

(145) AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÿÍA 	K H� A�
sap nale=se nIkAl bhag-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom pipe.F.Sg.Obl=Instr emerge run-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the pipe.’

This pattern is consistent for all Urdu/Hindi mvss. Even causativized mvss do

not exhibit internal argument sharing. The data therefore implies that according to

the criterion of object sharing put forth by Baker (1989), Urdu/Hindi mvss should

not be treated as serial verbs. The following parameter of temporal iconicity shows

further that a large majority of mvss does not follow the principles of serial verbhood,

except for two cases.

The Temporal Iconicity Condition One of the most central criteria of serial

verbhood is the validity of the temporal iconicity condition (tic), formalized by Li

(1993) and illustrated with example (146) from Japanese.

“Let A and B be two subevents (activities, states, changes of states, etc.)

and let A’ and B’ be two verbal constituents denoting A and B, re-

spectively; then the temporal relation between A and B must be directly

reflected in the surface linear order of A’ and B’ unless A’ is an argument

of B’ or vice versa.”

(146) John-ga odori-akiru-ta

John-Nom dance-bored-Past

’John danced and as a result he got bored.’ Japanese (Li 1993, (3a))

In the Japanese example in (146), the event of the first verb in the sequence, odor

‘dance’ results in the event denoted by the second verb in the phrase, akiru ‘bored’,

thereby following the principle of temporal iconicity in that the linear order of the

verbs reflects the order of subevents.

In Urdu/Hindi, the discussion on causativized mvss has shown that temporal

iconicity cannot be observed. The same applies to non-causative mvss, illustrated
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by examples (147) and (148). In (147), the motion event denoted by ghUs cAl-a

‘enter move-Perf.M.Sg’ is not separable into subevents where first the entering is

true and then the walking happens (as is the case for serial verbs which denote a

causal chain). Instead, throughout the whole event, the ox is moving on a path laid

out by the action of entering. The same event structure is underlying the example

in (148), where the event of jumping is carried out along a path out of the house.

(147) Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó þPAÒïf
�Y 	KA�

sand. hAmar-e mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a

ox.M.Sg.Nom Pron.1.Pl.Obl house.M.Sg=Loc enter move-Perf.M.Sg

‘An ox got into our house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 60)

(148) C¾	K Xñ» QkAK. ÿ�� 	àA¾Ó Pñk�
cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

The event simultaneity is confirmed by the fact that in principle, the motion

verbs in mvss can be swapped without a change in interpretation, demonstrating

that the temporal dependence of events assumed for serial verb constructions cannot

be established for Urdu/Hindi mvss.

However, there are two constructions where mvss in fact adhere to the principle

of temporal iconicity: In (149a), the root verb Ut.
h ‘rise’ combines with the finite verb

cAl-i ‘move-Perf.F.Sg’, resulting in a serial interpretation in that Amra first rises and

then walks away. The iconicity is even more striking in (150): In (150a), the girl

first dances and then goes away. If the two verbs are swapped, as in (150b), the girl

first goes and then dances.

(149) úÎg� ì�K@ @QÓ@
Amra Ut.

h cAl-i

Amra.F.Sg.Nom rise walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘Amra rose and then walked (away).’

(150) a. ùJ
Ã h� A 	K ú» �QË
lAr.ki nac gA-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom dance go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl danced and then went away.’
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b. úk� A
	K Ag. ú» �QË

lAr.ki ja nac-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom go dance-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl went and danced there.’

In the collection of motion verb sequences, temporal iconicity is only found with

the constructions shown in (149) and (150). A preliminary survey of temporal iconic-

ity across the verbal paradigm shows that the interpretation is generally available,

but only triggered by a restricted number of verbal combinations, for instance when

verbs like lIkh-na ‘to write’, pAr.
h-na ‘to read’ and ga-na ‘to sing’ combine with the

finite verbs a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’. However, this phenomenon needs to be

investigated in much more detail in order to draw general conclusions.

Summary This section has shown that overall, properties typically related to serial

verbhood do not match the properties of Urdu/Hindi mvss. For one, they do not

match the properties of causativization set forth by Aikhenvald (2006), because the

causative verb in mvss generally comes second. Furthermore, Urdu/Hindi mvss do

not adhere to the principle of object sharing put forth by Baker (1989), in that

the motion verbs in the sequence only share their subjects. The temporal iconicity

condition of Li (1993) shows that the combinations Ut.
h cAl-na ‘to rise and walk away

(lit. to rise walk)’ and nac ja-na ‘to dance and go away (lit. dance go)’ yield a

serial interpretation of subevents, while all other combinations of motion verbs have

a simultaneous event structure. Given this, I claim that mvss are not prototypical

serial verbs. Indeed, the following shows that Urdu/Hindi motion verb sequences

are a type of complex predicates.

mvss and complex predicates

In contrast to the serial verb, the concept of the complex predicate in Urdu/Hindi

has a set of well-defined criteria and therefore facilitates a comparison with mvss. In

the following, I compare the properties of Urdu/Hindi mvss with the set of criteria

proposed by Butt (1995), Butt and Geuder (2001) and Butt (2010) for complex

predicates. In particular, I compare the properties of the light verb with those of

the finite verb in mvss.
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Light verbs contribute a bleached version of their lexical semantics In

principle, all simple motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi can be used as finite verbs in mvss.

In this usage, however, they only contribute a bleached version of their full verb

lexical semantic content and adjust their contribution to the lexical semantic entail-

ments of the root verb. This “reduced” semantic content of the finite verb accounts

for the sometimes unsystematic semantic contribution of the finite motion verb. The

process is illustrated in (151): Although the verb bhag-na ‘to run’ is the finite verb

in (151), the snake cannot actually perform a running motion in the sense that it

uses legs to move forward. Instead, bhag-na ‘to run’ conveys the notion of speed and

modulates the event denoted by the main verb, nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’. The same holds

for other finite verbs of motion, for instance dor. -na ‘to run’, which also contribute

the notion of speed in their mvs usage.

(151) AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÉK. H� A�
sap bAl=se nIkAl bhag-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom snake-pit.M.Sg=Instr emerge run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The snake shot out of the snake pit.’

The verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ in (152) undergoes the same process of lexical semantic

bleaching when used in mvss: In the examples shown in (152a) and (152b), it looses

its meaning of walking, but contributes a sense of continuous movement that can

pair with main events like Ur.-na ‘to fly’ and ghUs-na ‘to enter’.

(152) a. úÎg� �P@ Á	J��K� ì�KA� ÿ» ÿº	Kñêk. ¹K
@ ÿ» @ñïf
hAva=ke ek jhonke=ke sath pAtAng ur. cAl-i

wind.M.Sg=Gen one gust.M.Obl=Gen with kite.F.Sg fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew up with a gust of wind.’

b. Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó �Y	K A�
sand. mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a

ox.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Loc enter walk-Perf.M.Sg

‘An ox got into the house.’

The examples show that the lexical semantic contribution of the finite motion

verb is indeed a different version of their full-verb counterpart. Section 4.5 provides

a more general treatment of these light verbs and assigns abstract lexical semantic

attributes to the motion verbs that are used as a finite verb in mvss. The bleached
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nature of finite verbs in Urdu/Hindi mvss is an indicator that they are conceptually

closer to complex predicates than serial verbs, where the verb contributes its full

semantic content in a separate subevent.

Light verbs do not have a systematic semantic contribution Butt and

Geuder (2001) show that across languages, in particular for English and Urdu/Hindi,

the semantics of complex predicates is hard to grasp, in particular it is difficult to

work out a systematic semantic contribution of the light verb, which seems to adjust

to the content of the main verb. This situation is also found for the finite verb in

Urdu/Hindi mvss, although the verbs seem to differ in the amount of variability.

This is shown in (153) for cAl-na ‘to walk/move’: Apart from the fact that it trig-

gers different event-structural interpretations, for instance the simultaneous motion

events in (152a) and (152b), it can also trigger a sequential reading, for example

as in (153). Whereas in (152a) and (152b), the finite verb cAl-na ‘to move/walk’

contributes a general sense of continuous movement, the interpretation in (153) is

one of actual walking.

(153) úÎg� ì�K@ ú» �QË
lAr.ki Ut.

h cAl-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom rise move/walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl rose and walked (away).’

The most prominent example for the inconsistent semantic contribution of the

finite verb is found with ja-na ‘to go’, illustrated by the constructions in (154) (also

see §3.4.4). Its contribution ranges from a sense of completeness with the verb

UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ in (154a), to suddenness with rApAt.-na ‘to slip’ in (154b) and an

away-reading with verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’ in (154c). The combination of nac-na

‘to dance’ in (154d) triggers a serial event interpretation. If combined with a-na ‘to

come’ as in (154e), the construction has in principle two readings: a sequential as

well as a completive interpretation.1

1Butt and Geuder (2001) show that the construction in (154e) with the adverbial reading of
‘having V-ed’ is an “indeclinable absolutive construction” (p. 350), which can be traced back to
Old Indo Aryan.
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(154) a. AJ
Ã QêK. @ h. Pñ�
surAj UbhAr gA-ya

sun.M.Sg.Nom rise go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The sun rose (completely).’

b. AJ
Ã �IK�P A¿�QË
lAr.ka rApAt. gA-ya

boy.Sg.Nom slip go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The boy suddenly slipped.’

c. AJ
Ã �PðX íf
�m��'.

bAcca dor. gA-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom run go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child ran away.’

d. ùJ
Ã h� A 	K ú» �QË
lAr.ki nac gA-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom dance go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl danced and then went away.’

e. ùJ
Ã
�
@ ú» �QË

lAr.ki a gA-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom come go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl has arrived (completely)./Having come, the girl went.’

The large variability in the semantic contribution of ja-na ‘to go’ is not found

for all finite verbs in Urdu/Hindi mvss. However, the interpretation of the finite

motion verb generally seems to depend on the lexical semantic entailments of the

main verb and the subject, which results in subtle meaning differences similar to

what Butt and Geuder (2001) show for the light verb de-na ‘to give’. I therefore

conclude that the attested variability of lexical semantic content contributed by the

finite motion verb makes them parallel to light verbs in this respect, which entails

that Urdu/Hindi mvss are similar to complex predicates in the language. This is

confirmed in the following.

Only a small set of verbs function as light verbs One of the aims of the

quantitative investigation of motion verb sequences in 3.6.3 was to automatically ex-

tract tendencies of motion verbs to appear in specific positions in the verb sequence.
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Although the corpus study only serves as an approximation of the pervasiveness and

the constitution of the phenomenon, one result is that the verbs bhag-na ‘to flee/run’,

dor. -na ‘to run’, cAr.
h-na ‘to climb’ and cAl-na ‘to move/walk’ are often used as the

finite verb in mvss, with a range of different root verbs. The most flexible mo-

tion verb based on the corpus data is nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ which is used both as a

root and a finite verb in a range of mvss. Based on the data in Hook (1974), the

verbs ghUs-na ‘to enter’ and bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ also serve as common finite verbs

in Urdu/Hindi mvss. More specific motion concepts like mAtAk-na ‘to dance (in a

Bollywood fashion)’ or rond-na ‘to trample’ are not found as finite verbs in mvss,

suggesting that the more general the concept of motion is or the more easily a verb

can contribute a bleached meaning, the more likely the verb is employed as a finite

verb in an mvs. In total, the nine motion verbs listed in Table 4.1 are used in the

three corpora.

Intransitives Transitives
(with obl)

bhag-na ‘to flee/run’ nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’
dor. -na ‘to run’ ghUs-na ‘to enter’

cAr.
h-na ‘to climb’

cAl-na ‘to move/walk’
bAr.

h-na ‘to advance’
ja-na ‘to go

a-na ‘to come’

Table 4.1: Finite motion verbs in mvss

Based on the empirical evidence from the corpus study and the resulting tenden-

cies of a number of verbs to appear as finite verbs in mvss, I argue that in fact only

a restricted set of motion verbs function as finite motion verbs in the construction.

Discussion The behavior exhibited by Urdu/Hindi mvss resembles the charac-

teristics of complex predicates on a number of levels: On the one hand, the lexical

semantic contribution of the finite verb varies depending on the main verb in the verb

sequence and its subject. Moreover, the lexical semantic contribution of the finite

verb can be considered a bleached version of its full-verb counterpart. In addition,

the restricted number of finite motion verbs shows that the combinations are not

fully flexible and underlie lexical semantic constraints that are purely compositional.

From a syntactic point of view, mvss are monoclausal and behave like simple verb
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constructions in the language. All these properties hint at the fact that Urdu/Hindi

mvss share crucial properties with complex predicates in the language. In particular,

mvss resemble aspectual cps in Urdu/Hindi, not only from their surface property

in that the main verb is in the root form, but also from the way the event is mod-

ulated by the light verb: Whereas in permissive cps with de-na ‘to give’, the light

verb consistently contributes a permission-giving entity, the contribution of the light

verbs in aspectual cps seems to be more vague and more dependent on the content

of the main verb, as shown for the light verb ja-na ‘to go’ earlier on.

Nevertheless, there are two reasons why Urdu/Hindi mvss deviate from complex

predicates as established by Butt (1995): For one, the possibility of swapping motion

verbs in some mvss is a property which is not found for aspectual and permissive

complex predicates in Urdu/Hindi. Another factor concerns the ability of some mvss

to causativize, and especially the ability of the finite verb to undergo causativization,

a property that is not found in other cps in the language. However, the finite verb

is clearly not used as the main verb of the sentence, as it reduces its lexical semantic

contribution in order to combine with the main motion verb.

4.2.3 Intermediate conclusion

The above investigation has shown that Urdu/Hindi mvss are indeed closer to com-

plex predicates than they are to serial verbs. The only exception is constituted by

cases like (155), where according to the principles of the temporal iconicity condition,

the order of the verbs in the syntax reflects the order of events. This is a central

property of serial verbs.

(155) ùJ
Ã h� A 	K ú» �QË
lAr.ki nac gA-yi

girl.F.Sg.Nom dance go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl danced and then went away.’

Overall, Urdu/Hindi motion verb sequences work according to the criteria of

complex predicatehood set forth in Butt (1995) and Butt and Geuder (2001) for

Urdu/Hindi and I argue that mvss should be treated as a new type of complex

predicate, the complex predicates of motion. In the following I show that these

complex predicates are path resultatives that have previously gone unnoticed in the

language and that fill a gap in the way the path of motion is expressed in Urdu/Hindi.
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Based on the data in Hook (1974), my fieldwork data and the results from the corpus

study, I present an approach that sheds light on how the motion verbs combine

in these complex predicates and what factors determine their contribution to the

resultative interpretation. The theoretically motivated analysis will pave the way

for a feature-based encoding of the lexical semantics of the construction that is used

in the lfg analysis in section 4.5 and also has an effect on how the verb resource is

structured in Chapter 6.

4.3 Spatial resultatives

Conceptually, motion events are characterized by the four semantic components

figure, ground, manner and path (Talmy 1972). These key notions are relevant for

expressing motion events across languages, independent of the ways that they are

encoded in the syntax. In particular, the syntactic realization of manner of motion

together with the path of motion has been the focus of a considerable amount of

work, with typological investigations showing that languages realize these notions

very differently (Talmy 1972, 1985, Slobin 2004). This implies that manner of motion

as well as the path of motion are crucial parameters in the expression of complex

motion events, an assumption that I claim to be relevant when analyzing complex

predicates of motion in Urdu/Hindi. In this section, I show that cps of motion in

Urdu/Hindi are instances of spatial resultatives that encode different kinds of paths,

paving the way for analyzing the construction along the lines of manner and result

of motion in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Across languages

Resultative constructions, in particular the group of spatial resultatives, can appear

in various guises across languages: For instance, English allows for the usage of an

adjectival phrase as in (156a) or a prepositional phrase as in (156b) to denote the

resultativity of a path (Goldberg and Jackendoff 2004, inter alia). In both cases, the

paths denoted by the constructions are telic, i.e. the motion event is completed once

the path denoted by the ap or the pp has been traversed.

(156) a. He jumped clear of the traffic.

b. John ran out of the room.
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(157) The boat floated down the river.

(158) The road zigzagged down the hill.

Other languages mirror the usage of prepositional and adjectival phrases with

complex verbal constructions that entail resultativity, for example Sranan (Sebba

1987) and I.jo. (Williamson 1965). These complex verbal expressions realize telic

paths with manner of motion, illustrated by the constructions in (159) for Sranan

and (160) for I.jo. : In (159a), the construction with waka ‘walk’ has a locative reading,

whereas with the addition of the verb go ‘go’ in (159b), the interpretation is one

of walking along a bounded path. A similar pattern emerges in (160), where the

telic path reading with bó-mi ‘come’ in (160b) is only available when the verb pá

‘come/go-out’ is added.

(159) a. A waka na wowoyo

Pron.3.Sg.M walk Loc market

‘He walks (about) on the market.’

b. A waka go na wowoyo

Pron.3.Sg.M walk go Loc market

‘He walks to the market.’ Sranan (Sebba 1987, (15))

(160) a. tobou. -bì bó-mi

child-T come-SPa

‘The child came.’

b. tobou. -bì pá bó-mi

child-T come/go-out come-SPa

‘The child came out.’ I.jo. (Williamson 1965, p. 48)

As I show in the following, Urdu/Hindi also employs this pattern of combining

motion verbs in order to form spatial resultatives.

4.3.2 Urdu/Hindi

Similar to the contrast shown in (159) and (160) for Sranan and I.jo. , simple motion

verbs and cps of motion in Urdu/Hindi exhibit a different event structure. This
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is illustrated with the verbs ur. -na ‘to fly’ and bhag-na ‘to run’ in (161) and (162),

respectively: In (161), the simple verb usage denotes the process of flying, whereas in

combination with the light verb cAl-na ‘to walk’, the construction turns into a spatial

resultative in that as a consequence of flying, the kite ends up in a different location,

namely away. The same holds for (162), where the activity reading of bhag-na ‘to

run’ is turned into a resultative event when the verb is used in a cp with the light

verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’.

(161) a. ø �P@ Á	J��K�
pAtAng Ur.-i

kite.F.Sg.Nom fly-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew.’

b. úÎg� �P@ Á	J��K�
pAtAng Ur. cAl-i

kite.F.Sg.Nom fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away.’

(162) a. úÃ AêK. ú» �QË
lAr.ki bhag-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom run-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran.’

b. úÎ¾	K ÀAêK. ÿ�� þQÒ» ú» �QË
lAr.ki kAmre=se bhag nIkl-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Instr run emerge-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran out of the room.’

However, the class of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi also features verbs which have

a resultative interpretation in their simple verb usage, as is the case for the verb

ghUs-na ‘to enter’: Here, the result of entering is that the moving entity ends up in

the final destination different from where it started the motion. In (163), the result

location is realized as a syntactic oblique, kAmre=mẽ ‘into the room’.

(163) úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» @QÓ@
Amra kAmre=mẽ ghUs-i

Amra.F.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘Amra entered the room.’
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The events of the resultative constructions in (161) to (163) are all telic, i.e. the

constructions license an inherent end point to the action. However, Goldberg and

Jackendoff (2004) (G&J (2004)) show that resultative constructions do not neces-

sarily have to be telic, as is the case in the constructions in (164): In (164a), each

time span of heating makes the mixture hotter and hotter, whereas in (164b), each

moment of floating brings Bill to a location further down the river.

(164) a. Bill heated the mixture hotter and hotter. (G&J (2004) (23a))

b. Bill floated down the river. (G&J (2004) (24c))

Urdu/Hindi cps of motion only seem to denote telic resultative events, as can be

attested by the grammaticality of the telic temporal modifier pAlAk jhApAkne=mẽ ‘in

the blink of an eye (lit. in the blinking of an eyelash)’ and the ungrammaticality of

the unbounded modifier kAyi ghAnt.õ=se ‘for many hours’. This is illustrated in the

constructions in (165) and (166).2 In both cases, the moving entity traverses along

a path with a specific manner of motion, Ur. -na ‘to fly’ in (165) and bhag-na ‘to run’

in (166), respectively, and ends up in a final location as a result of the movement,

either by having flown away or by having moved out of the source location. Therefore

I conclude that atelic resultatives as illustrated in (164) for English are not found

among Urdu/Hindi cps of motion.

(165) a. úÎg� �P@ á�
Ó ÿ 	�ºJ�êk. ¹ÊK� Á	J��K�
pAtAng pAlAk jhApAkne=mẽ Ur. cAl-i

kite.F.Sg eyelash.M.Sg.Nom blink.Inf.Obl=Loc fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away in the blink of an eye.’

b. úÎg� �P@ ÿ�� àñ�J 	JêÃ ùJ
» Á	J��K� *
* pAtAng kAyi ghAnt.õ=se Ur. cAl-i

kite.F.Sg many hour.M.Pl.Obl=Instr fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away for many hours.’

2The for test, paralleled here for Urdu/Hindi, is complicated insofar as resultative events are ac-
complishments with a durative event structure, using an atelic modifier sometimes yields acceptable
results by highlighting the process that leads to the result state (cf. Beavers (2006)).
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(166) a. C¾	K ÀAêK. ÿ�� ÿÍA 	K á�
Ó ÿ 	�ºJ�êk. ¹ÊK� H� A�
sap pAlAk jhApAkne=mẽ

snake.M.Sg.Nom eyelash.M.Sg.Nom blink.Inf.Obl=Loc

nale=se bhag nIkl-a

pipe.F.Sg.Obl=Instr flee emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the pipe in the blink of an eye.’

b. C¾	K ÀAêK. ÿ�� ÿÍA 	K ÿ�� àñ�J 	JêÃ ùJ
» H� A� *
* sap kAyi ghAnt.õ=se nale=se

snake.M.Sg.Nom many hour.M.Pl.Obl=Instr pipe.F.Sg.Obl=Instr

bhag nIkl-a

flee emerge-Perf.M.Sg

* ‘A snake shot out of the pipe for many hours.’

In sum, Urdu/Hindi cps of motion are spatial resultatives that parallel the pat-

tern of resultative formation in languages like Sranan or I.jo. , where a sequence of

motion verbs renders a resultative interpretation. One of the central questions of

this chapter revolves around the lexical semantic principles that govern the compo-

sition of verbs in cps of motion in Urdu/Hindi and the mechanisms that trigger the

resultative interpretation. In the following I show that the dichotomy of manner

and result put forth by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013) seems to make

the right predictions as to why certain motion verbs can combine and what function

they have in the cp.

4.4 The complementarity of manner and result

Based on a corpus study of English resultative constructions, Levin and Rappaport

Hovav (2008, 2013) show that manner and result meaning components of verbs are

in complementary distribution, i.e. in a particular construction, a verb can lexi-

calize only one.3 The complementarity entails that a verb either instantiates the

manner with which an action is carried out or it denotes the result of an action.

Some verbs, most notably the English motion verb ‘to climb’, have been argued

3However, Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2012) show for the English verb classes of killing and
cooking that some verbs can simultaneously lexicalize a manner and result meaning component,
providing a counterexample to Levin and Rappaport’s manner/result complementarity.
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to lexicalize both aspects, with ‘to climb’ denoting manner of motion (‘to clam-

ber’) as well as result of motion (‘upward’). However, along with Kiparsky (1997),

Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2013) show that ‘to climb’ exhibits disjunctive prop-

erties: Depending on the context, the verb realizes only one aspect, either manner or

result, exemplified in (167). Whereas in (167a), ‘to climb’ lexicalizes the manner of

motion down the mountain in that Kelly uses her arms and legs to move downwards,

the usage of ‘to climb’ in (167b) implies directional motion leading to a result state,

which is specified by the preposition ‘up’. So in the case of ‘to climb’, it seems to be

the lexical semantic entailments of the subject that determine either a manner or a

result usage.

(167) a. Kelly climbed down the mountain.

b. The train climbed up the mountain.

The crucial factor that distinguishes manner from result meaning is the concept

of the scalar event structure: The traversal of a path can be considered a scalar

change in that the moving entity changes its location on the path in a monotonic

relation to the event that progresses (Krifka (1998), inter alia). Scalar changes are

the basis for results, in that at the endpoint of the path, the entity is in a state

(location) as a result of moving along the path. This reading is entailed in (167b),

where the train moves up the mountain on a path that is mappable onto the progress

of the event. In contrast, manner verbs do not inherently entail a scalar change,

i.e. the concept of dancing involves infinitely many small movements that cannot be

mapped on a temporal or spatial path. This interpretation is also entailed in the

‘climb’ construction in (167a), where the movement of Kelly’s limbs does not directly

reflect the event progress.

In the following I show that the notion of scalarity is also inherent in Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs and similar as in English, some motion verbs exhibit a dual behavior

in that they can lexicalize either manner or result, depending on the construction

they occur in. Moreover, I show that the concept of manner/result complementarity

governs the combinatorial possibilities between motion verbs in cps of motion, in

that a scalar motion verb always combines with a non-scalar motion verb. In order

to arrive at a consistent account of the lexical semantics governing motion cps, I

answer the following questions along the way:
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1. Do Urdu/Hindi motion verbs strictly adhere to manner/result complementar-

ity?

2. Is the realization of manner and result tied to a specific position in the cp?

3. Is it possible to derive a general account for the different combinations of

motion verbs in the cp?

4. How can the dichotomy be represented in a feature-based encoding?

The section proceeds as follows: §4.4.1 shows that Urdu/Hindi exhibits different

classes of motion verbs based on the criterium of scalarity and I investigate the

distribution of manner and result meaning components in cps of motion. Based on

this, I develop a general account of the compositionality of verbs in these cps in

§4.4.2. Finally, in order to encode the relevant information on the level of f-structure

in the syntactic analysis, I propose a lexical-semantic feature set in §4.4.3.

4.4.1 Urdu/Hindi motion verb constructions

Based on the principle of scalarity that underlies the manner/result complementarity

put forth by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013), Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

can be divided into scalar verbs, non-scalar verbs and those which can lexicalize

both. In the following, I briefly discuss the different types of verbs.

Scalar verbs Scalar change underlies the event structure of motion verbs like UtAr-

na ‘to descend’, UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ or pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’, which denote a measurable

change of the moving entity along the path of rising. More specifically, “the time-

course of an event of change is homomorphic to the structure of the path of change”

(Schwarzschild 2002) (for a more formal account of homomorphism see §2.5.3). In

example (168) with the verb UtAr-na ‘to descend’, the boat moves from a higher

position to a lower position, on a path that maps onto the progress of the event. The

example in (168b) explicitly records the end point of the path with the postpositional

phrase pani=mẽ ‘into the water’, which describes the state of the boat as a result of

its descent. Other scalar motion verbs are bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’, pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’,

gIr-na ‘to fall’ and mUr.-na ‘to turn’.
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(168) a. øQ�K@ ú �æ ��»
kASti Utr-i

boat.F.Sg.Nom descend-Perf.F.Sg

‘The boat descended.’

b. øQ�K@ á�
Ó ú 	G AK� ú �æ ��»
kASti pani=mẽ Utr-i

boat.F.Sg.Nom water.M=Loc descend-Perf.F.Sg

‘The boat descended into the water.’

A small number of scalar verbs inherently licenses the result state of the event, in

the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs these are ghUs-na ‘to enter’, nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’

and pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’. Again, as shown in (169) for nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, the

event is scalar in that the girl gradually emerges from the room and as a result of

emerging, she ends up in the final location that lies outside of the room.

(169) úÎ¾	K ÿ�� þQÒ» ú» �QË
lAr.ki kAmre=se nIkl-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg=Instr emerge-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl emerged from the room.’

The group of scalar motion verbs is complemented by a large number of non-

scalar motion concepts, discussed in the following.

Non-scalar motion verbs A large number of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi is non-

scalar, i.e. the motion they denote is not mappable onto a temporal or spatial path.

For instance, motion concepts like lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’, mAt.Ak-na ‘to sashay’ and

d. AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’ involve infinitely many small parts of motion that combine

to form the overall motion, however they cannot be mapped onto a temporal or

spatial path. However, a small number of verbs allow for an alternation termed

the telic path alternation (Section 3.5): Similar as in languages like English, the

intransitive verb frame alternates with a frame that takes an oblique denoting the

path of motion. Two of these verbs (for an overview of the verb class see Appendix

8.B) are bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’, with the pattern exemplified in (170)

for bhag-na ‘to run’.
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(170) a. úÃ AêK. ú» �QË
lAr.ki bhag-i

girl.F.Sg=Nom run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ran.’

b. AÇ AêK. ñ» ÀAêK. úæ. ÖÏ ÿ
	� ú» �QË

lAr.ki=ne lAmbi bhag=ko bhag-a

girl.F.Sg=Erg long.F.Sg run.F.Sg=Acc run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ran the long run.’

The exceptional behavior of bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’ coincides with

a cross-linguistic pattern: Levin et al. (2009) show that the Spanish corer ‘to run’

and caminar ‘to walk’ as well as the Italian correre ‘to run’ can lexicalize manner and

result meaning, depending on the context they occur in. This, together with the telic

path alternation in (170), provides an explanation as to why these two verbs stand

out in the way they behave in Urdu/Hindi cps of motion, in a way I present later

on. For the moment, the patterns seem to indicate that both verbs can lexicalize

either scalar or non-scalar motion, thereby being similar to the English ‘to climb’

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2013) and motion verbs like ‘to run’ and ‘to walk’ in

languages like Spanish and Italian.

The following investigation of Urdu/Hindi cps of motion shows how the con-

struction adheres to the principles of manner/result complementary and I show that

the dichotomy explains the combinatorial possibilities found in the construction.

Complex predicates of motion As shown above, scalarity is the determining

factor in distinguishing between manner and result meaning components and delin-

eates verbs which denote scalar motion from those that exhibit non-scalar motion

and those that can lexicalize both. For Urdu/Hindi, I claim that motion cps allow

for the combination of a manner and a result meaning component, rendering an in-

terpretation of manner of motion along a path to a final location. This is otherwise

not syntactically realizable using a monoclausal construction in the language.

In the following, I show that the complementarity of manner and result plays a

crucial role in unraveling the mechanisms that govern the combinatorial possibilities

of motion verbs in the cp. In particular, I show that scalar motion verbs (sc)

combine with non-scalar motion verbs (nonsc) in order to denote motion along

a path. Moreover, I show why motion cps with ja-na ‘to go’ and a-na ‘to come’
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consistently realize deictic meaning (deic) when combined with a subset of motion

verbs.

The data shown in Table 4.2 is a representative set of Urdu/Hindi motion cps

drawn from Hook (1974), my own field research and the corpus investigation. It

shows that the position of the verb in the cp does not correlate with a particular

function, i.e. neither is the light verb restricted to lexicalize either scalar or non-scalar

motion, nor does the main verb obligatorily contribute scalar or non-scalar meaning

components. As a consequence, neither the main nor the light verb plays a consistent

role in the manner/result dichotomy: In the cp in (a) in Table 4.2, the non-scalar

verb kud-na ‘to jump’ is the main verb and combines with the scalar light verb

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, whereas in (b) it is the scalar main verb bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’

which combines with the non-scalar light verb dor. -na ‘to run’. As a consequence,

flexible verbs that occur with manner and result verbs lexicalize varying meaning

aspects: This is the case for the verbs cAl-na ‘to walk’ and bhag-na ‘to run’ in (c)

to (f), established above as exhibiting a varied behavior cross-linguistically and an

exceptional syntactic pattern in Urdu/Hindi. This also holds for the verbs a-na ‘to

come’ and ja-na ‘to go’ in (g) and (h) in Table 4.2. Both exceptions are discussed

in the following.

cps of motion

(a) nonsc + sc kud nIkAl-na ‘to jump out of (lit. to jump emerge)
(b) sc + nonsc bAr.

h dor. -na ‘to charge into’ (lit. to advance run)
(c) sc + nonsc ghUs cAl-na ‘to move into (lit. to enter walk)’
(e) sc + nonsc cAl Ur. -na ‘to fly away’ (lit. to walk fly)
(e) nonsc + sc bhag ja-na ‘to run away (lit. to run go)
(f) nonsc + sc dor. bhag-na ‘to run away’ (lit. to run run)
(g) deic + sc a bAr.

h-na ‘to well up’ (lit. to come advance)
(h) deic + sc ja ghUs-na ‘to go into’ (lit. to go enter)

Table 4.2: Telic paths in cps of motion

The constructions in (171) illustrate the pattern for the verb cAl-na ‘to walk’: In

both constructions, cAl-na ‘to walk’ contributes a light sense of its full-verb meaning.

It denotes the manner of continuous movement if it combines with the resultative

verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’ in (171a), whereas it adds a telic, resultative meaning to the

otherwise atelic verb Ur. -na ‘to fly’ in (171b). This means that in combination with a

scalar verb like ghUs-na ‘to enter’, cAl-na ‘to walk’ lexicalizes its non-scalar manner

aspect. In combination with a non-scalar verb like Ur.-na ‘to fly’, cal-na ‘to walk’
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denotes a scalar path and therefore realizes its result meaning component.

(171) a. Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó �Y	KA�
sand. mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a

ox.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Loc enter move-Perf.M.Sg

‘An ox got into the house.’

b. úÎg� �P@ Á	J��K�
pAtAng Ur. cAl-i

kite.F.Sg fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away.’

This multifunctionality is also found for bhag-na ‘to run’, illustrated by the con-

structions in (172): In combination with the light verb ja-na ‘to go’ in (172a), bhag-na

‘to run’ lexicalizes its manner meaning and ja-na ‘to go’ contributes a scalar meaning

in laying out the path of motion to the final location. In the complex predicate with

dor. -na ‘to run’ in (172b), however, bhag-na ‘to run’ lexicalizes a scalar meaning in

that it lays out the path that the child traverses by the manner of motion dor. -na ‘to

run’.

(172) a. AJ
Ã ÀAêK. íf
�m��'.

bAcca bhag gA-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom run go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child ran away.’

b. AÇ AêK. �PðX íf
�m��'.

bAcca dor. bhag-a

child.M.Sg.Nom run run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child ran away.’

The verbs bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’ are therefore verbs which are

flexible with respect to the meaning component they realize: As a simple verb, both

verbs have a non-scalar interpretation, but also allow for a more scalar interpretation

when a telic path object is added. This disjunctive behavior carries over to motion

cps, where the realization of manner/result complementarity is determined by the

nature of the verbs they combine with. Therefore, the exceptional behavior falls out

of cross-linguistic patterns of both verbs, supported by the exceptional behavior of

the verbs in the telic path alternation.
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Two other motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi also exhibit multifunctional properties,

namely ja-na ‘to go’ and a-na ‘to come’. §3.4.4 has shown that in particular the

verb ja-na ‘to go’ is flexible in its event modulation, depending on the main verb it

appears with in a complex predicate. Whereas the contribution in a cp with rApAt.-

na ‘to slip’ is one of sudden inception (‘to slip suddenly’), in combination with nac-na

‘to dance’, ja-na ‘to go’ triggers a serial interpretation of the event (‘to dance and

then go’). Two other uses of ja-na ‘to go’ entail telicity, but lay out different kinds

of paths based on the event structure of the main verb. The verb UbhAr-na ‘to rise’

has a scalar interpretation in that the progress of the event maps onto the path of

rising. In this case, ja-na delimits the path of rising by contributing the end point to

the motion (‘to rise completely’), i.e. the atelic event structure of UbhAr-na ‘to rise’

is made telic by the light verb ja-na ‘to go’. This is the aspectual light verb usage

of ja-na ‘to go’ as discussed in Butt (1995) and exemplified in (173). This function

of ja-na ‘to go’, I claim, falls out of the principles of manner/result dichotomy: In a

cp with an atelic motion verb like UbhAr-na ‘to rise’, the scalar nature of ja-na ‘to

go’ cannot be realized because it is already lexicalized by the main verb. In these

cases, ja-na ‘to go’ does not realize its path, it is merely allowed to mark the end

point of the path that it otherwise contributes. This means that the verb is so light

that it does not contribute an event in itself, it merely functions as a telic aspectual

modifier of the main verb, in accordance with the assumptions in Butt (1995).

(173) AJ
Ã QêK. @ h. Pñ�
sorAj UbhAr gA-ya

sun.M.Sg.Nom rise go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The sun rose (completely).’

In combination with non-scalar verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’, however, ja-na ‘to go’

fulfills the function that is predicted by the manner/result complementarity: While

the motion denoted by dor. -na ‘to run’ is not mappable on a path that the entity

traverses, the path interpretation is contributed by ja-na ‘to go’, rendering a meaning

of ‘running away’ as exemplified in (174). Whereas in (173), ja-na ‘to go’ merely

marks the end of the path because the main verb already denotes the path, the

non-scalar motion of dor. -na ‘to run’ in (174) does not conflict with the scalarity of

ja-na ‘to go’ and the light verb can contribute its full path meaning. Therefore, the

manner/result complementarity makes the right predictions as to the interpretation

of ja-na ‘to go’: Together with a scalar motion verb, ja-na ‘to go’ suppresses its
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scalar nature and serves as an aspectual modifier, in combination with a non-scalar

motion verb, ja-na ‘to go’ lexicalizes its scalar result meaning component.

(174) AJ
Ã �PðX íf
�m��'.

bAcca dor. gA-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom run go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child ran away.’

However, ja-na ‘to go’ can also have a different spatial contribution in motion

cps, namely an aspect of deixis. Following Fillmore (1966) for English, ‘to go’ entails

that “the place to which one goes is the place where [the speaker] is not” (p. 223).

This function seems to be executed by ja-na ‘to go’ in cps of motion as in (174)

with dor. -na ‘to run’. The deictic nature of ja-na ‘to go’ also explains the function of

the verb when it combines with verbs that are scalar and have an end point already

inherent in their event structure, for instance ghUs-na ‘to enter’ in (175).

(175) úæ�êÃ Ag. á�
Ó �I�
K� ÿ» �@ øPñêk�
chUri Us=ke pet.=mẽ ja ghUs-i

knife.F.Sg.Nom Pron.3.Sg=Gen stomach.M.Sg=Loc go enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The knife sank into his stomach.’

I established above that if ja-na ‘to go’ combines with a scalar motion verb like

UbhAr-na ‘to rise’, the construction is an aspectual cp where ja-na ‘to go’ contributes

telicity to the event. The difference with ghUs-na ‘to enter’, however, also a scalar

motion verb, is that it inherently licenses a path as well as an endpoint to the motion.

As a consequence, ja-na ‘to go’ cannot contribute any aspect of its path informa-

tion. Instead, I claim that ja-na ‘to go’ in these constructions suppresses its result

contribution and adds a purely deictic meaning in the sense that the knife enters

the stomach, which is a place that does not concur with the location of the speaker.

This deictic contribution, I claim, lies outside of the spectrum of manner and result:

Therefore, the example in (175) with ghUs-na ‘to enter’ only lexicalizes result and no

manner and therefore adheres to the principles of manner/result complementarity.

The behavior of ja-na ‘to go’ is mirrored by the verb a-na ‘to come’ in Urdu/Hindi.

In (176), the main verb of the cp, bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’, is a scalar verb with an event

structure that is mappable on a path. In combination with a-na ‘to come’, the event

structure becomes bounded, yielding a telic construction with the final location Us=ki
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ankhõ=mẽ ‘into her eyes’. This construction, I claim, is in fact an aspectual complex

predicate similar to the construction with ja-na ‘to go’ in (173), in that a-na ‘to

come’ solely contributes an endpoint to the event, but no event on its own.

(176) ÿ�

�
@ ë �QK. ñ�

	�
�
@ á�
Ó àñêº	K@ ú» �@

Us=ki ankhõ=mẽ ansu bAr.
h a-ye

Pron.3.Sg=Gen eye.F.Pl=Loc tear.M.Pl advance come-Perf.M.Pl

‘Tears welled up into her eyes.’ (Hook 1974, p. 79)

Following Fillmore (1966) in his deictic interpretation of the English ‘to come’,

the contribution of a-na ‘to come’ in cps of motion is that the path of motion

is directed towards the location of the speaker. This pattern is found in example

(177), the equivalent of the construction in (175) with ja-na ‘to go’. Instead of the

interpretation of ‘run away’ with a path directed away from the speaker, a-na ‘to

come’ denotes the motion of running towards the speaker.

(177) AK

�
@ �PðX íf

�m��'.
bAcca dor. a-ya

child.M.Sg.Nom run come-Perf.M.Sg

‘The child came running.’

Similar as with ja-na ‘to go’, a-na ‘to come’ can also form cps of motion with

verbs that are scalar and have an inherent endpoint, illustrated in (178) with the

verb phand-na ‘to leap over’. Parallel to ja-na ‘to go’, a-na ‘to come’ suppresses its

telic path contribution in these combinations and solely marks the deictic structure

of the event. Here, Ali leaps over the wall, coming towards the speaker. As above,

I argue that this combination does not violate the manner/result complementarity,

because a-na ‘to come’ situates the motion event in relation to a reference point and

does not influence the nature of the motion event itself, i.e. the light verb does not act

upon the manner with which the event is carried out or the resultative nature of the

event. Again, I claim that deixis is a factor outside of the manner/result dichotomy,

consequently the cp in (178) only realizes result, but no manner component.

(178) AK

�
@ Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«

Ali=ne devar=ko phand a-ya

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg=Acc leap-over come-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali came leaping over the wall.’
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In sum, for Urdu/Hindi motion verbs as for motion verbs across languages, the

data shows that they either exhibit a manner or a result meaning component, follow-

ing Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013) in their hypothesis of manner/result

complementarity. The patterns are summarized in Table 4.3.

Manner/result complementarity of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

The aspects of manner and result form different groups of motion verbs

in Urdu/Hindi, namely:

• Those that always lexicalize result, e.g. ghUs-na ‘to enter’, nIkAl-na

‘to emerge’, phand-na ‘to leap over’.

• Those that always lexicalize manner, e.g. kud-na ‘to jump, Ur.-na

‘to fly’.

• Verbs that inherently denote manner, but realize result when com-

bining with a manner verb in motion cps, e.g. cAl-na ‘to walk’.

• Verbs that inherently license result, but contribute a deictic reading

when combining with result verb a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’ .

Table 4.3: Manner/result complementarity of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

One of the central questions of this chapter concerns the kinds of rules that

govern the compositionality between motion verbs. In the following, I propose a

general schema for the compositionality of motion verbs in the construction, based

on the results elicited above.

4.4.2 A schema for Urdu/Hindi cps of motion

As the previous sections have shown, cps of motion in Urdu/Hindi realize the manner

and result of motion in a monoclausal structure, with different verbs contributing

different aspects of the motion event. A number of verbs can lexicalize either manner

or result, depending on the verb they combine with. For the syntactic analysis in

Section 4.5, the different functions of the respective verbs in the cp need to be taken

into account, in particular whether they serve as main verbs (Vmain) or light verbs

(Vlight) in complex predicates. In the following, I pair the syntactic difference of

main verb and light verb with the lexical semantic entailment contributed by each

verb and I provide a general account of the function of verbs in cps of motion and
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the effect they have on the interpretation of the overall construction.4 The exact

encoding of the information in the syntax is discussed in §4.4.3.

Scalar + non-scalar motion The above investigation of manner/result comple-

mentarity has shown that scalarity is the determining factor in the construction of

Urdu/Hindi cps of motion, with the effect that one verb contributes the manner

interpretation of the complex motion event (the non-scalar motion), whereas the

result interpretation is triggered by the other verb in the cp (the scalar verb). In the

first pattern, the verbs in the cp combine a scalar and a non-scalar aspect. In Figure

4.1, this is captured by grouping scalar verbs to the left and non-scalar verbs to the

right. Pairing the lexical-semantic division with the syntactic division of main verb

(Vmain) and light verb (Vlight) is important insofar, as at the level of f-structure,

it is only the lexical semantic information of the light verb that is included in the

feature set.

Scalar motion

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’
phand-na ‘to leap over’

ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Result

Vlight Vmain

Vmain Vlight

Manner

Non-scalar motion

Ur. -na ‘to fly’
dor. -na ‘to fly’

kud-na ‘to jump’
t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’

Figure 4.1: Combining scalar with non-scalar motion

Figure 4.1 illustrates that scalar as well as non-scalar motion verbs can be used as

light verbs in cps of motion. For instance, if a scalar verb like nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ is

the light verb (Vlight) in a cp with the non-scalar verb kud-na ‘to jump’ as the main

verb (Vmain), the light verb is recorded as contributing resultative path information

at the level of f-structure. This is represented by the Result arrow from left to right

in Figure 4.1. In turn, if the non-scalar verb bhag-na ‘to run’ is the light verb in

a cp with nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ as the main verb, then the light verb adds manner

information to the f-structure, represented by the Manner arrow from right to left.

4These general accounts do not imply that all illustrated verbs can in fact appear together
in a motion cp, there seem to be subtle constraints that prevent some combinations, for instance
phand-na ‘to leap’ and dor. -na ‘to run’ cannot combine in a motion cp, because the encyclopedic
content of both verbs seems to be too different to make the combination work. The investigation
of this topic is left for further research.
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Verbs with disjunctive behavior Some Urdu/Hindi motion verbs exhibit a dis-

junctive behavior with respect to the manner/result complementarity, i.e. some

verbs can lexicalize either a scalar or a non-scalar event structure, but realize only

one depending on their companion verb in the motion cp. Instances of these are the

light verbs bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’, as shown in the middle column of

Figure 4.2: If combined with an unambiguously scalar motion verb like nIkAl-na ‘to

emerge’ as the main verb, bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’ realize their Manner

meaning component (‘to run out of’ and ‘to walk out of’, respectively). If combined

with the non-scalar main verb dor. -na ‘to run’, the light verb realizes its Result

component and contributes the path of motion (‘to run away’).

Vmain Vlight Vmain

Scalar motion

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’
phand-na ‘to leap over’

ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Manner

bhag-na ‘to run’
cAl-na ‘to walk’

Result

Non-scalar motion

Ur.-na ‘to fly’
dor. -na ‘to run’

kud-na ‘to jump’
t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’

Figure 4.2: Disjunctive verbs bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk

This implies that the main verb in the construction is the discriminant factor

that decides what meaning component the light verb is allowed to realize. Other

light verbs also exhibit a versatile behavior, but do not restrict their contribution

along the lines of manner/result complementarity, as shown in the following.

The light verbs a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’ These two light verbs, in

themselves scalar motion verbs, fulfill a set of functions depending on the content of

the main verbs they combine with. Their versatility is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

The complex verbal constructions discussed in §4.4.1 above have shown that if

a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’ combine with a scalar motion verb that licenses

an inherent endpoint to the event, for instance nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, the light verbs

contribute Deixis to the event structure in that the event is located with relation

to a reference point. Here, the light verbs function outside of the manner/result

dichotomy in these constructions, and they are not complex events in that they only

have a resultative path interpretation without any manner of motion entailed. If

the light verbs a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’ combine with a scalar verb that is
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Scalar motion
telic atelic

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ UbhAr-na ‘to rise’
phand-na ‘to leap over’ mUr. -na ‘to turn’

ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Non-scalar motion

Ur. -na ‘to fly’
dor. -na ‘to run’

kud-na ‘to jump’
t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’

Telicity

Deixis Result

a-na ‘to come’
ja-na ‘to go’

Vlight

Figure 4.3: Disjunctive light verbs a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’

atelic, e.g. UbhAr-na ‘to rise’, then they function as aspectual light verbs in that

they only contribute the endpoint of the motion (Telicity). However, in combina-

tion with non-scalar motion verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’ and kud-na ‘to jump’, they

consistently realize their scalar component, which triggers the Result interpretation

of the construction.

Discussion This section shows that the dichotomy of manner and result intro-

duced by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013) explains the various combina-

torial possibilities between motion verbs, based on the underlying assumption that

manner verbs exhibit a non-scalar event structure, whereas verbs contributing the

result have a scalar event structure. Light verbs which can license both components

adjust their contribution to the structure of the main motion verb in the cp so that

each cp has only one motion verb which contributes either the manner or the result

meaning component. This explains why exactly two motion verbs combine in cps

of motion and do not allow for further augmentation, as for example possible in

languages like Dagaare shown in (7) with four different motion verbs. Urdu/Hindi

seems to strictly adhere to the principle that each meaning component can only be

lexicalized by one verb, i.e. non-scalar motion cannot be contributed by more than

one lexical item.

This principle also explains the unavailability of aspectual modification by using

cps of motion in aspectual complex predicates, in particular with ja-na ‘to go’. The
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lexical semantic “slots” of result are already filled by the motion verbs in the cp

and it is therefore impossible to merge another event modifier into the construction.

The parameters of result and manner and the stipulation of their complementary

distribution therefore do not only make the right predictions for the combinatorial

possibilities of motion verbs in these cps, they also explain other properties of the

construction.

Assuming this kind of complex predicate formation rules out unification at the

level of verb meaning: Following the assumption of Levin and Rappaport Hovav

(2008, 2013), verbs strictly lexicalize either the manner or the result meaning com-

ponent in a construction. This presupposes that in the case of cps of motion in

Urdu/Hindi, lexical semantic content between the two verbs is not unified, i.e. it is

not possible that one verb lexicalizes both aspects and suppresses one of each de-

pending on the verb it combines with. However, as the lexical semantic contribution

of the light verb varies, its exact interpretation always depends on the context that it

is used in. Therefore, the verbs influence each other, but do not merge information.

The assumption that the lexical semantic information of the verbs does not unify

is in stark contrast to the way I claim that the construction behaves at the level

of syntax. In Section 4.5, I show that the arguments between main and light verb

are merged. Nevertheless, the unification underlying the formation of c- and f-

structure in lfg does not involve any lexical semantic content, but differs based

on the syntactic frames that main and light verbs have. Therefore I argue that the

rejection of unification as suggested for the lexical semantics underlying cp formation

is not incompatible with employing the notion at the level of syntax.

In the following, I show how the information contributed by the light motion

verbs can be dealt with in a feature-based system in order to allow for an appropriate

syntactic representation of the phenomenon in Section 4.5.

4.4.3 Feature-based encoding

In the conceptualization of motion events, the key parameters of figure, ground,

manner and path are notions that are realized very differently across languages

(Talmy 1985, 1991). For Urdu/Hindi, the preceding section has shown that the

scalar structure of the result meaning component lays out the path of motion to the

final location, if result and manner of motion combine in a monoclausal construc-

tion, then the manner is contributed by the other verb in the complex predicate. The

aim of the present section is to establish a set of language-independent, but concep-
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tually appropriate, attribute-value pairs that on the one hand represent the data

found in Urdu/Hindi, but are also general enough to allow for the cross-linguistic

accommodation of conceptually similar phenomena. These attributes are then used

in the syntactic analysis as well as in the encoding of the construction in the lexical

resource in Chapter 6.

The assumption I make is that light motion verbs, independent of their argument

sharing properties, always contribute lexical semantic information to the event. In

what follows, I provide a set of features along the lines of the manner/result comple-

mentarity discussed in the previous section. This is due to the assumptions made at

the level of f-structure in Lexical Functional Grammar (lfg) (Bresnan and Kaplan

1982, Dalrymple 2001), where an attribute-value matrix represents the syntactic and

lexical semantic properties of the construction (for more details on lfg, see §2.5.2).

Therefore, the contribution of the light verb needs to be represented by an attribute-

value pair. In what follows, I characterize the lexicalization of the result as a way

of contributing spatial path to the event, whereas the manner aspect is encoded as

the configuration of motion.

Path

For path, I build on Jackendoff’s (1990) assumption that the notion of path is one of

the “semantic parts of speech”, which in turn is specified by a set of attributes. For

complex predicates of motion in Urdu/Hindi, I claim that the specific shape of the

path is instantiated by a number of light motion verbs, complementing the range of

spatial postpositions in the language. Table 4.4 shows the path attributes proposed

by Jackendoff (1990) and the corresponding light verbs in Urdu/Hindi.

Jackendoff’s path attributes Light verbs of motion in Urdu

to ghUs-na ‘to enter’
a-na ‘to come’

toward bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’

away-from/from nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’
bhag-na ‘to run’
cAl-na ‘to walk’
ja-na ‘to go’

via gUzAr-na ‘to cross’

Table 4.4: Light verbs of path
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Table 4.4 takes into account light verbs that unambiguously lexicalize result like

ghUs-na ‘to enter’, as well as those which do so only based on the verb they combine

with, e.g. cAl-na ‘to walk’ or ja-na ‘to go’/a-na ‘to come’. Verbs that alternatively

lexicalize manner also have an attribute in the feature space encoding configuration,

discussed in the following.

Configuration

Following Talmy (1985, 1991) and others, motion events are also characterized by the

configuration (or manner) with which they are carried out. Similar as for the set of

path attributes, I assume that this concept is conveyed by a number of light motion

verbs which, based on the entailments of their full verb meaning, specify the manner

with which the motion is carried out. So far, the literature does not provide a set

of semantic attributes for event configuration which is abstract enough to analyze

the information contributed by light verbs of motion in Urdu/Hindi and verbs in

similar constructions in other languages. Based on the quantitative investigation in

§3.6.3 and the data from Hook (1974), however, I propose a set of configurational

attributes that I claim to be adequate for representing the Urdu/Hindi data. Table

4.5 summarizes the light verbs which encode the configuration or manner of motion

in Urdu/Hindi cps, including those which can also contribute a path value (bhag-na

‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’).

config attributes Light verbs of motion in Urdu

continuity cAl-na ‘to walk’
speed bhag-na ‘to run’

dor. -na ‘to run’
ur. -na ‘to fly’

Table 4.5: Light verbs of configuration

The lexical semantic attributes of path and config are used in the following

syntactic analysis of complex predicates of motion in Urdu/Hindi.

4.5 An lfg account

The preceding sections have established the syntactic and lexical semantic properties

of complex predicates of motion in Urdu/Hindi. As with all complex predicates,
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the issue for a syntactic analysis is that two semantic heads contribute information

despite the fact that they are treated as a single syntactic head. In the following, I

analyze the construction in Lexical Functional Grammar (lfg) (Bresnan and Kaplan

1982, Dalrymple 2001) (for a overview of the theoretical background of the framework

see §2.5.2), also accounting for the different combinatorial possibilities between the

verbs in the cp. In particular, I discuss the details of argument sharing (§4.5.1) and

show that two groups of event-fusional light verbs of motion have to be distinguished:

Those that unify all their arguments with the arguments of the main verb and those

that contribute additional arguments.5 I then analyze the construction at the level

of c- and f-structure in §4.5.2 and §4.5.3, respectively.

4.5.1 Argument sharing

With respect to argument sharing, two groups of light motion verbs exist in Urdu/

Hindi: Those that contribute arguments that are unified with the arguments of

the main verb and those that merge arguments as well as add extra arguments

to the event. Both types of light verbs additionally contribute lexical semantic

content. For the mapping between argument structure and functional structure, I

use Bresnan and Zaenen’s (1990) Lexical Mapping Theory, a feature-based mapping

from thematic roles to grammatical functions in lfg (for an overview see §2.5.2).

Briefly summarized, crucial parameters in this mapping are the Thematic Hierarchy

(Kiparsky (1987) inter alia) in (179), according to which thematic roles are ranked.

In addition, the grammatical functions in lfg are classified according to the features

of [± o] (objective or not) and [± r] (thematically restricted or not), shown in (180),

with the linking rules in (181) between thematic roles and grammatical functions

making use of these syntactic features.

(179) Thematic Hierarchy (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, p. 23)

ag 〉 ben 〉 recip/exp 〉 inst 〉 th/pt 〉 loc

(180)
subj obj objθ oblθ

[–r, –o] [–r, +o] [+r, +o] [+r, –o]

5This chapter only presents the core principles of the construction, a full-fledged account of the
argument structure, in particular with respect to the lexical semantic entailments of light verb and
main verb, goes beyond the present investigation. A comprehensive analysis has to additionally
account for the lexical encyclopedic contribution of motion verbs in cps in order to distinguish
invalid constructions that are independent of the manner/result complementarity assumed.
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(181) ag th loc

| | |

[–o] [–r] [–o]

In order to deal with complex predicates in lfg, Butt (1995, 2013) uses two

concepts of predicate fusion: Whereas aspectual complex predicates trigger event

fusion, permissive complex predicates are combined via argument fusion. The no-

tion of event fusion implies that the arguments of the light verb unify with the

arguments of the main verb, more specifically “the highest arguments are unified

with one another, then the next highest, etc.” (Butt 1995, p. 145). In the case

of argument fusion, found for permissive cps in Urdu/Hindi, the highest embedded

argument is identified with the lowest matrix argument. In the following, I show

that Urdu/Hindi cps of motion adhere to the principles of event fusion, featuring

two kinds of event-fusional light verbs: Those that unify all their arguments with the

main verb and those that contribute additional arguments. The latter type therefore

behaves parallel to aspectual light verbs in the language.

Event-fusional light verbs of Type 1: These light verbs identify all their ar-

guments with the arguments of the main verb, with a sample construction shown

in (182). As schematized in the a-structure in (183), the main motion verb Ur. -na

‘to fly’ licenses a theme argument and the light verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ unifies its

theme argument with it. In order to represent the event-fusional status of main verb

and light verb, the two verbal heads are combined to form a joint predicate, fly-

walk in (183), with the common theme pAtAng ‘kite’ that maps onto the subject

of the construction. This joint predicate, as I show later, is recorded as the main

predicate of the construction at the level of f-structure. The light verb additionally

contributes information on the continuity of the motion event, which is not recorded

at a-structure, but encoded in the f-structure discussed in §4.5.3.

(182) hAva=ke ek jhonke=ke sath pAtAng Ur. cAl-i

wind.M.Sg=Gen one gust.M.Obl=Gen with kite.F.Sg fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away with a gust of wind.’
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(183) fly 〈 theme 〉 walk 〈 theme 〉
[–r]

|

fly-walk 〈 subj 〉
kite

Event-fusional light verbs of Type 2: Constructions with the second type of

light verb are also instances of event fusion, however in these cases, the light verb

adds a locational oblique which is not licensed by the main verb. This pattern is

exemplified in (184): Here, the light motion verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ contributes

the theme subject sap ‘snake’, which is identified with the theme of the main motion

verb bhag-na ‘to run’. However, the light verb also contributes the locative oblique

nale=se ‘from the pipe’ that is not licensed by the main verb. As in the a-structure

before, Lexical Mapping Theory maps the thematic arguments to the grammatical

functions of subj and obl, respectively, licensed by the combined predicate of the

construction, run-emerge.

(184) [ ek sap] [bAl=se] bhag nIkl-a

one snake.M.Sg.Nom snake-pit.M.Sg=Instr run emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the snake pit.’

(185) run 〈 theme 〉 emerge 〈 theme, location 〉
[–r] [+r]

| |

run-emerge 〈 subj obl 〉
snake snake pit

The investigation at the level of a-structure shows that we find two kinds of event-

fusional light verbs of motion, those that unify arguments (Type 1) and those which

add locational arguments to the clause (Type 2). An analysis of the construction

at the levels of c- and f-structure shows that the representations capture the joint

predication of main verb and light verb and provide a general account of the two

types of event fusion.
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4.5.2 Constituent structure

The analysis at the level of c-structure parallels the treatment of other complex

predicates in Urdu/Hindi, namely aspectual and permissive cps, and in particu-

lar their computational analysis in the Urdu ParGram grammar (Butt et al. 1999,

Butt and King 2007, Bögel et al. 2009). For complex predicates of motion, the ver-

bal phrase is grouped under one constituent (VCmotion), where the main motion

verb (Vmain) precedes the light motion verb (Vlight-motion). This captures the fact

that the two verbs act as a unit, although they can in principle scramble away from

each other (with the main verb always preceding the light verb). The c-structure in

Figure 4.4 illustrates the analysis for example (186).

(186) AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÉK. H� A� ¹K
@
ek sap bAl=se nIkAl bhag-a

one snake.M.Sg.Nom snake-pit.M.Sg=Instr emerge run-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the snake pit.’

S

KP KP VCmotion

NP NP K Vmain Vlight-motion
se bhag nIkl-a

A N N
ek sap bAl

Figure 4.4: C-structure analysis of motion cps

The KP constituents in the tree in Figure 4.4 represent the assumption by

Butt and King (2005) that Urdu/Hindi case clitics are independent functional items:

In (186), the object bAl=se ‘from the snake pit’ is marked with the instrumental case

clitic =se recorded under its own constituent, whereas the subject ek sap ‘one snake’

is marked with the nominative, unmarked case, which is not realized with an explicit

case clitic in the language.

4.5.3 Functional structure

The investigation above has shown that two types of event-fusional light verbs of

motion exist, namely those that unify all their arguments (Type 1) and those that
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add a locational argument to the predication (Type 2). In the following, I analyze

both types of light verbs at the level of f-structure and also provide an analysis of

their causativization patterns.

Event-fusional light verbs of motion of Type 1 As discussed above, these

light verbs unify all their arguments with those of the main verb. Two of these light

verbs are dor. -na ‘to run’ and bhag-na ‘to run’, illustrated in (187) with the argument

structure briefly recapitulated in (188). The two light verbs are near-synonyms and

contribute a sense of speed and determination to the overall event.

(187) AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÉK. H� A�
sap bAl=se nIkAl bhag-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom snake pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr emerge flee-Perf.M.Sg

‘The snake shot out of the snake pit.’

(188) emerge 〈 theme loc 〉 run 〈 theme 〉
[–r] [+r]

| |

emerge-run 〈 subj obl 〉
snake snake pit

In order to account for the manner/result complementarity established in §4.4.2

two motion verbs with the same scalarity should be rejected at f-structure. To ensure

this, the lexical entries of all motion verbs contain instantiable features, [ _path + ]

for scalar motion verbs and [ _config + ] for non-scalar motion verbs. The conse-

quence is that if these features are equal for main verb and light verb, i.e. if they are

both percolated up to the VCmotion node, the unification is rejected and the con-

struction is treated as ungrammatical. In the case of the lexical entries for the verbs

in the cp in (187), the scalar verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ has the feature [ _path + ]

in its lexical entry, whereas the lexical entry of the non-scalar verb bhag-na ‘to run’

contains the feature [_config +]. In this case, unification at the VCmotion node is

successful, because the attribute value pairs coming from the main and the light verb

do not clash. The instantiable features are recorded under the check f-structure,

a rather technical solution made for recording this kind of information in the Urdu

ParGram grammar, although the information can in principle be kept somewhere
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else. The light verb bhag-na ‘to run’ adds its lexical semantic information under

[ lex-sem motion config speed ]. The f-structure in Figure 4.5 shows that the

main verb nIkAl ‘emerge’ and the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’ form the predicate of

the clause and jointly license a subj and an obl, with the light verb additionally

contributing lexical semantic information under [lex-sem motion config]. The

information on the resultative nature of the cp is recorded under the aktionsart

f-structure with the attribute-value pair [result +].
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Figure 4.5: F-structure for (187)

Another Type 1 light verb of motion is the verb cAl-na ‘to walk’, which can

lexicalize either scalar meaning or non-scalar meaning, depending on the main verb

it combines with. In (189), cAl-na ‘to walk’ combines with the scalar verb ghUs-

na ‘to enter’, therefore it realizes its non-scalar meaning and contributes a sense of

continuous movement. As illustrated above, the grammaticality of the construction

is ensured by the instantiable features [ _path + ] and [ _config + ] for main

and light verb, respectively, which combine at the VCmotion node. The a-structure

in (190) briefly summarizes the merging of the arguments.

(189) Cg� �êÃ á�
Ó 	àA¾Ó þPAÒïf
�Y 	KA�

sand. hAmar-e mAkan=mẽ ghUs cAl-a

ox.M.Sg.Nom Pron.1.Pl.Obl house.M.Sg=Loc enter walk-Perf.M.Sg

‘An ox got into our house.’
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(190) enter 〈 theme loc 〉 walk 〈 theme 〉
[–r] [+r]

| |

enter-walk 〈 subj obl 〉
ox house

In the functional structure in Figure 4.6, the main verb ghUs ‘enter’ and the

light verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ jointly form the subcategorization frame with subj and

obl. The pred value of the pronoun hAmare ‘Pron.1.Pl.Obl’ in Figure 4.6 is its root

ham, to which gender and case suffixes attach. The instantiable features _path and

_config are recorded under the check f-structure, with the resultativity of the

construction encoded under aktionsart.
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Figure 4.6: F-structure for (189)

In the case of cps with event-fusional light verbs of Type 1, it seems that only

the main verb in the root form can be causativized, potentially originating from the

fact that the light verb is so light that it is not able to license an external causer to

the event. This is exemplified in (191) for the causative alternant of the construction

in (187): The external causer malIk ‘owner’ is only licensed by the causative form of

the main verb nIkal ‘emerge.Caus’ in the cp, while the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’

remains in the base form.
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(191) AÇ AêK. ÈA¾ 	K ÿ�� ÉK. H� A� ÿ 	� ¹ËAÓ
malIk=ne sap bAl=se

owner.M.Sg=Erg snake.M.Sg.Nom snake-pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr

nIkal bhag-a

emerge.Caus flee-Perf.M.Sg

‘The owner made the snake shot out of the snake pit.’

The analysis of the causative cp construction is parallel to the construction with

simple verbs proposed by Butt (1998) and Butt and King (2006), who employ Lex-

ical Mapping Theory (for a sample analysis see §2.5.2). Similar to the analysis of

the causative for simple verbs, the predicate a-cause in (192) licenses the external

causer of the event, malIk ‘owner’, which is the subj. The combined predicate of

the cp with nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ and the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’, emerge-run,

is embedded under the causative predicate a-cause, with the theme of emerge

and run, sap ‘snake’, identified and mapped onto the obj. The location licensed

by nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ is mapped onto the obl function. This mapping is underly-

ing the f-structure in Figure 4.7, with the contribution of the light verb bhag-na ‘to

run’ regarding the speed of the motion event encoded under lex-sem. Again, the

instantiable features are recorded under check, with the resultative nature encoded

under aktionsart.

(192) a-cause 〈 agent emerge 〈 theme, location 〉 run 〈 theme 〉〉
[–r] [+o] [+r]

| | |

a-cause 〈 subj emerge-run 〈 obj obl 〉〉
owner snake snake pit

The analyses show that cps of motion adhere to the common principles set out

for the treatment of other constructions in Urdu/Hindi, in particular with respect to

argument merging and causativization. In the following, I show that this also holds

for the analysis for Type 2 event-fusional light verbs of motion.

Event-fusional light verbs of motion of Type 2 In contrast to Type 1 event-

fusional light verbs of motion, light verbs of Type 2 add arguments which are not
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Figure 4.7: F-structure for (191)

licensed by the main verb. In Urdu/Hindi motion cps, this is exemplified by the

construction in (193) with the light verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, a very common light

verb in motion cps, and the main verb kud-na ‘to jump’: Here, the light verb con-

tributes the source location mAkan ‘house’ marked with instrumental case, which is

not licensed by the main verb.

(193) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Qk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Instr outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’

One solution would be to use the finite light verb as the main predicate of the

sentence and treat the verb in the root form as a modifier of that verb, however

this goes against the syntactic evidence for monoclausality presented in Section 4.2.

Instead, I treat the construction parallel to event-fusional light verbs of Type 1 in

that the main verb kud ‘jump’ and the light verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ form the joint

predicate jump-emerge at a-structure, illustrated in (195), with the theme being

identified between the two verbs and the source location being contributed by the

light verb.
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(194) jump 〈 theme 〉 emerge 〈 theme, location 〉
[–r] [+r]

| |

jump-emerge 〈 subj obl 〉
thief house

Similar to Type 1 light verbs of motion, the compatibility between main verb

and light verb is ensured by the instantiable features _path and _config, which

need to be different in order to be unified at c-structure. At f-structure, the joint

predicate licenses two grammatical functions, subj and obl, the lexical semantic

information on path contributed by the light verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ is encoded

under [lex-sem motion], with the instantiable features and the resultativity of

the construction recorded under check and aktionsart, respectively. Figure 4.8

illustrates the analysis.
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Figure 4.8: F-structure for (194)

An interesting case arises with the causative alternant of event-fusional cp con-

structions of Type 2: In these cps, both predicates are marked with the causative,

otherwise the construction is ungrammatical. This is illustrated by example (195),

the causative variant of (194), where the verbs kud-a-na ‘to jump-Caus’ as well as

nIkal-na ‘to emerge.Caus’ are in the causative.
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(195) BA¾ 	K @Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Qk� ÿ 	� ¹ËAÓ

malIk=ne cor mAkan=se bahAr

owner.M.Sg=Erg thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Instr outside

kud-a nIkal-a

jump-Caus emerge.Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The owner made the thief jump out of the house.’

The a-structure for the causative in (195) is shown in (196): Both verbs, kud-na

‘to jump’ and nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ license the causative event a-cause with the

causer subject malIk ‘owner’. The theme of both verbs, cor ‘thief’, is identified be-

tween main verb and light verb. In addition, the light verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ adds

the source location mAkan ‘house’. As above, the two motion verbs form a joined

predicate, embedded under the causative subevent introduced by a-cause.

(196) a-cause 〈 agent jump 〈 theme 〉 emerge 〈 theme, loc 〉〉
[–r] [+o] [–o]

| | |

a-cause 〈 subj jump-emerge 〈 obj obl 〉〉
owner thief house

The f-structure analysis in Figure 4.9 directly follows from this argument struc-

ture: The causative subevent introduced by both motion verbs is recorded as the

single outermost predicate a-cause, which embeds the combined motion predicate

kud-nIkAl ‘to jump out of’ and its subcategorization frame.

In sum, Type 2 light verbs of cps of motion also adhere to the principles of

event fusion in that arguments are identified between the predicational domains of

main verb and light verb. One interesting characteristic of these cps, presented in

§3.6, is the ability to swap the function of their verbs, while retaining the overall

interpretation of the clause. In the following, I briefly discuss the analysis of this

alternation.

Swapped complex predicates In general, the swapping of verbs in Urdu/Hindi

cps of motion is independent of whether the light verb is an event-fusional light verb

of Type 1 or Type 2, i.e. whether it unifies all its arguments with those of the main
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Figure 4.9: F-structure for (196)

verb or whether is adds additional arguments to the predicational domain. In (197),

the alternation is illustrated for a construction with the verbs bhag-na ‘to run’ and

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, which can be used in either order in the complex predicate,

with the interpretation remaining constant.

(197) a. AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÉK. H� A�
sap bAl=se nIkAl bhag-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom snake pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr emerge flee-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the snake pit.’

b. C¾	K ÀAêK. ÿ�� ÉK. H� A�
sap bAl=se bhag nIkl-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom snake pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr flee emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the snake pit.’

Based on the principles for the lfg analysis set out above, the two alternants

receive slightly different f-structure representations, although their semantic inter-

pretation remains the same. In particular, the differences lie in the structure of

the main predicate of the f-structure as well as in the information that is recorded

under the lex-sem f-structure. Whereas the f-structure in Figure 4.10 for (197a)
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has the main predicate nIkAl-bhag, with the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’ contributing

the information motion [ config speed ] under lex-sem, the main predicate in

Figure 4.11 is the reversed version of it, bhag-nIkAl with the light verb contributing

path information in the form of motion [ path away-from ]. Nevertheless, the fact

that both verbs are contained in the main predicate of the sentence, irrespective of

their order in the cp, shows that the predicational domain is the same across the

alternation.
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Figure 4.10: F-structure for (197a)
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Figure 4.11: F-structure for (197b)
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The above analysis of Urdu/Hindi cps of motion has shown that main verb and

light verb fulfill specific syntactic and lexical semantic functions and receive a corre-

sponding treatment in lfg. As a consequence of the analysis, swapped motion verb

constructions do not have a completely parallel f-structure to their base alternants,

although their interpretation is the same. A potential way to make the analyses

more parallel is to encode the lexical semantic entailments of both motion verbs un-

der lex-sem, however I refrain from this at the moment as this kind of information

is not motivated from a syntactic point of view.

So far, the chapter has shown that complex predicates of motion in Urdu/Hindi

exhibit many interesting syntactic properties and I have repeatedly referred to related

constructions in other languages. In the following section, I investigate in more detail

where Urdu/Hindi cps of motion fit in the typology of motion verb constructions

proposed in the literature and I show that the construction fills a gap in the way

manner and path of motion are commonly expressed in the language. After that,

Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.6 Urdu/Hindi cps of motion and the typology

As argued by Narasimhan (2003), Urdu/Hindi is a verb-framed language (Talmy

1985, 1991) and parallel to languages like Spanish, French, Korean, Japanese, in that

it generally expresses manner of motion along a path using a construction parallel

to the Spanish example in (198): The direction of motion is expressed with the main

verb subir ‘to rise’, whereas the manner of motion is a clausal adjunct to the matrix

clause, here flotando ‘floating’. In example (198) for Urdu/Hindi, the path of motion

to the target location kAmre=mẽ ‘into the room’ with the manner of lAngAr.a-na ‘to

limp’ requires the manner verb to appear in the subordinate clause lAngAr.a-te hu-e

‘limping’, with the path contributed by the matrix verb a-na ‘to come’.6

(198) El globo subió por la chimenea (flotando)

the balloon moved-up through the chimney (floating)

‘The balloon rose up the chimney, floating.’ (Talmy 1985, (15e))

6For an overview of the pattern across all motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi see §3.5 and Appendix
8.C.
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(199) AK

�
@ á�
Ó þQÒ» þñïf ÿ ��@ �QÂ	JË A¿�QË

lAr.ka lAngAr.a-te hu-e

boy.M.Sg.Nom limp.Impf.M.Sg.Obl become.Perf.M.Sg.Obl

kAmre=mẽ a-ya

room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc come-Perf.M.Sg

‘The boy limped into the room (came into the room, limping).’

In satellite-framed languages, in contrast, illustrated in (200) for English and

(200) for Dutch, the manner of motion verb is the main predicate of the sentence,

with the path of motion contributed by the prepositions ‘up’ and binnen ‘in’, respec-

tively. This way of combining the manner of motion with the path of motion is not

available for verb-framed languages.

(200) The ballon floated up the chimney.

(201) Jan rende de kamer binnen

John ran Art room in

‘John ran into the room.’ (Slobin 2005, (2))

In the case of Urdu/Hindi, this chapter shows that a classification along the

lines of verb-framed versus satellite-framed languages is problematic, because the

language features other ways of expressing the manner of motion along a path in a

monoclausal construction. In fact, the cps of motion investigated here show that

Urdu/Hindi shares crucial properties with equipollently-framed languages, a typolog-

ical category put forth by Slobin (2004) on the basis of psycholinguistic experiments,

complementing the typology established by Talmy (1985). Languages of this type

mark the manner and the path of motion with elements “that are equal in formal

linguistic terms and appear to be equal in force and significance” (p. 9). Across lan-

guages, sequences of verbs, for instance [manner verb + path verb] in Niger-Congo

languages, [manner + path]Verb constructions in Algonquian languages and [manner

preverb + path preverb + verb] constructions in Jaminjungan languages express the

manner of motion along a designated path.

The commonality of all constructions is that the participating verbs are equal,

with none being subordinate to another one. This, I claim, is similar to what is found

in Urdu/Hindi: Although the status of the finite verb as a light verb entails that

main verb and light verb are not completely equal concerning their syntactic and
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semantic “weight”, they are equal in the sense that from a syntactic point of view,

neither the main verb nor the light verb is subordinated (see §4.2.1). Moreover,

they are equal from a manner/result point of view in that one verb contributes the

manner of the motion, while the other verb contributes the path (or ‘result’ in terms

of Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2013)). Therefore, I argue that Urdu/Hindi

cannot be clearly allocated to the group of verb-framed languages, contradicting

Narasimhan (2003) in that the language features constructions that are typical of

equipollently-framed languages.

Due to the fact that manner of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi cannot realize telic

paths by way of using postpositions, as for instance possible in languages like English

and Dutch as shown in (200) and (201), I claim that complex predicates of motion are

a method for compensating for this gap and avoiding a complicated subordinated

structure similar to the one shown in (199). Complex predicates of motion are

therefore the only way of syntactically realizing manner of motion verbs and telic

paths in a monoclausal construction in Urdu/Hindi.

4.7 Discussion and conclusion

This chapter has dealt with Urdu/Hindi complex predicates of motion as instances

of spatial resultatives, a construction that bears syntactic and semantic resemblance

to other complex predicates in the language. The investigation has yielded a new

set of light verbs in the language, namely light verbs of motion, which are shown

to behave similar to aspectual light verbs established by Butt (1995). However, the

group of light verbs of motion is not uniform due to the fact that they share their

arguments in different ways: The event-fusional light verbs of motion of Type 1

share their arguments, whereas the event-fusional light verbs of motion of Type 2

contribute additional arguments which are not licensed by the main verb. However,

this does not trigger a different analysis at the level of f-structure, the main predicate

is always a combined version of main verb and light verb, showing that both verbs

simultaneously shape the event without an explicit embedding.

The principle underlying the combinatorial possibilities of cps of motion in

Urdu/Hindi is the manner/result complementarity introduced by Levin and Rap-

paport Hovav (2008, 2013). Similar as in English, Urdu/Hindi motion verbs form

different groups as to what aspects they lexicalize, verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’ only

realize manner, whereas ghUs-na ‘to enter’ consistently lexicalizes result. Verbs like
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cAl-na ‘to walk’ and bhag-na ‘to run’ can lexicalize either aspect, depending on the

main verb they combine with. For cps of motion, I argue that manner as well as

result are realized in the construction as a whole, with each verb instantiating one

meaning component.

The lfg analysis records the lexical semantic contribution of the light verbs of

motion and groups them according to the two notions of path and configuration,

two key notions in expressing motion events across languages. The attributes of

path are cross-linguistically well-established and have been formalized in Jackendoff

(1990). The contribution of the config attributes, on the other hand, is harder to

grasp and highly language-dependent, with the description of the manner of motion

more difficult to formalize. In the case of Urdu/Hindi complex predicates of motion,

the contribution of the light verbs regarding config is inferred based on the evidence

coming from the quantitative investigation of the phenomenon and the way different

motion verbs modify motion events language-internally.

Interestingly, across languages, the same concepts seem to be used in complex

motion events to denote either path or manner of motion, independent of whether

these constructions are considered serial verbs or encode these notions morphologi-

cally. For instance, the Sranan verbs komoto ‘to come out’, komopo ‘to come from’,

fadon ‘to fall’, opo ‘to arise’, gwe ‘to go away’, go ‘to go’, kon ‘to come’, waka ‘to walk’

are commonly used to modify motion events (Sebba 1987). Chinese encodes spatial

resultativity using a set of directionals such as jin ‘enter’, chu ‘exit’, duo ‘cross’, lai

‘come’ or qu ‘go’ (Scott 1996). These combine with other motion verbs in complex

predicates, for example pao jin ‘to enter running (lit. run enter)’, tong guo ‘to cross

(lit. to traverse cross)’ (taken from Butt (2010)). Therefore, Chinese seems to fea-

ture the same underlying principles of encoding complex motion than Urdu/Hindi,

both from a syntactic as well as a lexical semantic point of view. In principle, the

way of representing these paths with the feature set inspired by Jackendoff (1990)

proposed in this chapter seems to pick out discriminants that are relevant in order

to account for cross-linguistic data.

This chapter complements the previous chapter on syntactic alternations in

Urdu/Hindi in that it presents and analyzes a construction that has been noted in

Hook (1974), but has so far not been further analyzed in the language. Comparing

complex predicates of motion to the more “common” alternations presented before,

the construction differs with respect to complexity and idiosyncrasy, however I claim

to have worked out the major principles underlying the construction and in particu-
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lar the combinatorial possibilities between verbs participating in the complex verbal

structure. The phenomenon is not only interesting from a theoretical linguistic point

of view, but also from the viewpoint of implementation in a computationally-usable

verb resource. In the following chapter, I investigate the general event-structural

principles underlying motion events in Urdu/Hindi, allowing for an adequate repre-

sentation of both the syntactic as well as the (lexical) semantic aspects of motion

verbs in the lexical resource in Chapter 6.





Chapter 5

Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in the

first phase

5.1 Introduction

One of the central aspects of representing the meaning of verbs in a lexical re-

source is a meaningful encoding of the role that participants play in an event and

the subevental structure that underlies the event. In this chapter, I show that the

framework of the first phase by Ramchand (2008) serves as an optimal theoretical

basis for encoding this kind of information in a computational lexical resource for

Urdu/Hindi. In particular, the principles of the first phase lead to a well-defined,

consistent analysis and representation of the various dimensions of motion, also shed-

ding light on the syntax-semantics interface of Urdu/Hindi verbs more generally. The

chapter contributes to an overall understanding of the entailments of motion events

in Urdu/Hindi, taking into account the correlation between the meaning and the

syntactic form of spatial concepts. The analysis is based on the data elicited in

Chapters 3 and 4 and I particularly focus on the way how the paths and locations

in Urdu/Hindi are analyzed in the first phase.

The present chapter shows that the decompositional approach to event structure

assumed by Ramchand (2008) picks out a consistent set of factors that govern the

subevental structure of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and I show that these principles

hold for all alternations discussed in this chapter, in particular the causative alterna-

tion, two object alternations and the phenomenon of complex predicates of motion.

Compared to other verb classes in the verbal inventory of the language, motion verbs

163
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are not unique in the event structure they realize. Instead, what becomes apparent

is that among the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, event structures differ and the

ways that participants are involved in the event vary. However, I show that spatial

concepts like the path or the location of motion, independent of their syntactic real-

ization, can be treated in a consistent way at the level of subevental structure. The

research questions that will be answered along the way are:

1. What are the relevant syntactic diagnostics that identify the subevental struc-

ture of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi?

2. What subclasses of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi emerge and what are their

meaning primitives?

3. How can the spatial concepts of path and location be represented in a consistent

way in the first phase, despite their varying syntactic structure?

4. What are the benefits of the approach for encoding first-phase type of infor-

mation in a computational lexical resource?

In order to answer these questions, the chapter proceeds as follows: Firstly, I

briefly review Ramchand’s approach to event structure (Section 5.2) and I then

establish subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs according to Ramchand’s system

in Section 5.3. This is followed by an analysis of the phenomenon of causativization

and two object alternations in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Section 5.6 sheds

more light on the way the path of motion is treated at the syntax-semantics interface,

analyzing the event structure of complex predicates of motion introduced in Chapter

4. Finally, Section 5.7 discusses the implications of the analysis for encoding the

information in the lexical resource in Chapter 6 and concludes the chapter.

5.2 A brief review of the first phase

The first-phase syntax approach by Ramchand (2008) is the basis of the theoretical

lexical semantic analysis in this chapter. It assumes that meaning is systematically

constructed as part of the syntax which has predictable meaning correlates. As

discussed at length in Chapter 2, Ramchand (2008) argues that an event is maximally

composed of three subevents, namely an initiation subevent, a process subevent

and a subevent denoting a result state. Each subevent has its own projection as
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shown in Figure 5.1 (Ramchand 2008, p. 39): The init projection is responsible for

introducing the external argument, i.e. the causer of the event (‘subject’ of cause =

initiator), the specifier of the process subevent undergoes the action denoted by the

verb (‘subject’ of process = undergoer) and the result state of the event is licensed

by resP (‘subject’ of result = resultee). The argument of Ramchand (2008) for

this decomposition is that across languages the system allows for the identification

of the general parts of verb meaning and therefore provides a set of principles that

languages adhere to.

initP (cause)

DP3

subj of ‘cause’

init procP (process)

DP2

subj of ‘process’

proc resP (result)

DP1

subj of ‘result’

res XP

Figure 5.1: Event decomposition and projection by Ramchand (2008)

Ramchand (2008) assumes that both the initiating as well as the resultative event

are stative, whereas the process subevent has a dynamic interpretation. The “glue”

between subevents is one of causation: The init subevent causes the proc subevent

to happen which brings about a change of state (or a change of location in the case

of motion verbs), which in turn leads to a result state under res.

In the following, I show that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs exhibit different patterns

with respect to the subevental decomposition proposed by Ramchand (2008) and I

discuss how the framework accounts for the syntactic alternations that Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs appear in. The resulting subevental patterns are summarized in Ap-

pendix 8.D and serve as the underlying principle of encoding semantic information

in the computational lexical resource discussed in Chapter 6.
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5.3 Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

In this section, I investigate the syntactic diagnostics that are relevant for identifying

the different subevents of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs. These diagnostics serve as the

theoretical basis for establishing the event structure in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, not only

for the class of motion verbs, but across verb classes. The following investigation

shows that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs can be divided into three different classes,

namely the class of process verbs (§5.3.1), the class of initiation-process verbs (§5.3.2)

and the class of process-result verbs (§5.3.3). §5.3.4 provides a summary of the

patterns and the relevant syntactic diagnostics.

5.3.1 Process verbs

The minimal event component and at the heart of the dynamic predicate is the proc

projection, which denotes change through time of an undergoer and is present in

any verbal event structure apart from the event structure of statives. Motion verbs

in Urdu/Hindi therefore minimally identify an undergoer of the event as they

involve change through time. However, as Zaenen (1993) and Levin and Rappaport

Hovav (1995) show, the role of a moving entity is generally hard to determine, in

particular for verbs like running: On the one hand, the moving entity undergoes the

process of running, on the other hand, the runner is also initiating the action. For

Urdu/Hindi, I claim that case marking provides the syntactic evidence for the sole

undergoer role licensed by intransitives of motion. More specifically, an ergative-

marked subject entails that the subject is volitionally instigating the action and

has control over it (Mohanan 1994, Butt and King 2005).1 As illustrated with the

constructions in (202) with bhag-na ‘to run’, only the nominative-marked subject

in (202a) is grammatical, whereas the ergative marker on the subject of the verb is

ungrammatical (202b). This, I claim, shows that the action is not truly instigated

by the girl, but is rather undergone by it, a meaning aspect that is directly reflected

in the first-phase syntax representation in Figure 5.2: Here, bhag-na ‘to run’ only

licenses a process subevent, with lAr.ki ‘girl’ being the undergoer of the action

denoted by the verb. Due to the atelicity of the event, no result subevent is licensed.

1The ergative marker on subjects of intransitives is rare cross the whole verbal inventory and
is only found with verbs of bodily expressions, such as khãns-na ‘to cough’ and ch Ĩk-na ‘to sneeze’
(Kachru 1980, Mohanan 1994)
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(202) a. úÃ AêK. ú» �QË
lAr.ki bhAg-i

girl.Fem.Sg.Nom run-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran.’

b. AÇ AêK. ÿ 	� ú» �QË *
* lAr.ki=ne bhAg-a

girl.Fem.Sg=Erg run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The girl ran (on purpose).’

procP

lAr.ki
(‘girl’) proc (XP)

bhAg
(‘run’)

Figure 5.2: Intransitives of motion licensing [proc]

All intransitive motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi license [proc], including verbs like

It.
hla-na ‘to walk proudly’, bhAt.Ak-na ‘to rove’, phUdAk-na ‘to jump’, thArAk-na ‘to

stomp’, ter-na ‘to swim’, t.
hUmAk-na ‘to stomp’, t.ehIl-na ‘to lollop’, jApAt.-na ‘to

scram’, cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’, cAl-na ‘to walk’, d. AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’, reng-na ‘to

crawl’, khIsAk-na ‘to slide’, kud-na ‘to jump’, ghAset.-na ‘to crawl’, lApAk-na ‘to dash’,

lar.k
hAr.a-na ‘to stumble’, lAngAra-na ‘to hobble’, mAt.Ak-na ‘to sachay’, mAndela-na

‘to wander’ and nAc-na ‘to dance’, among others. The lexical entry of these verbs

is therefore as shown in (203): Here, the category label tag [proc] is paired with the

lexical item.

(203) bhag-na ‘to run’: [proc]

Based on Perlmutter (1978), much work revolves around the question of the un-

accusativity and unergativity of motion verbs, with Rosen (1984) and Zaenen (1993)

(inter alia) showing that the distinction is not consistent across and even within

languages. According to Ramchand (2008), the sole identification of procP corre-

lates with the unaccusative status of the verb. However, Ahmed (2010) shows that
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unaccusativity is a problematic notion for Urdu/Hindi. In particular, he shows that

some verbs, among them the motion verb Ur.-na ‘to fly’, yield a varying behavior with

respect to the unaccusative/unergative tests put forth by Bhatt (2003), depending

on the animacy of the subject. One example is the verb ur.na ‘to fly’ in (204) and

(205) (taken from Ahmed (2010, p. 8)). Example (204a) shows the verb ur.na ‘to

fly’ in a construction with an animate subject, cIr.ya ‘bird’. Due to the fact that

the verb and its subject are ungrammatical in the reduced relative construction in

(204b), but grammatical in the impersonal passive and the inability construction

in (204c) and (204d), respectively, Bhatt (2003) concludes that the verb is unerga-

tive. However, using Ur. -na ‘to fly’ with an inanimate subject as in (205a) renders

the opposite behavior, with the construction grammatical in the reduced relative in

(205b) and ungrammatical in the impersonal passive and the inability construction

in (205c) and (205d). This grammaticality pattern is, according to Bhatt (2003),

typical of unaccusative verbs. Therefore, the same verb exhibits a completely dif-

ferent syntactic pattern depending on whether its subject is animate or inanimate.

This leads Ahmed (2010) to the conclusion that the distinction of unergative and

unaccusative verbs is problematic in Urdu/Hindi and I refrain from using the notion

in the lexical semantic classification of motion verbs.2

2Miriam Butt (p.c.) suggests the test of complex predicate formation with ja-na ‘to go’ as a
good test for distinguishing unaccusatives from unergatives. It is expected that only unaccusatives
are grammatical in a complex predicate with ja-na ‘to go’, whereas unergatives are not (for more
details on cp formation with ja-na ‘to go’ see §3.4.4). However, as shown in (204) with the generally
considered unergatives dor. -na ‘to run’ and bhag-na ‘to run’, the complex predicate with ja-na ‘to
go’ is grammatical, illustrated in (204a) and (204b), respectively.

(iii) a. AJ
Ã �PðX @ �PñêÃ
ghor.a dor. gA-ya
horse.M.Sg.Nom run go-Perf.M.Sg
‘The horse ran away.’

b. AJ
Ã ÀAêK. @ �PñêÃ
ghor.a bhag gA-ya
horse.M.Sg.Nom run go-Perf.M.Sg
‘The horse ran away.’

In contrast, verbs that are generally considered unaccusative and are therefore expected to be
grammatical with ja-na ‘to go’, for instance ter-na ‘to float’, are ungrammatical with it, illustrated
in (204).

(iv) ùJ
Ã Q�
�K ú �æ ��» *
* kASti ter gA-yi

boat.F.Sg.Nom float go-Perf.M.Sg
‘The boat floated away.’
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(204) a. ø �P@ AK
 �Qk�
cIr.-ya Ur.-i

bird.F.Sg.Nom fly-Perf.F.Sg

‘The bird flew.’

b. AK
 �Qk� øñïf ø �P@ *
* Ur.-i hu-i cir.ya

fly-Perf.F.Sg be-Perf.F.Sg bird.Fem.Sg

‘the flown bird’

c. þAg. @ �P @ ñÊg�
cAl-o Ur.-a ja-e

come-Subjv.2.Sg fly-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv.2.Sg

‘Come on, let us fly.’ (for birds)

d. AJ
Ã á�
îf
	E @ �P @ ÿ�� AK
 �Qk�

cIr.ya=se Ur.-a nahin gA-ya

bird.F.Sg=Instr fly-Perf.M.Sg not go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The bird was not able to fly.’

(205) a. ø �P@ Á	J��K�
pAtAng Ur.-i

kite.F.Sg fly-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew.’

b. Á	J��K� øñïf ø �P@
Ur.-i hu-i pAtAng

fly-Perf.F.Sg be-Perf.F.Sg kite.F.Sg

‘the flown kite’

c. þAg. @ �P @ ñÊg� *
* cAl-o Ur.-a ja-e

come-Subjv.2.Sg fly-Perf.M.Sg go-Subjv.2.Sg

‘Come on, let us fly.’ (for kites)

d. AJ
Ã á�
îf
	E @ �P @ ÿ�� Á	J��K� *

* patang=se Ur.-a nahin gA-ya

kite.F.Sg=Instr fly-Perf.M.Sg not go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The kite was not able to fly.’
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Ramchand (2008, p. 71) analyzes unaccusatives as having [proc] and unergative

verbs as having [init, proc], due to the fact that in English, intransitives with patient-

like subjects (unaccusatives) are syntactically different from intransitives with self-

initiating, agent-like subjects (unergatives). In the case of Ur.-na ‘to fly’ in (204)

and (205), this would imply that two lexical entries for the verb exist: If the subject

was animate as in (204a) with cIr.ya ‘bird’, the verb would license [init, proc], if the

subject was inanimate as in (205b) with pAtAng ‘kite’, the verb would only license

[proc]. This is not a desirable situation.

The only diagnostic that performs consistently is the grammaticality of the erga-

tive case on the subject: For Ur. -na ‘to fly’ as well as for all other intransitives of

motion, the verbs exhibit a regular behavior in that the ergative case marker =ne is

systematically ungrammatical with both animate and inanimate subjects, as illus-

trated in (206).

(206) @ �P @ ÿ 	� Á	J��K� / ÿ 	� AK
 �Qk� *
* cIr.ya=ne/pAtAng=ne Ur.-a

bird.F.Sg=Erg/kite.F.Sg=Erg fly-Perf.M.Sg

‘The bird/kite flew (on purpose).’

Therefore, I claim that intransitive motion verbs in the language only license a

process subevent and no initiation subevent, based on the fact that the ergative case

marker on subjects of intransitives entails that the entity instigates the action and

has control over it. Therefore, the verb Ur.-na ‘to fly’ only licenses an undergoer

role, captured by way of the [proc] category label in the lexical entry of the verb in

(207). The representations in the first phase for both animate and inanimate subject

are shown in Figure 5.3.

procP

cIr.ya
‘bird’ proc (XP)

Ur.
‘fly’

procP

pAtAng
‘kite’

proc (XP)
Ur.
‘fly’

Figure 5.3: First phase representation of Ur. -na ‘to fly’
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(207) Ur. -na ‘to fly’: [proc]

In the following I show that a few transitive motion verbs license both an ini-

tiator and an undergoer of the motion event.

5.3.2 Initiation-process verbs

As I have shown above, the only consistent syntactic diagnostic that determines

whether a verb licenses an initP in the event structure is the grammaticality of the

ergative-marked subject, which implies a sense of instigation on the side of the sub-

ject. In Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, initP is only licensed by transitive verbs, where,

driven by the tense/aspect pattern of the clause (see §2.6.2), subject case marking

can alternate between nominative and ergative case. This alternation pattern is not

available for [proc] verbs.

Example (208) shows a construction with the transitive verb kUcAl-na ‘to tram-

ple’, the lexical entry in (209) and the first phase representation in Figure 5.4. For

(208), where the subject is marked with ergative case, each semantic role is occu-

pied by one of the two syntactic arguments of the sentence: The subject dp hat.
hi

‘elephant’ occupies the initiator position, whereas the object hIrAn ‘deer’ is the

undergoer of the action. Apart from kUcAl-na ‘to trample’, only one other motion

verb exhibits this event structure, namely rond-na ‘to trample’.

(208) Cm�» ñ» 	àQïf ÿ 	� úæê�KAïf
hathi=ne hIrAn=ko kUcl-a

elephant.M.Sg=Erg deer.M.Sg=Acc trample-Perf.M.Sg

‘The elephant trampled the deer.’

(209) kUcAl-na ‘to trample’: [init, proc]

The event structure of these verbs differs from those of other transitive motion

verbs in Urdu/Hindi, for example phand-na ‘to leap over’ and phAlang-na ‘to leap

over’. The construction in (210) illustrates the pattern for phand-na ‘to leap over’,

where the subject Ali is marked with the ergative case =ne, making him the insti-

gating entity. However, in contrast to verbs like kUcAl-na ‘to trample’, it is not the

object devar ‘wall’ which is the undergoer of the action, instead it is the subject

that undergoes the motion in that Ali jumps over the object. Therefore, Ali is the

initiator as well as the undergoer of the motion.
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initP

hathi
‘elephant’

init procP
kUcAl

‘trample’

hIrAn
‘deer’

proc (XP)
〈 kUcAl 〉

Figure 5.4: First phase representation of kUcAl-na ‘to trample’

(210) @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar=ko phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg=Acc leap over-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt over the wall.’

initP

Ali
‘Ali’

init procP
phand

‘leap over’

〈 Ali 〉

proc DP
〈 phand 〉 devar

‘wall’

Figure 5.5: First phase representation of phand-na ‘to leap over’

For the first phase representation in Figure 5.5, this means that Ali Merges

into the specifier position of procP, but also fills the specifier of initP. The object

devar ‘wall’ occupies the complement position of procP: In this position, the object

“constructs a property that the subject has” (Ramchand 2008, p. 46). As shown in

Section 2.5.3 on the interpretation of content in the complement position of proc, the
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wall gives rise to the path that Ali undergoes while leaping. The path is monotonic

because there is a partial order in the amount of path that is traversed, which can be

mapped onto the event structure. For instance, if we measured the path of motion

with inches, the amount of path traversed after the first inch is part of the path

traversed after the second inch. Consequently, each traversed inch is mapped onto a

particular subevent, and in turn each subevent is mappable onto a particular inch.

(211) phand-na ‘to leap over’: [initi, proci]

The lexical entry of phand-na ‘to leap over’ is shown in (211) and is superficially

parallel to the lexical entry for kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ in (209). The difference is that

the semantic roles are occupied by two different entities, indicated by the subscript

on the category labels. The overt marking of the composite role of the subject as

both initiator and undergoer will be dealt with more explicitly when developing

the lexical resource in Chapter 6.

5.3.3 Process-result verbs

As shown above, Ramchand’s (2008) system allows for arguments to fulfill different

semantic roles simultaneously. So far, we have seen one class of verbs in which an

argument can occupy more than one specifier position. Now I discuss another class

with composite semantic roles, but here the subject DP is the undergoer as well

as the resultee of the event. The members of this class are verbs like pAhUnc-na

‘to arrive’, ghUs-na ‘to enter’ and nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’. The syntactic diagnostics

that I propose for the identification of a [res] subevent is that these verbs cannot be

modified with an atelic modifier like kAyi ghAnt.õ=se ‘for many hours’, as the verb

itself is bounded and denotes an inherent endpoint to the event.3 This is exemplified

by the construction in (212b) with the verb pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’.

(212) a. új�
	JîfE� (ñ» QêÃ) ú» �QË

lAr.ki (ghAr=ko) pAhUnc-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom home.M.Sg=Acc arrive-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl arrived (at home).’

3Chapter 4 mentions that for some of these durative, telic verbs, atelic modifiers are acceptable
when they focus on the durational aspect of the event. Moreover, these modifiers can generate a
repetitive reading of the verb.
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b. új�
	JîfE� ÿ�� àñ�J 	JêÃ ùJ
» (ñ» QêÃ) ú» �QË *

* lAr.ki (ghAr=ko) kAyi ghAnt.õ=se pAhUnc-i

girl.F.Sg.Nom home.M.Sg=Acc many hour.M.Pl=Instr arrive-Perf.F.Sg

* ‘The girl arrived (at home) for many hours.’

The existence of resP predicts that as a result of having undergone the motion, the

undergoer ends up in a final location which is encoded in the complement position

of res. Parallel to the complement position of proc, rhemes in the complement

position of res construct a property that the subject has. In the case of (212a), the

property that the subject DP lAr.ki ‘girl’ has as a resultee of arriving is that she

ends up at the final destination, here overtly marked with the locational PP ghAr=ko

‘at home’. The first phase representation for (212a) is given in Figure 5.6

procP

lAr.ki
‘girl’

proc resP
pAhUnc
‘arrive’

〈 lAr.ki 〉

res (DP)
〈 pAhUnc 〉 (ghAr)

‘home’

Figure 5.6: Intransitives of motion licensing [proc, res]

The lack of initP in Figure 5.6 is motivated by the ungrammaticality of the

ergative marker on the subject of these verbs, in accordance with the diagnostics

established above for [proc] verbs. The lexical entry of pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ is

therefore as in (213).

(213) pohonc-na ‘to arrive’: [proc, res]

As a result of the discussion of the argument-adjunct distinction in Section 3.2,

the locative ghAr=ko ‘at the house’ in (212) is an adjunct of the verb pAhUnc-na ‘to

arrive’, due to the non-fixedness of the case clitic. In contrast, the verb ghUs-na ‘to
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enter’, exemplified in (214), realizes the final destination as a locational oblique with

the case clitic mẽ ‘in’. Despite the different syntactic status of the final destination

as either an adjunct or an argument, the first phase representation in Figure 5.7 is

the same: The subject DP occupies the undergoer and resultee role, whereas

the final location kAmre=mẽ ‘room.Loc’ is treated as a rheme and occupies the

complement position of res. This uniform treatment is a very important mechanism

of the system proposed by Ramchand (2008), as it makes the right assumptions for

a consistent conceptual representation of locations in the computational resource.

There, the information on the syntactic status of the rhematic material is solely

recorded at the level of syntax, which differentiates between obligatory and optional

arguments.

(214) úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» ú» �QË
lAr.ki kAmre=mẽ ghUs-i

girl.Sg.Nom room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl entered the room.’

procP

lAr.ki
‘girl’

proc resP
ghUs
‘enter’

〈 lAr.ki 〉

res DP
〈 ghUs 〉 kAmre

‘room’

Figure 5.7: Motion verb licensing [proc, res]

(215) ghUs-na: [proc, res]

The subject of ghUs-na ‘to enter’ is always used in the nominative form, the

lexical entry of the verb in (215) is therefore parallel to the entry for pAhUnc-na ‘to

arrive’ in (213), with both verbs licensing [proc, res].
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5.3.4 Interim summary

This section has shown that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs fall into three event-structural-

ly motivated subclasses, namely [proc] verbs (§5.3.1), [init, proc] verbs (§5.3.2) and

[proc, res] verbs (§5.3.3). The distinctions are based on two syntactic diagnostics,

namely ergative case marking on the subject and modification with an atelic phrase.

Intransitives of motion are consistently analyzed as [proc] verbs, as they do not allow

for ergative-marked subjects which entail a sense of control over the action. This

subevental structure, in particular for motion verbs like ‘to run’, differentiates these

verbs from their English equivalents, which Ramchand (2008) treats as being [init,

proc] due to syntactic patterns in the language. Therefore, Urdu/Hindi and English

motion verbs differ in their decompositional analysis, based on language-specific

criteria, a result which is the direct consequence of the strict way of syntactically

identifying subevents.

Moreover, this section shows that the putative distinction of Urdu/Hindi in-

transitives into unaccusative verbs ([proc]) and unergative verbs ([init, proc]), for

instance pursued by Bhatt (2003), is neither borne out by the tests on unaccusativ-

ity/unergativity in Ahmed (2010), nor by the syntactic diagnostic of complex pred-

icate formation with ja-na ‘to go’. The only consistent syntactic test turns out to

be the ergative-nominative alternation on the subject, as employed here. Due to

the fact that ergative case is consistently ungrammatical, these verbs do not license

an additional [init] feature and behave uniformly with the other intransitive motion

verbs in identifying [proc].

The second syntactic diagnostic determines the existence of resP in the subeven-

tal structure. The ungrammaticality of the unbounded modifier phrase kAyi

ghAnt.õ=se ‘for many hours’ is used to single out telic events, i.e. events that have

an inherent endpoint and, consequently, reject modification with an atelic phrase.

The ungrammaticality with the unbounded modifier serves as the evidence for a

[res] subevent in the verbal entry. In the case of motion verbs like ghUs-na ‘to enter’,

which license a result state, only an additional process subevent and no initiation

subevent is licensed. None of the verbs in the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

licenses all three subevents.

The semantic information gained from the investigation in this section is summa-

rized in Table 5.1 and serves as the basis for encoding event structure in Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet, as will be shown in Chapter 6.
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Class Subevents Semantic roles Examples
I [proc] undergoer Ur.-na ‘to fly’, dor. -na ‘to run’,

ter-na ‘to float’
II [init, proc] initiatori, undergoeri phand-na ‘to leap over’,

phAlang-na ‘to leap over’
III [init, proc] initiatori, undergoerj kUcAl-na ‘to trample’,

rond-na ‘to trample’
IV [proc, res] undergoeri, resulteei ghUs-na ‘to enter’

pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’

Table 5.1: Subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in the first phase

If we look across verb classes, the subevental patterns found for Urdu/Hindi mo-

tion verbs does not distinguish them from other verb classes in a principled fashion,

i.e. intransitive verbs like rAkh-na ‘to be put’ or mAr-na ‘to die’ also only license

a process subevent. However, other intransitives like ro-na ‘to cry’ and khans-na

‘to cough’, as singled out in Kachru (1980) and Mohanan (1994), license an ergative

subject and, consequently, have the category features [init, proc] under the principles

set out above, making them different on the level of subevental structure.

A speciality of two transitive motion verbs, namely phand-na and phAlang-na ‘to

leap over’, is that they feature path objects, a property which is generally not found

for many verbs and parallels ingestives like kha-na ‘to eat’ and pi-na ‘to drink’. For

these verbs, the food lays out the path that the entity undergoes during the event

of eating. The first phase representation therefore singles out a small number of

transitives which differ in their subevental structure, but again they do not exhibit

a pattern that is only present in the class of motion verbs. This consistency of

encoding similar event structures using the same conceptual determinants across

verb classes is particularly important for encoding information in a computational

lexical resource, as it allows for an abstract level of representing information on which

further inferences can be drawn.

This section shows that the first phase directly differentiates between the notions

of path and location, based on the position of the phrase in the tree: Whereas the

complement of proc constructs a path-like structure which maps onto the dynamic

structure of the event denoted by the verb (as in the case of phand-na ‘to leap over’),

the complement position of res contains the result state of the event structure. In the

class of motion verbs these are considered the final locations (e.g., for pAhUnc-na ‘to

arrive’). This consistency in the representation of paths and locations carries over to
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the analysis of object alternations in Section 5.5 and cps of motion in Section 5.6.

In the following, I analyze the change in subevental structure in the most common

syntactic alternation in Urdu/Hindi, namely causativization.

5.4 Causativization

The causative alternation is available for a large number of verbs across the whole

verbal inventory of Urdu/Hind. It fits squarely in the decompositional approach to

event structure assumed by Ramchand (2008), as causation serves as the link be-

tween the subevents — between initiation and process, as well as between process

and result. For Urdu/Hindi, §3.3.1 showed that the motion verbs in the language do

not exhibit a uniform causativization pattern, i.e. motion verbs do not follow a com-

mon scheme of causativization. Rather, the ability to causativize seems somewhat

idiosyncratic. Table 5.2 gives an overview of the patterns of the direct causative

(caus) and indirect causative (icaus) compiled in Chapter 3.

intrans trans caus icaus
bhag-na bhag-a-na bhag-va-na ‘to run’
thArAk-na thArk-a-na — ‘to stomp’
It.

hla-na — — ‘to swagger’
phand-na — phAnd-va-na ‘to leap over’
rond-na — — ‘to trample’

gUzAr-na gUzar-na gUzAr-va-na ‘to cross’

Table 5.2: Causation patterns of motion verbs

In contrast to the inconsistency of the causativization patterns, Chapter 3 shows

that the direction of causation is uniform across the class of motion verbs: The

verb form with the lowest valency in the paradigm serves as the base form, with

phonological or morphological adjustments rendering the respective causative forms.4

This follows the assumptions of Butt (2003), with the schema of the alternation

direction presented in Figure 5.8, repeated from Figure 3.1. As we will see, the

way the alternation is treated in the first phase gives independent support for this

structure-building account.

The division of intransitives into unergatives and unaccusative has, as Ramc-

hand claims, an influence on the way the causative is represented in the first phase.

4For intransitive base forms, the direct causative is transitive (trans), whereas the indirect
causative additionally licenses an instrumental marked adjunct (trans + se).
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intrans trans trans + se

Type 1: mUr.-na mor. -na mUr.-va-na ‘to turn’

Type 2: sErAk-na sErk-a-na sErAk-va-na ‘to slither’

Type 3: gIr-na gIr-a-na gIr-va-na ‘to fall’

Figure 5.8: Direction of causation according to Butt (2003)

However, recall that Ahmed (2010) shows that the syntactic tests do not yield con-

sistent results with respect to the division, in particular not for motion verbs in

the language. Therefore, I refrain from explicitly proposing correlations between

unergative and unaccusative verbs and the way they causativize. Instead I show

that the subgroups of motion verbs established above behave according to general

principles available in the system, providing further evidence that Ramchand’s way

of encoding event structure provides a sound theoretical basis for encoding this kind

of information in the lexical resource. Whereas Ramchand (2008) restricts herself

to an analysis of morphological causativization, this chapter extends the analysis to

causative alternations that involve phonological lengthening, with a special focus on

instances of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs. Moreover, I propose a modification of the

analysis of the indirect causative with -va-.

Overall, I proceed as follows: §5.4.1 starts out with an analysis of the morpholog-

ical causative based on the subclasses that were manifested in the previous section,

namely process verbs, process-result verbs and initiation-process verbs. The phe-

nomenon of causativization by phonological lengthening occurs in all subclasses and

is therefore considered separately in §5.4.2.

5.4.1 The morphological causative

Process verbs

With the causativization of the root, an external causer is added to the event struc-

ture, with the effect that an init projection is licensed in first-phase syntax. The

addition of the external causer puts some requirements on the causee object in

Urdu/Hindi, in particular Bhatt (2003) notes that these constructions are most

salient if the causee is to some extent controllable, either by its inherent proper-

ties such as being a child, or by contextual information available in the sentence. If
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this is the case, the object is affected and is the undergoer of the event. While

bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ in its basic (intransitive) form in (216a) only licenses the un-

dergoer of the action, foj ‘army’, the direct causative with -a- in (216b) adds sAlar

‘commander’ as the causer of the action.

(216) a. Aë �QK. h. ñ
	̄

foj bAr.
h-a

army.M.Sg.Nom advance-Perf.M.Sg

‘The army advanced.’

b. AK
Aë �QK. ñ» h. ñ
	̄ ÿ 	� PC�

sAlar=ne foj=ko bAr.
h-a-ya

commander.M.Sg=Erg army.M.Sg=Acc advance-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The commander advanced the army.’

Following Ramchand (2008) in her analysis of the direct causative in Urdu/Hindi,

Figure 5.9 shows that the first phase allows for an intuitive treatment of the alter-

nation in that the root form of the verb licenses procP, whereas the causative suffix

-a is responsible for licensing the initiation subevent causing the motion. Due to the

availability of the ergative case marker on the subject of the causative, the subject

adheres to the syntactic diagnostics for initP and is allowed to occupy the initiator

role. This initiator role corresponds to the entailments of the causer sAlar ‘com-

mander’ in that he causes and instigates the advancement of foj ‘army’. In turn, as

discussed in Chapter 3, the causee in these constructions has to be an entity which

can be controlled to some extent. Here, foj ‘army’ performs the action of advancing

by itself, but only by order of the commander. This is captured in the first phase in

Figure 5.9, where it is the undergoer of the event.

The first phase representation in Figure 5.9 shows that the lexical entry for bAr.
h-

na ‘to advance’ remains [proc], whereas the information contributed by the causative

suffix -a is the category label [init], as shown in (217). Therefore, the direct causative

-a adds a causing state which leads to the process event denoted by the main verb.

The addition of [init] to the event structure denoted by the base form of the verb

applies to all verbs across the verbal inventory of Urdu/Hindi.

(217) -a- : [init]
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initP

sAlar
‘commander’

init procP
-a

foj
‘army’

proc (XP)
bAr.

h

‘advance’

Figure 5.9: Direct -a causative with intransitive bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’

The analysis of the indirect -va- causative is not as straightforward, in particular

because the role of the causer is somewhat less direct than with the direct causative.

As an example, consider the indirect causative of bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ in (218): Here,

the subject causer badSah ‘king’ causes the intermediate agent sAlar ‘commander’ to

instigate the action denoted by the main verb, which results in the causee foj ‘army’

to advance. This two-fold causation layer, i.e. the king orders the commander and

the commander causes the army to advance, entails a temporal independence of the

result subevent (‘the army advances’) from the causing subevent (‘the king causes

the commander’).

(218) AK
 @ñë�QK. ñ» h. ñ
	̄ (ÿ�� PC�) ÿ 	� íf ��XAK.

badSah=ne (sAlar=se) fuj=ko

king.M.Sg=Erg (commander.M.Sg=Instr) army.M.Sg=Acc

bAr.
h-va-ya

advance-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The king made (the commander) advance the army.’

Due to this temporal independence, Ramchand (2008) compares the event struc-

ture of Urdu/Hindi -va- causatives to reflexive resultative constructions like (219) in

English, as discussed by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1999). In (219), the result of

being sore does not need to be temporally coextensive with the process of running,

i.e. one can become stiff after an hour of rest after the run and the start of the run
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does not mean that the progress of the stiffness starts simultaneously.

(219) I ran myself sore.

This temporal pattern contrasts with the construction in (220), which entails

that the processes of becoming clean and wiping commence at the same moment,

both leading to the result state of the table being eventually clean.

(220) Kelly wiped the table clean.

The temporal independence of the causing and the result event illustrated by the

construction in (219) is the property that Ramchand (2008) claims to be present

in the indirect causative in Urdu/Hindi: The causing subevent is not temporally

coexistent with the result subevent. This way of decomposing the event structure of

the indirect causative has stipulations on the analysis of the alternation in the first

phase: For temporally coexisting resultative constructions as in (220) with ‘to wipe

clean’, Ramchand (2008, p. 170) formulates the temporal dependence hypothesis,

following Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1999) in their analysis of the different event

structures of resultatives.

Temporal dependence hypothesis

For a result subevent to be temporally dependent on a process, the same

root must identify the two subevents.

Consequently, for temporally independent result subevents as in the case of the

-va- causative, the process and result subevent are assumed to be identified by two

different roots. In the Urdu/Hindi indirect causative in (218), the result of the

causation is that the army advances, therefore bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ is treated as the

head of resP. If bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ identifies res, the resultee of the causation

has to be foj ‘army’, because it is the entity which advances, making it the specifier

of resP. Based on the temporal dependence hypothesis, the root in proc has to be

lexically distinct from the head of resP. On the basis of the analysis for the direct

causative, Ramchand (2008, p. 177) argues that the suffix -a- remains the head of

initP, with -v- being the head of procP. The analysis of the construction is shown in

Figure 5.10.
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initP

badSah
‘king’

init procP
-a

〈 badSah 〉

proc resP
-v

foj
‘army’

res (XP)
bAr.

h

‘advance’

Figure 5.10: Indirect -va- causative for bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’, according to Ramchand

(2008)

A rather surprising feature of the analysis is that the subject DP is both the

initiator and the undergoer of the event. Ramchand (2008) justifies this on

the basis of the semantic requirements that are put forth by subjects of indirect

causatives. In particular, Ramchand (2008) shows that the subjects of indirect

causatives have to be sentient and agentive, whereas subjects of direct causatives

can be abstract and inanimate causes, as in ‘John’s money built the house’. This

fact, she claims, justifies the interpretation of the subject causer as the initiator as

well as the undergoer of the causing event. The instrumental-marked intermediate

agent sAlar ‘commander’ is optional and hence does not occupy a semantic role in

the first phase. The only evidence of its existence is that the causative suffix -va-

occupies the specifier positions of both initP and procP in the first phase, restricting

the main verb to be under resP.

In general, I have three objections to the analysis of the indirect causative pro-

posed by Ramchand (2008). One is related to the treatment of the morpheme -va-,

while the other two are concerned with the status of the intermediary agent and

the result subevent. With respect to the analysis of -va-, I argue that it should

not be decomposed into -v- and -a-, with each “morpheme” identifying an individual

subevent. Instead, the empirical evidence shows that -va- should be treated as a sin-

gle morpheme which licenses [init, proc]. This is based on the fact that a whole range
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of verbs in Urdu/Hindi do not have the direct causative with -a-, with the base form

of the verb only causativizing with -va-: In the class of motion verbs, this pertains

to the verbs phand-na (phAnd-va-na) and phAlang-na (phAlAng-va-na) ‘to leap over’,

in other verb classes, for example among verbs of putting, the phenomenon is more

pervasive and is found for verbs like phenk-na ‘to dump/bin’ (phInk-va-na), rAgAr. -na

‘to rub’ (rAgAr.-va-na), cUn-na ‘to brick’ (cUn-va-na), kAs-na ‘to saddle’ (kAs-va-

na), thuk-na ‘to spit’ (thUk-va-na) and rAkh-na ‘to put’ (rAkh-va-na), among others.

Therefore, I argue that -v- in itself is not an additional causative morpheme that

complements the direct causative morpheme -a-, instead the empirical facts point to

a non-decompositional analysis of -va- where it licenses [init, proc], as shown in the

lexical entry in (221).

(221) -va- : [init, proc]

My second doubt relates to the function of the intermediate agent in (218), sAlar

‘commander’, which does not receive a semantic role in the first phase due to its

syntactic status as an adjunct of the clause. However, this property does not hold

for intermediate agents across languages: For example in Dutch and Finish, these in-

termediate agents are treated as regular arguments in the sentence.5 The negligence

of the intermediate agent for Urdu/Hindi also poses a problem for encoding the verb

in the computational lexical resource and I show that only by adjusting Ramchand’s

assumptions regarding the semantic role of the intermediate agent in the event, it is

possible to arrive at an adequate conceptual representation of the event.

My third doubt relates to the identification of the undergoer in the analysis of

the indirect causative. In contrast to the English resultative, the res of the indirect

causative in Urdu/Hindi has dynamic properties, i.e. in the indirect causative con-

struction in (218), the king initiates and undergoes the causing subevent, with the

result that the army undergoes the process of advancing. However, the resultative

subevent is assumed to be stative, which goes against the fact that the advance-

ment of the army is a process. Therefore, in addition to the army being analyzed

as a resultee, it should also be treated as the undergoer of the advancement,

a role which is not captured in the representation in (220). If we implemented this

intuition, the structure would need be recursive in that resP would embed another

procP under it. As a consequence, we would have two undergoers in the event

5Thanks to Annie Zaenen and Lauri Kartunnen for pointing this out to me.
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decomposition, one co-indexed with the initiator of the causation who undergoes

a change during the order, and the other one co-indexed with the resultee of the

process embedded under resP. The decomposition of resP would have to be fully

recursive and not restricted to procP, because given the event structure of the base

root form, there could also be another initP and resP. The recursiveness for the in-

direct causative in Urdu/Hindi would stop at this level, because the root form itself

does not allow for more embedding. However, if we allowed for the recursiveness

of subevents, in particular for the embedding of procP under resP, we would end

up with a process event which is caused by a result state. Similarly, if we assumed

initP under resP, one would have to account for the fact that a causative subevent

is caused by its result state. Both event structures are highly unintuitive and are

diametrically opposed to the principle of event composition generally assumed in

Ramchand’s system.

Despite the issues discussed so far, I follow the assumptions of Ramchand (2008)

and do not allow for recursiveness that decomposes resP further and assume that the

result of the causation with -va-, bAr.
h- ‘to advance’, is a state which does not have

any subevental structure. The first phase representation of the indirect causative of

bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ with a revised treatment of the causative suffix -va- is therefore

as shown in Figure 5.11.

initP

badSah
‘king’

init procP
-va-

〈 badSah 〉

proc resP
〈 -va- 〉

sIpah
‘army’

res (XP)
bAr.

h

‘advance’

Figure 5.11: Revised final first phase representation of the indirect causative of bAr.
h-

na ‘to advance’
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In the following I show how the causation of [proc, res] verbs is handled in the

first phase.

Process-result verbs

The treatment of [proc, res] verbs and their alternation patterns in the first phase

follows the principles set out above for the treatment of Urdu/Hindi [proc] verbs in

that the direct causative with -a- licenses an initP on top of procP. In (222), the

basic transitive verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’ is causativized by -a-, which adds an [init]

feature and licenses the external initiator of the action. Therefore, the initiator

brings about the motion which the undergoer bAccA ‘child’ performs and which

causes the resultee to end up at the final destination kAmra=mẽ ‘in the room’ in

the complement dp of res. The first phase representation of (222) is shown in Figure

5.12.

(222) AK
A�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» ñ» ÿ�m��'. ÿ
	� �@

Us=ne bAcce=ko kAmre=mẽ ghUs-a-ya

3P.Sg.Obl=Erg child.M.Sg.Obl=Acc room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘She made the child enter the room.’

initP

vUh
Pron.3P

init procP
-a-

bAcca
‘child’

proc resP
ghUs

‘enter’

〈 bAcca 〉

res DP
〈 ghUs 〉 kAmra

‘room’

Figure 5.12: First phase representation of the direct causative of ghUs-na ‘to enter’
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For the indirect causative of the [proc, res] verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’, the morpheme

-va- is analyzed in parallel to the -va- causative of [proc] verbs above. In Figure 5.13,

the verb root Merges in res, the causative morpheme -va- Merges in proc and Moves

to init and the external initiator occupies both the specifier positions of initP

and procP. The resultee of the event is the child which Merges into the specifier

position of resP with the location as rhematic material in the complement position

of res. Again, the intermediate agent nokAr ‘servant’ is optional and does not occupy

a specifier position in the first phase. Again, I have the objections discussed above

for the -va- causative, but I refrain from major changes in the first phase.

(223) AK
 @ñ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» ñ» ÿ�m��'. ÿ�� Q»ñ	K ÿ 	� �@
Us=ne nokAr=se bAcce=ko

3P.Sg.Obl=Erg servant.M.Sg=Instr child.M.Sg.Obl=Acc

kAmre=mẽ ghUs-va-ya

room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc enter-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘She had the servant make the child enter the room.’

initP

vUh
Pron.3P

init procP
-va-

〈 vUh 〉

proc resP
〈 -va- 〉

bAcca
‘child’

res DP
ghUs kAmra
‘enter’ ‘room’

Figure 5.13: The indirect causative of the verb ghUs-na ‘to enter’

In the following, I analyze the causative alternation in cases where an initiation

subevent is already present in the first phase, a property only found for transitives

of motion in Urdu/Hindi.
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Initiation-process verbs

Despite the fact that [init, proc] verbs already have an implicit instigation of the

action, these verbs can still causativize in Urdu/Hindi. An example is given in (225)

for the causative alternant of the verb kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ in (224).

(224) Cm�» ñ» 	àQïf ÿ 	� úæê�KAïf
hathi=ne hIrAn=ko kUcl-a

elephant.M.Sg=Erg deer.M.Sg=Acc trample-Perf.M.Sg

‘The elephant trampled the deer.’

(225) AK
Cm�» ñ» 	àQïf (ÿ�� úæê�KAïf) ÿ 	� �HðAîfÓ
mAhavAt=ne (hathi=se) hIrAn=ko

keeper.M.Sg=Erg (elephant.M.Sg=Instr) deer.M.Sg=Acc

kUcl-a-ya

trample-Caus-Perf.M.Sg

‘The keeper got the deer trampled (by the elephant).’

In the causative, the root form of kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ licenses an [init] and a

[proc] subevent, with the causative morpheme -a- contributing an additional [init]

event. This means that in the causative alternant of the verb, two [init] features

are available: One comes from the external instigator of the action licensed by the

causative and the other one comes from the verb root, here kUcAl-na ‘to trample’.

However, in the first phase, the [init] subevent can only be identified by one head.

Ramchand solves this by assuming that the [init] feature of the verb root is under-

associated, a principle that is formulated as follows (Ramchand 2008, p. 172):

Underassociation

If a lexical item contains an underassociated category feature,

(i) that feature must be independently identified within the phase and

linked to the underassociated feature by Agree;

(ii) the two category features so linked must unify their lexical-encyclopedic

content.

Therefore, underassociation causes the [init] feature of the verb root to be invis-

ible in the representation of the first phase, but its lexical encyclopedic content is

merged with the content of the external causer of the event. In (225) for the verb
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kUcAl-na ‘to trample’, this linking of information can be explained as follows: The

action of trampling is carried out by hathi ‘elephant’, but is instigated by mAhavAt

‘keeper’. Therefore, the trampling would not happen without the instigating action

of the elephant keeper, but the action is not carried out by the keeper himself, but

by the elephant.

For the causative alternant of kUcAl-na ‘to trample’, a complication arises: The

verb behaves in an exceptional way in that the direct causative licenses an op-

tional, instrumental-marked intermediate agent, hathi ‘elephant’, in contrast to the

generally-added obligatory, accusative/nominative case-marked causee. In addition,

the causation event is not direct, i.e. the causer of the event, mAhavAt ‘keeper’,

causes the intermediate agent hathi ‘elephant’ to trample the causee, hIrAn ‘deer’.

The exceptional behavior of kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ is confirmed by the fact that the

verb does not license an indirect causative, with the -a- causative taking over this

role. The direct causative of kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ therefore exhibits the syntactic

pattern of a regular indirect causative where the causative morpheme has the cate-

gory features [init, proc]. As a consequence, I propose the analysis shown in Figure

5.14: Here, mAhavAt ‘keeper’ is the initiator as well as the undergoer of the

motion event, with hIrAn ‘deer’ being the resultee of the action of trampling. The

[init] and [proc] subevent are headed by the causative suffix -a-, with kUcAl-na ‘to

trample’ occupying the result head of the causative event.

initP

mAhavAt
‘keeper’

init procP
-a-

〈 mAhavAt 〉

proc resP
〈 -a- 〉

hIrAn
‘deer’

res (XP)
kUcAl

‘trample’

Figure 5.14: The direct causative of the transitive verb kUcAl-na ‘to trample’
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In order to see whether this case marking pattern is more regular than expected

in Urdu/Hindi, an investigation into the behavior of transitive verbs across the verbal

inventory needs to be performed. If the pattern is regular, then the assumptions un-

derlying the treatment of the direct causative proposed by Ramchand (2008) would

have to be revised. However, according to Butt (2003, p. 14), the pattern might be

exceptional due to the fact that the causative suffixes -a- and -va seem “continua-

tions of a transparent allomorphy” that was present earlier on in the language, the

remnants of which are found for verbs like kUcAl-na ‘to trample’. This means that

in these cases, the first phase representation has to be adjusted in order to render

an analysis that mirrors the event structure licensed by the verb.

Section 5.3 has yielded another type of [init, proc] motion verb in Urdu/Hindi,

namely phand-na ‘to leap over’, a verb that can only license an indirect causative

with -va-, as exemplified in the alternation of the base form in (226a) to the causative

version in (226b).

(226) a. @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� úÎ«
Ali=ne devar=ko phand-a

Ali.M.Sg=Erg wall.F.Sg=Acc leap-over-Perf.M.Sg

‘Ali leapt over the wall.’

b. AK
 @ðY 	K AêK� P@ñK
X ñ» úÎ« ÿ 	� @QÓ@
Amra=ne Ali=ko devar phand-va-ya

Amra.F.Sg=Erg Ali.M.Sg=Acc wall.F.Sg.Nom leap-over-ICaus-Perf.M.Sg

‘Amra made Ali leap over the wall.’

Again, the alternation is irregular with respect to case marking: Whereas the

indirect causative generally licenses an optional instrumental-marked intermediate

agent, in the case of phand-na ‘to leap over’ the verb licenses an accusative-marked

causee, here Ali, which is an argument of the verb. As discussed in §2.6.2 , accusative-

marked causees have an inherent property of being affected and they exhibit a degree

of controllability. In (226b), Amra has some control over Ali and makes him jump

over the wall.

Similar to kUcAl-na ‘to trample’, I claim that the -va- causative of phand-na ‘to

leap over’ is a remnant of the diachronic change in the language in that the indirect

causative patterns like the direct causative. This is backed up by the unavailability of

the direct causative for the verb. Therefore, in (226b), the indirect causative behaves
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like a direct causative and licenses an [init] category feature. Following the principle

of underassociation presented above, the causative suffix is the head of initP, the

causer ‘Amra’ is the initiator of the action and makes ‘Ali’ the undergoer of

the event. The path laid out by devar ‘wall’ is in the complement position of procP,

mapping the progress of the event onto the progress of the path. In contrast to other

indirect causatives, the -va- causative of phand-na ‘to leap over’ does not license a

result subevent, because the control relation between the subject DP Amra and Ali

is direct in that the causer makes the causee undergo the event. In the first phase

representation in Figure 5.15, the verb phand-na ‘to leap over’ can therefore only

realize its [proc] feature, with the interpretation that Ali hands over some control

that he has over the jumping action to Amra, who causes him to perform the action.

This is parallel to the pattern commonly found for direct causatives.

initP

Amra
‘Amra’

init procP
-va-

Ali
‘Ali’

proc DP
phand devar

‘leap over’ ‘wall’

Figure 5.15: The indirect causative of phand-na ‘to leap over’

In the following, I show how causativization via vowel strengthening can be

implemented in the first phase.

5.4.2 Causativization via phonological strengthening

One aspect of causativization that is left out in Ramchand (2008) is the analysis of

phonologically realized causatives. Recall that vowel lengthening can be employed

to mark the causative variant, as in the case of UtAr-na ‘to descend’, Utar-na ‘to

make descend’ (-A- → -a-), or mUr.-na ‘to turn’ and mor.-na ‘to make turn’ (U → o),

among many others. (227) shows the alternation for the verb UtAr-na ‘to descend’.6

6For an overview of the different patterns, see Appendix 8.A.
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(227) a. øQ�K@ ú �æ ��»
kASti Utr-i

boat.F.Sg.Nom descend-Perf.F.Sg

‘The boat descended.’

b. øPA�K@ ú �æ ��» ÿ 	� Q�
Ã ùïf AÓ
mahi ger=ne kASti Utar-i

fisherman.M.Sg=Erg boat.F.Sg.Nom descend.Caus-Perf.F.Sg

‘The fisherman descended the boat.’

The issue for an analysis in the first phase is that there is no overt causative

suffix that carries an [init] feature and combines with the event-structural features

coming from the verb root. One possible solution is to have separate lexical entries

for the base form and the direct causative form of the verb. For the alternation with

UtAr-na ‘to descend’ in (227a) and (227b), this would yield the lexical entries in (228)

and the first phase representation on the left and right of Figure 5.16, respectively.

In the base form of the verb, the [proc] entry of UtAr-na ‘to descend’ makes the verb

Merge as the head of procP, whereas the direct causative root Utar-na ‘to descend’

Merges into the proc position and then Moves up to the head of initP to satisfy the

[init] feature.

(228) a. UtAr-na ‘to descend’: [proc]

b. Utar-na ‘to make descend’: [init, proc]

procP

kASti
‘boat’

proc (XP)
UtAr

‘descend’

initP

mahi ger
‘fisherman’

init procP
Utar

‘descend’

kASti
‘boat’

proc (XP)
〈 Utar 〉

Figure 5.16: Causative alternation with lexical entries
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The drawback of this solution is that the information on the causative status of

the verb cannot be read off from the first phase representation, i.e. the analysis does

not reflect the fact that the phonological process indicates a transitivity alternation,

rather it seems as if the two verb forms trigger unrelated, independent structures. In

addition, for a majority of verbs with phonological causatives, the indirect causative

with -va- attaches to the root of the base form, for instance UtAr-na ‘to be descended’

has the indirect causative UtAr-va-na ‘to make descend’. Consequently, in these

cases the base form and indirect causative would form one paradigm, with the direct

causative having its own lexical form. This approach would generate a heterogeneous

structure of the lexicon in that verbs potentially have more than one lexical entry,

depending on the way they causativize. This assumption is not motivated anywhere

else in the language and would have to be justified independently, which is why I

claim it is not the right way to go about the phenomenon.

Instead, I propose the insertion of a null init head ∅init, a mechanism which

Ramchand (2008) uses for causatives in English that do not have overt causative

morphology. This allows for a consistent treatment of causativization not only in

Urdu/Hindi, but across languages. ∅init therefore represents a null lexical item that

derives a first phase representation for phonologically formed causatives and records

the causational status of the construction. In the case of the causative of Utar-

na ‘to descend’ in (228b), the analysis is as shown in Figure 5.17: Here, the base

form of the verb Merges as the head of procP, with the null init head Merging as

the head of initP. The initiator of the motion is the ergative-marked causer mahi

ger ‘fisherman’, whereas the specifier of procP, the undergoer, is the causee kASti

‘boat’. This way of analyzing phonologically-formed causatives accounts for the

phenomenon across the verbal inventory.

As shown in the following section, the null init head also finds application in

the cognate object alternation in §5.5.2, where again no overt marking indicates the

change from intransitivity to transitivity. Before analyzing object alternations in

Section 5.5, I briefly summarize the patterns and analyses of the causative alternation

in the first phase.

5.4.3 Interim summary

This section shows that the way the causative is represented in the first phase follows

consistent principles, independent of the subevental structure of the main verb un-

dergoing the alternation ([proc], [init, proc] and [proc, res]). In the direct causative,
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initP

mahi ger
‘fisherman’

init procP
∅init

kASti
‘boat’

proc (XP)
UtAr

‘descend’

Figure 5.17: Causative alternation with a null init head ∅init

the external causer is the initiator of the action, either licensed by an overt mor-

phological suffix (§5.4.1) or by a null init head for phonologically-formed causatives

(§5.4.2). This insight is crucial for encoding causal events in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet

as they can be encoded based on consistent principles that do not only hold for the

class of motion verbs, but are valid across the resource. This greatly enhances the

expressive power of Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.

For the indirect causative, my analysis differs from the one proposed in Ramchand

(2008) in that the suffix -va- is not split up to license initP (-v-) and procP

(-a-), instead it Merges into proc as one suffix -va- and Remerges in init. Although

I do not fully agree with treating the main verb as a result state, because it has

dynamic structure, I refrain from rebuilding the system by Ramchand (2008) in

assuming recursive structure under resP. However, encoding the alternation in the

computational lexical resource in Chapter 6 requires an adjustment of Ramchand’s

assumptions. The benefit of analyzing the construction in the way that Ramchand

proposes is that the decomposition of the event accounts for the different temporal

structure underlying the direct and indirect causative: In the direct causative, the

causing subevent happens simultaneously to the event denoted by the main verb; in

the indirect causative, the subevents are temporally distinct.

In general, one of the more frustrating issues with respect to the causative alter-

nation in Urdu/Hindi is that it is not clear why semantically related verbs do not

exhibit a coherent causativization pattern. Unfortunately, the method of subeven-

tal decomposition proposed by Ramchand (2008) does not shed further light on the
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availability of the causative, i.e. verbs with a particular subevental structure do not

necessarily have the same abilities to causativize, neither does a specific subevent

structure make predictions as to the way the causative is formed, namely morpholog-

ically or phonologically. My suspicion is that only an investigation of the complete

verbal inventory will shed light on the underlying mechanisms that govern the dif-

ferent causation patterns.

In the following, I analyze another transitivity alternation in Urdu/Hindi, namely

the two object alternations discussed in §3.3.2 and I show that the same mechanisms

as in causativization govern the analysis.

5.5 Object alternations

The investigation of syntactic alternations of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in Chapter

3 yielded two object alternations, namely the bounded path alternation and the

cognate object alternation. In the following, I analyze the alternations and their

subevental structure in Ramchand’s framework, confirming the principles of subevent

identification and the assumptions about the position and functions of paths in the

first phase made above.

5.5.1 The bounded path alternation

As shown in §3.3.2, some Urdu/Hindi motion verbs alternate between an atelic in-

transitive use and a telic transitive usage, exemplified in (229). In (229a), the verb

bhag-na ‘to run’ is unbounded and can be modified with an atelic modifier like kAyi

ghAntõ=se ‘for many hours’. In (229b), the dimensions of ek mil ‘one mile’ constrain

the event structure of dor. -na ‘to run’ and turn the atelic running event into a telic

event with an inherent endpoint (when the mile has been run). The same alternation

is possible for the verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ (also shown in Appendix 8.B). According to

the principles of argument- versus adjuncthood set out in Section 3.2, the syntactic

status of the bounded path is that of an object, because the case marking of the

object can alternate between nominative and accusative case.

(229) a. úÃ AêK. @QÓ@
Amra bhag-i

Amra.F.Sg.Nom run-Perf.F.Sg

‘Amra ran.’
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b. úÃ AêK. ÉJ
Ó ¹K
@ @QÓ@
Amra ek mil bhag-i

Amra.F.Sg.Nom one mile.M.Sg.Nom run-Perf.F.Sg

‘Amra ran one mile.’

The event in (229b) is telic and cannot be modified with the atelic kAyi ghAnt.õ=se

‘for many hours’; however, the verb does not license a resultative subevent as the

construction does not entail a final location at which the subject DP is as a result of

having undergone the process of running. In other words, the event of running a mile

does not trigger a result state such that the runner ends up in a different state than

before. Rather, in parallel to the verb phand-na ‘to leap over’ in §5.3.2, the object ek

mil ‘one mile’ gives rise to the path on which the motion is performed. Therefore, ek

mil ‘one mile’ should be treated as a path rheme in the complement position of proc,

which assigns a spatial property that the subject has in relation to the progress of

the event, according to the principles of homomorphism established by Schwarzschild

(2002). Due to the fact that the subject in (229b) cannot be marked with ergative

case, no initP is licensed in the telic path alternant. The lexical entry of the verb in

(230) therefore has the category label [proc] for both alternants. Figure 5.18 shows

the first phase representation for the constructions in (229a) and (229b) on the left

and right, respectively. The semantic roles that are available in the alternation are

therefore an undergoer in the base form and an undergoer and path rheme in

the telic path alternant.

procP

Amra
‘Amra’

proc (XP)
bhag
‘run’

procP

Amra
‘Amra’

proc DP
bhag ek mil
‘run’ ‘one mile’

Figure 5.18: Telic path alternation of dor. -na ‘to run’

(230) bhag-na ‘to run’: [proc]

In the following, I show that a related construction, the cognate object construc-

tion, encodes the notion of path in the same way than the telic path construction.
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5.5.2 The cognate object alternation

In the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, some intransitive verbs can have cognate

objects, as illustrated in the examples in (231) for the verb Ur. -na ‘to fly’ and its

deverbal noun Ur.an ‘flight’ which serves as the object of the construction (an overview

of the verbs allowing for the cognate object construction is given in Appendix 8.B).

(231) a. þ �P@ Am��
	'ð@ þY	KQK�

pArInde unca Ur.-e

bird.Pl.Nom high fly-Perf.Pl

‘The birds flew high.’

b. ø �P@ 	à@ �P@ úm�
� 	'ð@ ÿ 	� àðY	KQK�

pArIndõ=ne unci Ur.an Ur.-i

bird.Pl=Erg high.F.Sg flight.F.Sg.Nom fly-Perf.Pl

‘The birds flew high (lit. flew the high flight).’ (Raza 2011, (29))

In the intransitive usage in (231a), Ur.-na ‘to fly’ only licenses a process subevent

due to its ungrammaticality with an ergative subject. The cognate object alternant

in (231b) allows the subject pArInde ‘birds’ to be marked with ergative case, thereby

requiring initP in the first phase representations and distinguishing the cognate ob-

ject construction from the telic path construction above. As a consequence of the

ergative subject, pArInde ‘birds’ in (231b) is in the specifier position of initP and

procP, occupying the initiator and the undergoer role. The bird therefore initi-

ates as well as undergoes the process of flying along the path that is laid out by the

object Ur.an ‘flight’. This path of motion is analyzed as a rheme in the complement

position of proc, parallel to the object of the verbs phand-na and phAlang-na ‘to leap

over’ in §5.3.2 and to the object ek mil ‘one mile’ of the telic path alternant above.

Again, the rheme does not denote an individual entity, but constructs a property

that the subject has. Here, ũci Ur.an ‘high flight’ is a path with a scalar structure

and the birds’ change of location is homomorphically mapped onto it as the flying

is performed.

Similar to the solution I propose for the phonological causative in §5.4.2, the

analysis of the cognate object construction in Urdu/Hindi makes use of a null init

head ∅init, because no overt morphological adjustment takes place that indicates the

change in transitivity. As already discussed for phonological causatives, I do not as-

sume a separate lexical entry for the two verbs of the alternation, because it does not
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capture the nature of the alternation between the variants. It would also violate the

principle that all alternations are derived from one core lexical entry. Hence, I em-

ploy ∅init to represent a null lexical item (‘the cognate object suffix’ in Urdu/Hindi)

that derives the analysis of the cognate object alternation. Consequently, the lexical

entry of Ur. -na ‘to fly’ in (232) remains the same across the alternation. Concerning

the effect in the first phase, the verb root Merges in proc and the null init Merges

in the head of initP. The representations of the alternants in (231a) and (231b) are

shown in Figure 5.19.

procP

pArInde
‘birds’

proc (XP)
Ur.
‘fly’

initP

pArInde
‘birds’

init procP
∅init

〈 pArInde 〉

proc DP
Ur. unci Ur.an
‘fly’ ‘high

flight’

Figure 5.19: Cognate object alternation of Ur.-na ‘to fly’

(232) Ur. -na ‘to fly’: [proc]

(233) ∅init: [init]

The requirement for a null init head differentiates the cognate object construction

from the bounded path alternation discussed above, despite the fact that the notion

of path is analyzed as a path rheme in both alternations. The question as to

what governs the subevental structure of the alternation, i.e. whether an initiation

subevent is added or not, is not recorded in the lexical entry of the root verb: As

far as the distinction between the cognate object construction and the bounded

path alternation is concerned, the syntactic diagnostic of ergativity on the subject

triggers a different subevental structure despite the surface similarity of the verb

form. This is accommodated for by the null init head, a mechanism that is used for
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similar alternations across languages and yields a consistent encoding in the lexical

resource.

In the following section I show how the first phase makes the right stipulations

for the analysis of a different type of syntactic alternation, namely the complex

predicates of motion, which exhibit a different way of encoding the path of motion

in Urdu/Hindi.

5.6 Complex predicates of motion

In Chapter 4, I presented a special syntactic construction of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi,

the complex predicates of motion. In this phenomenon, two motion verbs combine

in a monoclausal construction to denote the manner of motion along a path, some-

thing which the language cannot do in any other way using a single clause. From a

semantic point of view, I showed that these complex predicates are a type of spatial

resultative in that the construction denotes a bounded path which an entity traverses

and which leads to a result state as a consequence of the motion. This is a special

case of how the syntax and semantics of motion verbs interact in the language and

its event structure needs to be encoded in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet in a way that it

allows for a meaningful and expressive computational analysis of the construction.

In general, complex predicates of motion are formed by a non-scalar motion verb

in combination with a scalar motion verb which adds a path interpretation to the

non-scalar movement. Example (234) reviews the construction: Here, the non-scalar

verb kud-na ‘to jump’ combines with the scalar verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ contributing

the path of jumping. Overall, the result of the jumping is that the thief is outside

of the house.

(234) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

The biggest challenge that this phenomenon presents is how the arguments and

the individual event structures of the contributing verbs are composed. The problem

is that two eventive heads contribute to a single conceptual event. In the lfg analy-

sis in Chapter 4, I proposed two different types of light verbs, namely event-fusional

light verbs of Type 1 and Type 2. Whereas in the former case, all arguments of light
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verb and main verb are unified with one another, light verbs of the latter group con-

tribute arguments that are not licensed by the main verb. In the following, I briefly

review the two types of light verbs and then provide analyses for both. They show

that the concepts of path and location are represented in parallel to their encoding

in other syntactic configurations. Moreover, the analyses do not require mechanisms

of composition that need to be motivated independently. Instead, I show that the

concept of underassociation, which has been shown to be a language-independent

mechanism of subevent composition, makes the correct predictions. Moreover, the

principle of resultative event formation, which also holds for indirect causative con-

structions, is applicable to the event decomposition of these cps of motion.

5.6.1 Event-fusional light verbs of Type 1

As discussed in Chapter 4, complex predicates of motion are instances of spatial

resultatives in Urdu/Hindi. In these, an entity moves on a path to a final location in

a particular manner. From the point of view of argument structure, the arguments

of Type 1 event-fusional light verbs of motion are identified with the arguments of

the main verb: In (235), the moving entity contributed by the main verb dor. -na

‘to run’, ghor.a ‘horse’, is identified with the moving entity contributed by the light

verb bhag-na ‘to run’. Similarly in (235), the subject of the main verb Ur.-na ‘to fly’,

pAtAng ‘kite’, is the subject of the light verb cAl-na ‘to walk’.

(235) AÇ AêK. �PðX @ �PñêÃ
ghor.a dor. bhag-a

horse.M.Sg.Nom run run-Perf.M.Sg

‘The horse ran away.’

(236) úÎg� �P@ Á	J��K� ì�KA� ÿ» ÿº	Kñêk. ¹K
@ ÿ» @ñïf
hAva=ke ek jhonke=ke sath pAtAng ur. cAl-i

wind.M.Sg=Gen one gust.M.Obl=Gen with kite.F.Sg fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away with a gust of wind.’ (Hook 1974, p. 57)

Both constructions are resultatives: In (235), the result of running is that the

horse is gone, whereas in (236), the consequence of flying is that the kite has flown

away. In both cases, the light verb contributes the path on which the motion is

performed and entails the existence of a result state of being away, i.e. the running

of the horse in (235) is performed along a path that leads away from a reference
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point, similar to (236). The paths in both constructions are bounded in that once

the horse has run away and the kite has flown away, the event is completed.

In the following I show that Urdu/Hindi complex predicates of motion are best

analyzed in parallel to the English verb-particle construction in (237): Without the

particles ‘in’ and ‘off’, the constructions with ‘dance’ in (237a) and ‘jump’ in (237b)

denote durative, atelic events. The addition of the particles render the constructions

resultative: The particle denotes the path of motion and entails the existence of a

final location, which is reached after performing the motion denoted by the verb.

Therefore, the particle delimits the event denoted by the main verb.

(237) a. Mary danced in.

b. John jumped off.

The property of the particle parallels the role of the light verb in Urdu/Hindi

complex predicates: Whereas the simple verb usages of dor. -na ‘to run’ and Ur. -na

‘to fly’ in (235) and (236), respectively, have an atelic activity interpretation, the

light verbs bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’ turn the constructions into spatial

resultatives. These constructions denote a path (away from a reference point), which

delimits the event contributed by the main verb. Moreover, it implies a final location

that the moving entity is in as a result of having undergone the motion. I therefore

argue that light verbs of motion in Urdu/Hindi and particles in English should be

analyzed on the basis of the same principles. Here, I follow Ramchand (2008, p.

132) who assumes that the particle is the head of resP, as shown in Figure 5.20 for

example (237a).

The verb ‘dance’ Merges into procP and Remerges as the head of initP, parallel

to its use without the particle.7 The subject is therefore the initiator as well as

the undergoer of the dancing, but it is also the resultee of the action, with

the result subevent contributed by the particle ‘in’. If proc and res are identified

by two different heads, as is the case in the representation of the English particle

construction in Figure 5.20, the interpretation is not one of a temporal overlap

between the two subevents. Rather, the two subevents share a transition point:

Mary dances and at some point, the dancing is transformed into the result state of

being inside a location.

7Ramchand (2008) treats English motion verbs like ‘dance’ as [init, proc] verbs, as they do not
allow for causativization.
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initP

Mary

init procP
dance

〈 Mary 〉

proc resP
〈 dance 〉

〈 Mary 〉

res (XP)
in

Figure 5.20: First phase representation of ‘Mary danced in.’

In principle, the exact same pattern of event composition underlies complex

predicates of motion in Urdu/Hindi: The main verb denotes the overall motion,

with the light verb identifying the resultative subevent. Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

like bhag-na ‘to run’ or cAl-na ‘to walk’ are [proc] verbs in their main verb usage, as

shown in §5.3.1. However, in their light verb usage (event-fusion of Type 1), they

are solely responsible for the resultative interpretation of the motion event, with the

consequence that they only license a [res] category feature. This means that these

event-fusional light verbs of motion are treated as lexical items independent from

their main verb counterparts. This is captured by two separate entries for these

verbs, one for their main verb usage and one for their light verb usage, as shown in

(238) and (239).

(238) a. bhag-na ‘to run’: [proc] (main verb)

b. bhag-na light: [res] (light verb)

(239) a. cAl-na ‘to walk’: [proc] (main verb)

b. cAl-na light: [res] (light verb)

This treatment can be justified based on several facts: The lexical semantic

content of these light verbs varies greatly depending on the main verb. Moreover,
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their contribution is generally very bleached. In fact, I claim that these light verbs

are conceptually much closer to the particles ‘in’ and ‘off’ in (239) than to their

main verb semantics: In example (235) with dor. bhag-na ‘to run away (lit. to run

run)’, the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’ does not contribute any sense of running, this

interpretation is contributed by the main verb dor. -na ‘to run’ in the cp, instead it

contributes the meaning of ‘away’. The same bleachedness is present for the light

verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ in the cp Ur. cAl-na ‘to fly away (lit. to fly walk)’ in (236) and

the other light verbs of Type 1, namely a-na ‘to come’, ja-na ‘to go’ and dor. -na ‘to

run’. These properties make the light verbs parallel to the particles in English, which

license their own event structure with a result subevent. The nature of the result

subevent as a stative subevent does not prevent the in principle activity-denoting

verbal head from being its head, because the light verb is too light to explicitly realize

a process subevent implying change of state. Therefore, I propose the analysis shown

in Figure 5.21, with the main verb Merging as the head of procP and the light verb

Merging as the head of resP.

procP

ghor.a
‘horse’

proc resP
dor.
‘run’

〈 ghor.a 〉

res (XP)
bhag light

‘run’

Figure 5.21: First phase representation of dor. bhag-na ‘to run away’

The first phase representation for the construction in (235) with Ur. cAl-na ‘to

fly away’ is shown in Figure 5.22: As with the analysis of dor. bhag-na ‘to run away’

in Figure 5.21, the light verb cAl-na ‘to walk’ is the head of resP, with the main

verb Ur.-na ‘to fly’ licensing the process which leads to the result state of being away.

Again, the subject DP is in the specifier position of proc and res and the rhematic

final location is not overtly realized, which is why the complement position of resP

remains empty.
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procP

pAtAng
‘kite’

proc resP
Ur.
‘fly’

〈 pAtAng 〉

res (XP)
cAl light

‘walk’

Figure 5.22: First phase representation of Ur. cAl-na ‘to fly away’

With respect to the treatment of the concepts of location and path, the analysis

for cps of motion proposed above makes the correct predictions for the alternation

between the activity-denoting simple verb usage and the resultative complex pred-

icate usage, illustrated by the minimal pair in (240): Whereas in the simple verb

usage of bhag-na ‘to run’ in (240a), the process of running is interpreted as being

performed at a location, here kAmra ‘room’, the complex predicate usage of the verb

with the light verb ja-na ‘to go’ entails a resultative meaning in that the person

traverses a path that leads inside the room, with the person ending up inside the

room.

(240) a. úÃ AêK. á�
Ó þQÒ» þQ�
Ó ú» �QË
lAr.ki mere kAmre=mẽ bhag-i

girl.Sg.Nom Pron.1.Sg.Gen.Obl room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc run-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran around in(side) my room.’

b. ùJ
Ã ÀAêK. á�
Ó þQÒ» þQ�
Ó ú» �QË
lAr.ki mere kAmre=mẽ

girl.Sg.Nom Pron.1.Sg.Gen.Obl room.M.Sg.Obl=Loc

bhag gA-yi

run go-Perf.F.Sg

‘The girl ran into my room.’
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For the simple verb usage of bhag-na ‘to run’ in Figure 5.23, kAmra ‘room’ is

found in the complement position of proc, the rhematic position that subsumes

objects which lay out the path of the process and map onto the dynamic event

structure in a homomorphic way. As for the complex predicate usage, the light verb

ja-na ‘to go’ is the head of resP in the first phase representation on the bottom of

Figure 5.23, rendering the location kAmra ‘room’ in the complement position of res,

a position which subsumes result states. The interpretation of kAmra ‘room’ as a

location instead of a path is exactly what is entailed by the complex predicate.

procP

lAr.ki
‘girl’

proc DP
bhag kAmra
‘run’ ‘room’

procP

lAr.ki
‘girl’

proc resP
bhag
‘run’

〈 lAr.ki 〉

res DP
ja light kAmra
‘go’ ‘room’

Figure 5.23: First phase representations of (240a) and (240b), respectively

If we treat the light verbs of motion as contributing resP, the question arises as

to what happens with constructions where the light verb co-occurs with a main verb

that independently lexicalizes resP. This problem is found in English verb-particle

constructions like (241): The verb ‘break’ identifies [init, proc, res], whereas the

particles ‘up’ and ‘off’ license [res].

(241) a. John broke the party up.

b. John broke the handle off. (Ramchand 2008, (60))
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For Urdu/Hindi complex predicates of motion, the same pattern can be observed,

for instance in the construction in (242) with nIkAl bhag-na ‘to run out of’: The main

verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ licenses [proc, res], whereas the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’

has been analyzed as identifying a [res] component. Therefore, both verbs license a

resultative subevent.

(242) AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� ÉK. H� A�
sap bAl=se nIkAl bhag-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom snake pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr emerge flee-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the snake pit.’

In the light of a uniform treatment of complex predicates of motion, event-fusional

light verbs of motion should consistently contribute [res], also if they combine with

main verbs that already license [res]. Therefore, following the analysis of the English

verb-particle construction proposed by Ramchand (2008), I argue for an underasso-

ciation of the [res] feature of the main verb, which is instantiated by the [res] feature

of the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’. As illustrated in Section 5.4 with the analysis of

the causative, underassociation requires that the lexical-encyclopedic content of the

two category features must be unified: In the first phase representation of (242) in

Figure 5.24, the specifier of res licensed by the main verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ and

the specifier licensed by res of the light verb bhag-na ‘to run’ unify the conceptual

content, in that sap ‘snake’ performs the action of bhag-na ‘to run’ as well as the ac-

tion of nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’. This makes it the undergoer as well as the resultee

of the action. The final location bAl=se ‘outside of the snake pit’ (lit. from the snake

pit) is found in the complement position of res, headed by the light verb bhag-na ‘to

run’, although it is in fact also the result of nIkal-na ‘to emerge”.

In principle, one could propose a different analysis than shown in Figure 5.24 for

these complex predicates of motion. In particular, one could assume that in cases

where the main verb already identified [res], the light verbs are treated as adjuncts,

because they do not obligatorily fulfill the function of contributing the resultative

subevent, but merely add a configurational reading to the motion expression. How-

ever, in that case one would have to explain why the principle of underassociation

does not apply, in contrast to similar cases in the language. Moreover, one would

have to independently stipulate why in some complex predicates the finite verb

should be treated as an adjunct, whereas in other cases it actively contributes to the

subevental structure. Therefore, I claim that Type 1 event-fusional light verbs of
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procP

sap
‘snake’

proc resP
nIkAl

‘emerge’

〈 sap 〉

res DP
bhag light bal

‘run’ ‘snake pit’

Figure 5.24: First phase representation of nIkAl bhag-na ‘to run out of’

motion are best analyzed as adding a [res] category feature to the event structure,

independently of the category features of the main verb. For main verbs with [proc],

[res] is licensed solely by the light verb, for main verbs with [proc, res], the principle

of underassociation makes the main verb underassociate its [res] feature which is

in turn identified by the [res] feature of the light verb. This event-decompositional

treatment of complex predicates of motion directly encodes the syntactic property

of event-fusional light verbs in that the arguments between main verb and light verb

are unified: The subject DP in (242), sap ‘snake’, is both the specifier of procP,

licensed by nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, and the specifier of resP, licensed by bhag-na ‘to

run’, making it both the undergoer as well as the resultee of the event.

In the following, I show that this analysis does not only account for Type 1

event-fusional light verbs of motion, but it also makes the right stipulations for the

group of Type 2 event-fusional light verbs of motion.

5.6.2 Event-fusional light verbs of Type 2

As established in Chapter 4 for the syntactic analysis of Urdu/Hindi cps of motion

in lfg, some combinations feature event-fusional light verbs of motion of a second

type: Here, the light verb adds an argument to the predicational domain which is

not licensed by the main verb. In the following I show that event-fusional light verbs

of Type 2 adhere to the principles set out for the analysis of event-fusional light

verbs of Type 1, despite the difference in the argument-structural behavior between
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the two types of light verbs. More specifically, I claim that event-fusional light verbs

of Type 2 also contribute the result of the action denoted by the main verb, and

therefore only license a [res] category feature in the event decomposition.

In (243) and (244), the main verbs kud-na ‘to jump’ and ja-na ‘to go’ both

license a [proc] feature, the cps with kud nIkAl-na ‘to jump out of’ in (241) and ja

ghUs-na ‘to go into’ are resultative in that as the result of the motion of the main

verb, the entity ends up in a final location. Therefore, in parallel to the event-

fusional light verbs of Type 1 discussed above, I claim that Type 2 event-fusional

light verbs of motion contribute a [res] category feature, which combines with the

process subevent denoted by the main verb of the cp. However, the difference is that

the light verbs in (244) lexicalize parts of their full verb meaning, because nIkAl-na

‘to emerge’ and ghUs-na ‘to enter’ are [proc, res] verbs. As a consequence, I do not

argue for a separate lexical entry for event-fusional light verbs of Type 2, because I

simply assume that they Merge into the first phase with their full-verb meaning, and

underassociate their [proc] feature with the [proc] feature of the main verb. This way

of analyzing the construction mirrors the “heavier” influence of Type 2 event-fusional

light verbs on the event structure of cps of motion. In particular, they realize lexical

semantic content of their main verb counterparts, a property which is not found for

event-fusional light verbs of Type 1, as those seem to be bleached in their semantic

contribution. The first phase representations of the constructions in (243) and (244)

are shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.26, respectively.

(243) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

(244) úæ�êÃ Ag. á�
Ó �I�
K� ÿ» �@ øPñêk�
chUri Us=ke pet.=mẽ ja ghUs-i

knife.F.Sg Pron.3.Sg=Gen stomach.M.Sg=Loc go enter-Perf.F.Sg

‘The knife sank into his stomach.’

Despite the difference in the lexicon, the subevental structure of cps with event-

fusional light verbs of Type 2 is parallel to the analysis of cps with event-fusional

light verbs of Type 1, confirming the intuition that both light verbs and their complex

predicates have similar interpretations, independent of the subevental structure of
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procP

cor
(‘thief’)

proc resP
kud

(‘jump’)

〈 cor 〉

res DP
nIkAl mAkan

(‘emerge’) (‘house’)

Figure 5.25: First phase representations of (243)

procP

chUri
(‘knife’)

proc resP
ja

(‘go’)

〈 chUri 〉

res DP
ghUs pet.

(‘enter’) (‘stomach’)

Figure 5.26: First phase representations of (244)

the contributing verbs and the syntactic effects discussed in Chapter 4. In both

cases, the main verb is the head of procP and the light verbs is the head of resP.

The subject DP is both the undergoer and the resultee of the event, with the

final location in the complement position of res. Therefore, the final representation

of Type 2 event-fusional light verbs of motion is parallel to the representation for

light verbs of Type 1: The light verb always realizes its resultative subevent and

is parallel to conceptually similar phenomena like the verb-particle construction in

English.
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5.7 Discussion and conclusion

This chapter has analysed the subevental structure of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

and their alternation patterns, based on the first phase approach by Ramchand

(2008). From the principles set out by Ramchand and the language-specific syntactic

diagnostics established in Section 5.3, different subclasses of verbs have emerged,

namely verbs having a process subevent, an initiation and process subevent and

a process and result subevent. The difference between these subclasses is based

on syntactic tests: If the subject of a verb can be marked with ergative case, this

implies the instigating capability of the subject, with the verb licensing an initiation

subevent. If the construction can be modified with a bounded modifier and the

construction entails a result state, then a result subevent is licensed by the main

verb. These diagnostics are consistent across all syntactic alternations investigated

in this chapter, namely causativization, object alternations and complex predicates

of motion.

The information that is encoded in the lexical entry in the form of category la-

bels relates subevents and the roles that participants play in these subevents. In

particular, the system entails the roles of initiator, undergoer and resultee,

which are abstract enough to capture an overall pattern of event characteristics.

The notion of the rheme always denotes a property that the subject has, in the

complement position of res it subsumes a property of the result state, in the com-

plement position of proc, it subsumes path-like objects which give rise to a path

that maps on the event structure in a homomorphic way. Despite the difference in

the alternations that Urdu/Hindi motion verbs can undergo, the spatial concepts of

path and location are treated consistently in the first phase, using mechanisms such

as underassociation and temporal independence that make consistent predictions as

to the interpretation of the construction.

In general, I claim that classifying verbs according to the parameters established

above provides a well-motivated and easily generalizable basis for a computational

lexical resource. On the one hand, the theoretical syntactic evidence, for instance the

ergativity of the subject, can be automatically verified in large corpora. Properties

like the resultativity of an event can be established via syntactic tests that provide

consistent results. These clear-cut syntactic diagnostics greatly benefit the resource

development process, because different annotators do not have to judge based on

subjective semantic rules, but are guided by an objective set of criteria that facilitate
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the annotation process. This does not only save time in the development process,

but also leads to far more consistent annotations, factors that are crucial in the

development of computational lexical resources.

Another benefit of the decompositional approach of Ramchand (2008) are the

entailments that the subevents carry: Whereas initP and resP denote stative events,

procP entails the change of state of one of the participants in the event. Instead

of having to encode this information explicitly in the resource, as for example done

in English VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kipper et al. 2008) (for a more detailed

discussion see Chapter 6), Ramchand’s subevents have this information inherently

available. This saves an explicit encoding in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. Instead, Ram-

chand differentiates the function of the state in the overall event, i.e. whether it is an

initiation or a result state, which is an elegant way of encoding information that has

to be inferred otherwise. This fact is relevant in a computational lexical resource,

as it allows for reliable inferences to be drawn from events and their participants,

independent of their individual conceptual content.

Another benefit concerns the semantic roles in Ramchand (2008): Due to their

event-structural motivation, they are abstract enough to account for the lexical vari-

ation in arguments and do not have to motivated independently from syntactic or

semantic structure. In addition, these semantic roles are independent of the verb

class, in contrast to the kinds of roles provided by Jackendoff (1976), Kiparsky

(1987), Dowty (1991) or Grimshaw (1990). Independent of the consistency criterion

mentioned above, this abstractness allows for a comparison between the semantic

entailments of verbs across verb classes and also helps in extending the resource fur-

ther. Encoding this information in a way that it is accessible by natural language

processing tools allows for an automatic semantic analysis of event structure with

a firm theoretical basis. The exact ways of bringing together the various levels of

information is the topic of the following chapter.





Chapter 6

Motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the encoding of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, based on

the theoretical linguistic investigations in the previous chapters and the underlying

principles of verb class formation in VerbNets across languages. In particular, the

resource incorporates information on the syntactic frames that Urdu/Hindi motion

verbs appear in, as discussed in Chapter 3, and the phenomenon of complex predicate

formation with a specific focus on the complex predicates (cps) of motion discussed

in Chapter 4. The event-structural decomposition and encoding of semantic roles

along the lines of Ramchand (2008) (Chapter 5) provides a crucial aspect of the

conceptual information encoded in the Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, paired with a language-

independent representation of motion and path. In this chapter, I bring together

the different strands of investigation that were pursued in the thesis, aiming at a

linguistically well-motivated and computationally usable resource for motion verb

constructions in Urdu/Hindi. The following questions are answered along the way:

1. How can we identify subclasses of verbs, despite the heterogeneous behavior of

motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi?

2. What are the language-specific challenges that have to be dealt with in the

resource?

3. What is an optimal way of encoding motion and path?

213
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4. How does the resource have to be structured in order to make it linguistically

well-motivated, easy to understand as well as computationally readable?

5. How can the above requirements be captured in a resource that is compatible

with existing tools that use VerbNet?

The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 6.2 briefly recapitulates the basic corner-

stones of VerbNet. Section 6.3 discusses the formation of subclasses of Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs, showing that an interactive visualization system of automatic clus-

tering facilitates the theoretically motivated division of verb classes and allows for

an identification of finer-grained patterns of verb behavior. This is followed by a

discussion of the syntactic and semantic/conceptual information that is encoded in

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet (Section 6.4). In Section 6.5, I show how language-specific chal-

lenges like causativization and complex predicate formation can be dealt with in the

lexical resource, before I discuss some cases of lexical ambiguity and metaphorical

usages of motion concepts in Section 6.6. I then present the actual implementation

of the resource in Section 6.7. Section 6.8 concludes the chapter.

6.2 The methodology of VerbNet

VerbNets across languages, for example English VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kip-

per et al. 2008, Hwang et al. 2013) and Arabic VerbNet (Mousser 2011), are based on

Levin’s (1993) assumption that conceptually related events share a common syntac-

tic behavior (for more information see Section 2.4). This results in the manifestation

of different classes of verbs which can be identified by their syntactic and semantic

patterns. A key principle of VerbNet and a factor that distinguishes it from other

lexical resources, e.g. FrameNet (Baker et al. 1998) or WordNet (Fellbaum 1998b),

is that the resource explicitly encodes the relation between syntax and semantics:

The syntactic alternation frames that a verb appears in are correlated with a seman-

tic representation that consists of an abstract conceptual description of the event,

paired with the event structure of the underlying event.

The basic structure of a verb class is briefly recapitulated in Figure 6.1 using

class escape-51.1 of English VerbNet, which comprises verbs like ‘to enter’: Frame

0.1 is described as consisting of an NP, followed by a verb (V) and another NP.

The syntactic description relates the first NP to the Theme role and the second NP

to the Destination role. The semantic representation connects the thematic roles
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to the event structure assumed by Moens and Steedman (1988) (more details in

Section 6.4), the concept of the underlying event is characterized by the semantic

predicate motion. The path predicate is defined by the three building blocks ini-

tial_location, Trajectory and Destination, of which only the Destination

is realized overtly in the syntax. This frame therefore accounts for examples like

‘John entered the room’, where John is the Theme that moves during event E on a

path that is defined by the Destination which John arrives at due to his motion in

E.

escape-51.1

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP V NP
Syntax: NP = Theme

V
NP = Destination

Semantics: motion(during(E), Theme)
path(during(E), ?Initial_Location, ?Trajectory, Destination)

Example: ‘John entered the room.‘, John came into the room.’

Figure 6.1: Frame of class escape-51.1 in English VerbNet

In the following, I present the assumptions made in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. One

of the challenges of encoding the class of verbs in the resource is the large variation

of syntactic patterns found for motion verbs in the language. This makes syntactic

structures that correlate with common semantic patterns hard to find. In the follow-

ing, I employ an algorithmic visualization system that helps to overcome this issue

and yields subclasses of motion verbs that can be implemented as such in Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet.

6.3 Subclasses of motion verbs

This section presents the strategy for subclass formation in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet,

based on the syntactic and semantic properties of motion verbs identified in the

previous chapters. In particular, I show that the concept of scalarity, which has

proven to be relevant for the formation of complex predicates of motion in Chapter

4, is appropriate for defining initial subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs (§6.3.1).

These subclasses can then be further subdivided on the basis of the syntactic prop-

erties of the member verbs, using an automatic clustering approach paired with a
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visualization system. The system and its results are presented in §6.3.2.

6.3.1 Theoretical foundation

Investigating the syntactic alternation patterns of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 has shown that syntactic patterns which correlate with other syntactic or

semantic patterns in the verb class are hard to find (for an overview see Appendices

8.A to 8.C). Even the most common syntactic alternation, causativization, is char-

acterized by a multitude of patterns which do not show any correlation with other

alternations. As a consequence, it is impossible to find verb classes that exhibit a

consistent syntactic pattern. The only regularity that can be established is found on

the level of lexical semantics. Chapter 4 shows that one of the distinguishing factors

of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs is the notion of scalarity: Verbs denote either scalar or

non-scalar events, with two verbs realizing either one depending on the context they

occur in. This distinction is the determining factor of complex predicate formation

for cps of motion. In particular, these cps are formed out of a scalar motion verb,

which combines with a non-scalar motion verb to express manner of motion along a

path.

As the property of scalarity and the effect it has on complex predicate formation

is consistent across all investigated cps, I argue that it serves as an adequate de-

terminant for an initial subcategorization of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs into different

subclasses. Table 6.1 provides a brief overview of the division and a subset of motion

verbs that characterize it in Urdu/Hindi.

Scalar motion verbs

The change of an event is homomorphic to the structure of the path of change.
Examples:
ghUs-na ‘to enter’, nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’, mUr. -na ‘to turn’, etc.

Non-scalar motion verbs

The change of an event cannot be mapped onto the path of change.
Examples:
lAngAr.a-na ‘to hobble’, kud-na ‘to jump’, Ir.

hla-na ‘to walk proudly’, etc.

Verbs lexicalizing both

The verbs exhibit scalar + non-scalar properties, depending on the construction.
bhag-na ‘to run’, cAl-na ‘to walk’

Table 6.1: Overview of subclasses of motion verbs according to scalarity

In total, 20 out of 54 motion verbs denote scalar motion, 21 denote non-scalar mo-
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tion and two can lexicalize both.1 Therefore, similar to Levin (1993) for English, dis-

cussed in Section 2.4, I take a lexical semantic criterion as the parameter for an initial

subclassification of the class of motion verbs. However, instead of using the notions

of direction, manner and direct external cause as in Levin and Rappaport Hovav

(1992), I employ the concept of scalarity and partition Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

accordingly.

These subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs do not necessarily entail a common

syntactic alternation of all the verbs subsumed under them. Rather, each subclass

exhibits different patterns regarding the syntactic alternations discussed in Chapter

3. Due to the fact that the alternations characterizing each verb are manifold and

do not exhibit a consistent syntactic and semantic behavior in the language, it is

difficult to see overall patterns at a glance. Therefore, I propose to use an automatic

approach to clustering in order to establish meaningful subclasses of motion verbs.

The clustering is accompanied by an algorithmic visualization that helps to interpret

the results from the clustering. In the following I show that this innovative way of

looking at a comparatively complex data set greatly supports data analysis and

allows for a detection of finer-grained, syntactically motivated classes inside the

subclasses shown in Table 6.1. This follows the general methodology of subclass

formation in VerbNet, where subclasses of verbs are motivated by their syntactic

properties that distinguish them from other subclasses.

6.3.2 An automatic approach to subclass identification

The automatic approach used for the identification of subclasses of Urdu/Hindi mo-

tion verbs is based on Lamprecht et al. (2013) (also see Section 2.7) and offers a new

way of representing the results of automatic clustering algorithms by employing a

Visual Analytics system which maps members of a cluster and their distances to each

other onto a two-dimensional space. Lamprecht et al. (2013) show that the system

allows for an insightful investigation of linguistically motivated data, presenting a

case study on Urdu n+v complex predicates. For the investigation of Urdu/Hindi

motion verbs pursued here, I use a slightly extended version of the system and I

show that it can be used for the task at hand. In the following, I briefly present the

clustering approach and then go on to show how the visualization system provides

the crucial level of abstraction which sheds light onto the internal syntactic patterns

1For an overview of the patterns among Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, see the tables in §6.3.2.
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of the theoretically-motivated subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs.

Clustering

From a data analysis perspective, the input consists of 52 nine-dimensional data

objects, one object for each verb, with each dimension corresponding to the verb’s

behavior in a specific syntactic alternation, in particular with respect to valency,

the availability of the direct and the indirect causative, the case marking of sub-

ject and object, the pattern with respect to the two object alternations of cognate

objects and telic paths and their event structure.2 The information is stored in a

comma-separated file, where each line corresponds to an Urdu/Hindi motion verb,

its transliteration/translation and the array of syntactic and semantic features. A

sample input file is shown in Figure 6.2, with the key in Table 6.2 explaining the

values available for each feature.3

Figure 6.2: Input file structure

In order to calculate the similarity between data objects, the system uses the

Euclidean distance to measure the distances between the vectors of the data object.

2For the verb clustering, I refrain from encoding the behavior of motion verbs with aspectual
light verbs, as Chapter 3 shows that generalizations are hard to identify.

3The values 0-2 in Table 6.2 are not intended to imply that features are binary. They merely
serve as a technical solution to make the underlying patterns available to the automatic clustering
approach.
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Feature Value Explanation Example

Valency 0 Intransitive verb UbhAr-na ‘to rise’
1 Transitive verb phand-na ‘to leap over’

Caus 0 No direct causative a-na ‘to come’
1 Direct causative Ubhar-na ‘to rise’

ICaus 0 No indirect causative ja-na ‘to go’
1 Indirect causative UbhAr-va-na ‘to rise’

scalarity 0 Non-scalar motion It.
hla-na ‘to strut’

1 Scalar-motion pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’
2 Verbs lexicalizing both bhag-na ‘to run’

subjcase 0 Nominative ghUs-na ‘to enter’
1 Ergative phand-na ‘to leap over’

obj/oblcase 0 N/A dor. -na ‘to run’
1 Nominative/accusative phand-na ‘to leap over’
2 Locative ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Cogobj 0 N/A It.
hla-na ‘to strut’

1 Cognate object construction bhag-na ‘to run’
Pathobj 0 N/A ter-na ‘to float’

1 Telic path alternation bhag-na ‘to run’
event 0 [proc] UbhAr-na ‘to rise’

1 [init, proc] phand-na ‘to leap over’
2 [proc, res] ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Table 6.2: Input features and their values

In general, the smaller the distance between two data objects is, the more similar

they are in their syntactic and semantic structure. In order to cluster the different

vectors, k-Means clustering is used. This method involves an ex ante decision on

the number of clusters that the data objects are allocated to. This step is a well-

known issue in this type of approach, because it implies that the user already has

knowledge about the underlying data and moreover accepts a potentially less-than-

optimal clustering result. From the data underlying the clustering here, it becomes

clear that the patterns in the subclasses exhibit a fair amount of variation and a

preliminary clustering experiment with the numbers of clusters ranging from k=3 to

k=7 shows that the setting of k=3 and k=4, depending on the verb class, provides

an appropriate approximation.

A sample output of the clustering is shown in Figure 6.3. Here, each data point

has been allocated to one of four clusters (Cluster 0-3), depending on the similarity

of its numerical vector with the vector of the other data points. Therefore, instead of
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finding similarities of verbs by manual means, the clustering algorithm automatically

chooses groups of data objects that have a similar feature vector.

Figure 6.3: Output file structure

However, the drawbacks of using clustering as the only form of finding subgroups

of verbs are manifold: First, the result does not provide any insights into how similar

data objects in one cluster are, i.e. whether the vectors of those data objects exhibit

a great distance to each other or not. Moreover, it remains unclear as to what vector

values trigger differences between clusters and between individual members of one

cluster. For the theoretically interested user, a purely automatic clustering approach

is therefore unsatisfying, because it does not allow for an in-depth analysis of the

underlying patterns of the data. Moreover, it is impossible to interact with the data

and treat known exceptions that were worked out in the theoretical investigation as

such. In order to overcome these issues, I employ the visualization system presented

in Lamprecht et al. (2013), which allows for an interactive visual investigation of

linguistic data and, consequently, for an adequate interpretation of the results.

Visualization

In the approach taken by Lamprecht et al. (2013), the high-dimensional data vec-

tors are projected onto a two-dimensional space using a principal component analysis
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(pca) algorithm.4 It ensures that in the 2D projection, the distances between data

objects in the high-dimensional space, i.e. the dissimilarities between the verb vec-

tors, are preserved as accurately as possible. In the following I show that a combina-

tion of the theoretical approach to verb classification and the automatic visualization

yields results that are coherent and allow for a well-defined subclassification of mo-

tion verbs in uhvn. In particular, I present the structure of each subclass of motion

verbs, namely scalar and non-scalar verbs and those that lexicalize both.

Scalar verbs As mentioned above, the lexical semantic criterion of scalarity does

not imply a common syntactic and event-structural pattern of verbs that are sub-

sumed under this group. The diversity is shown in Figure 6.4 with the clustering

result of the 20 scalar motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi using k-Means with k=3. In

order to handle large data sets, the system allows for a randomization of overplot-

ted data points in that the position of data objects that lie on top of each other is

slightly changed in order to make the whole data set visible. On the left, the result

is shown without the randomization of the data objects, on the right, data points

are repositioned to make overplotted objects visible.

Figure 6.4: Clusters of scalar motion verbs, original clusters (left) and repositioned
data points (right).

Figure 6.4 shows two things: On the one hand, a number of data points are over-

plotted, illustrated by the comparison between original clustering and repositioned

data objects on the left and right of Figure 6.4. This means that cluster members
4http://workshop.mkobos.com/2011/java-pca-transformation-library/
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have the same feature vector, i.e. their syntactic and semantic feature structure is

fully identical. For instance, this can be observed for the verbs nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’

and ghUs-na ‘to enter’ in cluster #1, represented by one dark blue data object in

the original visualization (bottom right cluster in the left box of Figure 6.4). The

individual data points only appear in the randomized visualization on the right of

Figure 6.4. Investigating cluster #1 further shows that the verb pAhUnc-na ‘to ar-

rive’ differs with respect to its valency (pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ has been established in

Chapter 3 as being intransitive). This difference in feature structure is represented

by a slightly different position of the data object on the canvas.

The largest cluster is cluster #2, the group of light green data objects which

form a largely homogeneous group: For instance, verbs like UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ and

mUr.-na ‘to turn’ are intransitive in the base form, exhibit a common causativization

pattern (direct and indirect causative available) and have the same event structure

([proc]). Four verbs exhibit an exceptional pattern in the cluster, represented by

a slightly different position of the data objects on the canvas: For one, jhul-na ‘to

swing’ (leftmost bottom data point) can license a cognate object, an alternation that

is not available for any other verb in the cluster. In contrast, a-na ‘to come’ and

ja-na ‘to go’, represented by the two objects in the upper right corner of cluster #2,

cannot have the direct and indirect causative form, making them different to the

large majority of the cluster members. The verb gUzAr-na ‘to cross’ differs because

the verb licenses a locational oblique, a syntactic property not shared by the other

motion verbs in the cluster. These differences potentially arise from the choice of k

in the automatic clustering, however, linguistic information helps to untangle those

instances from the larger homogenous group of verbs.

Cluster #3 with the light blue data points on the upper right is more homoge-

neous and subsumes transitive motion verbs, in particular phand-na and phAlang-na

‘to leap over’, which exhibit the exact same feature structure (indicated by an over-

plotted data point). chor-na ‘to leave’ also belongs to the cluster, but differs in the

possibility for causative formation (phand-na and phAlang-na ‘to leap over’ only have

the indirect causative, whereas chor-na ‘to leave’ has none).

This shows that in addition to an at-a-glance overview of the subclass, zooming

into the individual data points is an enormous benefit of the system, not only for

comparing objects within one cluster, but also for a comparison between clusters. For

instance, when investigating the properties of verbs from the dark green and the dark

blue cluster more closely, it becomes apparent that these two groups of verbs differ
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in two major ways: They causativize differently (the verbs in the dark green group

do not causativize at all, the other cluster has direct and indirect causatives) and

they exhibit a difference in valency (a-na ‘to come’ and ja-na ‘to go’ are intransitive

whereas verbs like ghUs-na ‘to enter’ have a locational oblique). Nevertheless, these

differences between clusters always have to be verified by manual inspection, due

to the fact that in the projection of a high-dimensional data space onto a lower

dimension, some distinctions level out: Two data objects may be far apart in the

high-dimensional space, but end up closely together in the 2D projection.

Overall, the clustering result suggests that there are three subclasses of scalar

motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi, separable on the basis of their syntactic and event-

structural patterns. In order to provide an overview of the visualization result, I

list the respective subclasses and their member verbs in Table 6.3, based on the

visualization shown in Figure 6.4. These subclasses are used as the basis for the

implementation of the lexical resource in Section 6.4.

Light green (#2) Dark blue (#1) Light blue (#3)

Ut.
h-na ‘to rise’ ghUs-na ‘to enter’ phAlang-na ‘to leap over’

UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ phand-na ‘to leap over’
UtAr-na ‘to descend’ nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ chor-na ‘to leave’
bAr.

h-na ‘to advance’
gIr-na ‘to fall’
pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’
jhul-na ‘to swing’
lot.-na ‘to return’
mUr. -na ‘to turn’
t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’
gUzAr-na ‘to cross’
a-na ‘to come’
ja-na ‘to go’

Shared properties: Shared properties: Shared properties:
Valency, subjcase subjcase, obj/oblcase, Valency, subjcase,

Event obj/oblcase, Event

Table 6.3: Subclasses of scalar motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

Non-scalar verbs In contrast to the scalar verbs discussed above, non-scalar verbs

and their syntactic feature vectors seem to be best clustered with k=4, as the setting
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of four clusters yields the most coherent subclass identification for this group of verbs.

The results are presented in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Clusters of non-scalar motion verbs, original clusters (left) and reposi-
tioned data points (right).

Cluster #1 (light blue data points) on the top of the original and repositioned

visualization (left and right of Figure 6.5, respectively) are representations for the

two near-synonyms kUcAl-na and rond-na ‘to trample’. The difference in the feature

vector is that kUcAl-na has the direct and indirect causative, whereas rond-na has

neither. The distance between the data points for kUcAl-na and rond-na ‘to trample’

illustrates the issue of visualizing high-dimensional data as discussed above: Both

verbs belong to one cluster and are most likely positioned close to each other in

the high-dimensional space, however mapping the high-dimensional space onto two

dimensions potentially reduces the interpretability of the result.

Cluster #2 on the bottom right (dark green cluster of verbs) shows perfect ho-

mogeneity: Represented as one data point on the left of Figure 6.5, with all other

data points overplotted, this group of verbs is characterized by the same feature vec-

tor and therefore exhibits the same syntactic and semantic properties. The cluster

includes verbs like kud-na ‘to jump’ and mAndEla-na ‘to wander’ which are intransi-

tive and cannot undergo the causative alternation. In contrast, the verbs belonging

to cluster #3 (light green data objects) are all intransitive, but form two groups:

The verbs grouped to the left of cluster #3 are those that have the direct and in-

direct causative, whereas those grouped to the right only have the direct causative.

Randomizing the position of the data objects on the right side of Figure 6.5 shows
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that the former group is larger and features 12 verbs, whereas the latter group only

comprises two verbs.

Cluster #4 on the bottom left with the dark blue data points consists of three

verbs, namely Ur. -na ‘to fly’, dor. -na ‘to run’ and nac-na ‘to dance’. They differ from

the verbs in the light green cluster in that they can have a cognate object, whereas

dor. -na ‘to run’ can additionally have a path object (both alternations are discussed

in §3.3.2). The behavior in the two object alternations is the only difference in

the feature vectors between the two clusters, illustrated by the proximity of the

clusters on the canvas. Table 6.4 lists the subclasses of non-scalar motion verbs in

Urdu/Hindi and their member verbs.

Verbs lexicalizing both The investigation of complex predicates of motion in

Urdu/Hindi in Chapter 4 has shown that some verbs can lexicalize scalar as well

as non-scalar meaning aspects, depending on the context they are used in. The

two verbs that belong to this group, namely cAl-na ‘to walk’ and bhag-na ‘to run’,

exhibit a very similar feature structure, only that bhag-na ‘to run’ does not allow for

a cognate object construction. Therefore the visualization in Figure 6.6 shows them

as closely positioned data points (Figure 6.6 only shows the visualization without

the randomized data points), with the two clusters of verbs briefly recapitulated in

Table 6.5.

Figure 6.6: Clusters of motion verbs lexicalizing scalar and non-scalar aspects.

In sum, Figures 6.4 to 6.6 show the subclass-internal structure of Urdu/Hindi

motions verbs. As expected, the subclasses are not homogenous, a fact that is

mirrored in the cluster visualization by the distances between data points. In the

following I show that in addition to the cluster structure, the visualization offers a

view on the correlation of different features across data objects.
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Light green (#3) Dark green (#2)

bhAt.Ak-na ‘to go astray’ thArAk-na ‘to stomp’
t.EhIl-na ‘to lollop’ t.

hUmAk-na ‘to strut’
lApAk-na ‘to dash’ kud-na ‘to jump’
sErAk-na ‘to slither’ reng-na ‘to crawl’
phIr-na ‘to wander’ rApAt.-na ‘to slip’
phIsAl-na ‘to slip’ lAr.k

hAra-na ‘to stumble’
khIsAk-na ‘to slide’ It.

hla-na ‘to strut’
mAtAk-na ‘to sashay’ phUdAk-na ‘to hop’
ter-na ‘to float’ lAngAra-na ‘to hobble’
cAr.

h-na ‘to climb’ cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’
bEhE-na ‘to run (water)’ mAndEla-na ‘to wander’
jhApAt.-na ‘to scram’ lIpAt.-na ‘to roll’
ghum-na ‘to roll’
lUr.

hAk-na ‘to tumble’

Shared properties: Shared properties:
Valency, subjcase, Event subjcase, obj/oblcase,

Event, Causativization

Light blue (#1) Dark blue (#4)

kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ nac-na ‘to dance’
rond-na ‘to trample’ dor. -na ‘to run’

Ur.-na ‘to fly’

Shared properties: Shared properties:
Valency, subjcase subjcase, obj/oblcase,
obj/oblcase, Event Cogobj, Event

Table 6.4: Subclasses of non-scalar motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

Dark blue Light blue

cAl-na ‘to walk’ bhag-na ‘to run’

Table 6.5: Subclasses of scalar+non-scalar motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

Feature correlation Another view on the data is provided by the correlation

matrix shown in Figure 6.7, using the complete set of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi.

This visualization shows how strong the correlation between different syntactic and
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semantic features is, with the size of the circles representing the correlation strength

and the color indicating whether the correlations are negative (white) or positive

(black).5 Figure 6.7 shows that the features Caus and ICaus strongly correlate with

a strength of 0.873. This means that if a verb features a direct causative, it is very

likely that the verb also has an indirect causative and vice versa.

Moreover, the event structural pattern of a verb is correlated with the case of

the object (OBJcase) that is licensed. When investigating the relevant cases more

closely, it becomes apparent that the verbs ghUs-na ‘to enter’ and nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’

have oblique case marking that marks the target and source location, respectively.

This has an impact on the event structure in that the verb licenses a result subevent

(see Chapter 5 on the event structure in the spirit of Ramchand (2008)).

The correlation matrix also brings to light a well-known fact of Urdu/Hindi in

that the case of the subject (SUBJcase) is related to the valency of the verb. A

majority of Urdu/Hindi verbs can have ergative case marking when the verb is

transitive and in perfective tense. The reason why the correlation is only 0.548

in Figure 6.7 is that verbs that I have established as being transitive, for instance

ghUs-na ‘to enter’ (see 3.2 for the analysis), in fact license a locational oblique and

do not allow for ergative case on the subject. However, “regular” transitive verbs

like rond-na ‘to trample’ adhere to the principles of ergativity established for the

language.

The correlation matrix shows that in general, syntactic features do not appear

independently from each other, although they do not necessarily result in coherent

subclasses of verbs. This means that individual features exhibit a certain degree of

positive correlation, but those do not exist on a larger scale and across the whole fea-

ture set. In principle, the system can provide insights as to whether the correlation

is the result of a causal relationship or if a third factor drives the correlation between

features. The correlation matrix complements the visualization on the internal struc-

ture of the subclasses of motion verbs in that patterns that hold across subclasses

are made visible, allowing for other generalizations than the cluster visualization.

6.3.3 Discussion

This section shows that combining the assumptions from theoretical linguistics with

the results of an interactive method of visualizing automatically generated clusters

5A correlation of 1.0 on the diagonal is expected, because here the features are correlated with
themselves.
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Figure 6.7: Correlation matrix of the motion verb data

facilitates the structuring of a diverse data set. In addition to the n+v complex pred-

icates in Lamprecht et al. (2013), it is shown that the system can be employed in

other clustering tasks as well, as in the case of establishing verb classes of motion. A

manual classification of the verbs based on their underlying syntactic patterns would

be unfeasible and ineffective given the large variety of alternation patterns that are

present in the verb class. Instead, the visual analytics system helps to automatically

establish subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs. However, the data has to con-

sist of manually-established and linguistically well-motivated syntactic and semantic

properties, with the parameters for clustering carefully chosen. In the case at hand,

the visualization component is vital because the blackbox of automatic clustering

would not allow for a detailed data investigation and it would be tedious to find out

about verbs that have exactly the same feature vector. In the visualization system

of Lamprecht et al. (2013), this is done at-a-glance by investigating overplotted data

objects.

Another important benefit of the system is the possibility for error detection and

correction in the underlying data set. In two cases, the motion verb input file con-

tained a wrong feature value, with the result that the verbs were clustered differently

than assumed when compared to similar verbs. Consulting the visualization brought

these coding errors to light, preventing an erroneous encoding in the lexical resource.

But not only the visualization component of the system provides insights into
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the structure of the verb class: The information contained in the correlation matrix

shows that certain syntactic features do not appear independently from one another,

for example the grammaticality of the direct causative positively correlates with the

grammaticality of the indirect causative and vice versa. Therefore, the system allows

for a well-motivated structuring of the resource as well as the detection of patterns

that hold across verb classes and allow for the deduction of further generalizations.

Extending the theoretically-motivated subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs on

the basis of scalarity, the visualization has generated a set of classes in each of the

subclasses. In the following I show that the subclasses established in this section are

the basis for establishing the lexical resource for Urdu/Hindi. The challenges and

language-specific criteria are discussed in the following.

6.4 Principles for verb classification in Urdu/Hindi Verb-

Net

In this section I lay out the specific principles by which motion verb information is

encoded in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet (henceforth uhvn). In particular, I show how the

verb classification of the algorithmic visualization in the previous section is recorded

in the resource (§6.4.1). I then introduce the information that is encoded at the

levels of syntax and semantics (§6.4.2), before discussing the ways of conceptually

representing the spatial notions of path and location (§6.4.3).

6.4.1 The class of motion verbs

Based on the theoretical linguistic investigation in Chapter 4 and the results from

the automatic verb classification in the previous section, main verbs of motion in

Urdu/Hindi are best separated into three classes, namely scalar verbs, non-scalar

verbs and verbs that lexicalize either scalar or non-scalar meaning, depending on

the context they occur in. In uhvn, non-scalar verbs are recorded as belonging to

class It.
hlana-1.1, scalar verbs are subsumed under UbhArna-1.2 and verbs lexicalizing

both belong to class bhagna-1.3 (the name of the class is determined by the first

member in the alphabet). Similar to other VerbNets and as confirmed in the verb

class visualization above, each class has its own set of subclasses, depending on the

syntactic patterns that are found in each class. For Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, Figure

6.8 shows the name of each subclass, its id in the verb resource (as motion verbs
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are the first verb class in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, they are treated as class ‘1’) and the

number of verbs that each class comprises.6

Class: Motion verbs

Main verbs (1.1 - 1.3)

Non-scalar Scalar Both
It.

hlana-1.1 UbhArna-1.2 bhagna-1.3
# of verbs: 29 # of verbs: 19 # of verbs: 2

# of subclasses: 2 # of subclasses: 3 # of subclasses: None

Figure 6.8: Subclasses in Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

In VerbNet, each subclass inherits the properties of its superclass and adds a

property that only the subclass has. Thereby each node in the hierarchy is charac-

terized by a list of attribute-value pairs that encode its linguistic properties. In the

following, I present the kind of information that is encoded in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet,

based on the theoretical investigations carried out in the thesis. This particularly

concerns the levels of syntactic and semantic representation (§6.4.2), with a specific

focus on the ways of encoding the notions of location and path in the resource,

discussed in §6.4.3.

6.4.2 Frame information

The two levels of representation that are generally assumed in VerbNet are the

syntactic and the semantic/conceptual representation. In this section, I discuss the

ways that syntactic information on motion verbs is encoded in uhvn and I show how

this information is related to the conceptual information on motion that is recorded

in the resource.

Syntactic representation

Following the methodology of English VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kipper et al.

2008), each verb is characterized by a set of syntactic frames or alternations that it

partakes in. From the viewpoint of syntax, a frame is characterized by the obligatory

syntactic constituents and the semantic role that these constituents play in the event.

6The verb classes are downloadable in xml format from
http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/pages/home/hautli/ or can viewed as html documents un-
der the same link.
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In principle, this kind of interface can be treated as an abbreviated representation

of argument structure, as it connects syntactic information, here by way of the part

of speech, with semantic information, using a set of semantic roles.

As an example, consider a subclass of motion verbs in English VerbNet (version

3.2), the ‘run’ verbs (verb class run-51.3.2), with its representative ‘to jump’ and

the frame shown in Figure 6.9 (among others): Here, the verb is used transitively

with a locative noun phrase, the schematized VerbNet entry describes the syntactic

configuration that the verb appears in as NP V NP. Moreover, the entry encodes the

thematic roles that are occupied by each of the nominal phrases in the alternation.

In particular, the first NP is the Theme of the event, with the second NP denoting

the Location. The frame is complemented by a sample usage of the verb in this

configuration.

Example: ‘to jump’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP V NP

Locative Preposition Drop
Syntax: NP = Theme

V
NP = Location

Example: The horse jumped the stream.

Figure 6.9: Frame for ‘to jump’ in English VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005)

One of the main differences of English and Urdu/Hindi VerbNet is the set of se-

mantic roles that is assumed. English VerbNet uses a set of 21 semantic roles: Actor,

Agent, Asset, Attribute, Beneficiary, Cause, Destination, Experiencer, Extent, In-

strument, Location, Material, Patient, Predicate, Product, Recipient, Source, Stim-

ulus, Theme, Time and Topic. These are based on the requirements put up by an

adequate representation of thematic information across all verb classes in English

VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005). As an extension of the system, Bonial et al. (2011)

merge these roles with those of lirics (Linguistic Infrastructure for Interoperable

Resources and Systems) (Francopoulo et al. 2006), resulting in the semantic role

hierarchy shown in Figure 6.10. In this hierarchy, the 21 initial VerbNet roles are

sorted under the four main roles of Actor, Undergoer, Place and Time.

The set of semantic roles resulting from the decompositional approach to event

structure by Ramchand (2008), discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis, bears a striking

resemblance to the topmost level of the role hierarchy introduced by Bonial et al.
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Figure 6.10: Hierarchical role set of English VerbNet
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(2011). Nevertheless, a direct comparison of the two sets is difficult, because the rule

set of Bonial et al. (2011) is motivated by a conceptual view on semantics and it is

not clear whether the roles subsumed by one of the top categories in fact correspond

to what is postulated by Ramchand’s system. For instance, the role of the Result

is grouped under the concept of the Patient, which in turn is treated as a kind of

Undergoer in Bonial et al. (2011). In the first phase approach of Ramchand (2008),

the entailments of the resultee and the undergoer relate to subevental structure,

but are not related via a conceptual hierarchy in that one role specifies the other.

Another difference of the two approaches is that Ramchand (2008) explicitly al-

lows for composite semantic roles, i.e. an entity can be both the initiator and

the undergoer of an event, something that is not accounted for in the system

proposed by Bonial et al. (2011). Here, arguments can only have one semantic role.

In addition, the semantic roles entailed in Ramchand’s system have concrete syn-

tactic diagnostics which justify their existence, an approach that is not pursued by

Bonial et al. (2011). Having a fixed set of syntactic criteria that governs the assign-

ment of the semantic roles as assumed in Ramchand (2008) facilitates the process

of extending the resource, as annotators can more easily decide what the correct

semantic role of an argument is.

Another difference in the syntactic representation between English and Urdu/

Hindi VerbNet is due to a structural difference between the two languages: English

has a fixed word order and the order of constituents in the description and the

order of elements in the syntactic frame indicate which constituent occupies which

thematic role in the frame, illustrated in Figure 6.9 for the verb ‘to jump’. This

way of relating syntactic to semantic information cannot be directly transferred to

languages with a free word order such as Urdu/Hindi, which require the resource

to be more explicit about the way the syntactic and semantic role information is

connected. The previous chapters, in particular Chapters 3 and 4, have shown that

case marking sheds light on the syntactic function of constituents in the sentence.

For instance, the ergative case marker =ne is used as an indication for the initiator

role in Chapter 4, whereas the case clitics =mẽ ‘in’ and =se ‘from’ denote locations.

Therefore, I propose an explicit recording of case information in the syntactic frames

in uhvn in order to make the mapping of semantic role information to syntactic

constituents more explicit.7

7In English VerbNet, this method is used to mark specific prepositional phrases that serve as
verbal arguments.
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A schematized version of the proposal is illustrated in Figure 6.11: Here, the con-

stituents are recorded in their canonical order (SOV), with case information attached

in brackets in order to distinguish the constituents from each other. The alternation

possibilities for case marking on the two noun phrases, namely NP (nom/erg) and

NP (nom/acc), originate from the fact that Urdu/Hindi has structural and semantic

case marking (for more discussion see §2.6.2). Ergative case on the subject is gen-

erally used when the verb is transitive and in the perfective. As an exception, some

intransitives (mostly verbs of bodily function) allow their subjects to be ergative,

entailing an increased sense of volitionality and control (for more details see Davison

(1999)). The nominative/accusative alternation is found for objects in the language

and is governed by specificity, animacy and affectedness (Kachru 1980, Saksena 1982,

Butt and King 1991, Mohanan 1994, inter alia).

Example: A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (erg/nom) NP (acc/nom) V
Syntax: NP (erg/nom) = initiator + undergoer

NP (acc/nom) = path
V

Example: @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� @QÓ@
Amra=ne devar=ko phanda.
‘Amra jumped over the wall.’

Figure 6.11: Frame for phand-na ‘to leap over’ in uhvn

In the syntactic representation, each phrase is mapped onto one (or more) seman-

tic roles. For phand-na ‘to leap over’, the noun phrase marked with the ergative case

(the subject) is the initiator as well as the undergoer of the action denoted by

the verb, whereas the investigation in Chapter 5 has shown that the object marked

with either nominative or accusative case lays out the path of motion and should

be treated accordingly. Parallel to English VerbNet, an example of the verb in the

frame completes the syntactic frame information.

Figure 6.12 shows the frame information for ghUs-na ‘to enter’, a verb which

licenses the semantic roles of undergoer and resultee, with the locative-marked

NP denoting the result location.
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Example: A 	J�êÃ ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (nom) NP (loc) V
Syntax: NP (nom) = undergoer + resultee

NP (loc) = location
V

Example: úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» @QÓ@
Amra kAmre=mẽ ghUsi.
‘Amra entered the room.’

Figure 6.12: Frame for ghUs-na ‘to enter’ in uhvn

Another approach to distinguishing constituents further would be to explicitly

assign grammatical functions to each argument (e.g. subj, obj, obi), however,

grammatical functions imply a dependency relation between a verb and its argu-

ments, a concept that is not overtly expressed anywhere else in the resource and

that would add a new notion to the resource architecture. Moreover, I argue that

the resource should be kept agnostic with respect to the syntactic framework that

information is drawn from in order to make it compatible with any other kind of

resource. The level of abstraction in VerbNet rather lies in the area of semantic role

assignment and event structure information, which is independent from the syntactic

nomenclature.

In contrast to English VerbNet, I do not encode any information on selectional

restrictions or sortal constraints on the nominal arguments of the frame: On the one

hand, this is due to the fact that the right level of abstraction for encoding these

constraints is still a research topic of its own, on the other hand my suspicion is

that due to the restricted number of simple verbs in Urdu/Hindi and their resulting

versatile behavior, the encoding of these constraints would not lead to satisfying

results. As shown later on, one exception concerns the complementarity of manner

and result in complex predicates of motion, established in Chapter 5. These two

factors determine the combinatorial possibilities of motion verbs in these cps and

I argue that this regularity should be encoded as a selectional constraint in the

resource.

The following discussion shows how the syntactic representation presented above

is related to the conceptual information in the resource, proposing a set of semantic

predicates that connect both levels of representation.
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Conceptual representation

In making explicit how event participants relate to subevents and how this connects

to the abstract conceptual information, the event structure serves as the glue be-

tween the different levels. English VerbNet uses the temporal ontology proposed

by Moens and Steedman (1988), an approach that has proven highly useful in the

past and is still employed in many computational applications. However, with the

substantial progress of work in the area of formalizing event structure, the field has

gained a deeper understanding of the underlying structure of events. For uhvn,

I employ the event-decompositional framework of Ramchand (2008) introduced in

Chapter 5, a theoretical linguistic approach that is shown to make the right assump-

tions with respect to the subevental decomposition of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and

the syntactic frames they occur in. Table 6.6 briefly summarizes the relevant notions

and their encoding in Moens and Steedman (1988) and Ramchand (2008).

Moens and Steedman (1988)
start(E) Relation of participants before the start of the event
during(E) Relation of participants during the event
result(E) Relation of participants as a result of the event
end(E) Relation of participants at the end of the event
E Stative properties of participants

Ramchand (2008)
[init] Initiation of the event
[proc] Process of the event
[res] Result of the event

Table 6.6: Event predicates in English VerbNet and Urdu/Hindi VerbNet

The two approaches differ with respect to the encoding of the subevents that pre-

cede and follow the subevent of change, namely during(E) in Moens and Steedman

(1988) and [proc] in Ramchand (2008), respectively. In particular, English Verb-

Net, adopting the approach by Moens and Steedman (1988), explicitly encodes the

properties of participants at the beginning of the event (start(E)), a decision which

Kipper-Schuler (2005) argues to be relevant when encoding motion from one point

to another. In contrast, uhvn does not explicitly encode this subevent, because, as

shown when using the approach promoted in Ramchand (2008) and the way motion

is encoded in the resource later on, this subevent becomes redundant, at least in

the class of motion verbs. This redundancy also holds for end(E). In turn, uhvn
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assumes an [init] subevent that is not present in English VerbNet: This subevent

is motivated by the difference between initiators and undergoers, i.e. whether

a participant merely undergoes an event or also initiates it. Moreover, [init] also

denotes the causing subevent, something which in English VerbNet is recorded by

assuming a stative subevent E in which the causing action happens. Despite the dif-

ferences between the systems of Moens and Steedman (1988) and Ramchand (2008),

some information in the temporal expressions overlaps: during(E) corresponds to the

[proc] subevent, whereas result(E) matches with the entailments of the [res] subevent

in uhvn. Table 6.7 summarizes the mapping between the predicates.

Moens and Steedman (1988) Ramchand (2008)

— [init]
start(E) —

during(E) [proc]
result(E) [res]
end(E) —

E —

Table 6.7: Mapping between Moens and Steedman (1988) and Ramchand (2008)

In order to connect semantic roles and event structure, semantic predicates ex-

press the function of participants in a particular subevent. Naturally, in the class

of motion verbs, the predicate motion is the core semantic concept and provides an

abstract description of the verb in the [proc] subevent. Figure 6.13 shows how the

conceptual information is encoded for the verb bhag-na ‘to run’ in uhvn.

A 	JÃ AêK. bhag-na ‘to run’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (nom) V
Semantics: motion(proc, undergoer)
Example: AÆêK. Aïfñk�

cuha bhAga.
‘The mouse ran.’

Figure 6.13: Example of [proc] event structure in uhvn

For verbs licensing [init, proc], such as the transitive verb phand-na ‘to leap over’,

the role of the initiator in [init] is one of initiation, recorded as such in the verb

resource. Here, the moving entity is the initiator as well as the undergoer of

the motion. Figure 6.14 illustrates the way this is encoded in uhvn.
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A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (erg/nom) NP (acc/nom) V
Semantics: initiation(init, initiator)

motion(proc, undergoer)
Example: @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� Ñm.�

	' @
AnjUm=ne devar=ko phanda.
‘Anjum leapt over the wall.’

Figure 6.14: Example of [init, proc] event structure in uhvn

What is missing from the conceptual representation for phand-na ‘to leap over’

in Figure 6.14 is the information on the role of devar ‘wall’ in the event: As shown in

Chapter 5, it lays out the path of motion that the undergoer traverses. The exact

way of encoding this spatial information in uhvn is discussed in the following: I show

that the set of semantic predicates needs to be extended, making use of predicates

that have been established for other resources, but also adding a new predicate that

accounts for the type of event structure assumed in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.

6.4.3 Representing locations and paths

The crucial information recorded about motion verbs in a verb resource such as

VerbNet is an adequate representation of the spatial notions of location and path.

In oder to derive reliable inferences based on the information contained in the re-

source, crucial parameters that characterize motion have to be represented: The

location that the entity starts out in, the path that is undergone during the motion

event and the destination that the entity ends up in. As shown by Zaenen et al.

(2008) and Hwang et al. (2013), representing these notions consistently in a Verb-

Net for the whole verbal inventory of a language is not straightforward. In English

VerbNet 3.1, the ways that paths are encoded across the resource are not consistent

and the representations also vary within single verb classes. With the aim of pro-

viding a language-independent encoding of spatial concepts, I follow the proposal of

Hwang et al. (2013), implemented in version 3.2. of English VerbNet, and assume

the semantic predicate of path, which specifies the change of location across verb

classes. In particular, Hwang et al. (2013) propose the encoding shown in Figure

6.15: Here, the path traversed in the course of event E (during(E)) is specified by

Initial_Location, Trajectory and Destination. In cases where these roles
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are uninstantiated in the syntax, the role is preceded by a ‘?’, “making semantically

implicit information explicit in the representation” (Palmer et al. 1986). As a result,

the semantically parallel, though syntactically different frames of ‘to jump’ in Table

6.15 receive a parallel treatment on the level of conceptual information.

run-51.3.2 (revised)
Roles: agent theme source trajectory destination

Frame: NP V PP.trajectory

The horse jumped over the river.
motion(during(E), Theme)
path(E, ?Initial_Location, Trajectory, ?Destination)

Frame: NP V NP.trajectory

The horse jumped the river.
motion(during(E), Theme)
path(E, ?Initial_Location, Trajectory, ?Destination)

Frame: NP V PP.source PP.destination

The horse jumped from the rocks onto the shore.
motion(during(E), Theme)
path(E, Initial_Location, ?Trajectory, Destination)

Figure 6.15: Revised path information in English VerbNet (Hwang et al. 2013, (11))

Figure 6.15 shows that the path argument in English VerbNet differentiates two

different kinds of locations, namely initial_location and destination. In the

set of semantic roles resulting from Ramchand (2008), however, only the role of

location is assumed. In order to make the English and the Urdu/Hindi verb

resource parallel, I argue that Ramchand’s location should be further specified to

make explicit whether it is the location that the motion happens in (location), the

place where the entity starts out in (initial_location) or where the entity moves

to (destination). Moreover, the role of the path, generated from the analysis in

the first phase in Chapter 5, is renamed as trajectory, making uhvn parallel

to its English counterpart. Therefore, the semantic roles motivated by Ramchand

(2008) are slightly refined, but not conceptually changed, with the aim of making

the resource as explicit and comparable as possible. Figure 6.16 summarizes the

adjustment.
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Ramchand: initiator undergoer resultee
↓ ↓ ↓

uhvn: initiator undergoer resultee

Ramchand: path location
↓ ւ ↓ ց

uhvn: trajectory initial_location location destination

Figure 6.16: Semantic roles in Ramchand (2008) and uhvn

For phand-na ‘to leap over’ in Figure 6.17, the first NP (the subject) is the ini-

tiator and the undergoer of the event, with the second NP (the object) laying

out the path of motion (the trajectory). The initiator brings about the mo-

tion event in [init], which is performed by the undergoer in [proc] (motion(proc,

undergoer)). With respect to the path, only the trajectory is specified by the

verb, the features of initial_location and destination are both uninstantiated

in the syntax and therefore marked with ‘?’ in the semantic representation.

Example: A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP.initiator+undergoer NP.trajectory V

Semantics: initiation(init, initiator)
motion(proc, undergoer)
path(proc, ?initial_location, trajectory, ?destination)

Example: @Y 	KAêK� ñ» P@ñK
X ÿ 	� @QÓ@
Amra=ne divar=ko phanda.
‘Amra jumped over the wall.’

Figure 6.17: Semantic representation of location and path in uhvn

For ghUs-na ‘to enter’, the same principles apply: The verb licenses the two

subevents [proc] and [res], with the motion of the undergoer happening in [proc]

and the path specified by the destination of the movement. The difference to the

verb entry of phand-na ‘to leap over’ is the existence of a resultative subevent, based

on the assumptions in Ramchand (2008), whose implication is that the resultee

has a specific property: In the case of ghUs-na ‘to enter’, the result is that the un-

dergoer of the motion ends up in the final location. This entailment is mirrored by
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the result_state predicate (result_state(res, resultee, at(destination))) in Fig-

ure 6.18, a predicate which is inserted for all [res] subevents across the verb resource.

This predicate, which is not found in English VerbNet, is a direct consequence of

the strict application of Ramchand’s event decompositional framework in the verb

resource, with the consequence that the two resources differ in the exact spellout

of event structure. In uhvn, I propose that it should be treated as a three-place

predicate in the form of result_state(res, resultee, Prop). The lexical entry for

ghUs-na ‘to enter’ in Figure 6.18 illustrates its usage in the class of motion verbs.

Example: A 	J�êÃ ghUs-na ‘to enter’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP.undergoer+resultee NP.destination V

Semantics: motion(proc, undergoer)
path(proc, ?initial_location, ?trajectory, destination)
result_state(res, resultee, at(destination))

Example: úæ�êÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» @QÓ@
Amra kAmre=mẽ ghUsi.
‘Amra entered the room.’

Figure 6.18: Semantic representation of location and path in uhvn

In sum, the treatment of locations and paths in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet as proposed

here reflects a thorough theoretical linguistic analysis and provides the computational

lexical resource with theoretically-motivated building blocks for future analysis. By

adjusting and specifying the roles of Ramchand (2008), I arrive at a parallel repre-

sentation of these notions in English and Urdu VerbNet, a property that is desired

in the context of parallel resource development and interoperability.

In the following section I show that another language-specific way of encoding

motion along a path makes use of these semantic predicates, although I show that

the set needs to be slightly extended. For now, the representation of spatiality for

motion verbs in uhvn requires two semantic predicates, briefly summarized below.

• path: Description of the path that the entity traverses, specified by

initial_location, trajectory and destination.

• result_state: Description of the result state that the entity is in as a result

of the event.
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6.4.4 Interim summary

The decisions made in this section concerning the encoding of syntactic and con-

ceptual information on Urdu/Hindi motion verbs follow the general principles that

underlie VerbNets for languages like English, Arabic and Chinese. However, I show

that some adjustments need to be made in order to account for the structure of

Urdu/Hindi and the theoretical linguistic assumptions underlying uhvn. This par-

ticularly concerns the encoding of event structure, which differs from the represen-

tation commonly used in other VerbNets. Despite these differences and apart from

the addition of the initiation predicate, the semantic predicates employed in the

conceptual representation are kept parallel to those employed in English VerbNet.

This particularly concerns the representation of motion and spatial notions such as

the location and the path of motion.

In the following, I show that the decisions made above account for an adequate

representation of the causative alternation in the resource and also account for the

phenomenon of complex predicate formation in Urdu/Hindi.

6.5 The implementation of language-specific construc-

tions

Despite the fact that VerbNets have been implemented for a number of languages,

among them English (Kipper-Schuler 2005), Mandarin (Liu and Chiang 2008) and

Arabic (Mousser 2010), each language poses its own challenge that has to be dealt

with in detail in order to allow for an adequate and efficient encoding of linguistic

information. In the following, I discuss the language-specific challenges for estab-

lishing a VerbNet for Urdu/Hindi, based on the patterns that are found in the class

of motion verbs. In particular, I discuss the implications from the investigation of

causativization in the verb class (§6.5.1) and I present a way of dealing with the

phenomenon of complex predication, which has so far not been dealt with in any

other VerbNet (§6.5.2). §6.5.3 summarizes the results.

6.5.1 Causativization

As §3.3.1 shows, the causative alternation in the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

exhibits a multitude of patterns: Not only do verbs exhibit a seemingly idiosyncratic

pattern with respect to the availability of the causative, they also mark it either
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by adding a causative suffix to the root (-a- for the direct and -va- for the indirect

causative), by phonologically adjusting the root, for instance by lengthening a root

vowel, or by allowing a combination of the two. The examples in (245) for the

verb UtAr-na ‘to descend’ briefly recapitulate the pattern, with the morphological

causative triggering a phonological adjustment in the root. Example (245a) shows

the root form of the verb where the short vowel -A- is consumed due to schwa deletion

(Utr-i ‘descend-Perf.F.Sg’ instead of UtAr-i), however in the causative form in (245b),

the short -A- is lengthened to the long vowel -a-. In the indirect causative with -va-

in (245c), the short vowel -A- of the base form is retained.

(245) a. øQ�K@ ú �æ ��»
kASti Utr-i

boat.F.Sg.Nom descend-Perf.F.Sg

‘The boat descended.’

b. øPA�K@ ú �æ ��» ÿ 	� Q�
Ã ùïf AÓ
mahi ger=ne kASti Utar-i

fisherman.M.Sg=Erg boat.F.Sg.Nom descend.Caus-Perf.F.Sg

‘The fisherman descended the boat.’

c. úG
 @ðQ
�K @ ú �æ ��» ÿ��� Q�
Ã ùïf AÓ ÿ 	� �@

Us=ne mahi ger=se kASti

Pron.3.Sg=Erg fisherman.M.Sg=Instr boat.F.Sg.Nom

UtAr-va-yi

descend-ICaus-Perf.F.Sg

‘He made the fisherman descend the boat.’

This makes causativization in Urdu/Hindi similar to the patterns of causativiza-

tion found in a variety of other languages, where the causative form of the verb is

derived morphologically, including Arabic (Benmamoun 1991, Mousser 2011). For

the class structure of VerbNet, this is insofar a challenge as it is not the same stem

which appears in the respective frames and exhibits the related syntactic properties.

Instead, the paradigm of the verb is represented by different verb forms which, as in

Urdu/Hindi, cannot always be consistently derived from the base form. This con-

trasts with English, where the same verb form undergoes the causative alternation,

for instance ‘to break’ (e.g. John breaks the vase versus The vase breaks).
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In order to deal with the issue of morphologically-based alternations in an in-

tuitive and theoretically adequate way, Mousser (2011) proposes the concept of the

sibling class for Arabic VerbNet: In this approach, the verb class with the root

form of the verb is the basic class, with the sibling class recording the morphologi-

cal form of the alternant together with its set of syntactic and semantic properties.

Due to the fact that Urdu/Hindi features two causatives, the direct and the indi-

rect causative, each verb class ends up having two sibling classes, which accounts

for each alternation individually. This separation of the causative paradigm follows

from the conclusion arrived at in Section 5.4 in that the indirect causative is not an

additional layer on top of the direct causative, but is independently formed on the

basis of the stem form of the verb. Having two sibling classes for the causative also

accounts for the fact that not all verbs feature both causatives: Verbs like thArAk-na

‘to stomp’ only have the direct causative, whereas verbs like phand-na ‘to leap over’

only feature the indirect causative. Figure 6.19 illustrates the principle of the sibling

class for encoding information on the causative alternation in uhvn.

Basic class: Non-scalar motion verbs

Frame 0.1
NPi V
cuha dor. -a ‘The mouse ran.’
Members
dor. -na ‘to run’, ter-na ‘to swim’

Sibling class 1:
Non-scalar motion verbs

Frame 0.1
NPi NPj V
AnjUm=ne cuhe=ko dor.aya
‘Anjum made the mouse run.’
Members
dor. -a-na ‘to make run’
ter-a-na ‘to make swim’

Sibling class 2:
Non-scalar motion verbs

Frame 0.1
NPi NPj NPk V
AnjUm=ne AmrA=se cuhe=ko dor.vaya
‘Anjum made Amra chase the mouse.’
Members
dor. -va-na ‘to make run’
ter-va-na ‘to make swim’

Figure 6.19: Sibling classes for Urdu/Hindi causatives

A great benefit of the concept of the sibling class is that it retains the structure

of the verb paradigm in that conceptually related verb forms are still recorded as
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forming a delimited subclass of verbs, instead of grouping the alternated verb forms

in a different class without explicitly stating the relation to the base form. Moreover,

using sibling classes avoids overloading one verb entry in a class with morphological

information that has to be connected to different syntactic alternations of the verb.

The approach taken by Mousser (2011) is much cleaner and shows that sibling classes

offer a general principle of encoding morphologically-rich languages in a resource like

VerbNet.

The direct causative The syntactic representation of the direct causative follows

the principles set out above: Each noun phrase is connected to a semantic role, with

the ergative/nominative noun phrase contributing the initiator of the event and the

accusative/nominative-marked phrase occupying the undergoer role in the event.

The conceptual representation of the causative employs the semantic predicate cause,

also used in English and Arabic VerbNet for encoding causing events. The uhvn

entry in Figure 6.20 illustrates the representation on the basis of the direct causative

bhAg-a-na ‘to run’: The verb licenses [init] and [proc] and the [proc] event can be

described with the motion predicate, the initiation subevent is described by the

semantic predicate cause, which states that the initiator causes the event in [init]

by making the causee perform the action, instead of merely initiating it.

Sibling 1: A 	K AÇ AêK. bhag-a-na ‘to make run’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (erg/nom) NP (acc/nom) V
Syntax: NP (erg/nom) = initiator

NP (acc/nom) = undergoer
Semantics: cause(init, initiator)

motion(proc, undergoer)
Example: AK
AÆêK. ñ» ÿïfñk� ÿ 	� Ñm.�

	' @
AnjUm=ne cuhe=ko bhAgaya.
‘Anjum made the mouse run.’

Figure 6.20: Example of the event structure representation for direct causatives in
uhvn

The indirect causative A more difficult case arises with the encoding of the

indirect causative: From a syntactic point of view, the encoding proceeds as shown

above in that each phrase relates to one semantic role. However, the construction
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calls for an adjustment of the set of roles assumed in Ramchand and discussed in

Section 5.4: In particular, I propose the addition of an intermediary role, which

is solely assigned to intermediate agents in indirect causatives. The intermediary

causes the action of the causee by the order of the external causer. In the first

phase, it does not receive a semantic role because, from a syntactic point of view,

intermediate agents are adjuncts (for more details see Section 5.4). However, it is

syntactically well-motivated due to its exclusively instrumental case marking. In

the case of implementing the lexical resource and with the aim of making it as

transparent as possible, I claim that the concept of the intermediary needs to be

recorded overtly, which is why I argue for its inclusion in the set of semantic roles.

Therefore, the final set is as shown in Figure 6.21.

Ramchand: initiator undergoer resultee ∅
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

uhvn: initiator undergoer resultee intermediary

Ramchand: path location
↓ ւ ↓ ց

uhvn: trajectory initial_location location destination

Figure 6.21: Semantic roles in Ramchand (2008) and uhvn

On the level of conceptual representation, the indirect causative also requires a

special treatment. Following the analysis in Chapter 5, an indirect causative verb

licenses an [init, proc, res] event. The first causation event happens in [init] with

the external causer occupying the role of the initiator. In [proc], the initiator

is identified with the undergoer of the event and acts upon the intermediary.

In turn, the intermediary causes the action of the causee (the resultee) in [res].

However, as already discussed in §5.4.1, this analysis is problematic: The result

subevent cannot subsume an event denoting change, i.e. the action of the causee

cannot be a result state. Moreover, the analysis does not incorporate the double

causation layer with the intermediary.

Therefore, in order to provide a consistent account of the indirect causative in

the computational lexical resource, I propose to make an exception to the otherwise

regular event structure decomposition of Ramchand (2008). In particular, I assume

the recursiveness of subevents with two levels of causation, where each causing event

captured in an [init] subevent: The causing action of the external causer is cap-
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tured in the first [init] subevent, with its action upon the intermediary captured

in the first [proc] subevent. The causing action of the intermediary is captured

in the second [init] subevent, with the action performed by the causee captured in

the second [proc] subevent. This entails that the representation has two initiators

and two undergoers: The external causer is an initiator of the action as well

as an undergoer who acts upon the intermediary. The intermediary is also

an initaitor who makes the causee undergo the action contributed by the verb.

The second undergoer role is occupied by the causee who undergoes the motion.

The [init] and [proc] subevents and the roles of the two initiators and under-

goers are kept apart by indexing them differently. In order to encode the relation

between the external causer and the intermediate agent, I propose to use the three-

place semantic predicate act_upon, more specifically act_upon(proc, undergoer,

intermediary), a predicate that is not used in English VerbNet, but which I claim

is required for a theoretically adequate representation of indirect causative events in

uhvn. As a result, the indirect causative bhAg-va-na ‘to run’ is encoded with the

representation shown in Figure 6.20.

Sibling 2: A 	K @ñÂêK. bhAg-va-na ‘to make run’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (erg/nom) NP (instr) NP (acc/nom) V
Syntax: NP (erg/nom) = initiator1 + undergoer1

NP (instr) = intermediary + initiator2

NP (acc/nom) = undergoer2

Semantics: cause(init1, initiator1)
act_upon(proc1, undergoer, intermediary)
cause(init2, initiator2)
motion(proc2, undergoer2)

Example: AK
 @ñÂêK. ñ» ÿïfñk� ÿ�� @QÓ@ ÿ 	� Ñm.�
	' @

AnjUm=ne Amra=se cuhe=ko bhAgvaya.
‘Anjum made Amra chase the mouse.’

Figure 6.22: Example of the event structure representation for indirect causatives in
uhvn

The treatment of the indirect causative shows that in one case, the first phase

decomposition by Ramchand (2008) does not provide an event structure analysis that

makes the right predictions as to the way events are encoded in the computational

lexical resource. The adjustment proposed here for the analysis of the construction in

the lexical resource accounts for the fact that the first phase analysis of the indirect
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causative can also be challenged from a theoretical linguistic point of view.

The analysis of the causative alternation shows that two semantic predicates are

used to describe the [init] subevent, namely initiation and cause. The employment

of cause arises from the fact that the predicate is also used in English and Arabic

VerbNet to explicitly mark causal events, its usage therefore maintains a level of

parallelism. However, causing an action is different to instigating it: A causing

event entails a causee, something which is not necessarily entailed when somebody

instigates an event. Therefore, the predicate initiation is also needed in uhvn.

Overall, the causative requires the two semantic predicates shown below to be added

to the set of predicates in uhvn:

• cause: Description of the causing subevent where one entity causes another

entity to perform an action.

• act_upon: Description of the relation between external causer and interme-

diate causee/causer in the indirect causative.

In the following, I discuss another language-specific construction of Urdu/Hindi

that needs to be dealt with specifically in the resource, namely the encoding of com-

plex predicates, a phenomenon that has so far not been implemented in any of the

VerbNet-style lexical resources, although several approaches have looked at incor-

porating these constructions into other lexical resources, for instance Hwang et al.

(2010) and Vaidya et al. (2013) for PropBank.

6.5.2 Complex predicates

Complex predicate formation in Urdu/Hindi is one of the most common verbal con-

structions in the language, shown in Chapter 3 for aspectual and permissive complex

predicates and the complex predicates of motion (discussed in Chapter 4). Due to

the relevance of complex predications in the language, I argue that they should be

dealt with in a special way in the verb resource. In particular, I argue for a separate

class of light verbs in the verb resource, doing justice to its specific syntactic and

semantic function in the language.

In the following I show that the principles of the approach hold for all types of

complex predicates established in the language so far, starting with aspectual and

permissive cps and transferring the concept to cps of motion.
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Aspectual and permissive complex predicates

The possibility of cp formation with aspectual and permissive light verbs is found

across the verbal inventory of Urdu/Hindi, although lexical gaps, as illustrated in

Section 3.4 for the class of motion verbs, exclude individual verbs from appearing

as the main verb in a cp with a particular light verb. However, a large majority of

verbs behave according to the regular patterns and can form a cp with aspectual

or permissive light verbs. As a brief review, the constructions in (246) and (247)

provide examples of the two kinds of complex predicates, with the aspectual cp in

(246) and the permissive cp in (247).

(246) @ �QK� ÀAêK. øYJ

�̄

qedi bhag pAr.-a

prisoner-M.Sg.Nom run fall-Perf.M.Sg

‘The prisoner (suddenly) ran.’

(247) AK
X ÿ 	�Ag. ñ» øðP ÿ 	� @QÓ@
Amra=ne rAvi=ko ja-ne di-ya

Amra.F.Sg= Erg Ravi.M.Sg=Acc go-Inf.Obl give-Perf.M.Sg

‘Amra let Ravi go.’

The pervasiveness of the phenomenon implies that complex predicates should

be given a special status in a verb resource for Urdu/Hindi and I claim that the

best way of accounting for this is the manifestation of a separate verb class that

solely contains light verbs. Due to the fact that all light verbs in Urdu/Hindi have

a corresponding main verb, this means that these verbs have two entries in the verb

resource: one as a main verb and one for their function as a light verb.

The establishment of separate classes of light verbs and the resulting repetition

of lexical entries in the resource can be justified on the following grounds: On the one

hand, the lexical semantic contribution of these verbs is very bleached compared to

their full meaning, effectively rendering them different in their syntactic and semantic

status compared to their main verb counterparts. On the other hand, separating the

class of light verbs from those of the main verbs makes the resource more transparent

in that light verbs are not required to be specifically marked as such within the main

verb classes. The separation into main and light verb classes therefore avoids that the

difference in entailed information, both syntactic and semantic, has to be introduced

by a separate light verb frame inside the main verb class, making the special status
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of the light verb overall less explicit. Moreover, having an explicit class of light verbs

makes the alternation more easily processable from a computational point of view in

that only verbs subsumed under the class of light verbs can combine with those verbs

subsumed under the main verb classes. Therefore, I claim that light verbs should

not be treated as verbs belonging to a sibling class of their main verb counterparts,

because this implies that the verbs are conceptually similar. The principles of verb

subclass formation across the different VerbNets is not violated by treating light

verbs as a separate class, because light verbs are indeed different than the main verb

inventory.

Due to the fact that aspectual and permissive light verbs can in principle com-

bine with every verb in the verbal inventory of the language, they are on the same

hierarchical level than the collection of main verb classes in the resource. Figure

6.23 shows the status of the class of light verbs in comparison to the other verb

classes in the verbal inventory. The different subclasses of light verbs are motivated

by the different syntactic and semantic properties that light verbs exhibit, following

the generalizations in Butt (1995) and Butt and Geuder (2001).

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet

Main verb classes,
e.g.

Class: Motion verbs

scalar non-scalar both
mUr. -na ‘o turn’ dor. -na ‘to run’ cAl-na ‘to walk’

... ... ...

Light verb class

Class: Light verbs

aspectual permissive
pAr. -na ‘to fall’ de-na ‘to give’

... ...

Figure 6.23: Encoding aspectual and permissive light verbs

From a syntactic point of view, aspectual and permissive light verbs behave

differently: Whereas Butt (1995) shows that aspectual light verbs undergo event

fusion and merge their arguments, permissive light verbs exhibit argument fusion in

that the main verb is embedded under the light verb, which licenses the external

permission giver of the action denoted by the main verb. This implies that their

encoding in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet differs, with the consequences discussed in the

following.
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Aspectual light verbs Despite the fact that aspectual light verbs form a coherent

class in that they modify the aspectual structure of the main verb, the lexical resource

needs to account for the differences in event modification and syntactic restriction

that hold for the individual light verb. Table 6.8 shows the aspectual contribution

of each light verb and the case requirements that are put on the undergoer role

licensed by each verb.

Light verb Lexical semantic contribution Case

pAr. -na ‘to fall’ Inception (without conscious control) nom
le-na ‘to let’ Completion nom
a-na ‘to come’ Completion/Deixis (towards the speaker) nom
ja-na ‘to go’ Completion/Deixis (away from the speaker) nom
d. al-na ‘to put’ Force/Volitionality erg
de-na ‘to give’ Completion erg

Table 6.8: Aspectual light verbs and their contribution according to Butt (1995) and
Butt and Geuder (2001)

Based on the difference in the case requirements on the subject of these light

verbs, the syntactic information in the class varies: As shown in Figure 6.24, light

verbs requiring a nominative subject when the verb is in the perfective form are

grouped under frame 0.1, with the nominative subject being the undergoer of the

action. In contrast, the light verbs d. al-na ‘to put’ and de-na ‘to give’ require their

subject to be marked with ergative case in the perfective tense, therefore they re-

ceive their own syntactic frame (0.2). In this case, the ergative-marked constituent

is treated as the initiator of the action, based on the effect of ergativity in Ramc-

hand’s (2008) subevental decomposition approach established in Section 5.3.

In both subclasses, the description component and the syntactic information

differ compared to the main verb entries: In particular, the description only lists

the required case-marked NPs, following the syntactic pattern summarized in Table

6.8. Moreover, the entry records the fact that the light verb (Vlight) requires a main

verb (V). All other components which can appear in the clause, such as the optional

addition of path phrases, are not further specified in the frame, instead they are

subsumed under XP*.8

8The notation XP* incorporates any kind of phrase (XP) which can occur none or more times
in the frame (Kleene star *).
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Aspectual light verbs
Light verbs with subjnom Light verb with subjerg

Frame: 0.1 0.2
Description: NP (nom) XP* V Vlight NP (erg) XP* V Vlight
Syntax: NP (nom) = undergoer NP (erg) = initiator

XP* XP*
V V
Vlight Vlight

Example: @ �QK� QêK. @ h. Pñ� B@ �X Ém�» ñ» 	à@Q�
ïf ÿ 	� úæê�K Aïf
surAj UbhAr pAr.a. hat.

hi=ne hiran=ko kUcAl d. ala
‘The sun suddenly rose.’ ‘The elephant trampled the deer

(forcefully).’

Figure 6.24: Syntactic frames for aspectual light verbs in uhvn

From a conceptual point of view, the resource has to encode the semantic in-

formation that is contributed by each light verb, for instance that pAr. -na ‘to fall’

adds inception without conscious control and that d. al-na ‘to put’ adds force to the

manner of the event. This, I claim, should be encoded by the semantic predicate

manner, a predicate that is used across VerbNets to characterize the nature of a par-

ticular event further and that also encodes the contribution of light verbs in complex

predicates of motion. The conceptual representation of an aspectual light verb only

contains a manner predicate, with the values specified by the respective meanings

of the lights verbs. The conceptual representation for the frames in Figure 6.24 is

shown in Figure 6.25.

Aspectual light verbs
Light verbs with subjnom Light verb with subjerg

Frame: 0.1 0.2
Description: NP.undergoer XP* V Vlight NP.initiator XP* V Vlight

Semantics: manner(proc,no_control) manner(proc, force)

Example: @ �QK� QêK. @ h. Pñ� B@ �X Ém�» ñ» 	à@Q�
ïf ÿ 	� úæê�KAïf
surAj UbhAr pAr.a. hat.

hi=ne hiran=ko kUcAl d. ala
‘The sun suddenly rose.’ ‘The elephant trampled the deer

(on purpose).’

Figure 6.25: Syntactic frames for aspectual light verbs in uhvn

The syntactic and semantic representations confirm that aspectual light verbs

should indeed be treated independently from their main verb counterparts in uhvn,
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because their lexical entries only contain a “skeleton” version of its main verb coun-

terpart. Moreover, the semantic contribution of these light verbs is a very general

manner aspect, which is independent from the conceptual information contributed

by the main verb. These two properties are also found for the permissive light verb

in the language.

Permissive light verbs For the permissive light verb de-na ‘to give’, the syntactic

lexical entry follows the same principles as shown for aspectual light verbs in that

only syntactic arguments required by the light verb are recorded in the description

and the syntactic frame. Again, optional items are recorded as filling the position

of XP*. The only difference concerns the syntactic encoding of the main verb of

the cp: As Butt (1993) shows, the main verb in permissive complex predicates

behaves nominally and has infinitive oblique morphology, in contrast to the main

verb in aspectual complex predicates where the main verb is used in the root form.

Therefore, I propose to make a distinction between the kinds of main verbs used in

aspectual and permissive cps, however I claim that this should not be done on the

level of morphology but rather on the level of the part of speech. In particular, I

propose the item Vn to account for the nominal nature of the main verb in permissive

cps. The semantic role that is licensed by the light verb, namely the initiator, is

based on the theoretical analysis in Butt and Ramchand (2005). The entry for de-na

‘to give’ is shown in Figure 6.26

Permissive light verb A 	JK
X de-na ‘to give’

Frame: 0.1
Description: NP (erg/nom) XP* V Vlight
Syntax: NP (erg/nom) = initiator

XP*
Vn
Vlight

Semantics: permission(init, initiator, undergoer)
Example: øX ÿ 	�Cg� ø �PAÇ ñ» 	¬ �Y� ÿ 	� Ñm.�

	' @
AnjUm=ne sAddAf=ko gar. i cAlane di.
‘Anjum let Saddaf drive the car.’

Figure 6.26: Syntactic frame for the permissive light verb de-na ‘to give’ in uhvn

For the conceptual representation, permissive light verbs contribute a permission

relation between the initiator and the undergoer of the action, according to the
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principles set out in Butt and Ramchand (2005). In uhvn, this is recorded with

the permission predicate, illustrated in Figure 6.26 for the light verb de-na ‘to give’,

stating that the permission is given from the initiator to the undergoer in the

[init] subevent. Therefore, aspectual and permissive complex predicates require the

addition of two new semantic predicates to the ones established so far. Those are

briefly summarized below:

• manner: Description of the manner with which an event is carried out.

• permissive: Description of the relation between the permission-giving entity

and the receiver of the permission in permissive cps.

In the following I show that the manner predicate is not only relevant for encoding

aspectual cps, but can also be employed to encode semantic information coming from

light verbs in complex predicates of motion.

Complex predicates of motion

Similar to aspectual and permissive light verbs, light verbs of motion also contribute

a bleached version of their full verb counterpart. In particular, Chapter 4 of this

thesis shows that they contribute information with respect to result and manner. I

briefly recapitulate the construction by means of example (248): Here, the light verb

nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ is a result (scalar) light verb of motion that adds the path of the

motion, with the manner of motion (non-scalar) contributed by the main verb kud-

na ‘to jump’. The principle that underlies the composition of the complex motion

events is scalarity, in particular, scalar main verbs can only combine with non-scalar

light verbs verb and vice versa.

(248) C¾	K Xñ» Qïf AK. ÿ��
	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=se bahAr kud nIkl-a

thief.M.Sg.Nom house.M.Sg=Source outside jump emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘The thief jumped out of the house.’ (Hook 1974, p. 69)

In order to make the treatment of complex predicates uniform in the resource, I

assume a separate class of light motion verbs. In contrast to aspectual and permissive

light verbs, however, which can enter into a complex predicate with virtually every

main verb, the class of light verbs of motion is restricted to appear with main verbs
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of motion (Hook 1974). As a consequence, I do not assume that light verbs of motion

are grouped as another subclass next to aspectual and permissive complex predicates.

Instead, I claim that they form a separate subclass inside the class of motion verbs.

The class of light motion verbs (1.4) makes the same distinctions as the class of

main verbs and is separated into non-scalar light verbs (dor.na-1.4.2), scalar light

verbs (ana-1.4.1) and light verbs lexicalizing both (bhagna-1.4.3). Therefore, the

final structure of the class of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi is as illustrated in Figure

6.27.

Class: Motion verbs

Main verbs (1.1 - 1.3)

Non-scalar Scalar Both
It.

hlana-1.1 UbhArna-1.2 bhagna-1.3
# of verbs: 29 # of verbs: 19 # of verbs: 2

# of subclasses: 2 # of subclasses: 3 # of subclasses: None

Light verbs (1.4)

Non-scalar Scalar Both
dor.na-1.4.1 nikalna-1.4.2 calna-1.4.3

# of verbs: 2 # of verbs: 3 # of verbs: 2
# of subclasses: None # of subclasses: None # of subclasses: None

Figure 6.27: Subclasses of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs

Similar to main verbs of motion, Figure 6.27 shows that the class of light verbs

of motion is subdivided into those that contribute scalar motion, non-scalar motion

and verbs that lexicalize both, depending on the main verb they appear with. This

is due to the constraints on the combinatorial possibilities elicited in Chapter 4,

which I argue need to be explicitly encoded in the lexical resource, because they

provide a guideline as to which combinations are possible in the language and which

combinations are not. However, the investigation of cps of motion has shown that

additional constraints seem to hold between motion verbs in cps of motion, but

as further theoretical investigations need to be done on this topic, I refrain from

encoding these constraints in the first version of the lexical resource.

The general template of the lexical entry for light verbs of motion in Urdu/Hindi

follows the principles laid out for aspectual and permissive light verbs above: Whereas

the required syntactic components, for example the nominative subject, are explic-
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itly encoded, all other arguments are collected under XP*, as illustrated in Figure

6.28. The only difference is the selectional restriction on the main verb in the syn-

tactic frame: For motion light verbs like dor. -na ‘to run’ and Ur. -na ‘to fly’ which

contribute non-scalar meaning (left column of Figure 6.28), they can only combine

with scalar motion verbs that are subsumed under class ubHar-na-1.2. The selec-

tional restriction is directly encoded as a syntactic constraint on the verb, similar

to the selectional restrictions on nominal arguments in English VerbNet. For verbs

like nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ and ghUs-na ‘to enter’, shown in the right column in Figure

6.28, the main verb is restricted to be in class iTHlAnA-1.1. Again, the restriction

is directly encoded on the verb.

Light verbs of motion
Non-scalar light verbs Scalar light verbs

Frame: 0.1 0.2
Description: NP (nom) XP* V Vlight NP (nom) NP (loc) XP* V Vlight
Syntax: NP (nom) = undergoer NP (nom) = undergoer

XP* NP (loc) = location
V: synres = ubHar-na-1.2 XP*
Vlight V: synres = iTHlAnA-1.1

Vlight
Example: ø �PðX ÀAêK. QÓ@ C¾	K Xñ» ÿ�� 	àA¾Ó Qk�

Amra bhag dor. i. cor mAkan=sE kud nIkla
‘Amra ran away.’ ‘The thief jumped out of

the house.’

Figure 6.28: Syntactic frames for light verbs of motion in uhvn

Chapter 5 also shows that two light verbs, namely bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to

walk’ can both denote scalar as well as non-scalar motion. This fact is accommodated

for in the verb resource by creating a separate subclass for these two light verbs in

the class of light motion verbs, leaving out the selectional restrictions on the main

verb, because they can combine both with scalar as well as non-scalar main verbs,

adjusting their contribution respectively. This makes this subclass of light verbs,

shown in Figure 6.29 parallel to aspectual and permissive light verbs in that no

selectional restrictions are encoded at all.

Apart from main verbs of motion denoting paths, the notion of path in Urdu/Hindi

is also realized in complex predicates of motion, as discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

As shown above in the discussion of the syntactic encoding of these light verbs, their
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Light verbs of motion lexicalizing
scalar + non-scalar motion

Frame: 0.3
Description: NP (nom) XP* V Vlight
Syntax: NP (nom) = undergoer

XP*
V
Vlight

Example: Scalar versus Non-scalar

úÃ AêK. �PðX @QÓ@ AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� 	àA¾Ó Qk�
Amra dor. bhagi. cor mAkan=sE nIkAl bhaga
‘Amra ran away.’ ‘The thief ran out of the house.’

Figure 6.29: Syntactic frame for the scalar/non-scalar light verbs of motion

entries are reduced in that only the minimally required arguments are represented.

This reduction of content carries over to the semantic representation. Figure 6.30

shows the semantic representations for the scalar light verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’:

Compared to the main verb entry, the representation does not include a motion

predicate as this is contributed by the main verb of the cp according to the analysis

laid out in Chapter 4. What the light verb contributes is that the moving entity

starts out in a specific location, information which is stored in the path predicate

that specifies the initial_location of the motion. Moreover, the light verb adds

a resultative interpretation to the event structure of the main verb in the cp (for

more details see Section 5.6), represented in uhvn by encoding the result state that

the resultee has. As the example in Figure 6.30 shows, the destination is left

unspecified, however the construction entails that the entity has moved away from

the initial_location, i.e. it is not in the starting point of the motion anymore.

This fact is indicated with the negation ‘ !’ of the initial_location role in the

semantic representation, a standard notion in VerbNet.

A different case presents itself with non-scalar light verbs of motion such as dor. -

na ‘to run’, with the VerbNet representation shown in Figure 6.31: Here, the path

of motion is contributed by the main verb and the light verb merely specifies the

configuration with which the path of motion is carried out. §4.4.3 has shown that

these light verbs carry information about continuity and speed of the motion, as

repeated in Table 6.9. This information, I propose, should be recorded in the verb

resource as it is consistent across multiple cps. In order to be as parallel to English
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Scalar (result) light verbs

Frame: 0.2
Semantics: path(proc, initial_location, ?trajectory, ?destination)

result_state(res, resultee, !at(initial_location))
Example: . C¾ 	K Xñ» ÿ�� 	àA¾Ó Qk�

cor mAkan=se kud nIkla
‘The thief jumped out of the house.’

Figure 6.30: Semantic representation of scalar light verbs of motion in uhvn

VerbNet as possible, I propose to use a manner predicate which relates the event

and the manner with which it is carried out. In English VerbNet, manner is used for

the same purpose: In class run-51.3.2 in English VerbNet, each verb adds a manner

predicate in the semantic representation, with the value instantiated by the verb

itself. For instance ‘to run’ adds manner(during(E),Theme,running).

In cps of motion, the value of manner is encoded in a more general fashion, based

on the attributes in Table 6.9. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 6.31, dor. -na ‘to

run’ receives the manner predicate manner(proc, undergoer, speed), representing

the fact that the manner with which the motion event is performed is speed. More-

over, as already discussed above, the semantic representation accounts for the fact

that all motional light verbs introduce a resultative subevent. As illustrated with

the example sentence in Figure 6.31, the light verb dor. -na ‘to run’ contributes an

interpretation of ‘away’. Therefore, the light verb is represented as entailing the

information that the resultee is not in the initial_location anymore as a re-

sult of the motion process, making the semantic representation parallel to the one

proposed in Figure 6.30 for scalar motion verbs.

config attributes Light verbs of motion in Urdu

continuity cAl-na ‘to walk’
speed bhag-na ‘to run’

dor. -na ‘to run’
ur. -na ‘to fly’

Table 6.9: Light verbs of motion configuration in Urdu/Hindi

These two ways of semantically representing the contribution of light verbs of

motion, differentiating between scalar and non-scalar light verbs, can be directly
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Non-scalar (manner) light verbs

Frame: 0.1
Semantics: manner(proc, undergoer, speed)

result_state(res, resultee, !at(initial_location))
Example: ø �PðX ÀAêK. QÓ@

Amra bhag dor. i.
‘Amra ran away.’

Figure 6.31: Semantic representation of non-scalar light verbs of motion in uhvn

transferred to light verbs of motion which contribute either scalar or non-scalar

aspects, depending on the context, as illustrated in Figure 6.32 for bhag-na ‘to run’:

In the scalar version, exemplified in the example sentence Amra dor. bhagi ‘Amra ran

away.’ in Figure 6.32, the light verb contributes the path of motion (‘away’), however,

neither initial_location, trajectory and destination are syntactically overt.

Therefore, they are left uninstantiated in the path predicate. The only information

about the path that is contributed by the light verb is encoded in the result_state

predicate of the resultative subevent: As a consequence of the motion denoted by

the main verb, the resultee is not (‘ !’) in the initial_location anymore.

Light verbs of motion lexicalizing
scalar + non-scalar motion

Scalar
Semantics: path(proc, ?initial_location, ?trajectory, ?destination)

result_state(res, resultee, !at(initial_location)
Example: úÃ AêK. �PðX @QÓ@

Amra dor. bhagi.
‘Amra ran away.’

Non-scalar
Semantics: manner(proc, speed)

result_state(res, resultee, !at(initial_location)
Example: AÇ AêK. É¾	K ÿ�� 	àA¾Ó Pñk�

cor mAkan=sE nIkAl bhaga
‘The thief ran out of the house.’

Figure 6.32: Semantic representation of scalar/non-scalar light verbs of motion
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The non-scalar light verb version of bhag-na ‘to run’ receives the same treatment

as other non-scalar light verbs of motion, in particular dor. -na ‘to run’ in Figure

6.31: In this case, the manner of the event is one of speed, additionally entailing a

resultative subevent. This is illustrated Figure 6.32. Therefore, the resource does

not explicitly record whether a light verb is scalar or non-scalar, but the information

is entailed by the kind of information that the semantic predicate encodes: path for

scalar usages, manner for non-scalar usages.

6.5.3 Discussion

This section has shown that two language-specific syntactic alternations in Urdu/

Hindi can be implemented in the hierarchical class structure of VerbNet. Causativiza-

tion can be solved in parallel to its treatment in Arabic VerbNet, making use of the

concept of the sibling class. Complex predicates and in particular the encoding of

the light verb can be done by assuming separate light verb classes, which, depend-

ing on the kind of light verb, are either found on one level with all other classes of

main verbs in the language (aspectual and permissive light verbs), or as a verb-class

internal subclass, as in the case of light verbs of motion.

From a computational point of view, Urdu/Hindi VerbNet can be used to combine

the lexical entries of main verb and light verb in order to arrive at a syntactic and

semantic representation of the whole complex predicate. This principle applies to

aspectual and permissive cps as well as cps of motion. I briefly illustrate the latter

case here: For a cp of motion like (249) with bhag nIkAl-na ‘to shoot out of’, the

computational semantic analyzer extracts the information coming from the main verb

bhag ‘run’ and combines it with the light verb information of nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’.

Therefore, the motion information comes from the main verb entry of bhag ‘run’ in

uhvn, with path and result_state contributed by the light verb nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’,

arriving at the unified representation of the whole verbal complex in (250).

(249) C¾	K ÀAêK. ÿ�� ÉK. I� 	KA�
sanp bAl=se bhag nIkl-a

snake.M.Sg.Nom snake pit.M.Sg.Obl=Instr run emerge-Perf.M.Sg

‘A snake shot out of the snake pit.’

(250) motion(proc, undergoer)

path(proc, undergoer, initial_location, ?trajectory, ?destination)

result_state(res, resultee, !initial_location)
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Similarly, the analysis of the cp in (251) combines the semantic predicates of

motion, path and result_state. Again, the main verb, here Ur-na ‘to fly’, contributes

the motion predicate, with path and result_state coming from the light verb entry

of cAl-na ‘to walk’ in uhvn. The resulting representation is shown in (252).

(251) úÎg� �P@ Á	J��K�
pAtAng ur. cAl-i

kite.F.Sg fly walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘The kite flew away.’

(252) motion(proc, undergoer)

path(proc, undergoer, ?initial_location, ?trajectory, ?destination)

property(res, resultee, !initial_location)

This regular combination process shows that by treating main verbs and light

verbs as belonging to separate verb classes in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, independent

of whether the light verbs contribute aspectual, permissive or motion information,

allows for an efficient and intuitive way of dealing with complex predicates in a

computational application of the resource. The analyses in (250) and (252) show

that the representations of the event structure are consistent in that different verb

combinations are analyzed with the same means. In particular, the resource ensures

a consistent treatment of the notions of path and location.

Following the discussion of information integration in uhvn and laying out the

principles of encoding causatives and complex predicates in the resource, I briefly

discuss another factor that needs to be considered when implementing the verb class,

namely cases of lexical ambiguity and the metaphorical usage of motion verbs in the

language.

6.6 Other issues

In this section, I briefly illustrate two instances of lexical ambiguity in the class of

Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and I show that in some cases, motion verbs can have

a rather metaphorical usage. One example concerns the usage of cAl-na ‘to walk’:

While the verb has been shown to exhibit a versatile syntactic behavior, it also has

a number of different senses. For this, consider the examples in (253), with the

intransitive forms in (253a) and (253b) and the causative in (253c): In combination
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with the subject mASin ‘machine’, cAl-na has an interpretation similar to the English

‘to run’. With an animate, human subject as in (253b), the interpretation is one of

walking. In contrast, the causative version as shown in (253c) is consistently used

(and translated as such in dictionaries) with ‘to drive’. In order to avoid different

translations for the same verb in the resource, I use the translation ‘to move’ in

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, which I argue encompasses the different readings that the

verb can have in an appropriate way, without making the resource untransparent.

(253) a. úÎg� 	á�
 ��Ó
mASin cAl-i

machine.F.Sg move-Perf.F.Sg

‘The machine ran.’

b. úÎg� AK
XA 	K
nadIya cAl-i

Nadya.F.Sg.Nom walk-Perf.F.Sg

‘Nadya walked.’

c. ÿïf úG
Cg� ø �QÃ ÿ 	� AK
XA 	K
nadIya=ne gAr.i cAl-a-yi hE

Nadya.F.Sg=Erg car-F.Sg.Nom walk-Caus-Perf.F.Sg be.Perf.Sg

‘Nadya drove a car.’

A similar case presents itself with ghum-na ‘to roll’, which, depending on the

context that it is used in, can also mean ‘to roam’. For an illustration of the two

interpretations, see the examples in (254): In (254a), ghum-na has an interpretation

of actual rolling, if used in a context where a person moves in a location as in (254b),

it has an interpretation similar to ‘to roam’. In uhvn, both senses are recorded: In

the frame configuration in (254a), the verb is translated as ‘to roll’, whereas in the

frame represented by (254b), the translation of the verb is ‘to visit’.

(254) a. AÓñêÃ Y	JJ
Ã
gend ghum-a

ball.M.Sg.Nom roll-Perf.M.Sg

‘The ball rolled.’
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b. ú×ñêÃ P̧AK
 ñJ
 	K ú�GA�̄CÓ
mUlaqati new yark ghum-i

visitor.F.Sg.Nom New York roll-Perf.F.Sg

‘The visitor roamed New York.’

For one motion verb, namely phIr-na ‘to wander around’, the complex predicate

with ja-na ‘to go’ does not render an actual motion interpretation, as illustrated in

(255). Rather, phIr ja-na is interpreted as figurative motion in the sense that someone

moves away from his/her principles or promises. However, from the way the resource

is built, individual combinations of main verbs and light verbs are not ruled out or

interpreted in a specific way, due to the fact that the system of cp formation in the

language is mostly productive, with varying grammaticality judgements depending

on the speaker dialect. Therefore, the complex predicate below receives a semantic

representation that describes motion away from a point, although it is not actual,

but figurative motion.

(255) AJ
Ã QêK� ÿ�� þY«ð ÿ 	�K�@ P@Y»ñk�
cokIdar Apne vade=se

watchman.M.Sg.Nom Pron.Poss.M.Sg.Obl promise.M.Sg.Obl=Instr

phIr gA-ya

wander go-Perf.M.Sg

‘The watchman broke his promise.’

A different case presents itself with jAr-na ‘to graze’, illustrated in (256), a verb

which denotes the concept of an animal eating while moving around. The question

from the viewpoint of resource development is, which concept is the more predomi-

nant: the consumption of food or the motion of the animal. In English VerbNet, ‘to

graze’ is listed in the class of motion verbs due to its syntactic behavior. However,

in Urdu/Hindi the verb does not exhibit syntactic properties that uniquely tie it to

the class of motion verbs. Due to the fact that the meaning component of eating is

far more predominant than the motion sense, the verb is not included in the class of

motion verbs.

(256) øQk. ÿ«AÇ
gai jAr-i

cow.F.Sg.Nom graze-Perf.F.Sg

‘The cow grazed.’
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In sum, the group of simple verbs of motion in Urdu/Hindi seems to comprise a

few cases of lexical ambiguity like cAl-na ‘to walk/move’ and ghum-na ‘to roll/visit’.

Moreover, some verbs are not clearly motion verbs, for instance jAr-na ‘to graze’,

although motion is inherent in their meaning. In the group of complex predicates, my

suspicion is that a broad-coverage corpus study of constructions and their contexts

would yield further cases of metaphorical motion, since the construction is a natural

and productive feature of the language. For the moment, phIr ja-na ‘to break a

promise’ in (255) is the only instance where an ambiguity is attested, an investigation

of other instances is left for further research.

In the following, I present the underlying xml schema for uhvn, incorporating

the entire information gained in the previous sections, in particular the syntactic

and conceptual information for the different syntactic frames.

6.7 The XML schema

The xml schema used for uhvn largely follows the encoding scheme proposed in

English VerbNet, with the aim of making the resources as parallel as possible. For

instance, as in English VerbNet, each verb class member is listed under the element

MEMBERS, with each MEMBER containing a set of attributes that specify the entry. As

shown in Figure 6.33, all verb entries list the verb in Urdu script (name), its translit-

eration according to the guidelines in Malik et al. (2010) (translit) and its closest

English translation (translat). The transliteration and translation attributes dif-

fer from English VerbNet, but I argue that this is necessary in order to make the

resource usable for both Urdu and Hindi and also makes it accessible to a wider

community.

<MEMBERS>

<MEMBER name=" A 	J�êÃ" translit="gHusnA" translat="to enter"/>

<MEMBER name=" A 	Jj� 	JîfE�" translit="pahuncnA" translat="to arrive"/>

</MEMBERS>

Figure 6.33: List of member verbs in uhvn

The semantic roles that are found in the verb class are grouped under the ele-

ment SEMROLES, illustrated in Figure 6.34, an element whose tag name is different

from English VerbNet which uses the element THEMROLES for ‘thematic roles’. The

reason for the different name is that Ramchand (2008) explicitly delineates her set of
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semantic roles from the one commonly associated with thematic roles and therefore I

store semantic roles in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet under SEMROLES. The six semantic roles

discussed above, namely Initiator, Undergoer, Resultee, Initial_Location,

Trajectory and Destination, are recorded as the values of the type attribute. At

the moment, selectional restrictions (<SELRESTR>) are only used in the syntactic

description of the lexical entries to govern the compositionality of cps of motion.

However, in order to make the resource parallel to English VerbNet, I insert a place-

holder in each SEMROLE, which can later be filled with relevant information.

<SEMROLES>

<SEMROLE type="Undergoer"/>

<SELRESTR/>

</SEMROLE>

<SEMROLE type="Destination"/>

<SELRESTR/>

</SEMROLE>

</SEMROLES>

Figure 6.34: Semantic roles in uhvn

The class then continues with a list of the different frames that the member verbs

appear in. As discussed above and illustrated in Figure 6.35, each frame in VerbNet

comprises the description of the frame, a sample usage of the verb and the syntactic

and semantic information characterizing the frame. With respect to the frame de-

scription (DESCRIPTION), a frame number (descriptionNumber) identifies the frame

inside a verb class. Moreover, the description illustrates the default word order

that constitutes the frame (primary), differentiating the constituents among each

other by marking them with case information. In addition, the description records

the name of the frame which is identical across the resource, using the attribute

secondary. Parallel to English VerbNet, the description of the frame is followed by

an example sentence and similar to the recording of the verbs in the lists of class

members, the example is recorded in Arabic script, its transliterated version and an

English translation.

In the argument structure representation (<SYNTAX>), constituents are related

to their semantic role. Here, the case information mentioned in the description is

picked up by the case attribute, which has the values that are assigned to the con-

stituents in the description. The elements that characterize the syntactic structure,

for instance <NP> and <V>, are not ordered, as they are disambiguated by the case
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<FRAMES>

<FRAME>

<DESCRIPTION descriptionNumber="0.2" primary="NP.nom NP.loc V"

secondary="Basic transitive with oblique"/>

<EXAMPLES>

<EXAMPLE urdu="úæ�íÃ á�
Ó þQÒ» @QÓ@"
translit="amrA kamrE mEN gHusI"

translat="Amra entered the room."/>

</EXAMPLES>

<SYNTAX>

<NP value="Undergoer" case="nom"/>

<NP value="Destination" case="loc"/>

<VERB/>

</SYNTAX>

<SEMANTICS>

<PRED value="motion">

<ARGS>

<ARG type="Event" value="proc"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Undergoer"/>

</ARGS>

</PRED>

<PRED value="path">

<ARGS>

<ARG type="Event" value="proc"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Undergoer"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="?Initial_Location"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="?Trajectory"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Destination"/>

</ARGS>

</PRED>

</SEMANTICS>

</FRAME>

</FRAMES>

Figure 6.35: Frame information in uhvn

marking of the constituent (case=nom). In Figure 6.35, the nominative-marked NP

is the Undergoer of the event in the frame, whereas the locative-marked NP denotes

the Destination. This syntactic information is complemented by the conceptual

representation, which connects the participants of the event with the subevental

structure: In the frame shown in Figure 6.35, the member verbs are described by
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the two semantic predicates motion and path (PRED with motion and path recorded

as their value attribute). The motion predicate has two arguments, namely that it

is related to the [proc] subevent and that the participant that performs the motion

is the Undergoer. The path predicate is specified by five arguments, the event that

incorporates the path (proc), the entity that performs the motion (Undergoer) and

the spatial configurations of Initial_Location, Trajectory and Destination, of

which only Destination is instantiated in the syntactic frame (all others are marked

with ‘?’). Overall, the different representations function as a mapping that relate

the constituents in the description to their semantic role and then to the abstract,

conceptual encoding of the event.

For encoding the causative, uhvn adopts the concept of the sibling class proposed

in Arabic VerbNet. In the class of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, each of the subclasses

has two sibling classes, encoding the direct and the indirect causative, respectively.

The structure of the sibling classes follows the exact same pattern as proposed for

the “core” classes discussed above. The relation is made explicit with a SIBCLASSES

element at the end of a frame, shown in Figure 6.36, which lists the different sibling

classes that are related to the core class. The xml schema of the sibling class

ubHarnA-1.2.3-sib-caus is found in Appendix 8.E.

<SIBCLASSES>

<SIBCLASS name="ubHarnA-1.2.3-sib-caus"/>

<SIBCLASS name="ubHarnA-1.2.3-sib-icaus"/>

</SIBCLASSES>

Figure 6.36: Encoding sibling classes in uhvn

By employing the concept of the sibling class, the conceptual relation between

subclasses of verbs is made overt in the resource, despite the fact that their morpho-

phonological properties differ. This is important for the coherence of the resource

and greatly facilitates information extension and extraction in the future.

6.8 Discussion and conclusion

This chapter shows how the theoretically-inspired information elicited in Chapters 3

to 5 can be brought together and implemented in a computational resource, taking

into account the theoretical linguistic requirements, but making sure that the re-

source is appropriately encoded for computational linguistic purposes. The previous
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chapters have shown that the class of motion verbs is heterogenous on a number of

different levels, from syntax to semantics, which poses a challenge for resource devel-

opment because coherent classes are hard to establish. This chapter shows that the

task is manageable using a clustering approach in combination with an innovative

method from the field of information visualization, presented in Section 6.3. Only

by obtaining an at-a-glance overview of the patterns together with a detailed look at

the underlying data set, it is possible to develop a subclass structure of Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet that is fine-grained enough for an adequate representation of the different

syntactic and semantic patterns in the language.

One of the aims of developing uhvn is to make the resource as parallel to other

VerbNets as possible, facilitating a potential mapping of the resources in the future.

Therefore, I largely adopt the xml structure of English VerbNet, but I differ with it

concerning the usage of sibling classes, a concept that is employed in Arabic VerbNet

and accounts for structural features in the language that are not found in English. In

uhvn, sibling classes are employed for the representation of the causative alternation,

which involves stem changes or morphological suffixation that cannot be adequately

represented using the subclass structure appropriate for languages like English.

Whereas the syntactic representation in uhvn makes use of language-specific

cues to distinguish constituents in the frame, namely case information, the semantic

representation largely follows the principles set out in English VerbNet. This is

particularly the case for the representation of motion and path, notions that are

crucial for a conceptual, more abstract encoding of motion events. Section 6.4 shows

that the principles underlying the representation in English VerbNet can be ported

to Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, not only for the representation of main verbs of motion, but

also for the encoding of light motion verbs. In fact, the way information is distributed

along the lines of path and motion provides guidelines as to a more formal account

of the argument structure of cps of motion.

One of the main differences between English/Arabic VerbNet and Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet is the way that event structure is encoded. Due to the strict and syntacti-

cally-motivated approach to event decomposition proposed by Ramchand (2008) and

elaborated in Chapter 5 of this thesis, the resource uses a different conceptualiza-

tion and terminology for event structure, however it is not entirely incompatible

with what is assumed in other VerbNets. The advantage of the Ramchandian event

structure and consequently her set of semantic roles is the assumption of a clear

set of syntactic diagnostics that identify event structure. In the face of extending
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the resource further in the future, this is a large asset, because the assignment of

event structure follows clearly-defined principles, reducing the variation and incon-

sistency in annotation and potentially even allowing automatic processing steps of

event structure assignment that would otherwise be hard to realize.
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Conclusion

The main focus of this dissertation was the investigation and analysis of motion

verbs in Urdu/Hindi, with the aim of encoding the syntactic and semantic proper-

ties of the notions of figure, ground, path and manner of motion in a computational

lexical resource, namely Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. The resource takes into account the

types of alternations, event structures and conceptual information that shape the

syntax-semantics interface of motion verbs in the language in a way that their im-

plementation in the resource is theoretically motivated and suggests improvements

to the overall VerbNet-encoding of motion verbs.

From a syntactic point of view, the thesis shows that motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi

are far from being homogenous, in particular concerning the patterns of causativiza-

tion and complex predicate formation. This poses challenges as to the way the verb

class can be structured in a meaningful way so that linguistic generalizations are

captured and can be employed in a computational application. A particularly inter-

esting phenomenon is constituted by complex predicates of motion, v+v complex

predicates that behave like spatial resultatives in that they denote manner of motion

along a bounded path by way of a monoclausal construction. This kind of telic path

formation has previously gone unnoticed in typological investigations of motion verb

expressions, where Urdu/Hindi has been treated as a verb-framed language in which

the path contributed by the main verb and the manner of motion by a subordinate

clause (Narasimhan 2003). The investigations in this thesis show that Urdu/Hindi

rather belongs to the class of equipollently-framed languages where these notions

can also be expressed by two equal verbal heads (Slobin 2004, 2005).

From a lexical semantic point of view, a crucial determinant of motion events in

271
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Urdu/Hindi is the manner/result complementarity proposed by Levin and Rappaport

Hovav (2008, 2013): This criterium distinguishes verbs denoting non-scalar motion

such as dor. -na ‘to run’ and nac-na ‘to dance’ (manner verbs) from those that have a

scalar interpretation, such as UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ and ghUs-na ‘to enter’ (result verbs).

Two verbs, namely bhag-na ‘to run’ and cAl-na ‘to walk’ are ambivalent in that they

either lexicalize a scalar result interpretation or denote non-scalar manner, depending

on the context they appear in. This dichotomy is the underlying determinant for

the formation of cps of motion where a manner verb always combines with a result

verb in order to denote motion along a bounded path. The distinction is also the

basis for the initial verb classification of motion verbs in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, as it

proves to be consistent across the verb class.

In the light of developing a resource like VerbNet and understanding the lexicon-

syntax-semantics interface, a crucial factor is an appropriate encoding of the event

structure. This thesis shows that the first phase approach by Ramchand (2008) is

an optimal basis for a theoretically well-motivated analysis of the event structure of

Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and it allows for a meaningful and expressive way of en-

coding event structure in a computational resource. The key benefit of Ramchand’s

system is that the three subevents of initiation, process and result are identified by a

set of language-dependent syntactic diagnostics; those diagnostics make the right pre-

dictions for an analysis of the various types of syntactic alternations that these verbs

appear in. The subevents are correlated with a small set of semantic roles, namely

initiator, undergoer, resultee and rheme. They are more abstract than those

used in other VerbNets, for instance English and Arabic VerbNet, however, they al-

low for a consistent treatment of event participants across verb classes, based on a

set of well-defined syntactic diagnostics that identify the subevents. Despite the con-

ceptual divergence between a theoretical linguistic approach like Ramchand (2008)

and a computational lexical resource like VerbNet, Ramchand’s way of correlating

syntax and semantics fits squarely into the underlying approach of encoding this kind

of knowledge in a computational lexical resource like VerbNet, where the relation

between syntax and semantics is explicitly recorded.

A central task in building a VerbNet is the formation of valid verb classes. In

this thesis, I combine the theoretical insights gained from the investigation of the

data with an algorithmic approach from information visualization (Lamprecht et al.

2013): Here, the verbs are automatically grouped into subclasses on the basis of their

syntactic and semantic patterns. This step would be impossible to do manually, due
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to the large divergence of patterns that the verbs in the class adhere to. Moreover,

the system visually interprets the structure of the subclasses and provides an inter-

active interface that allows for the inspection and verification of subclasses of motion

verbs. Not only does this step prevent subclasses that are subject to the individual

annotator, but they also allow for the correction of input errors like wrong feature as-

signments that would otherwise remain undetected. This shows that computational

methods for verb classification can generally be employed, not only for Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet but for VerbNets in general, but only in combination with a careful inves-

tigation and analysis of the different patterns present in the verb class. Together,

these methods are the basis for a computational resource that makes well-informed

decisions about language and provides reliable computational semantic analyses.

The general architecture of Urdu/Hindi VerbNet resembles those of other Verb-

Nets in that verbs belonging to one class share syntactic and semantic properties.

However, I majorly differ in the way that the event structure is represented, making

use of Ramchand’s (2008) way of decomposing events, instead of using the framework

of Moens and Steedman (1988) employed in English and Arabic VerbNet. Moreover,

the resource differs due to Urdu/Hindi-specific requirements: On the one hand, in

order to accommodate the property of morphological and phonological causativiza-

tion, I employ the concept of the sibling class introduced by Mousser (2011) for

Arabic VerbNet, where syntactic alternations based on the different morphologi-

cal/phonological forms of the root are encoded by creating sibling classes of the

“base” verb classes. On the other hand, complex predicate formation, a syntactic

alternation that has so far not been incorporated in any other VerbNet, is repre-

sented by using specific verb classes for light verbs in order to account for the special

syntactic and semantic status: Aspectual and permissive light verbs can in principle

combine with main verbs from across the verbal inventory, for that reason they are

encoded in a separate verb class at the top level of the resource. In contrast, light

verbs of motion can only combine with main verbs of motion, therefore they are sub-

sumed under a class of light verbs inside the class of motion. Using the resource in

a computational semantic analyzer, the syntactic and semantic information of light

verb and main verb are combined and yield a conceptual representation of the whole

complex predicate. This way of representing information accounts for the fact that

VerbNet is targeted at providing information on the structure of a verbal event and

despite their multi-headedness, complex predicates denote a single event and should

be treated as such in resources.
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This dissertation offers a range of avenues for further work: On the one hand, the

resource can be extended to encompass further verb classes, based on the principles of

encoding syntactic and semantic information that are proposed in this dissertation.

In particular, adding other verbs entailing motion, for instance verbs of putting or

verbs of sending and bringing, leads to a more comprehensive account of motion in

the language. As the principles of encoding the linguistic information, for instance

with respect to event structure, have been firmly established in this thesis, a further

extension of the resource will now be faster, however providing the same level of

consistency as established here.

An investigation of larger parts of the verbal inventory of Urdu/Hindi will also

shed light on syntactic and semantic patterns that are known to exist in the language,

but have so far only been investigated on a smaller scale, as in the context of motion

verbs in this thesis. This particularly concerns the argument-adjunct distinction and

the causative alternation; an investigation would increase the transparency of the

determinants of those alternations, whose availability greatly varies between individ-

ual verbs, as shown for the causative alternation of motion verbs in this dissertation.

Moreover, a larger-scale investigation across the verbal inventory would benefit the

perspicuity of semantic parameters of complex predicate formation, an area this dis-

sertation touches upon with the investigation of aspectual complex predicates and

light verbs of motion, however the evolving patterns are still rather opaque.

A more formal area of research revolves around the question of how the different

approaches of analyzing the syntax-semantics pursued in this dissertation, namely

lfg and the first phase, could be combined in a more comprehensive and formal

framework. One issue concerns the mapping of the semantic roles postulated in

Ramchand (2008) to the grammatical functions of lfg, potentially similar to the

approach taken by Bresnan and Zaenen (1990). However, the analysis of the inter-

action will necessarily have to differ, due to the different assumptions made in the

two approaches. This particularly relates to the information contained in the lexi-

con: Whereas lfg assumes a rich lexicon with explicit syntactic information, the first

phase solely encodes categorial information related to event structure that governs

the syntactic form. Other approaches to incorporating conceptual information with

the syntactic information of lfg, for instance as in Butt (1995) who incorporates

the lcs of Jackendoff (1991), can serve as a guiding principle. Moreover, taking

the different views on the syntax-semantics interface together could shed more light

on correlatives in Urdu/Hindi (Butt et al. 2007, Davison 2009), which are crucial
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for a computational semantic analysis of the language, but have so far not been

investigated from a syntax-semantics point of view.

From the perspective of computational linguistics, Urdu/Hindi VerbNet provides

an ideal starting point for more work on the computational processing of the lan-

guage. On the one hand, the resource can be directly employed in the Urdu Par-

Gram Grammar (Butt et al. 1999, Butt and King 2007, Bögel et al. 2009), allowing

for the representation of conceptual information that was not available before this

effort (Hautli and Butt 2011). On the other hand, Urdu/Hindi VerbNet can be tied

to other resources for the language: This particularly concerns efforts like the Hindi-

Urdu Treebank (Bhatt et al. 2009), which have invested a large amount of work

into creating a multi-lingual and multi-layered resource. However, the principles un-

derlying the annotation of Urdu/Hindi VerbNet and the Hindi-Urdu Treebank are

different; therefore, a very interesting approach would be to look at the mapping be-

tween the different types of syntactic structures, event structures and semantic role

information, potentially also by data mining approaches with visualization playing

a key role. On the one hand, this would increase the multi-layeredness and the ex-

pressiveness of the Hindi-Urdu Treebank, on the other hand, the theoretical aspects

of the mapping, i.e.how do the kar.aka roles, the concept of the thematic role as-

sumed by Pān. ini for Sanskrit which are used in the Urdu/Hindi Treebank, map onto

the semantic roles in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, can shed more light on the underlying

patterns in the language.

Another potential avenue for further work concerns the linking of Urdu/Hindi

VerbNet with Hindi-Urdu PropBank (Vaidya et al. 2011, 2012), a verb resource that

encodes the argument structure of verbs, combining PropBank-style thematic roles

with the karaka roles assumed by Pān. ini. In principle, this is similar to the SemLink

approach for English (Bonial et al. 2013), which links the information contained in

English VerbNet, FrameNet, PropBank and VerbNet. Merging this information with

the syntactic and conceptual information of Urdu/Hindi WordNet would enrich the

training data underlying Hindi-Urdu PropBank with the explicit syntax-semantics

information contained in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet. Moreover, bringing these resources

together would involve a discussion on the treatment of causatives and complex

predicates, in particular complex predicates of motion, which have so far not been

considered in Hindi-Urdu PropBank. This would also lead to a more consistent and

expressive account of light verbs in PropBank, guided by the assumptions made in

Urdu/Hindi VerbNet.
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In conclusion, the factors that determine the syntax-semantics interface of mo-

tion verbs in Urdu/Hindi allow for a multitude of theoretical insights on motion

verb expressions in the language. These insights are used in encoding the concept of

motion in Urdu/Hindi VerbNet, a resource that explicitly encodes the relation be-

tween syntactic and semantic information and complements other lexical resources

for the language. The theoretical as well as computational linguistic analyses of the

syntax-semantics interface of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs yield insights into the con-

crete realization of spatial notions in the language, namely the ways of encoding the

figure, the ground, the path and the manner of motion; concepts that are present in

motion verb expressions across languages.
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Appendix

8.A Causativization, subcategorization frames and case

marking

Alphabetical order of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs, their causatives, valency and case

marking.

Stem + Causatives Translation Grammatical functions + case

A 	KQêK. @ UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ sbjnom

A 	KPAêK. @ Ubhar-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	KQ�K@ UtAr-na ‘to descend’ sbjnom

A 	KPA�K@ Utar-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ðQ�K @ UtAr-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K �P@ Ur. -na ‘to fly’ sbjnom

A 	K @ �P@ Ur. -a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ð �P@ Ur.-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K @ a-na ‘to come’ sbjnom

A 	KCê�K@ ithla-na ‘to strut’ sbjnom

A 	Jë �QK. bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ sbjnom

A 	K Aë �QK. bAr.
h-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K@ñë�QK. bAr.
h-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JÃ AêK. bhag-na ‘to run’ sbjnom

A 	K AÆêK. bhAg-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÂêK. bhAg-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	Jº�JêK. bhAt.Ak-na ‘to rove’ sbjnom

A 	K A¾�JêK. bhAt.ka-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	JîfE. bǫhǫ-na ‘to run sbjnom

A 	K AîfE. bǫh-a-na (water)’ sbjerg/nom objnom/acc
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Stem + Causatives Translation Grammatical functions + case

A 	J�JÊK� pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’ sbjnom

A 	K A�JÊK� pAlt.a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K@ñ�JÊK� pAlAt.-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	Jj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ sbjnom

A 	K Aj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’ sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	J»YêK� phUdAk-na ‘to hop’ sbjnom

A 	KQêK� phIr-na ‘to wander’ sbjnom

A 	K @QêK� phIr-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K@ðQêK� phIr-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JÊ�êK� phIsAl-na ‘to slip’ sbjnom

A 	KC�êK� phIsl-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÊ�êK� phIsAl-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JÂ 	KCêK� phAlang-na ‘to leap over’ sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÂ	JÊêK� phAlAng-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc obj2acc

A 	J»Qê�K thArAk-na ‘to stomp’ sbjnom

A 	K A¿Qê�K thArk-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	KQ�
�K ter-na ‘to float’ sbjnom

A 	K @Q�
�K ter-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ðQ�
�K ter-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JºJ��K t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’ sbjnom

A 	K A¾J��K t.Apk-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñºJ��K t.ApAk-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JºÒê�K t.
hUmAk-na ‘to strut’ sbjnom

A 	K A¾Òê�K t.
hUmk-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	JÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-na ‘to lollop’ sbjnom

A 	KCîf
�E t.ǫhIl-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K Ag. ja-na ‘to go’ sbjnom

A 	J��J�êk. jhApAt.-na ‘to scram’ sbjnom

A 	JËñêk. jhul-na ‘to swing’ sbjnom

A 	KCêk. jhUl-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÊêk. jhUl-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)
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Stem + Causatives Translation Grammatical functions + case

A 	Jë �Qk� cAr.
h-na ‘to climb’ sbjnom

A 	K Aë �Qk� cAr.
h-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñë�Qk� cAr.
h-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K @Qºk� cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’ sbjnom

A 	JÊg� cAl-na ‘to walk’ sbjnom

A 	KCg� cAl-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÊg� cAl-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K �Pñêk� chor. -na ‘to leave’ sbjerg/nom oblnom

A 	K �PðX dor. -na ‘to run’ sbjnom

A 	K @ �PðX dor. -a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K@ð �PðX dor. -va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K AÆÒÃ�X d.AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’ sbjnom

A 	J��K�P rApAt.-na ‘to slip’ sbjnom

A 	KY 	KðP rond-na ‘to trample’ sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	JÂ 	JK
P reng-na ‘to crawl’ sbjnom

A 	J»Qå� sǫrAk-na ‘to slither’ sbjnom

A 	K A¿Qå� sǫrk-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñ»Qå� sǫrAk-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JÊm�» kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	KCm�» kUcl-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	KXñ» kud-na ‘to jump’ sbjnom

A 	Jº�ê» khIsAk-na ‘to slide’ sbjnom

A 	K A¾�ê» khIsk-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñº�ê» khIsAk-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	KQÃ gIr-na ‘to fall’ sbjnom

A 	K @QÃ gIr-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ðQÃ gIr-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	J�êÃ ghUs-na ‘to enter’ sbjnom oblloc

A 	K A�êÃ ghUs-a-na sbjnom objnom/acc oblloc

A 	K @ñ�êÃ ghUs-va-na sbjnom objnom/acc oblloc (ajctinstr)

A 	JÓñêÃ ghum-na ‘to roll’ sbjnom

A 	K AÒêÃ ghUm-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñÒêÃ ghUm-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	KP 	QÃ gUzAr-na ‘to cross’ sbjnom oblloc

A 	K @P 	QÃ gUzr-a-na sbjnom objnom/acc oblloc

A 	K @ðP 	QÃ gUzAr-va-na sbjnom objnom/acc oblloc (ajctinstr)
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Stem + Causatives Translation Grammatical functions + case

A 	J��J�Ë lIpAt.-na ‘to roll’ sbjnom

A 	J�J�
J�Ë lApet.-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	JºJ�Ë lApAk-na ‘to dash’ sbjnom

A 	K @Qê»�QË lAr.k
hAra-na ‘to stumble’ sbjnom

A 	Jºë�QË lUr.
hAk-na ‘to roll’ sbjnom

A 	KA¾ë�QË lUr.
hk-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñºë�QË lUr.
hAk–va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K @ �QÂ	JË lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’ sbjnom

A 	Jº�JÓ mAt.Ak-na ‘to sachay’ sbjnom

A 	K A¾�JÓ mAt.k-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñº�JÓ mAt.Ak-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	K �QÓ mUr. -na ‘to turn’ sbjnom

A 	K �PñÓ mor.-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ð �QÓ mUr. -va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	KBY 	JÓ mAndǫla-na ‘to hover’ sbjnom

A 	Jk� A 	K nac-na ‘to dance’ sbjnom

A 	K Am��
	' nAc-a-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc

A 	K @ñm��
	' nAc-va-na sbjerg/nom objnom/acc (ajctinstr)

A 	JÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ sbjnom oblloc

A 	JË A¾ 	K nIkal-na sbjnom objnom/acc oblloc

A 	K @ñÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-va-na sbjnom objnom/acc oblloc (ajctinstr)
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8.B Object alternations and passive alternations

Stem + Causatives Translation Cog. Path Passive Abil. Telic

OBJ OBL pers. ipers. path

A 	KQêK. @ UbhAr-na ‘to rise’
√ √

mono

A 	KPAêK. @ Ubhar-na
√ √ √

A 	KQ�K @ UtAr-na ‘to descend’
√ √

mono

A 	KPA�K @ Utar-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ðQ�K @ UtAr-va-na
√ √ √

A 	K �P@ Ur. -na ‘to fly’ Ur.an
√ √

sub

A 	K @ �P @ Ur. -a-na ‘flight’
√ √ √

A 	K @ð �P @ Ur.-va-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ a-na ‘to come’
√ √

mono

A 	KCê�K @ ithla-na ‘to strut’
√ √

sub

A 	Jë �QK. bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’

√ √
mono

A 	K Aë �QK. bAr.
h-a-na

√ √ √

A 	K @ñë�QK. bAr.
h-va-na

√ √ √

A 	JÃ AêK. bhag-na ‘to run’
√ √ √

sub

A 	K AÆêK. bhAg-a-na
√ √ √ √

A 	K @ñÂêK. bhAg-va-na
√ √ √ √

A 	Jº�JêK. bhAt.Ak-na ‘to rove’
√ √

sub

A 	K A¾�JêK. bhAt.ka-na
√ √

A 	JîfE. bǫhǫ-na ‘to run
√ √

sub

A 	K AîfE. bǫh-a-na (water)’
√ √ √

A 	J�JÊK� pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’
√ √

A 	K A�JÊK� pAlt.a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñ�JÊK� pAlAt.-va-na
√ √ √

A 	Jj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’
√ √

A 	K Aj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-va-na
√ √ √

A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’
√ √ √

A 	J»YêK� phUdAk-na ‘to hop’
√ √

sub

A 	KQêK� phIr-na ‘to wander’
√ √

A 	K @QêK� phIr-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ðQêK� phIr-va-na
√ √ √
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Stem + Causatives Translation Cog. Path Passive Abil. Telic

OBJ OBL pers. ipers. path

A 	JÊ�êK� phIsAl-na ‘to slip’
√ √

sub

A 	KC�êK� phIsl-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñÊ�êK� phIsAl-va-na
√ √ √

A 	JÂ 	KCêK� phAlang-na ‘to leap over’
√ √ √

A 	K @ñÂ	JÊêK� phAlAng-va-na

A 	KQ�
�K ter-na ‘to float’
√ √

sub

A 	K @Q�
�K ter-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ðQ�
�K ter-va-na
√ √ √

A 	J»Qê�K thArAk-na ‘to stomp’
√ √

A 	K A¿Qê�K thArk-a-na
√ √ √

A 	JºJ��K t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’
√ √

A 	K A¾J��K t.Apk-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñºJ��K t.ApAk-va-na
√ √ √

A 	JºÒê�K t.
hUmAk-na ‘to strut’

√ √
sub

A 	K A¾Òê�K t.
hUmk-a-na

√ √ √

A 	JÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-na ‘to lollop’

√ √
sub

A 	KCîf
�E t.ǫhIl-a-na

√ √ √

A 	K @ñÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-va-na

√ √ √

A 	K Ag. ja-na ‘to go’
√ √

mono

A 	J��J�êk. jhApAt.-na ‘to scram’
√ √

sub

A 	JËñêk. jhul-na ‘to swing’
√ √

A 	KCêk. jhUl-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñÊêk. jhUl-va-na
√ √ √

A 	Jë �Qk� cAr.
h-na ‘to climb’

√ √

A 	K Aë �Qk� cAr.
h-a-na

√ √ √

A 	K@ñë�Qk� cAr.
h-va-na

√ √ √

A 	K @Qºk� cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’
√ √

sub

A 	JÊg� cAl-na ‘to walk’ cal
√ √ √

A 	KCg� cAl-a-na ‘walk’
√ √ √ √

A 	K @ñÊg� cAl-va-na
√ √ √ √

A 	K �Pñêk� chor. -na ‘to leave’
√ √

A 	K �PðX dor. -na ‘to run’ dor.
√ √ √

sub

A 	K @ �PðX dor. -a-na ‘run’
√ √ √ √

A 	K @ð �PðX dor. -va-na
√ √ √ √
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Stem + Causatives Translation Cog. Path Passive Abil. Telic

OBJ OBL pers. ipers. path

A 	K AÆÒÃ�X d.AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’
√ √

sub

A 	J��K�P rApAt.-na ‘to slip’
√ √

A 	KY 	KðP rond-na ‘to trample’
√ √ √

A 	JÂ 	JK
P reng-na ‘to crawl’
√ √

sub

A 	J»Qå� sǫrAk-na ‘to slither’
√ √

A 	K A¿Qå� sǫrk-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñ»Qå� sǫrAk-va-na
√ √ √

A 	JÊm�» kUcAl-na ‘to trample’
√ √ √

A 	KCm�» kUcl-a-na
√ √ √

A 	KXñ» kud-na ‘to jump’
√ √

A 	Jº�ê» khIsAk-na ‘to slide’
√ √

A 	K A¾�ê» khIsk-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñº�ê» khIsAk-va-na
√ √ √

A 	KQÃ gIr-na ‘to fall’
√ √

mono

A 	K @QÃ gIr-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ðQÃ gIr-va-na
√ √ √

A 	J�êÃ ghUs-na ‘to enter’
√ √

A 	K A�êÃ ghUs-a-na
√ √

A 	K @ñ�êÃ ghUs-va-na
√ √ √

A 	JÓñêÃ ghum-na ‘to roll’
√ √

sub

A 	K AÒêÃ ghUm-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñÒêÃ ghUm-va-na
√ √ √

A 	KP 	QÃ gUzAr-na ‘to cross’
√ √

A 	K @P 	QÃ gUzr-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ðP 	QÃ gUzAr-va-na
√ √ √

A 	J��J�Ë lIpAt.-na ‘to roll’
√ √

A 	J�J�
J�Ë lApet.-na
√ √ √

A 	JºJ�Ë lApAk-na ‘to dash’
√ √

sub

A 	K @Qê»�QË lAr.k
hAra-na ‘to stumble’

√ √
sub

A 	Jºë�QË lUr.
hAk-na ‘to roll’

√ √
sub

A 	K A¾ë�QË lUr.
hk-a-na

√ √ √

A 	K @ñºë�QË lUr.
hAk–va-na

√ √ √

A 	K @ �QÂ	JË lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’
√ √

sub
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Stem + Causatives Translation Cog. Path Passive Abil. Telic

OBJ OBL pers. ipers. path

A 	Jº�JÓ mAt.Ak-na ‘to sachay’
√ √

sub

A 	KA¾�JÓ mAt.k-a-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñº�JÓ mAt.Ak-va-na
√ √ √

A 	K �QÓ mUr. -na ‘to turn’
√ √

A 	K �PñÓ mor.-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ð �QÓ mUr. -va-na
√ √ √

A 	KBY 	JÓ mAndǫla-na ‘to hover’
√ √

A 	Jk� A 	K nac-na ‘to dance’ nac
√ √

sub

A 	K Am��
	' nAc-a-na ‘dance’

√ √ √

A 	K @ñm��
	' nAc-va-na

√ √ √

A 	JÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’
√ √

A 	JË A¾ 	K nIkal-na
√ √ √

A 	K @ñÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-va-na
√ √ √
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8.C Complex predicate formation

Alphabetical order of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and their complex predicate behavior

with aspectual and permissive light verbs.

Stem + Causatives Translation Light verbs
pAr. -na d. al-na Ut.

h-na le-na de-na ja-na

‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to

fall’ put’ rise’ take’ give’ go’

A 	KQêK. @ UbhAr-na ‘to rise’
√

cpl

A 	KPAêK. @ Ubhar-na
√

A 	KQ�K @ UtAr-na ‘to descend’
√

cpl

A 	KPA�K @ Utar-na
√ √

A 	K @ðQ�K @ UtAr-va-na
√ √

A 	K �P@ Ur. -na ‘to fly’
√

away

A 	K @ �P @ Ur. -a-na
√ √

A 	K @ð �P @ Ur.-va-na
√ √

A 	K @ a-na ‘to come’
√

cpl

A 	KCê�K @ ithla-na ‘to strut’

A 	Jë �QK. bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’

√
cpl

A 	K Aë �QK. bAr.
h-a-na

√ √
cpl

A 	K @ñë�QK. bAr.
h-va-na

√ √
cpl

A 	JÃ AêK. bhag-na ‘to run’
√ √

away

A 	K AÆêK. bhAg-a-na
√ √

away

A 	K @ñÂêK. bhAg-va-na
√ √

A 	Jº�JêK. bhAt.Ak-na ‘to rove’
√

cpl

A 	K A¾�JêK. bhAt.ka-na
√ √

cpl

A 	JîfE. bǫhǫ-na ‘to run
√

cpl

A 	K AîfE. bǫh-a-na (water)’
√ √

A 	J�JÊK� pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’
√

cpl

A 	K A�JÊK� pAlt.a-na
√ √

A 	K @ñ�JÊK� pAlAt.-va-na
√ √

A 	Jj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ cpl

A 	K Aj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ñj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-va-na
√ √

A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’
√ √

cpl

A 	J»YêK� phUdAk-na ‘to hop’
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Stem + Causatives Translation Light verbs
pAr. -na d. al-na Ut.

h-na le-na de-na ja-na

‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to

fall’ put’ rise’ take’ give’ go’

A 	KQêK� phIr-na ‘to wander’ cpl

A 	K@QêK� phIr-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ðQêK� phIr-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	JÊ�êK� phIsAl-na ‘to slip’
√

cpl

A 	KC�êK� phIsl-a-na
√ √

A 	K @ñÊ�êK� phIsAl-va-na
√ √

A 	JÂ 	KCêK� phAlang-na ‘to leap over’
√

cpl

A 	KQ�
�K ter-na ‘to float’
√

A 	K @Q�
�K ter-a-na
√ √

A 	K @ðQ�
�K ter-va-na
√ √

A 	J»Qê�K thArAk-na ‘to stomp’

A 	K A¿Qê�K thArk-a-na
√

cpl

A 	JºJ��K t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’
√

cpl

A 	K A¾J��K t.Apk-a-na
√ √

A 	K@ñºJ��K t.ApAk-va-na
√ √

A 	JºÒê�K t.
hUmAk-na ‘to strut’

A 	K A¾Òê�K t.
hUmk-a-na

A 	JÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-na ‘to lollop’

A 	KCîf
�E t.ǫhIl-a-na

√

A 	K @ñÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-va-na

√

A 	K Ag. ja-na ‘to go’
√

A 	J��J�êk. jhApAt.-na ‘to scram’
√

A 	JËñêk. jhul-na ‘to swing’
√

cpl

A 	KCêk. jhUl-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ñÊêk. jhUl-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	Jë �Qk� cAr.
h-na ‘to climb’

√ √
cpl

A 	K Aë �Qk� cAr.
h-a-na

√ √
cpl

A 	K @ñë�Qk� cAr.
h-va-na

√ √
cpl

A 	K@Qºk� cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’
√

cpl

A 	JÊg� cAl-na ‘to walk’
√ √

cpl

A 	KCg� cAl-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ñÊg� cAl-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K �Pñêk� chor. -na ‘to leave’
√ √

cpl
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Stem + Causatives Translation Light verbs
pAr. -na d. al-na Ut.

h-na le-na de-na ja-na

‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to

fall’ put’ rise’ take’ give’ go’

A 	K �PðX dor. -na ‘to run’
√ √

away

A 	K @ �PðX dor. -a-na
√ √

away

A 	K@ð �PðX dor. -va-na
√ √

away

A 	K AÆÒÃ�X d.AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’
√

sud

A 	J��K�P rApAt.-na ‘to slip’
√

sud

A 	KY 	KðP rond-na ‘to trample’
√ √ √

cpl

A 	JÂ 	JK
P reng-na ‘to crawl’

A 	J»Qå� sǫrAk-na ‘to slither’
√ √

sud

A 	K A¿Qå� sǫrk-a-na
√

cpl

A 	K @ñ»Qå� sǫrAk-va-na
√

cpl

A 	JÊm�» kUcAl-na ‘to trample’
√ √ √

cpl

A 	KCm�» kUcl-a-na
√ √ √

cpl

A 	KXñ» kud-na ‘to jump’
√

sud

A 	Jº�ê» khIsAk-na ‘to slide’ sud

A 	K A¾�ê» khIsk-a-na
√ √

away

A 	K @ñº�ê» khIsAk-va-na
√ √

away

A 	KQÃ gIr-na ‘to fall’
√

sud

A 	K @QÃ gIr-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ðQÃ gIr-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	J�êÃ ghUs-na ‘to enter’ sud

A 	K A�êÃ ghUs-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ñ�êÃ ghUs-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	JÓñêÃ ghum-na ‘to roll’
√

sud

A 	K AÒêÃ ghUm-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ñÒêÃ ghUm-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	KP 	QÃ gUzAr-na ‘to cross’
√

cpl

A 	K @P 	QÃ gUzr-a-na
√ √

cpl

A 	K @ðP 	QÃ gUzAr-va-na
√ √

cpl

A 	J��J�Ë lIpAt.-na ‘to roll’
√

away

A 	J�J�
J�Ë lApet.-na
√ √

A 	JºJ�Ë lApAk-na ‘to dash’
√ √

A 	K @Qê»�QË lAr.k
hAra-na ‘to stumble’

√
sud
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Stem + Causatives Translation Light verbs
pAr. -na d. al-na Ut.

h-na le-na de-na ja-na

‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to ‘to

fall’ put’ rise’ take’ give’ go’

A 	Jºë�QË lUr.
hAk-na ‘to roll’

√
sud

A 	KA¾ë�QË lUr.
hk-a-na

√ √

A 	K @ñºë�QË lUr.
hAk–va-na

√ √

A 	K @ �QÂ	JË lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’

A 	Jº�JÓ mAt.Ak-na ‘to sachay’

A 	K A¾�JÓ mAt.k-a-na
√ √

A 	K @ñº�JÓ mAt.Ak-va-na
√ √

A 	K �QÓ mUr. -na ‘to turn’
√

cpl

A 	K �PñÓ mor.-na
√ √

away

A 	K @ð �QÓ mUr. -va-na
√ √

away

A 	KBY 	JÓ mAndǫla-na ‘to hover’

A 	Jk� A 	K nac-na ‘to dance’
√ √ √

seq

A 	K Am��
	' nAc-a-na

√ √
seq

A 	K @ñm��
	' nAc-va-na

√ √
seq

A 	JÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’
√ √

away

A 	JË A¾ 	K nIkal-na
√ √

away

A 	K @ñÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-va-na
√ √

away
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8.D Subevental structure according to Ramchand (2008)

Alphabetical order of Urdu/Hindi motion verbs and their subevental structure ac-

cording to Ramchand (2008).

Stem Translation Subevents

A 	KQêK. @ UbhAr-na ‘to rise’ [proc]

A 	KQ�K@ UtAr-na ‘to descend’ [proc]

A 	K �P@ Ur. -na ‘to fly’ [proc]

A 	K @ a-na ‘to come’ [proc]

A 	KCê�K@ ithla-na ‘to walk proudly’ [proc]

A 	Jë �QK. bAr.
h-na ‘to advance’ [proc]

A 	JÃ AêK. bhag-na ‘to run’ [proc]

A 	Jº�JêK. bhAt.Ak-na ‘to rove’ [proc]

A 	JîfE. bǫhǫ-na ‘to run (water)’ [proc]

A 	J�JÊK� pAlAt.-na ‘to turn’ [proc]

A 	Jj� 	JîfE� pAhUnc-na ‘to arrive’ [proc, res]

A 	KY 	KAêK� phand-na ‘to leap over’ [init, proc]

A 	J»YêK� phUdAk-na ‘to hop’ [proc]

A 	KQêK� phIr-na ‘to wander’ [proc]

A 	JÊ�êK� phIsAl-na ‘to slip’ [proc]

A 	JÂ 	KCêK� phAlang-na ‘to leap over’ [init, proc]

A 	KQ�
�K ter-na ‘to float’ [proc]

A 	J»Qê�K thArAk-na ‘to stomp’ [proc]

A 	JºJ��K t.ApAk-na ‘to drop’ [proc]

A 	JºÒê�K t.
hUmAk-na ‘to strut’ [proc]

A 	JÊîf
�E t.ǫhIl-na ‘to lollop’ [proc]

A 	K Ag. ja-na ‘to go’ [proc]

A 	J��J�êk. jhApAt.-na ‘to scram’ [proc]

A 	JËñêk. jhul-na ‘to swing’ [proc]

A 	Jë �Qk� cAr.
h-na ‘to climb’ [proc]

A 	K @Qºk� cAkAra-na ‘to stagger’ [proc]

A 	JÊg� cAl-na ‘to walk’ [proc]

A 	K �Pñêk� chor. -na ‘to leave’ [proc]
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Root English Subevents

A 	K �PðX dor. -na ‘to run’ [proc]

A 	KAÆÒÃ�X d.AgmAga-na ‘to toddle’ [proc]

A 	J��K�P rApAt.-na ‘to slip’ [proc]

A 	KY 	KðP rond-na ‘to trample’ [init, proc]

A 	JÂ 	JK
P reng-na ‘to crawl’ [proc]

A 	J»Qå� sǫrAk-na ‘to slither’ [proc]

A 	JÊm�» kUcAl-na ‘to trample’ [init, proc]

A 	KXñ» kud-na ‘to jump’ [proc]

A 	Jº�ê» khIsAk-na ‘to slide’ [proc]

A 	KQÃ gIr-na ‘to fall’ [proc]

A 	J�êÃ ghUs-na ‘to enter’ [proc, res]

A 	JÓñêÃ ghum-na ‘to roll’ [proc]

A 	KP 	QÃ gUzAr-na ‘to cross’ [proc]

A 	J��J�Ë lIpAt.-na ‘to roll’ [proc]

A 	JºJ�Ë lApAk-na ‘to dash’ [proc]

A 	K @Qê»�QË lAr.k
hAra-na ‘to stumble’ [proc]

A 	Jºë�QË lUr.
hAk-na ‘to roll’ [proc]

A 	K @ �QÂ	JË lAngAr.a-na ‘to limp’ [proc]

A 	Jº�JÓ mAt.Ak-na ‘to sachay’ [proc]

A 	K �QÓ mUr. -na ‘to turn’ [proc]

A 	KBY 	JÓ mAndǫla-na ‘to hover’ [proc]

A 	Jk� A 	K nac-na ‘to dance’ [proc]

A 	JÊ¾ 	K nIkAl-na ‘to emerge’ [proc, res]
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8.E XML frame for a causative sibling class

Sample Urdu/Hindi VerbNet entry for the sibling class ubHarnA-1.2.3-sib-caus.

<FRAME>

<DESCRIPTION descriptionNumber="0.2"

primary="NP.erg/nom NP.acc/nom NP.loc V"

secondary="Causative transitive with oblique"/>

<EXAMPLES>

<EXAMPLE urdu="úG
A�íÃ
á�
Ó þQÒ» @QÓ@ ÿ 	� ú �×@"

translit="ammI nE amrA kamrE mEN gHusAyI"

translat="The mother made Amra enter the room."/>

</EXAMPLES>

<SYNTAX>

<NP value="Initiator" case="erg/nom"/>

<NP value="Undergoer" case="acc/nom"/>

<NP value="Destination" case="loc"/>

</VERB>

</SYNTAX>

<SEMANTICS>

<PRED value="cause">

<ARGS>

<ARG type="Event" value="init"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Initiator"/>

</ARGS>

<PRED value="motion">

<ARGS>

<ARG type="Event" value="proc"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Undergoer"/>

</ARGS>

</PRED>

<PRED value="path">

<ARGS>

<ARG type="Event" value="proc"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Undergoer"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="?Initial_Location"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="?Trajectory"/>

<ARG type="SemRole" value="Destination"/>

</ARGS>

</PRED>

</SEMANTICS>

</FRAME>
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